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ERRATA
(An Abridged Translation)

5 T.. effective caliber instead of printed sl.

12 U.Jte pressure, instead of printed Ounit, pressure*.

47 0'!".t--Fig. 9.-unburned grains of powder.

144 ..nemsky instead of printed OKiszemskya .

265 .'• 103 is missing.

278 % is missing at the beginning of the 5th line.

302 density of gas instead of
33 U 9(1-__natead ofVSi

Formula (121,

355 In the last line; his instead of printed *thism.

3b9-362 Tables -. Logs instead of printed OLugsa.

375 Name of table should be; Table for

448 Third line from the bottom: -r instead of printed tn .

485 TablA 18, insert 4 before 1-instantaneous burning;

and A before -the most advantageous density of

loading; also insert d on last two lines of column 1

of Table 18.

491 Chaptir 4 instead of printed Chapter IV.

598 In title of Chapter 3 (Section II): - Evaluation instead eadf of printed OEvolution*.

F
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Foreword

Professor M. Z. Serebryakov's book, "Interi.:r

Ballistics" was published in Moscow in 1949, and c. -, ises

a course of lectures presented at the Artillery Academy

of the U. 8-. l. 1. Prwossor Serebryakov is a Member of

the Russian Academy of Artillery Sciences, and his book

is used as a textbook in the engineering and technological

institutes and tke physics and mathematics departments of

the universities of the U. S. S. R.

The Jussian book Is an imposing volume of 670 Pages

of large sue, and it is not a scietific treatise but a

textbook, intended for students of the subject. Accord-

ingly it has not been thought worth while to iasue a

translation of the entire book, but to include only such

material that is not readily available in Exglish. A full

tranlation has, however, been prepared and the manuscript

copy is being retained in the Department of Chemistry of

The Catholic Laiversity of'America.

The task of making the complete translation was

carried out by Dr. Ne4 ef under contract ith the



Department of the Army, whilhe was done by

him at Catholic University. In preparing the condensation

the procedure has been to include vhe titles of every' section

in the eomplete book, but to omit suck parts of the text

as appeared unseessary. In this way it is hoped that the

continuity of the original text will be preserved, uhile

&. the same tine there will be all possible economy of space

and roading time*

Pro ekragsoff Is at present ang lfid i r p rii *

report. ukih will compare and contrast the luIsian interior

ballistic system with various other mothods.

I. J, Laidler
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T~iilto' ireface

A translator may decide to produce a Lmoth "literary"

version, as a more or less free interpretation of the or-

iginal book, or he may attempt to give in the new language

as nearly "literalw reproduction as is compatible with the

necessity of getting a readable and understandable text.

The latter course has been chosen for this translation.

The present version represents an abbreviation of my orig-

nal translation, which was a complete one. Perhaps the

presbut nlator --- bc. permitted to mention the follow-

ing partly historical, partly personal detail.

In 1902 Professor A.?. Brynk, of the Russian Artil-

lery Academy in St. Petersburg, translated at the request

of the U.S. Navy Department his course in Interior Ballis-

tics into English. This book was published in the U.S.A.

in 1904. It was my unlooked-for gool fortune that I, a

former student and assistant of Prof. Brynk (1906-1914)

at the Russian Artillery Academy, was employed on a con-

tract with the General Adjutant's Office of the U.S. Army

Department to translate into English the present course

in Interior Ballistics of the Russian Artillry A1cademy

in Moscow,

V.N.
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List of terms, symbols "n definitions.

a. The foiiowiq subscripts are used in this book;

o = the time of the beginning of the projectile motion.

m - the time of the maximum pressure.

s = the time of the beginning of fragmentation of the

powder grains.

k = the time of wall-burnt" (the end of burning).

- the. n.-ment when the projectile ler'ves the muzzle.

b. Thc , e system of units: decimeter (din) -

ki1' :' (2 -secona (sec.) - is used erc..

oc The term poider grain means a separate element of

the powder charge, e.g., strip, tube, plate, card.

d. Initial dimensions of the grain are those measured

before the beginning of the burning.

Characteristics of the gun, projectile and powder charge.

1L (a) Caliber ca a cylindrical bore-diameter, d,

measured between the opposite lands of rifling; d? is

a diameter measured-between the opposite bottoms.

(b) Caliber of tapered (conic) bore: do (b-_ech

caliber); dA, (auzzie caliber).

2. (a) Cross sectional area of a rifled bore;

ra bo 4 .J

7



U.Hr a width f land; b idth of a bottom.

(b) The effective caliber,

3. Total length of the caral (bore) measured from the

breech to the muzzle = Lon

4. LongtL %t the rifled part of the bkive

5. 0.1Chaber - the acaee behind the bass of a projectili

in its initial position.

6. Chamber capacity = the volume ct ohambur, Wo .

7. Weight of projectile - q.

0. (a) Weight of powder charge( ; density of powder.

(b) Voljae of powder charge =

Characteristics ct powder and power gases.

9. Total heat of the explosive process q. U the amount

of.heat derived from 1 kg. of powder burned in the

closed vesnel and cooled down to 150 C. (water vapor).

Potential energy of powder;t= 4270 %. kg. din.

10. Speiflc volume of powder gases = w3 = the volume

occupied by gases delivered by 3 kg. ct powder at

0' 0. and pressure of 760 mm (water apor).

11. Temperature of the powder burnimg = T3 = temperature

-I ...
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of the explosive process of powder read on KO

(absolute scale).

12. The *foroew of powder - f . (10, 11), here

Pa = 1 atm a 1.033 kg/cm,.

13. Covolums )f the powder gases - q.- a volume propor-

tional to the total volum of gas molecules derived

from 1 kg. of powder (dma/kg.).

14. late of powder burnir , u the linear velocity of

the bumirg process normal to the surface of the

grain (in mm/soc.).

15. (a) Rate of powder burniig at the pressure equal to

1 etm;

(b) Gas aonstantl=", is the work produced by

1 k,. of gas at its heating on 1 at the pressure

Pa = 1.033 kg/oim (1 atmosphere).

(c) Specific heat of the gas at constant pressure

0 D" Specific heat of the gas at constant volume

S= tibrmal equivalent of work.

(d) k -' e
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,Dgknsione of powder arain.

.,16. Thickness of a brned layer = variable e.

17. initial thickness (web) = 2 e,

18. $arfaoe of the grain - variable S.

19. Initial surface of the graln = Si.
20. Volume of the grain = va~ableA
21. Initial volume of the grain = At

22. Relative thickness of the buned layer = variable Z9- r
heres u - (18; 17; 32; .33; 14; 15).

23. Relative airface of the grain: u 4 (18; 19).

24. ,(a)' Ro. Vol. of the burned grain = variable:4+245R&

(b) Volume of the burned part of charege:.4+f)

(4) WI of the unburned ;art.

(c) Vale of the covolume of burned part =0(.O4,

Travels, VSloitieS aiI DreSU .

W6. Time of departure of a rojoetiis - the moment the
buse & pxvj~oUilq- l %"* e It

26. Relative travel of projectile = variable 1, measured

from the inital positiou of the base of projectile.

27. T;Aal travel aloj the bore (28; 25).

28. Fola:tlv velonity of projectie = variab-. v~v) = a

trnblatory "vzlozity f a projegtile in it's tzavsi
iati~~r-2Uve t a:eo .
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29. Muzzle velocity a relitive velocity of a proectile

(28) at the moment of departure from muzzle (5) -

30. Powder pressure 'variable) p a mean value of all

local pressures behind the projectile in the bore

at any moment.

(37; 7; 28; 2; 26)

Here g = acoeleration of gravity.

W. Impulse of powder gas pressure (variable)

3 pft. Here t - tin .

33. Impulse at the end of powder buii 1 k - j

§ecial quantities and coefficients.

34, Density of loadingA (8; 0 6) ; w lesvW dtn
35, Gravimtric deasity is the ratio of the weight of

freely poured powder in a vessel of a definite f±orm

and a definite olume to the weight of water at 40C.

filling the same vessel to ths sae volume. Note;

It is essential to specify precisely wbat 1orm a n

volume of a vessel must ba ,,d and in what e.ti . -.

lar manner the powder must be poured in ti vessel.

Any change in these specifications will affect the

numerical valae of tbe. obtained gra umetr-i density,



,P (a) La.:,,,-c:;b 1,,,+h of t-. nhrmhm is the
.ho -^v4d ~v~ its volume equtal to the

c~ohmbr capacity (6) and its circular base equal to

(b) Actual length of a chamber 10 is the distance

between the bases-of the barrel s-ad te projectile;

37. (a) Cotfficient accounting for the secondary energy

lossed M

(b) Theore tical f o=,- !a * C C

Here; a ,0 (1.03-1.0); £ = 1/3.

(c) kpirical formuI.d;% 1.05 (lt.

38. Coefficient of the weight of projectile

t Indm.

39. Coefficient of the utilization of tbo powder charge;

40. "Ooefficient of projectile's location at the time

of burntw. y (27).

41. Relative weight of powder charge: (8i 1).

42, Ooefficient of the gur pot nc 3

43. T¢ct C1 efficiency ef tb powder charget



40. Cuoffiotent of oafmber's widenin5 -a- %" a "

46. Mean diameter of the chamber D - d

47. At n rifles with their depth t4. and caliber d, the

total length of the cross sectional perimeter of the

bore will be:

here dw is the effeative diameter of a circumference

having the same length as the perimeter of the bore.

Sinee t r = (0.01 ... 0.02)d, we v. ll beve* dW

ad(l.l2 ... 1.38) at n = 28 or; d" = (1 + OI ).

48. Initial workirg surface of the bore eat the begin-

ning t = to:

49. Final Yorking surface of the bore at t = tz I

coA

50. Working surface of the bore4at any t;

e e
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51. Total length of the gun canal.

Here I3n 1s the Neffective total length of the gun
Ko~l nIn e- e - e. %:

i.e., n' is the relative incretsnt of 10.

52. Total volume ct the gua canal; we" S L

53. Workin volume. t the canal:;S

54. Tot ai volume behind the projectile*.

55., Volum corrected for the volume of unburnd powder

and for the covolume of powder gaies - -*E t9 4

a, W- - /),<, I s s 4 +.s, ,e)IH Hre: V3 ~'

sia th effective length of the free volume of

chamber at a given moment of tim when a fraction

of the powder charge is burned. At the beginning:

At the end: ( llP= 1)

te. tig'aI ---- -,3-



56. The function is a specific rate of

gasification per unit, pressure, or the intensive-

ness of the process of gasification.

57. Specific surface of grain:

58. Relative surface c grain: 6 ;

59. 2 e3. is a thickness of strip

2 c is a length of strip st,,

2b is the width of strip.

60.

or:/ ' 1 , ; fft -"'

where: )a
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62. Volum in ihich gases are emitted from the powder

surfac v

83. ratio of a burning surface to volume V.

For t1te inner surface of perforation:

7

Here 3k inner surface of channel in grain,

& a volume of channel in grain. For the outer

surface of a grain:

S t = outer surface of all grains. For 7 perfora-

tion powder: L.fts70

N = number of grains; n = number of periorations

in a grain.

84. (P)U

7V-
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65. Various forMs of tae law of humid6 :

u = up, lhcn Ik is not affected by tbo value o.'

(u, may be a variable).

U Ap? when Ik is increased with the in-

creased A

u a ap + b wie Iik ' increased with the in-

oreased A .

88 ref asedi, A ) are value sa of oharacte rit ice6.iCO a 

of the powder adopted in service and (A) is E de-

sired value of a charge of the experiental 
powder

which is expected to produce the same p. anI 17

obtainable in service. Then

n ~ Z

t* and I"are determined by the experim!Art,
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WTr~OTION,

j~ral DescriDtiOn Of the Contents.

The presenit book is essentdally different from its

first edition cC 1939 and containBso8v,,.ral chapters

which were writ teni anew. An extensive editorial and

methodoloaical work bas been done by the chair of

Interior Ballis~tics of the Artillery Academy durizg the

years ct the Great War 11 and afterwards aiud the entire

course has been ompleted ase a e'.llective work of

Soviet scientist* and teaohire, 6;ff ct the chair of

Interior Baflhs tics ct the Artillery Academy. Necessary

references to the works of foreign autho~rs are made only

for historical elucidations ct certain questions (prior

to 1925) especially in discussions of the burnirg proc-

ess ct powders.

Thta course is intended as a textbook for students

of the bngineering faculties of the Artillery Academy

and far other higher technical institutions; it my also

serve as a manual for the technicians of manufacturizg

plantep (~4AWYWI) construction bureaus,. labcoatories

wakirg for the Ordnance Znginaerirg Department; thisJ book can be used by scientific w,)rkxs and engineers as



well as by graduate university students of physico-

mathematical sciences.

Te course begins with an Introduction and has 3

parts. A large part Cf the introduction has been re-

written and special attention i,. paid to the adequate

presentation of the importance of a direct connection

between Interior Ballistics ane the Ordnance Enaineer-

I*g designs of artillery systems and their ammunition.

A new chapter - 1listorical outline of the devel-

opment of Interior Ballisticse has been added, in which

due acknowledgement Is paid to the leading role played

by Russian scientists of both periods - before the

Ootcber Revolution of 1917 and after it.

Part IL. Physical fundamentals of Interior Ballistics* -

Presents the physical cspect ct the entire firing proc-

ess of the firing from the moment when the powder begiLs

to burn until the end Cf the after effect Cf powder

gases acting on the projectile as well Pd on the barrel

cf the gun. Part I consistp d the following 5 Sectionss

Section I. !Powder as a source of Rnergy - con-

tains general information about various types of powders

and their principal characteristies.
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Ifen thounh not a few current authcities have re-

jectod th use of the terms *Pyrostatiesw and OPyro-

dynami sw these terms, nevertheless, are being used in

this textbook merely for the sake of their simplicity

and olarity.

00 tioA "General Pyrostatios' has been consid-

orably enlarged in this volume and its material is ro-

distriited in a different order as oouparod with the

et edition.

Section III. Ballistio analysis ot propellants

based = the physical law of the burning process has

boon enlarged and in accrdanee with current theories

at burnirg propellnts, deals with findixi a sound and

secure criterion for determining the various laws con-

tronliM tho rate of burning.

Section IV. *Physical bases ct Pyrodynamioos -

has a new material in it and a now treatment of sore old

questions of the importance cf variaticns in powder

chamber capacity or of the relationships between the

three powder pressures; 1) actirg at the base of the

projectile. 2) at ts breech of the gun and 5) the

avage pressure acting behind the wovirg projectile.



,48

Seotim V. *Phenomena pruodaed by the flow of

powder ganes deals with the after-effect of powder gases

continuing the Ir aotiicn of inreasig velocities - of the

projectile as well as of the recoiliag system and also

woirg on the uwzle brake (if such is present).

Pat! 11 Thewy and practino ol the solution of the

baiio probleas of Interior ualistics' - represents a

general exposition of theorotical and applied Pyrody-

naies. Here are given various Pethads (amlytioal,

nuerial, epiricalt tabular) e solutions of basic

problims.

A special introdwtion to Part I presents a general

outline of the approaches to the basic problems when using

one oer another method among the four mtnticned above.

Sectian VI. 'Analytical methods of solution of the

direct prtblem of Interior Baflistis'. A basic antlyti-

Oal msthod is presented in the form of the feaos rigor-

due solution, publisbad for the first tee iii world lit-

erature on the subJsot by Prof. 3. 7. Drosdov in 1910.

We olso bav. here soe other simplified solutions due to

Prof. Grave sad Prof. Oppokov. A separate ohapter *on-

uinx a row ioW.c poou by Pzof. Sarebryakov baed

on hiseown researah on the physical 3aw of burning (wThe

physical law of burning in Intericr allistiosO, 1940).
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eation VII. -Numerical Methods- has been reprinted

from the It dition.

Section VII, 91pirical MethodsO has been consid-

erably abridged because these nuthods ead their tables

became obaolte in comparison with present usage of new

tables, based on analytical solutions; special au=4.1"ary

tables of roessary corrections calculated by Prof.

SlukotfJky are nevertheless also given.

Section W. 'Tabular methods of solution ot probleos
of Interior Ballistics' - contains special revised in-

structions for rmaki, tables and additional material

collected from the now tables issued in 1942 by the Chief

Artillery Board. Here is also presented a revised theory

of similarity, based on formulae which were used in the

oostructi!o of th. ballistic tables. ?or the first time

a nw method is given, which is based on the use cf wtlw

variables and reduced number of parameters. This method

is due to Pzo-s. Drosdov and O__nmev and Messrs. Gorokhov

erd Sviridov and ia included in t ho text cf thi a ,:ourse.

Section X. wBalliutic methods of gun desigO - is

entirely new and leads to practical results regarding t.

oharacteristios of a gur whose detigr is to be determined

with respeet to the specific techLio-tacti cal performanee

n0



Io
- dezlr %* A speiM! NIDL-ective Diagral'O affW62 a sub-.

and a method of evaluatim of durability of gun, proposed

by Prof. Slukhotzky is presented.

Part III,, *Solutions of special more involved problems

of Interior Ballistios. Here. in etlon X1, we have:

1. Solutions obtained analytically and by maons

of tables for the problem of oopoite powder ohares,
2. The come of a trench-mortar (mine thrower) when

leakage of games is taken into consideation.

5. 8olution of iie basic prob lem *en the process

ct the gradual engraving of the band is accounted for

(by Prof. 0. Oppokov).

The last SectLon XII oontains a special case of do-

sign of tapered-boxv gunw (ooud bor6e).

Thus the present ocrse deals with the cajor part

of current problems ct Interior Ballistics.

A Brief Histrical Survey of thb Deveo ient

of Interior Ballistics in Russia
The history ct the development of Interior Balli8tice

is naturally related rjo the general development of artil-

I lery. Durirg the period betweeL the ond of the MVIth

Ientury W. the beginning oi Il1th tha artillery was
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' 4t- ijri6corirrated into all armies. It had already

lost all its old medieval traits and traditions and thus

became capable of a normal progressive development. As

-a result - An almost immediate improvement began. A dis-

orderly confusion of numerous calibers and models, an

absence of firmly established general principles and

the uncontrollable arbitrariness ct empirical rules of

thumb - all these defects became obviously objectionable

and were disposed of,

In all countries there were organized special artil-

lery experiments, and scientific attempts were originated

for systemtical investigations within the province of

fire arms.

- ~he ~ z~gn~a-lb- . it@ relation to the

length ad weight of a gun, and the weight of powder

charae; the distritbution of etal over the gin body, the

effective distance of a firing, recoil action on a gun

mount - all these ridloa end questions wo inVeet-g- acted

with gratifying results among which must be mentioned a

marked cuttirg down of powder charge to i/3 or 1/2 of the

cannon balls,



Peter Vh1 Great (1672-1725) was
pwaonali interestd in e I il1Y AP

wrote IN manual fbr the use of Artillery. Bince those

rimotae tims the Ruisian Artillay beoamo one of the best

artilleries in laropeo

the organization and taotioal progvjss of the artil-

lery mov ehead together with the progress of a rw

Artillwy Science which co nutrated its studise maily

on the air resistance affeeting the trejeotory of a pro-

Daniel Bernoulll (1700-1782) in bis classic Nrdi o-

dynamics laid the foundation of gas mohanics, introduoed

a concept of 'astio gas expansion an showed how, by

takiM into account this ezpansion to calculate the shot

jav.'l i t1h sun barrel. The geat Dler (1707-1783)

spent uuoh ct i: ereetiv.e fforts in atadyirg the proc-

oases taking place In the Sun barrel but the com'lete

lao of experimental data precluded a futher developme4t

of his woit. (M1er as a member of the Ruseian Acaemy

of Science lived in St. Petesrburg in 1727-J741 and

Beni. Ro'i 0a-Li irnv)bed auG cons truxcted a

ballistio pendulum which waa uZed in bali.atin ceri-

ment s for more than 100 yearB.
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;519A- i , A rt VWOO 66-1 '04 qm -o

ftieno- in. wioh be eiabdjivi e8 this solenoe into &iter-

ic' S0~4jtj±qsemjO ;tqrior Safllstios. He rorulated
te1 _aI ioln ~ neir~ 4stias in the foll-

ine cxw4js thq length ca oalibeqr of a 6pno

~th~ pwder c ax4 a of the ahob 9 and tbe

*3A~kc';~II c pqd*Z' Sw at the, first. aceent of their

- o L*.j lt* the veloalty a~t vfic~h tb he9ZQt

winl~ ~ d oa~t of a sun

~~tbs w~h t hettoal and ezperimztal dev-

slow"fl iCthe 40~~r ienooea technial reorms~na

tion cAzct4,e;W also #Qa4t4n'eq its progress in the

At"qr.~pr"otSIoj ie" paoantias wer oonstriaoteds the

k9 a pr.'wwa provq4 =nd the general level of

th#bt±4. -qulitl s oX, e Artillery was. markedly

_,Ou*Iq.b3,q progro" i t)3* Rusianz Artifley was

ph~ero fromi 1750 to 1760, when Couant

P. ., "hov~tov rarqdup - his own at ±13ry ayptcm whicoh
booe Ygy 9 p;u; ad, aerviceable under the nmg

*~oiv'o~zO,. Tbeje wnicorns turned out to be

veryv succesaf4tl ka'ping the Great Patmiotic War of 181-9,p

0$~ ~~. wsdvIah~ie Swn .Ym r War (76*-763).
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tbVIOt1d ja~k £66k their p Nkd. It Ie of interest to

Aot6#A**P tiat1.in all' titbboke of a itillei'y in in
ooM* it'" si i s a 1id1udie&) *e read 'that -the rifled guns

ca ft fi i' *it~l ms at the same times

am~i-Ift )k-d1AUof tI& ZI=th century (1855-4865).

laudiiv f~waObxefaat is that 'in the Musus ot the

- - a l±k AA111brel Addi 'tbre, iz several rifled guns

dated as far back as 1615,a~d& several guns date'd 1645

aMY 4W ~ a~'~it'rebut effectig inough bresoh

msOWAWW~V-7 A~d-N1Wf is~aiiotimi weln known fact, that
no othoit p oib i ro A lielfq *6en vis iting

i~100, 1W4 offered a fabuzlods sun of

nozity *44421L a3ti~eli W16a~ih, still remain in UP same
Irn 410 V~dl be however not very reason-

Olt to proclaim th&'v the Russian artillery used tha

rif-leO 1jtt4V4ih 1dreeoh, mshnix "B as e 'arly'a. in the

nxVli etnv imidei thiee have a documntary evi-

dide inftot.ctf a- oop rehehsive deoripti on of 6xperi-

mmt a wft* rif-led-guiis in 1547 made in ftla W. No such

guls bbwei'3 wort preser?6d as relics ct those renoie
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40" c.tif 111=4 -astablshe.d. principlos or

the ,thW,rstoak and. *zperigeptal ballistics begin only in

ti,,,p oa h44~ ot. ths.,1th century, being founded on

~ soi. bsis f a gsporal scientific development of

topb 4 and, bqpbooy of -that period.

.740. first theovy 9C the powdsr burning process hAs

b*GA,#';bl1.he& in 1857 in Russia by a chemist shiskoy

s44Gm~ by B'wzqn,

Znp 186f)Paptain of, the Auss ian Artillery A. P, Oorlov

pOUb1s)#. 4an m XQIW on tbel aotion. of a projoctile along

th&e rildbf 6 4 aSMA;_ this artIcO6 wals roputlia had in

tim.Q~pte Redu~of.,tbo French Academy of Sciences (1862)

ZR~4~ 1 Og;one1 of' the Russian Artillery.

L~. t9~t, y m"ns of experimental f irings from a

pis 01' A. 4 Xb. gun; f oun how. the produc ts of the burnt

powd.wo;9r affected by the oonditione of the burnirg

1a'ocess within the gun barrel.

Tb~spe works laid the foundation for f urther research

on the lyaimizg pr--ass diajin fir'in conducoted by the

future inves~ig~tors.

In the middle ct the 11th eentury ther. :?ere intro-

duced the tw mdet impo'tant and sucoessfu. Civioes of

RIX r ime nt al Bal111.tios t be c haono graph b~y Le uag
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and- - u h by Nlo. Then as a naturel next step

the uanonetrio bomb was oonstructcd a nd - new branch of

the Eperimental Ballistics - Manometry-began. In 1868-

1875,Naobel and Abel conducted important experimentations

on the qualitative and quantitative aualysis of the pro-

ducts of the burning powder, together with meaurements

of maxi u presmres, temperatures, specific heats and

the amounts of heat derived from the combustion of powder

in t closed volum of a manometric bomb. Hence the

maximum pressure was determimd as a function of the

Oforoe ot powder and -density of loadizS. £l of

this work was largely based on the results of the above

mentioned researches of Shishkov, Bunzen and Fedorov.

During the second half of the XIXth century new dev-

eloDrnnts in the Kinetic Theories of Heat and Gases, of

Thermodynamics and General Ohemistry n&t aly nough

furnished sufficient material for a solid scientific

foundation for the studies of the burning process of

powder as well as c the oonv$lv on aiOf th'e. -ner-q- o

powder gases in' kinetic energy of these gases and of

the movirg projectile in the bore c" a gun.

In 1864 Resal gave a differential equation for the

balawe of the energy derived from the combustion of a
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pWe-tr did t eniery absorbed by the whole me-ahaica!

-J- WWU& 46 .16V ,&0

this tuation was utilized by Sarreau in 1876 for a

derjition of his popular and "aseful formulae used in

thaz'ftilleiky pratice of almost all countries. In

Ri i in, 1898-1901 Prof. A. F. Brynk of the Arti1lery

,'ademy and Prof. W. 7. Drosdov of the saw Academy have

;ntroduced their own formulae in place ct Sarreau's

't - very imprtant contribution to the progress ot

Artillery in general and Arxile'y Scinee in particular

hi&biefi "-,44 by th6 ineivia Gf amo^ LWWB poWWUr

p 2ylin pder in France by Vielle (1884), nitroily-

40 . paider iningland by Noble and Able (1888),

and pyrooolloidal powder in Rusbia by Mendeleev (1890).

EIng "perfected a manometric bcmb by the mechan-

i ei Tuing pvaune 6a a function 0 A.-V.&

Vielle has "definitely established a fundamental differ-

Inat betwee- th "tant.nerl ex----o---n---n -- e bl_ A_

powder and the rapid but gradual and regular burnirg of

the smokeless colloidal powders. Thus has been found

"u,, ; i t.G., -" "oc!,. cal nos sbility of the control

jof the process of gasification by xhe use of Ograins = of
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, proPellant repaee in the for pf tbe-s or atrips with

dfite .-iZes of tlheir geomeatrioc Pattfirr.

Fi~aly after a lorg series ct theoretical and lab-

oratory work a new type of a smokeless colloidal powder

with pyroxyTi n base was found. Viello personally designed

and, repaed such a gowdor f 65 m/m gun and all experi-

mental reaults perfectly v'i4fied thecretical calculations

and exptatione.

This new powder turned out to be 3 times more power-

ful tltan crdinary black powder, and produced a muoh higher

muzzle yvl6aity at a lower maximum presure.

The introduction of Woqise powder oorid*aJera.y In-

creased thq effectiye distance of ftrixg and at be same

time dispoee4 of smoke and bwought in many marked innova-

tions in tactios on the battlefields.

s " tha D aimata preDaration and testing

of the 7rench pyroxylin powder began in 1887 and this

powder was finally admitted into artillery service, dis-

regarding the fact that Mendeleev's pyrocolloida! powder

was markedly bettur. But personai rea.sons durlr that

period were as a riale more powerful than scientific ones,

: r Le B U10 RW4 av- 'Powder were appecita.G

afewrsb h ... O!o-=3tadt*e&



ito Amrican, artillery service., Dwibg the areat

war .1 In._1914.R18-thise powder waS si A Iii great M- ;,

.tok the9 Russiau Governmnte

liyen though tho teahnics and indust.ry in Czarist

heSIa were ion a lower level than ini the Western countries

n~vrthlssUtP Russian etiaooai61 ballictiasns niot

infrequently were, far in advance of their foreign col-

leag*s and gAyed leading roles in the progres of may

scienti ,* achiavesezrta. After tho abavesentioned nme.I it Shishkova 0orlov and Ifedorov it will not be aftiss to

*ZD IC. Profeapo-r P , M. Albitzky published the iitsiw

.W~s f -Interior Ballistica In Russiap wbioh he taught

iA tim Ruspian Artillary' Jademy.

S1879 a gra~duate, a the Ax-tiflul' Academy, Colonel.

I K~~Alakataky, publed hin Ie-izAcl * 'heorstical
W-1 I'a' abo 1a rreasuz'e in sna~l rifled

firo~*. !a th'Is woyk be took into account the ypropa-

I ~ ~aterwards Violle also publisbed L~ similar~ work Lk Tra~nce.
U A direct sucqessor of Professor Albitzky, Proftsao.-

V, . .r-a!hkevj4.chj -,al a iii 1685 - j.1., -W W- bo-k -

"TertolB1-I*icI r &p-~atl



Mt~i b-Ak- t04 tw_-A~AI&. a in -Im1a~nd ard in the U. S.A.

$WImis+ nt 4; ; A LW#I_ O the

second half of the Nineteenth Century an2 Off the very be-

ginnii* ct the ftentioth Oenbtiry were professors of- the

ftitsian Aktilliry Academy - N. V. Mayevsky (183-1858-

11398), aaM his pupil and successocr N. Ai Zabudsky (1853-

l886-19l'?4'. N, V. ayevaky is of world wide fwwn as 'the

O AW- z 4- uA 4 f*t44tf 102ttr 4 
"r Ballisticbuhi

walkw in the f14e26 of Unteri cc Ballistics wern no loe

In 1856 long befcre Noble~'a experiuents, Mayevaky

founid a ieiry o1lflna:L sitthod of tuasuirz the ptoder

pi~ia~sat, various sections of the gun bare and his

dejign of the 60 lb. smooth bore gun was so pearfeact that

I 1thia -ins in 'dbetition with many 0t13z's, showed theI best results.

UI lee! nayevaxy orgwnized special experiments deter-

Iminbt the shot travel as a fu~itia -Of tiame and then

I urves. cf poiWu~t y65rssMG a~ -utC f -c_4&%i n P ot travol and

I ~time- were calcul1ated.- Thin~ work became~ of great impor-I tance for Intericr Ball s'tii as 'well as for the design

of qw--A. -Inlw Mayvsk wa elcte %carrespondent-

member at the Russ ian Academy of Sciences.
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~th~~eabefn bohbrn~h ~df Rallistics.

4i 1911 'tim rench Academy of Science 6lected

5~dbi 'a o'dres-pondent-member in ths chair of

I-n l964 iAbUdskk finishemd a prelinharyM invostiga-

Uan of the powder' pressures In various guns and proposed

~ii~oewpfleal alaefor muls~ V4locities and

In 1914 he published a monumental experimental work

~t~e dterni~t~i~nof pressures'and velocities as tunc-

tim'di g'fo~je4tilf travTel for the 30 field artiliexry

W eise hi adopted the original method of a gradlually

i-btineda eun barrel. Yrwn these results be obtained

~irif fr-wilie f muzzle velocities and aximum,

r "~ in terMs Of loadii* Cordii~ irii 1pod AarrLt

welght 'Or proaetilt, chamber capacity, web size of

tbwar) wA -w! Vd th itsa extensive experimental mat-
0-4a 1 4 not infreauea-U- c op tieal va1'i ceven at

1OV12 -*rof *sEor of the Rusbian Artillery Academy.,

B. P 1 nk began his ooarse e. Interior 5aillbuoWA whUC"

in I'O 'was publisbed in its final fcwra. Professor Bzyn ,
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*-_-ended Sarreau's formulae into the new prov.nce of

saakaeoss pyroxylin powders, baying accor-Jiy changed

I ~all thol 0oefro 16215 and 5IifaxawtuG. W~4h

urve Professor Brynk proposed his own empirical formula.

At that tim this course was the most Oomplete, end

praoticable om among all exsting course ct lut6i

Ballistic* in other countries.

In 1901 Professor Bzynkti oourae was trazlat*e into

Gorman and by the request of the U. S. Navy Dept. in 1902

into Igih

In 1903 N. I, Drosdo t he adjunct of the Russian

Arui,4. -yAca;z,-v;; *&%A# the fi~ tim in the wcr!6

lite'itu ott the subject a compete rigorous ntegration

of the eqpations of the basic problem of Interior Ballis-

tics vithout any simplifyirg assumptions, facilitatin the

I integrata- n-f differentiuJ equations in tnis case. T4.

I nemotzs urn p~blisheG in te sslan LA- ti1ery -oaume.

I In 1910 th saw memoire in a more ocmplete eand developed

,,, - p-_ enontod by W. F,. Brosdov as his dissertation

1for the professorship cof the Artillery Aeademy.

In 1920 Professor Drosdov published special ballistic

Wiz for piactioal "4 r _+

proQblemls &azA e3DeC:oiy &t pro9d- ii 'siIc us
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1. P. Grave, adjunct ct the Artillery Academy in 1904,

prin'd his d isiertation on ezperimental and theoretical

investigations of the rates of burning cf powders and of

b6seed pressures in a closed vessel. This work was

rebied with great interest and was published in Irance.

In i0 haibonnier published in France his Interior

Ba1Xtitos in two parts - Pyrostatics and Pyrodynamios;

he dioagreed with Vielle's gewttrical law of burning and

pr ed his ten notbod for firdirg the laws ct the proc-

ess 'poder bUrnig in the manometric bomb; besides this

he gave a mort refined treatment of the problem of secon-
d.y 105es C gas energy durirg the firig process, and

presented a more detAiled aralysis of the building up of

the *bot-start-pressure* carrespoding to the moment of

a cain1 etA engraviqg of the driving band at the beginning

Otti fr wo*jotile motion.

l Am6 6'harbonnier' s followers ct his rathe r theoret-

ical trA ,d we must mention another French ballistician,

ugjt, with his course of Xnterior Ballistics published

in 1926. As a parallel trend4 but of a mora experiMontal

nature we have works cf Gossot and Liouville whr in 1920-

1922 presented solutions (,r in. 'io Ballistics problems

based exclusively on experimenta. firirgs.



In Germwiy Cranz was ths mitstazi4ing ba.lisicician

of the bqlnnivg of h Oentl.1!7 be published

hisa 3 vob~ps of the Course in Ballistics (Utxterior-

L.triqr-pori~ntal) in 1980-1g26. Oi'arz also organized

a special Ballistic Latoztg'y at the Military Technical

Aoa~oaY in Serlins .he W43 also a rll known lavantor of

MaRy *spJAl CAPpa*atuses an Instruments for ballistic

Amen the .*tatan authors we need to mntion Bianchi

whos solutions at Iiterior Ballistics prolblems (1917)

were used (with certain alteratims and ~Iprovements) by

Prctessor Oravo U. his aouwse of lectuare* in the Artillery

NUy app"U~t~in the value of the work of foreignI sqiwnt1stes tbo "~sian tallisticians cannot disregard
the ftat of the systematical silence about their worxc on

t~he part t9 t .sfr for31gn 0011eagUeS. Yor ezample - i

t4 courso on Znterior 3at.istics publishad in 1938 by the

Frenich ballistioian Winter he says that tU lrenqlh school

of ,ballistiqiana natu21,lly *nough occapies the Xfr3tbplao

with ths Itslliin ;ohool occupying second place;- =Iny otb~or

Britias Grra ani4 Aaierioau talliotioiams and their workcs

are me~ntioned and tbare is not a single word etboat the

work of the bal.iUans af the Russian Sehool of Intevior
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urig te- ~ars'~regime Russian Artillery Scieniets1~

h~*~ eI~ ell ou abroad for their successful activi-

tbt*mi the Artille13ry'Soielwe in general and in Interior

V3rt llistisin -particular. Ths works of N~. V. Mayevsky,

LA. abudkyA. W. Gadolin, 1828-1892,P V. M. Trot imovs

li ?74 Diosdov, 1. P, Grave were the outstanding contri-

buftonb to tba Artillery 3cience anid thiey are still impor-

tant iv *alue4 among the experts at present. All these

i6rka usualy were published in the Russian oldest,. widely

Uon4SAttilliry lourna"L (founded in 1808 and continually

etiLstng -Until present time). And a still wider develop-

ment: of -the Rusian Artillery and Interior Ballistics has

been attained inmadiately after the Great War I under the

leadorship of'-the faMOU3 Russian Artillery scientist V. V~.

Trofinc., (1864-1892-1926). Among other outstanding

Vrbiftsov's works (most published also in France) his re-

pdrts on the wextra distant firing" are particularly in-

porte~it. Faving received (1918) information concerning

the artillery bombardment ot Paris by Germans at the dis-

tance of 120 km. Trat imov immediately set up his problem -

*0to get still better results* and in 1919 he had a detailed

ballistic solution of his problem of a complete control of

fi.ring at a distance of 140 km. TIP. next stage off the

problem was to find the most efficient system of the gun
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an its amunition including the sort and dimensions of

the moot progressive suitable powder. Thus a dommission

of pecial Artillery Experiments (OSARTU or in Russian

KOCAPTOt was organized under the chairmanship of Trofimov.

Not only this problem of the *extra distant firinr but

many other important problems of gas dynamios, of tactico-

technical compromises, of the automotive artillery, of

wine throwers bave been successfully solved under the

guidance of the C00RTAX and a solid foundation was laid

for the complete modernization of the Red Army Artillery.

Trofimov succeeded in bringing into the Commission

0Q3UR not only most prominent members of the Chief

Artilery Comittee but also professors of the Artillery

Academy and a great nmer of the cutstanding Russian

Civilia-n fcientists.

Durinoj the last 30 years a now generation of Soviet

artillery scientists came to life. Thus it can be stated

positively that in the U.S.S.R. there is a solid advanced

sclentific school of artillery constructors, ballisticians

and technologists pursuing their own independent ways in

th domain of artillery sciences.

In 1945 the Academy of the Artillery Sciences (AAS)

was ozganized as the highest scientific institution wholly

dedicated to dealing exclusively with principal artillery

pro. iems,



Thus in samIaX up -the facts ot the above outline of

the --otivities of the present Russian Sohool d Interior

Bllxs'ties it must be admitted that its oont~l'eally in-

dreae4 ,psrbonnol hev9e'quite successfully handle and

solved, all the current problem and have blazed many now

trails- in h progressive ,developmnt of interi or

baaisties.,

Ths Sehool has'been grad ally built up by V. M.

Trrt4xov tr . -by "the two other vah ent sole ntists, real

oreators o many future generations of the Russian ballis-

tio4-ne aM ;onstruotoss, one ameng then is the Seneatist

fliritus of the U. -% . I*, the laureate of the Stalin

PrmitU a imber -of the presid ium of the AMS, General

ooluil e £A tlleryi. N. 7. Drosdor; another one - is

Me afuvr te o-of the Stalin Premiiumz4A Iit of sho AA, the

professor of the Artillery AoadeW, major-general of the

OW e ',Engneri g- Corps, L P. Grave.

'-As iV wat stated above Professor N. F. Drosdov was

the, first ballistic ian in the world who gave a rigoous

mathemtioal solution of the basic problem of the Inter-

. 4ka1 -. wiithout recorese to any ei pi11fyixe aseump-

tiom, 3ince. 1911 Droodov has bewer the professor of the

Interior Ballistics in the Navy Academy,
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Professor Drosdow is the author of many works among

iftlob are of a particular interest his numerous tables

prepared for -handy manipulations with his theoretical re-

sults in the practice of the Oun Design calculations. In

1947-1948 Drosdov published two important works - one on

the oheorateriatics of the 0ptinum GiiP and another pro-

sents a now solution of the problems of the Interior Bal-

listios in term of the relative variables for both -

ordinary and composite charges; here also are given tables

greatly simplifying all the calculation.

Thus Professor Drcedov is the true founder of the

Russian Sahool o the ballistic design of sune, havin al-

ready to its credit muy exceilent artillery systems.

Professor I.P, Orave, ainoe 1911 the Proteseor of

Interior Bllisklt . of the Artillery Academy,, is the

author o om of the most extensive and oozpl ts treat-

ments of the subject in the world literature, course of

the Inter.or Ballistics in 4 volumes - "PyrodynamicNs

(1032-1937) and OPyrostatico (1938); here an exceptional

bibliographical material is presented in referenoes to

Russian and foreign sources in five larguages.

In 1926 Professor Grave organized a Ballistio Labor-

atory at the Axtillexy Academy. 3inoe 1938 and especially

du n g te years of the Great Patriotic War Professor Grave
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was continually engaged in series of the most important

successful researches on the current problems of the

Interior Ballistics. We will mention here only several

crtong the outstanding original results achieved by Russian

ballisticians belonging to this new Russian School of

Interior Ballistics. Problems of the composite charges

bad their solutions given by N. F. Drosdov, V. E. Slukhot-

sky, I. P. Grave analytically as well as by means of

tables in 1940-1942.

The first amlytical solution of the problem of Oleak-

ing guns (trench mortar, mine thrower) was given in 1940

by M. 3. Serebryakov and K. K. Greten and with more de-

tails by G. V. Oppozov.

All t.he Mteods o-f th, ballistic desisn of auna are

presented in Russian works in the most complete and ra-

tioual form.

Specific problems of the "optimum, gin and *minimum

volume gun are solved by the Russian ballisticians using

their own methods with results which are more perfect econ.-

omically as well as constructively, than the results of

the French ballisticians. A new method of the ballistic

analysis of powders, experimentally determining the actual

burnig process with additional corrections, which were

entirely omitted in th etirlier investigations, has been
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developed in 1923-1937 by M. E. Serebryakov.

Far the first time in 1918 V. M.. fimov ha2 appiled

the method of the numerical integratic t at differential

equation of the Uterior Ballistics.

Particularly valuable methods at the numerical sol-

uties of the Ballistic problems were applied by the

Pr tesscr Y. Oppokov. lvn thib incomplete list of

aohievements of our Duesian scientists shows convincingly

t1In the Russian Interior Ballistics School always bas

been and is at~present on the solid theoretical basis

being developed by its own ways and means.
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PATI -PEYSICAL 1(NMKWIALS OF INTDUOR B&LLISTICS.

Section I - Powder as the Source of Inergy.(.32-.4.2)
Ohaxter 1.-

1. 1 General Inf ormation.

1.2 Types of Sanokeless Powders.

1.3 Forma, sizes, brands C powder.

Chapter 2 - The PAwipg Characteristics of Powder.

2.1 Obomical Characteristics - Nitrogen contents -
Vercentage of volatiles

2.2 Physioo-Chemical Characteristics. Amount of

heat4-A -. )tf delivered by I~.Of

burnirg powder when cooled to 150O:

V4ater vapor) = Owater liquid) + 620 4;)where

n is the percentage of water in the products of

Volume cc gasesWafter burning of 1 kg. ct

powder; VI(vapor) = Wn(liqud) + 1240O46 where

n is the percentage of water vapor In gases.

Temperature T , of powder gases i', the absolute

scale (determimd from Q)
The spacific heats Op and Cv ;

Op- Ow=AR

OW=e4 VT (Mallard and IChutelier)
hence; (aev 7,0 7,fr4;
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Table 1

Avenge Moleeulgr SMcif ic Heats

Ng, ; O,
to* 00 HS HBO O0&

380 . 96 6.95 8.04 9.08

500 7.07 7.02 8.32 10.34

1000 7.30 7.15 8.83 11.33

1500 7.52 7.38 9.46 11.92

2000 7.70 7.56 10.27 12.29

2500 7.84 7.70 11.38 12.55

3000 7.96 7.83 12.98 12.74

Density of powdert

Table 2
Pyroxylin Nitroglycerine

Characteristics Powder Powder

.MU Of heat ooW 900-800 1100-1200

Volume of gases -- 900-970 860-800

Temperature Ti (K*) 2800-2500 3000-%500
Percentage of

volatiles 2.0 - 7.0 0.5

Powder density J 1.62- 1.56 1,62 - 1.56
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Tabl -

11 _ 13 14

W2. 979 931 882 833

T& 2165 2456 2750 3096

W = 1515 - 48.72N; TO 273 + 34.7 N5 / 3

Prof. V. Shekleyne's empirical formulae for Qw, W. and

T. as functions of the chemioal components (in %) of .. ,e

Ilussian powders taking as basic values Qw = 730; W. = 944

and Tz a 2790 for the pyroxylin powder containing N =11.8%,

aid usir the followip.notatics for the pwerentages of

various components; Nltrogen - N; Nitroglycerine -'n

0etralite - 0; Dibutylphthalate - D; Vaseline - V;

Removable volatiles - h; unremovatble volatilea - h-;

Diphenylamine - P; Camphore - K; grapntie - G thoi we

will have these formulae as follows;

04 a 730 + 148.5 (N-l.8) + 9.41 n - 28.50 -24.3 D - 37.5V

-15.6h-26.7h'-31.0P-#2.

W, = 944-47.3(N=ll.8!-2.45n + 14.00 + 12.OD + 23.07 + 3.4h+

+ 16,9h1 + 14,5P + 17,4K + 10.OG

TiK4 - 2790' + 375(N-11.8) + 22.0n-71.00 59.0D - "A^V.%-

-54.0h-82.oh'- - 88.OP -92.OK -125.0G
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- ,~'~~ $-S Am -A -

dovo.ume a( (4 . 0 0,O W, ;/(isjIuMs$1 , .

The rate of burniM u2. at the pressure p = 1

Table 4

Powders fc0
Pyroxylin 770000-950000 o. O-.lo 0.0000o0-

0.0000090

SitrolyceriI 900000-1200000 0.75-0.85 0.000007C-0.0000150

Smokey 280000-300000 0.5

Dimenslon and forms c grains and- =speoifio aur-

faoe. a initial surface of &rain =

Density of loading: A= 44 its

,ialue when the powder fills up the entire volume is

oalled Ogravimetrio densityO which is a measure of

*oompactness* of powder.
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and laws of gas foration d uing combustion

flh+-a- • - 'Bvni of POcders.

1. Nanometric Bomb (oonio crasher of Prof. M.
Serebryakov)

1.2 Prinolpal phases of buming (ignit ion, i? l3m -

ination, burni in the interior of the grains'

1.3 buining ct powder uner atmospheric pressure.

1.4 Burning at a pressure lower than atmospheric.

1.5 Burning in a vacuum.

1.6 Powder burnirg at the higher pressures. The

rate f burning is greatly affected by pressure. This

fac hais lo been known but only Violl# 4.p --.r...ta 31

itvestiat~d the relationship between the pressure and

the rate ot burning. It is also interesting to note that

these experimsnts e vrifled end firmly established

Vielle's hypothesis of burnirg by parallel layers.

Kasten fouMA from his observations ot incompletely

burnt grains of b3aok powder thrown out of the gun after

tiring, that at a daiwsity ct LP = 1.64 the powder burned

ithout any fragmentry residues; at 4 = 1.72 the f as-

ments were of quite irregular shapes and only at L= 1.81

did the remaining grainb display a marked similarity be-

tween their final forum and their initial form beft ae

b urnirg.
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Vielle arranged speoial experiments with similar

giains in th form of t'fblets and oylirders ct different

sizes a, and as; powder having these grains was burned at

the same density ct loadirg and maximum pressures, and

thei time of the oonplete burning t,& and ta were re-

corded, At a density of powder of 1.64 or lower t2. and

to were practically equal even whon a, and as were

markedly different. (see Fig. 9 where sbaded areas rep-

resent the unburned part af the initial grain).

At & density of 1.72 the times ct burning were in-

ieesaed but not in proportion to the inorease in sizes -

this result corresponds to the result observed by Kastan

in thie unburned grains thrown out of the gan.
I .

F-1

.S uh

Fig, . P i~er Strip burning in th oen air.
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Fig. 9 - Unburned grains of powder.
7ig. 9 Unburned grains of black powder.

At a density of 1.80 an exact proportion

t*

wai obaerved and at this density of powder rastan observed

the similarity of geometrical patterns between unburned

artids and initial grains.
This remlt can be obtained only if burnin occurs

by parallel laysra.

Tr following Table 6 sums up the results of the

aotual firirge and the results of experiments in the

manometric bomb.

Table 6

. tExperiments in a

No. _ _ iri__ gets manom. bomb

1 1.64 no unburned grains t, C14 t2

21°.72 unburned grains of t2< t*, but
irregular forms to

3 1.80 unburned graihs c=
ragular form- a.
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Thece resalts show the direct dependence of time of

bur%&ng on density of powder. B~ack powder is a mechan-

ical mixture of sulphur, charcoal and potassium nitrate

and tha lower is its density (the smaller compression in

th press) tha more friable is the mass of the powder,

and the tb* O burning cannot be affected by the size

of a grain, which is easily crumbled even by a moderate

presere°

At a density 1.70 - 1.72 the pores of the powder

mass are smaller and crumbling can be produced only under

higher pressures. Only when the density in as high as

1.80 - 1.82 is a compact mass of powder not crumbled even

by high pressures but burns regularly in parallel layers.

Thus at hIgher pressures a general character of burn-

Ing, and burning rate in particular, are definite resuits

of density and, still mrep of presaure - n fact an in-

creased rate of burning is produced by an increased yres-

sure. Thus Vielle's criterion can be formulated as fol-

lows; if in the same constant volume, wi-h the same den-

sity of burnin two powders of the smne nhemical compusi-

tion with grains baving unequal sizes but geometrically

sim iLar fo= are busned, and if the cbservea times of

their oev-plete burhirg 2 ard te are pi-portional to the

sizs of thair irals e andI aj, i.e. if t a, then
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this is evidence that the burning process in this case is

ooeurfI1I _in parallel layes.

.7 bokeless powders. The experiments in the mano-

metric bomb with sokeless powders show that in this case

Vielle's criterion is perfectly satlsfied and it can be

safely assumed that smokeless powders do bm in parallel

layers.

Although the rate of burnig for smokeless powder in

the open air is consideribly lower than that for black

poider, nevertheless its rate of burnirg in the closed

volume is rery high. A total duration of the actual fir-

ing or of the experimnt in the manometric bomb is of the

order of some thousandths of a second.

.LBOU IOLL vj.&. %# ~ -- yw. ,a ar £ very

atrong and elastic, they do not crumble and burn in par-

allel layers,

Those unburned strips which are found after the ac-

tual ffrirg are always of a similar shape to the orig-

inal strips before firing. In the case of burnixg within

the bore of a ,un, but not in the open air, the strips

of powder preserve their criginal parallelepiped forms

but not ct pointed prisms as is observed in the open air.
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This zharpening, with the angle whose sine is the

4: Z 11 rjt of a gflft at-Fa Wu&- 1 A44#e-pn*oaui.ely Od.. --

(Ul - u), but in a closed volume the rate cf inflammation

ul is incomparably higher than u because this inflammation

is caused by the hot gases and a high enough ignition

pressure - ence the strip of powder burns preserving its

shape, its surface becomina slightly rougher.

If a strip ct smokeieuc powder is Ignited in the open

air it burns very rapidly, beirg inflamed over all its

surface. When the powder obarge is in the gun's chamber

or in the manometric bomb its inflammation. is produced by

the ignitor bavirg its own additional charge of pyroxylin

or black powder, develop ing at once large amounts of hot

sun with bon dcrabh pressure of 10-50 atm.

Under these conditions the charge is at once inflamed

alnost over its whole surface and the further buming goes

on in parallel layers.

From his experimental results Vielle established his

laws or burnirg of auokies pcwdara. Hio b asoae p-

tion was that the mass of powder is perfectly homogeneous

in all directions and that all grains are identical in

a~pe and size. Then the following principal laws are

valid :
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1, The inflawation of the powder in the closed volume

Is iustantaneous.

2. The prooosa of burning przresses by parallel layers

with aw a.-e -rate of burning over the whole surface at

any moesnt of time

The total amount of the developed gases depends on

the charge in volume of the burning grains. On the basis

at tAs above formulated laws it is possible by means of

purely geometrical considerations to find the relation-

ship between the thickness of the burned layer of grain

and tbs total volume of burned powder - this relationship

Is what is called the geometrical law cf burning of the

powder,

This law depicts only the external schematic aspect

of the entire complez buraing process of the whole powder

char~o which is composed of grairs or elements not qnite

identical in size or shape. For example - every strip

pressed through the die hes different strength along its

length and bzeadth.

Besides this the inflammation of The large number of

grains corstituting a powder charge cannot be strictly

sAmqltaneous and insta o6aneous. Even though the actual

process of the burnivg of a powder charge differs from
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Vha schematic process assumed for a separate grain,

nevertheless the geometric law of burning lays the found-

ation for a comprehensive evaluation of the effect pro-

duced by the forms on the development of pressure within

the bore of a gun and sizes of the grains.

These purely geometric factors turn out to be effoc-

tive mans which can be used for he control of the whole

process of gas formation and for the regulaticn of the

basic rooss of firing.

In recent researches in the Twentieth Century the

geometric law of burning was perfected in its details and

was further developed by taking into account those factors

which were nmitted or overlooked in the earlier work. The
J- .2 -. 0 A. r n

gswtZi 31"-a -- baa _ on -*me of, vm - ofI6&"

powder of a single form of grain (strip, tube, plate).

Later on newly developed powders with a more complex form

were considered. American powders with 3, 7 and 19 per-

foraticns; Russian grain developed by Kisnemsky with 36

perforations; phlegmnazed powder with nonhomogeneoum dis-

tribution of the phlegmat4.zer within the mass of powder

and nitroglycerine powders, iLn which nitroglycerine

powders, in which nitroglycerine is unevenly redistributed

during its storage. Certain new processes of surface
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graphitization were introduced which inhibited the pro3ess

of inflammati o.

All these new factors resulted in new refinements of

our practical methods and new corrections to our theoret-

ical schemes.

1.8 Theory of the Burning of Powder. In 1908

Oharbonnier in his *Interior Ballistics* brought out sev-

oral critical views on the validity of the basic prinl-

plea of the geometrio law of burnirg. A careful inspec-

tion of thick strips of powder thrown out of the gun after

firing disclosed that many of them bad buned very irreg-

ularly; their webs were markedly different, and their sur-

faces had indentations obviously resulting in fragmenta-

tions of the stripa into smaller splinters which wer also

found in sizable quantities at the front ct the gun. A

certain degree of imperfection in the manufacturing prno-

sss of powder of course can be taken into eocount, but the

fact reuains that the ballisticians and artillerists by

all means must ranipulate with rtqal and not with ideal

powders and lere a question arises - is 1t justifiable to

apply certain theoretical schemes devised for a separate

grain (strip) to the whole powder charge oonsistirg of a

large bunch of pcwder strips or even of several such
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bunohes? The negative answer is unavoidable ai1d it is

easy to explain the Uue5es&a deviations from the elemen-

tary law oontrollirg the burning of one isolated grain.

A basic assumption of interior ballistics is that the ig-

nition ot the whole powder charge is instantaneous, ie.

the rata of spreading of the flame is incomparably great-

er than the rate of burning. This veiy assumption is not

verified for open air burning, and there can be found no

valid reason for assuming that under the high pressures

the rate of spreading of a flame can be incomparably high-

er than the rate of burnirg.

It is more plausible that the first btanoh of strips

nearest to the igniter will be inflamd and burned ahead

of the bunches wih& arGt to theV baseW VA VU p

jeotile.

The first flame of ignition naturally is directed in-

to the *aces between the grains and an orderly orienta-

tion of all grains along the axis of a chamber is liable

to produce a much better effect of increasing the rate of

ignitin than the disorderly positions of all the grains

poured into a chamber in a haphazard w7y,

The immediate contacts between the grains of powder

and contacts of grains with the matal of the gun may re-

sult in certain deviationa from the regularity of burning
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by paallel layers.

Char-rbounl himelf b-.-g stated all hi. oe--1+ions

and critical remrks, bs failed to produce his own exper-

infintal results verifyii_ his criticism. But these items

have been discussed and investigated by other ballisti-

Gnans.

More detailed investgations were mde by M. I.

8erebryakov (1924-1929) who introduced tt use of a coni-

cal crusher, a very sensitive device registnrirg as low a

pressmre as 5-7 kg/cm. (M. 1. Serebryakov, sThe Physioal

law pt birning in Interior Ballistics (3937-1940).

This rw type of crusher permitted the registering of

the whole curve of pressure from the very btginnirg until

the and cf pad6z rning. On the otr -. M ._- I-

Serebryakov has worked out a new method of a mere minute

analysis ct the process of burning attainable by a sp-

ial analysis of thb ezxprixontal curve of the pressure in

the manometric bomb. Thus from the analysis of a series

of experiments M. 3. 3erebryakov has established beyond

a doubt that the ignition of powder is not instantareous

ht depends on the gas pressure developed by the igniter

and on the type of ignition.

This now method giving a mcre descriptive idea of the

inZeniveness of the gas formation procoss has established
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not only a Whole series of deviations from the *geom tric

law* of the powder burning but ali -. p .- s..sd p1,ssble.

explanations, thus showing that the actual process of

bumitS in much mcre complex than the assumption of the

Wgeometric law may imply.

It was found that the mass of a powder charge is not

unif cru from one layer to another and that the rate of

bui=rg of the outer layers is higher than the rate of

burning of the inner layers. Special experiments have

definitely established thiat the character of burning de-

pends not only on the shape of a grain, but on the mutual

positions of burnig surfaces of grains. The closer these

surfces are to each ither, the more vigorous is the burn-

ig. The phlegmatized pGCcr. he bean also investigated

and there were found certain peculiar features of their

burning and a special method was devised for determining

the depth of phlegmatization of the powder mass.

Tbe Owers with the long and narrow chann is ehorad

special peculiarities in their burning, and thus a spec-

ial theory of a non-uniform burnin with the intenaity

varying from one element of powder charge to another ras

establbshed. This theory disclosed that the difference

in intensity of buming inside the perforations of grains

and on the surfaces of grain depends lergely on the density
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of loading and varies during the firing with the travel of

the projectile.

All the experimental results definitely not consistent

with the *geometric laW' of burning were explained by cer-

tain specific propositions of the physic o-chemical nature

of powders or by certain physical characteristics of the

powder gas. These results were systematized and formula-

ted comprehensively as the Ophysical law of the burning

constituting the next necessary development of the pre-

vious incomplete and approximate 9geometrioal law' (details

are shown in Secticn III).

Xuraour, considering the process of powder burning in

the light of physical chemistry, cane to the following con-

clusions;

1. Powder burns because the newly formed molecules of gas

by theiL bombardment bring its temperature up to the tem-

perature of its disintegration.

2. There is a Occatact layer' oZ gases in the proximity

w& u po.wd-ur vUrJUi the reactions of Yhe disinte;-a-

ti on are not yet completed, since NO2 has not reacted with

00 and Ha; the temperature of t b &contact layer controls

the rate of burning, and this temperature is lower than

the calculated temperature of explosion.

3 In the outer layers of gases, all the reactions are

completed and these layers beccme hotter and hotter.
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4, Oontact with the colder walls cc a manomestric bomb

produces a cooling effect on the gases, and their tuuip6i-

atul'e fallks.

Hureour also tried to take into aocoutnt the effect of

the radiating heat of the powder gases on the heating of

the powder at low densities of loading.

Since 1939 several works were published by Russian

scientists on the mechanics of the burning process in ex-

plosions: A. 7. Belayev, D. A. 7rank-Kamenetzky; Prof.

B. Zeldovich.

Prof. Zeldovioh began with the theory of volatile

liquid explosives and applied his results to the theory

of burnin of powders.

This Othermal theory* considers the burning process as

a result of the hating of the powder surface up to the

temperature of its disintegration or transformation into

gases, with their temperature still conzinuirg to increase

till thm temperature of buning is reached.

A burning rate, being a function of the gas ]-ressure,

i also affected by the temperature of powder heated by

the surrouning mass of gasea. Certain dtails of thie

theory ure particularly new and original as giving a cm-

pTe1unaiva picture of the operatirg distribut .z of tbzr-

Mal energy between gases and powder, with the detailed



descriptions of thae followirg active factors; the initial

tempDerature of the disintearation of Aases. iaeoific heat

and thermal conductivity of powder. This theory Is not

comple ted yet bat is of considerable scientific interest

because of its detailed and soientific accoiint of the

proceass of the "'W-xn.ng of powder.

1.9 Th. modern theory cf the burning of powder (After

B. . Zeldovioh)

the following is a general picture of the powder burn-

irg process; as soon as the auter layer of the nitrocell-

uloso is atoupobed, tlxi aa a ra-salt t".6 "Oczs of aas-

ifioatioc begins over the surface of the powder - products

pf gasifioatiou react in their gaseous phases having a

very rapidly rising temperaturt. However, the surface

temprature, b*4ig the~ temperature of the initial deompo-

sition of the nitrocellulose, remins considerably lower.

The distri',uion of temperatures in schematically

shown- on Pig. 10.

T- temperature inside of powde3r

T- temperature of powder on the surface

Tr - temperature of gases

Sbad~d areas show 'the zonezi affected by thae che'nical

reactions; zone 1 - gasification (in papeder) and zone 2

reaction of blurnirg (out3ide of~ pcwder). The burning
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surfact of powder bas a heating layer with its thickness

i r depending on the temperatural conductivity (temperature

coefficient) and rate -f burning. Within the partial

thickness C.2 0,05 XV the actual reaction of gasifi-

cation goes on.

OrA of the prinoipal problems of this theory is the

establishmnt of the functional re3ationship between the

rate of burning and the kinetics of the chemical reaction.

An essential importance must be ascribed to the heat-

ing through the layer Xr not only because this heating

shows the connection between the burning rate and the

kinetics of gasification but also because here other prob-

lems also are involveds for instance - the problem of the

infAMMation, the problem of unstable burning, etc.

From the experiment made by 0. J. Leypounski and Mrs.

V. W. Aristov with the burning powders at the open air we

Tn x 252 + 4800 = 525 + 480* - for pyroxylin powder

Tn = 330 + 4500 = 603 + 4500 - for nitroglycerim powder

Table 7 gives the physical chracteristics of powders

in the exp6rimenta , 0. J. Leyamski.
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Table' 7
Therml Rate 6t

Bpftwfio Umerirture oonduot- baming at
heat Coefficient ivity p-i atv.

Powderl Oal./Ax.eC OaR/aee. Oal.OM7/se. M/M $eo.

Pzy 0 .29 1.2 1 10 - 3 5.5 X 10-4  0.51

nitroglyeerine 0.34 0.87 1 10-3 4.8 X 10 "4  0.45

V g 10 The distribution of temperatures av tbh butiza

of powder,
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O]hdse2 p.- RW 2aateristio ftuationh f .t e Powdsr 4ases.

(Relationship between the pressure and loading

Goditions).

2.1 Powder gases developed under the high temperature

and high pressure in a closed vessel are tke subject of

the general laws of physics and thermo(ynamics and they

have as all other gases their characteristic equation ex-

pressing the form of the relationship between pressure,

temperature and specific volume.

Clpoyron's eqution PWU R7'

(ideal gases orarefied)

Van der Waal's equatiorz (#4 W)(W-9)z 1? (R?9VfYt9j
vi: P W- 6) (*fr

?or 60 4). of powder buming in a volume Wo at T, K:

or;

2.2 Formula for the maximum pressure.

3Ipirioal formula of Noble and AbeleokL-n. 42MM(OMMM
'" _%



since is the work done by the gas at

pt A,.,:/O~S',Lwh.ll its teMPerature is raised IS

fis tra work Of or powder gAs WiV n heted4 a4t

T o* Under a constant pross auro

From (g); A* ~(~

,. is 'a. linear, funotim or

fot pyroxylin powder: 900000; o a I

,itroglycerine powder:, .060000; C( , 0.8

black powder; f 8 ae0001 o= 1 0

213 Dtermination of and Ok for a given powder,

kving results of two experiments in manometric bomb at

With 4, aid at 'with AXwe can ft nd o( andf

for a given powder, from the equation (3) written for

th~e: experiments;

A

rb :.(4)

- - ('As
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2.4 The experimental errors in k and A affooting

the 6alcUlated values of OL and

Irors in

Denoting If , aM d the absolute errors in f
caused by tbh errors in a rI 4 respeotively we have

from (5): differentiating with resect to,6-

aM difforentiating with respeot to 4:

Utenoo the relative errors in f will be:

JfA
T P 'q (7)

For pyroiylin powders: A, = 0.15; A2  - 0.25

tis": ~ ~ (8)
For nittoglyoriin powders: A,- 0.12; A- 0.20-0.22

Rrrora in V ;

Differentiating (4) with respect to and A we

4t •' • $00

a d A t 10
f rom (7) and (9) Z"-

- -4a (11)

and;
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2.5 Powder pressure lower than , . At any moment

when a fraotlcm( .a)of the initial weight of charieC&)
.is burned we here the residual volume co bomb W in-

stead of W.P h1aW-~(-)'~c

and then the equation -of the gaseous state will ba;

hence:I

This is a gmeeral formula of Pyrostatios which at 4 -

ivesiz

At the beginning -of burnirs('+zo): W K4.'~

at th.e a of rning(JaI): W~raWsC

Sine for the pyroxylin and nitroglyeerirs powders

O. 1.0 - 0.8; ' 1.6, = 0.625 we have;

W,>w# >Wa

2.6 The inverse relationhbipo . as a function

of . rom (13) we have;

or substituting f .from (2);
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I

feA ~ - (16)

Here: 094 W.V/0

At A20-15: atsl:As~ to c O.J

1.7 Rvaluation ot the effect of the igniter. In using

the general formula of pyrobtatics (14) we my neglect the

value of the atmospheric pressure inside the bomb, but

since the time of Nobel's experiments the ignition of the

powder has been produced by a small separate charge of the

bleak powder and the additional weight of the igniter was

included in the' total weight of powder charge. At present

in the experiments with the bomb or in actal firirg with

the smokeless powder the igniter used is prepared from

blaek or pyroxylin powder. Thus at the beginnirg we have

a certain initial ,yowder pressure and a certain mass of

hot gases, produced by the igniter. The actual burning

of the powder charge starts at a certain pressure

developed by the igniter.

Let us denote; the weight of the charge of the ig-

niter 4.* ; force of the igniter -- ; covolume of the

igniter OCjS and the prelimixry pressure of the
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igniter ' " Applying Noble's formula to the process
of4ei44.4, ,w, "w., w". hmvm .. : '10_ ......... [&J-° .. " - - it _e A

here and K5 8 are negligible.

Jor any inteaediate moment, the formula (Z) will be:

Agalin neilecting CO(% we will haves

Nore is the gas pressure calculated with-

out taking into account the effect of ignition; a de-

creasing alue of will increase the total pressure A)
At the end of burning the total maximum pssure will be:

here; _ A,@~ fA

here -'7=k

Since*/~d we have

-or mokeless powder the ratio /0 4

Hence; A C 1-/lo
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This result shows that with a sufficient accurecy we

cuw ae*A. tint an addl tional prersurs providd by the

igniter can be oonsidered as constant, while the actual

value of this additional pressure is always found to be

between 20 kg/m 3 and 50 kg/oms and even in exceptional

oases never hgher thjn 100 kg/cm'.

Thus we av. as a fiml estim to: 2-

and our formulae taking into account the pressure devel-

oped by the igniter, will be: f

Maximum pressure: 0-: '.P = TM

Igniter pressure:

Intermediate pressure:P= a

From the last equation.
f /

Here pressures lb a . are actual pressures rag-

istered by means of crusber or by any other instzument,

and A, Since the last f armula is some-

wbat unwieldy, special tables are prepared in order to

simplify the calculations of series cf valtes. In
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these tables (see appendix 1) the expression fbr c Oan

be brc'ght to such a form in hiftih * will be a function

of a constant parameter and a

certain ratio cf pressures: ('

Here; is a constant for a given ex-

periment, A' is any pressure picked up from the pressure

ourva for ihih we want to find its corresponding value

of + . A needed transfozmation of is as follows;

Here; f varies from 0 to 1; varies from 0.86 to 1.

The tables are arrarged li.e four figurr. logarithmic

tables far each 0.001, and interpolated for the 4th

fiiure.

7rbn the series of caloulated we can calculate

also the curve of o-r the rate of gasification.

This rate is one c important characeristics which cin-

trols the inflow of gases, i.e. the process of the build

Of Iessures.
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Cbhat6r 3 - Evaluation of the amount of heat transmitted
throgh the walls of the manometric bomb.

3.1 During the burnirg of powder in the bomb, a cer-

tain amount of heat is lost by heating the walls of the

bomb. A& a result the actual pressure becomes somewhat

lower than the theoretical maximum pressure, expected under

th assumption that the total amount of heat derived from

the powder gases has been utilized for the building up of

gas pressure.

This sect of heat los depends on the joint influences

of several loading conditions. As early as 1895-96 the

experiments of Prof. S. Voukoloff in the Russian Navy Lab-

oratory shoed at A = 0.20 a marked difference ct about

+ 8% in the maxim m pressures observed in a bomb with an

insulated inner surface (a layer of mica) as compared with

the maximum pressure in an ordinary bomb. Any error made

in the value of the maximum pressure A will affeet

'the obtained value of "force" f and covolume OC.

At a pressure higher than 1000 kb/cm9 Nobel's formula

gives quite satisfactory results; at lower pressuresi with

A40.10 our straight line

becomes a hyperbolic line,

More recent and detailed experiments of the docent

A. J. Kokhanov in 1933 with the densities of loading vary-

ing from 0.019 up to 0.200 proved '--t a real relationship
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walls ct'a bomb, we will have lower values of f for the

powdere having a larger web. This realt eae, be tofresen

a priori because a powder with a larger web will burn more

slowly and the result will be affected by the walls of

ths bomb for a larger period of time, hence the heat loss

will be greater.

If in these experiments we use two bombs of different

inne volumes with the same powder at the same , then

in the larger bomb the weight of powder referred to the

unit of surface will be smller and heat losses will be

less than in the smaller bomb - hence the obtained It

will be hightst i 'T larger bomb.

Several experimental investigations were made of this

type of hat loss in the manometric bomb. All these

attempts are not yet considered as finl cc completely

satisfactory. As one of the most oustanding investiga-.

tions of this kind we will mention the work of Muraour

Accordi.z to MWaaour the IOtal loss of heat trans-

mi tted to walls of the bomb is proportional to the number

of Impacts of gas molecules against the inner surface of

~ ( ,) ;to tViw gas pressure p and to the

~ 4M, t. When the pressure is v~riable, we con.-J-er 's

swhi oh In id epend ent of A
7_> -
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Hence, the loss of heat through the walls of the bomb

CA will be 0oostait for every (43 and A . This con-

clusion was verified by Muraour's experiments made at

various .

Since the total amount of heat is proportional to

t ... ht'# loss will be inversely proporticzal

to (4 and finally will be proportional to

It is necessay to note that fodtshould not be

affected by the cooling effect of the walls of a bomb.

Ahy drop in pressure say at n% will increase the time of

burning; thus the curve p as a function of t! % t will be

somewhat deformed but the whole area A 1*will not be

altered. This result was ihoJ~y confirmed by our exper-

ifmnts with bombs of various volumes. Hence a very im-

portant result follows, namely' thbe rate of burnire L4,

referred to unit pressure can be calculated from

and this value can be determined with the same degree of

accuracy in larger aid, in smaller bombs without any

account ct heat looses through the walls of bombs.

3.2 Experimental investigations of Muraour. The

volume at his bcmb was 150 cm4. and 4 = 0.20. One

powder charge was burned in the bomb under normal condi-

tions, and another charge of t1, same weight was b.,ined
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in a special pan with pins preventirg its immediate con-

tact with thr; inner surface of a bomb - as is shown on

7ig. 17 (p. 76- book).

In the first experiment the effective surface was

S, and the observed pressure p3.; in th6 second ex-

ieriment the effective surface was O = S + S#, where

is the surface of the pan and the observed pressue

ps <P. The. difference in pressures Ajb/?,-4t

was ascribed to the action of the difference in surface

8 .- SP.

1n order to evaluate the pressure expected to be

found in the absence of cooling we need to evaluate the

additional pressure 4,1 which is due to the increaso of

the surface from Sp to Sg so we write; A#-:

hence; A/o p .P-

Thus we have an uncorrected pressure (. P

and the relative correction in A P - A-1--r

These experiments with many powders differing 1i

their copositions and sizes of webs at A = 0.20

have established an important fUnctional relationship be-

tween (lossee in # ) ax durations of the

burning process. The value of in these experimens

was: 7.774 " 777k 4
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In all these experients cylindrical crushers were

used and a very strorg igniter made of black powder with

its additional pressure of 250 kg/cm3 and results were in-

corporated into Ocurfe 00 oft I as a

fumtion cc t44 ti of bumirg tk in Mi.-see. (See

fig. 18) Page 76 (book).

The use of this curve is as follows: the powder to be

tested f!rat goea throuwh the experiment at A = 0.20 and

burning time tk is determind; then fot this tk on the

wurve O we ft d CS

Under other conditions (anotber bomb and A )

Here C depends on thiokao -(web) of powder and its com-

position; is a re.ative sariace (f bomb =

The chamber of the bomb is , oylidr with d as its dia-

meter and 2c iths lrnth. (e )

5b surtace of the cham~ber

Wo vo lum of Chambser j Ld
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Formula (17) showa that the heat losses ara perticular-

lY significant at ths decreased va1ue _f A

Fig. 17 - Manometric bomb used by Muraour

io -- - --
20 #0 W $0

' 1 s a function of tk in rill, see.
(as given by Murao'c)
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In !be Russian experiments conical crushers are used and

the pressuwe PA Is only as high as 00-l20'/40 "

(Istoead of 250 0.,

In order to mnak Huraour's results applicable to our

experiments with the pyroxylin po;.ers tr following

Table 8 was ;repared for the correoted values of 01(

For the valum of tk the follc.4ing formula was used:

here

Tabl*e 8p. 77 - book)

'fable for 0M for the pyroxylin powders with
a oonstant surface of burniM.

phieg-
m=tized

web = 2,t 0.30 0.30 0.40 1.00 2.00 4.00
in M/m

rate of burning

90 70 80 75 72 62

Coefficient 1220 950 813 305 146 69

Time of burning tk in mill.sec.

at 4 = 0.20,
pa = 250 : 1.76 2.26 2.84 7.00 14.80 31.0

Coefficiont 1.5 2.0 2.8 4.0 5.0 6.1
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Iere is shown the whcle procedure of finding tl.e cor-

rections in f and in OL due to heat losses through tbe

walls of a bomb. Our bomb bas volume = 78.5 cma ; two

densities of loading were used; 4, = 015 wzd A% = 0.25.

Thickness of powder 2t = 1 m/r. The corresponding max-

imum pressures were = 1435 kg/cm drA X =.276C kb/cm2

A 1325; 10;Tab 2 8; CMW 4.

Calculate: L 9570; - 11040;A,

1450

Tor mala (4) ; A 1 4

7ormula (6); f; e - @CWIoboo

Yormula (17); APr, Cx 4T - f-

.- -Thuswe have; ,. / 

,2A
Prasy
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OL(oorreoted) = = 1.004 c 1.0

4(cwredted) w 1000000 - 1.004(1499).100 = 1000000 -

150000 " 850000

Thus in the fiml result by the use of corrections we

increased f from 800,000 to 85o,000 i.e. aboi t 8.25% and

dooreased CC from 1.090 to L000 i.e. about 9.%.

In elperiments with another bomb having its volume

25.25 a'., the same powder at the same densities ct

loading gives us = 1405 kg/cm:2I and 2725 kg/cm'.

For this bomb = 1.89 cms/ome and f - 774000;
0( I.. 160

Then our correotions will be: AP= 95 and A,= 110

and the correoted- .alue of f = 850,000; and of C< u,000

tha same as before but the corrections themselves are

!Arger, i.e. a smaller bomb gives a smaller value cf f

and a larger o(

Kokhanov's experiments with the low A and powders

with large webs showed the needs of very Aarge ccrreotons

but the introducticn of the above shown corrections trans-

formt a hyperbolic curies of Kokhanov (Fig. 16) into a

Table 9 was calculated for values of O and for

various pa dieusions of the mnometr bombs.
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Table 9

WO as: 21.80 25.25 78.5 120 146.5 218 3320

S2.2 3.0 4.4 4.4 3.0 4.4 8.0

2.17 1.89 1.30 1.16 1.48 1.05 0.53

w :0.279 0.243 0.1673 0.184 0.135 0.0682
0.1495

Since tk , the time of the omplete burning of powder,

is in direct proportion to or the total impulse

of pressure, it is possible to calculate "curve C as a

function of IM i.e. independently of A . This work

was done by Mrs. M. J. Samarin in the Artillery Scientific

Research Naval Institute (ASRNI) in 1938. The pressures

were registered by the use ct conical crushers. She re-

peated the experiments with the use of an additional pan

for the powder charges. The pressures were registered by

the use of conical crushers. The obtained curve C

(called 0C-CurveO) as a function of T , is given on

Fig. 19.
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71g.19.-O~W~oOa oharaoteristic of the heat 4 jS

through the walls of gun.
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Chapter 4 - ThI a of Gas Formation (Gasif iCtion

4.1 Definition. The study of gasification under sim-

plified conditions within a c cstant volume makes possible

the further development of the results obtained as modi-

fied for the more complicated conaditions existing within

a variable volume at firirg.

The general formula. of pyrostattcs; 

shows that at given loading Co-dliiAnne - W . .; f .

the pressure is determined by the value + of the burned

part of the powder, where &)C is the weight of gases and

f+W is the amount of energy of these gases. Since the

value W+ varies in the manometric bomb only slightly, we

can assume that at given f and A the pressure is nearly

proportional to * , and consequently the general obarac-

ter of the building up of the pressure with time or( )

is largely determined by the variation with time of

The variable ( ) is called the velocity of gas for-

mation or the 6volumtric velocity of burning'. We need

a more detailed analysis of this variable.

4.2 The Velocity of Gas Formation. Let us derive

a formula for(* interms of factors determining the

mode of burning of powder by parallel layers. A given



-gr~in of powder, baving initial volume At and surface

S1 is supposed to be burned in concentric layers with the

eanm rate of burnirg in all directions. At a certain

moment of time, the grain will have a surfacm S and vol-

ume A (see Fig. 20). We suppope that in the time in-

terval dt, the thickness of the burning layer will be der,

theq the burned element of volume will be d =Sde.

hence. A ti ide o

Fig. 20 Schematic view of bumring. by parallel layers.
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Differentiating this equation with respect to time we will

have

S U
_d_ A, A 6

Here; -initial speoific surface (or the initial

4enudation of a grain) related to the unit of initial

volum and depending on the shape and dimensims of the

grain.
- , aIv 8U-fabe of & grain -v -- 4 *.i...

and depends only on the shape of the grain and the rela-

tive thickness of its burned layer, but not on the abso-

lute dimensions of the grain.
de

The tbhird factor =9 is the linear velocity of burning,

depends on the nature of the powder, its temperature and

on the pressure.

For the experimental estimticim of u in a boib a ite

variable pressure we have to know the variations of the

thickness of the burnirg layer in unit time, i.e., we

have to establish a definite geotrical relationship be-

tween the thickness and the volume of the powder gases.

The general scheme of such a study is as follows:

having obtained from experiments in a bcbn, a curve of

pressure as a function of time we can calculate for

the varying time; then we will uske use of the georatric
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law of burning in order to establish the relationship be-

tween the thickness of powder (e), fraction and

next we have to find on the basis of the same geometrical
law, the relationship between and the shape end

dimensions of the grain. Then the numerical differentia-

tion of e and with respect to time t makes it possible

for us to establish the experimental values of

and I 46 and their variations with time. The est-

control and regulate the amount and intensity of the gas

formation; thus a complete mastery over the phenomenon of

firing can be attained.

4.3 The effect of the geometric faetors on Gad Yor-
Anion. Ag

Basic variables: + I

lez-

A!'
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lo"

"A : ,.SI is the intensiveness of

a gas formation.

Relationship between ad Z .

here; ' , )l / - the characteristics *of the ford*.
xur -,P powder l)

Thickness 2# (web)

width 2b

length 2c

Ok is a rejative decrease in width. , is a relative

decrease in ltngth.

i .. # .

hence; thE, (P~~
at the end of burning ; u. J

eo at the and of burning; I
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ig. 21 - A burairE strip of powder.

rormula (22) is a general formula applioable to all

forms of powder grain provided the appropriate numerical

vais O - and P4 are used.

Differentiating (22) with respect to Zwe have:

Having also; , d. I

and

(25) can be rewritten.,

at 0u 0, (26) will be; , .. -

I.iiiding~ (26) by (27) we bave; Q! ..cu:as

the relative burning sarface; C

From (27) we bave &he initial spe cific surface

(iiil"denudation" of grain) Y ' J
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During the burning (when % varies from 0 to I) 6"

depends mostly on A because 4 is considerably smaller

than A . For powders with 1<0 (strip., cubes, baro) t

is decreasing at burning and such forms of powder are

called degressive forms; wher A>@ (multiperforated

grains) then * is increased at bunirg and such forms

are called paogressive fcrms.

Function 6depende on the form of grain and its rela-

dimensions. Function g- depends on the fore. of

grain and on its absolute dimension ( U,'J. T-o

smaller is as the greater amount of gases per unit of

time will be produoe4. from (28) and (25) we have:

Functions 4 and Z for other forms ct grains.

A. Powder with one channel (tubes)

.e.- thickness of wall of cylinder

D - outside diameter

d - inside diameter

2c - length of a tube
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Pig. 2 Schematic view of a burning tube of powder.

~ f~n~:A: AL(r

it have . rj Z +'.3 ( A=) here., ib= 0

Te tbbe is equivalent to a strip with an unchangeable

width. ( b = ) i.e., its CO. = r = 0.

Thus the charateristicg % and ), for tube are not

affected by the diameter but only by 2e, and 2c.

C. Forms of -ain derivative from the strip.

I. square plite; = 2C ; CZP
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a. qoare bar: 2ez6.:a PCI ; J)M
5. oube:2I25-sa=4c; w2I+ I

Table .. o (p. 87 book)

Form of
grain;, ', .4

Tab=. /C#, +, , - ,,1-"

3 -1L
Cube

This table shows that the transilion rrom the tate

to the cube goes together with the ijreases in all char-

acteristics: in 9 from 1 to 3: in the absolute value

of A from a small fraction. to i, is , from 0 to 1/3.

Since at a given value of 2.A'the initial specific sur-

face j7 varies with fk and at the transition froa the

strip powder ( 9U=/+*.O(+f3) to 0, ,j ( CZ = 3)

will be Increased In 3 tinms. at the bume "-- ". --

crease in shows that the surface " will be sharply

- ii
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A. tubular powder with the increased length of tubes

has properties which approach those of a powder with the

constant surface ot burning with:%'6 ; o; --0

and, X; 6 'a

Any tube of powder in comparison with the strip of

the same length has a smaller and a snaller degree-

siveness both of which can be increased by the decrease

in the 3ength.

The followinR_ Table 11 gives geometrio coaracteris-

tics of the form of various bodies of revolution (sphere,

cylinder, tube),
Table 11 (p. 89 - book)

Charactek i i I A AV

Bod ies:

,sphere 2 R 2 :.

R~od 2C / Z

Solid cy-
lind er 2RZRIR / 3 / "
2R=20C

Circulare
plate 0 -

Tubeae C #

Washer 2e1  ~R r 0 0--
plate e



Anl curves t(z Z are obtained% fro~m

the above shown equation s: ,='XZ(/.4. UZe)...02)

and + 2A 2+ -v3,0 z  .... (26r)

The third curve 6"= (C* can be constructed by calcu-

latim 9 and f" corresponding to the same value of z.

Those ourves are shown on Fi. 24, Fig. 25 and Fig. 26

presenting: G"= f(z), 4 F(z) and 6

The followirO deagressivew forms of grains have their

curves marked by: (1) tube, (2) strip, (3) square plate,

(4) solid bar and (5) cube or sphere.

6%7
(I -- .. .'-- -- If

0 1

Fig. 24. 6A4(Z)
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Irig. 25 F(I

Fig. 2. (POP
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,We derre from -&1*. 24 tha t th iK- mcst d -&W. W-- v

ia presented by cube or sphero (5) and the least degres-

siva form is presented by tulbe (1). From ig. 25 we ob-

serve that a more degressive form gives the larger amount

of gas durirg the first ball of The buii * at z = 0.5

+(tube) = 0.5005 and 4 (cube) = 0.875. Curve 66'(W)

Fig. 26 is particularly valuable because it cakes easier

the conparison of the experizental data obtained In a

mnometric bomb with the readings on this curve: 0 is

determined by the value of / observed in a bomb, and 6

will be found from 4bobtained by the differentiation

of as a function of time. The binominal form of a

function P(z)
written as; k ,ZQ.Z) .22

can be determined when the coefficienta '.14, and A, Lre

found from thb following two requirement 1) at Z 1

must ba calculated from (22) au '-?2');

and1 2) at z =0. 5: (I~t,4 p*c(.j

1KHence: 1,M



and -wIth these 2 and > I our f tion ,6 0

tained from for the three

values of z. at z = 0: z - 0.5 and z - i.
7or the'strip powders these two functions give almost

identical re sults for the all values of z between z = 0

and z = 1. Thus we may use the functions;

4.4 Powders of Progressive Forms. All the degreisive

forms of powder, have their burning surfaces decreased.

One form, hcwever, the tube, is an exception because its

inner surface is increasing at burnixg, thus compensating

for the decrease of the external surface. If the tubes

were not burned at their ends then the tube powder would

be a powder with a constant burnirg surface.

The initial surface of a tube (neglecting the ends);

. 2nR. 2
(R'and r are jadii of the tube and 20 its length).

After a thickne s e is burned from outside mnd inside,

then the remaining surface is:

Ir a(R-p )2 C-.1r(A)2c = -2 rR4 r).06

/
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'If w* have not one channel (perforation) but several of

them, then their increased surfaces of burning will make

up the decrease in surface on account of the burned length

of the tube. This idea was realized by making a cylin-

drial grain with 7 perforations (See Fig. 27).

I

a 0

Fig. 27. Powder with 7 perforations.

At left -befare burning, at rJght - at the moment of

fragmentation.

This grain has one central perforation compensating

for the decrease in the external burning surface and six

perforations producing the increase in burning surface.

The outer surface of a grain before barninr is at dis-

tance 2e from tta inner surfaces of perforation (Fig. 27

left side). Wn the thickness e, is burned out in both

direciolons tben the remaining grain is sipposed to break

down Into 12 splinters (slivers) as is shown at the right
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side o Fig. 27 by the shaded areas. Ttse splinter AI_.arge Cpea ana 6 smail ones, will burn with decreasing

surface, just like ordinary bars and even more degressive-

ly on acowmnt ct their sharp edges and protruding angles.

This unavoidable final transition of the progressive mode

SbWrnirg into a degressive one is a defect of the pro-

gressive powders.

Regular standard sizes of the diameter c the perfor-

ations and the thickness of the webs in 7-perfcrated

cylindrical grain are; 2e# - 2d; hence the cter dia-

metir of an sgi= i 3-via ~

Ttq ljngth of a prains 2,,.o-.l.) €,o*o .

At;1' oent o; f ralmenta td.on (right, i ds of Fig. ZT)

,0S 37% o the inmrease in the burning sur-

face ; at thi moment is about 85% (0.85). There-

fo : q5 of the powder ill burn degressively with a

sharp decrease of the burning 'srface.

In pactice however, the fraginentation does not begin

simultaneously in all grains and 3 must be somewhat

lower than il% and A' is also lower than &5%.

Figure 28 presents a schematic view of the relative

poitions of an initial perfoation (d-diameter) and a

curvilineal splinter (a larger one).
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A circle inscribid into a crois-seotional area of an

outer sliver will have the radius

For an inner smaller sliver its inscribed circle v11

have. its aradius: O. 77+(46..ej

Hence when th buzmi surfaces wll me in the centir

of the larger sliver (splinter) the total buxued thick-

ness C= 0,'g + /.:e ,

So the burning of the progressive powders goes on in the

followig two phases.

1. Before fragmentation; z varies Trom 0 to Z

varies from 0 to </ ; the burn-

ing surface is increased, and
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2. After fragmentation z varies from 1 to .Z-, t

varies from to l; the" brning surface is decreased

ioa'burning, Is degressir.

fragmsntati6n and degressive burning during the

sscond\phase, o burning are maiked defects of the progres-

-sive 'powders. Several remedies have been offered for

tose 4efects. Here will be dsesc.Libed two of these rem-

edies.. One was proposed by Walsh (Proettew grain),

a"other by the Russian powder-maker Kienemaky (1918)-

(000)

a

whe efaragition in.

Pig. 21). Waloh's grain, is shown in two forms,

at the left - Walsh'a t64ln before burning; at the right

-when iragentation begins,



!is grain ia an improved 7 perf 'at ion grain with its

outer surface not cylindrical but obtained a a a conbined

result, of 6 cylindrical surfaces. Iach Cf these cylin-

drical surfaces bas its radius !'r 21e . with
its center in the center of each perforation. This grain

can be called a grain iith a shaped contour. (See Fig.29

left side). The dimensions Cf the splinter are markeiy

smaller than in the regular 7 perforation grain. The

oalou~ations show that 0, 0.9%. Thus only 5% of the

powder burns degressively, and 1 = 1.37, the same
so

as for a regular grain.

Kienemky's grain. This grain was designed with a

view to the diminution of fragmntation and the inczease

of the progressiveness of powder. This grain is a bar

with quadratic cross section, and 36 quadratic perfora-1tions. Kisnemsky expected that with burning by parallel

layers the quadratic perforations would not produce any

remaining fragments till the very end of burning. Besides

this, a large number Cf perforations wire expected to pro-

duce a hlgker progressiveness with &, = 2. This powder

was designad by Kienemsky for the gun f w extra distance

firing whioh was developed by Trofimov in 1918-26.

Kienamsky's ex;ectatlins did not, nowever, come t t'e.

The quadratic contoara of the perforatoles failed to
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remain quadratic - their angles became rounded (there is

no reason to expect an increased burnirg rate along the

direction of a diagonal).

Kisnemaky's powder failed in Iroducing that high pro-

gressiveness which was expected.

a 6W

Pig. 30, Kisnemsky'8 grain. The right side shows

the grains at the moent when fragmentrtion began.

TM remaining splinters constitute Lbat 10% and--O. '.
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7ig. 51, A photograph Picture or Kisnemaky's grain

before burniiZ (at the left) and after as it was thrown

out of a gun (at the right) with almost round perfora-

tions.

Fig. 32, A large grain with one quadratic channel grad-

ually transff red 7 the burning into a cylindrical one.
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The variatios of the amcunt of buined powder anr of

Uae bumig ' '4fa e a cri. b-.the -.-- formule for the

prcSressive form as for tht degressive formR:

The nIydiff'erenae would be in the numarioal values of

the coefficients and their signs ( .A)O ; L4 <0

Lett.6 4ote: thiolness,(web) 2e, ; diameter of pe rfor-

ation d; d-oimter o. tha tid,r Zj- .,bh.e .engh of the grain

20; the number of perforatims n.

,1#ft: the bur.ed fraction oT powder., = J A, - -- U

~+17

or, . .nd= 2Ch -nd

The initial volume of a grain; A o7 1ur-I4

The remaining vo.Llam- at any moment of burnirg of a 3ayer

with a thick-tees e r ,, ~ z 2. I6'2e]zc-e
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Hence,: Ar~ tnd.~0n)ee.~I c.

mi e 0: -02¢. -@ TG- -. "

we have: [i7 1j5b2'.(t)]/s3

Here: Q* f1of

(n .s) , ta1 -J17

h 9ir
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Thus the general frmula, bas the same appearance as for

dog d ssi.vp powders: + x Zki4 .17-tiZ1 ) tob

and ~ ~ ~ ~ C 67and2NZ, R.
A or these powders <0 and will be 0 at:z

'1' ni- Z"I 0 ov' C

Therefore, under these conditions the powder aeases to be

prcgressive because then; dr0

For example; 7 perforation grain for which D = lld;

.ondition 0, meanm that 6-2/1 =0 i.e., -

o,,r So - D + 7d -' 18; 2c -6; ;e,.'co

An analysis of the structure of the coefficient

shows that the progressiveness of the form is in reaaed

Wth the number of perforations, with a decrease ct the

diameter of the perforation, (with the same 2oe, ), and

with the length of a grain (2c).

In a grain with rectangular cross-seti (Kisnemsky's

grain), 17, is the ratio of the perimeter of the grain

cross-section to the perimeter of a square with its side

equal to legta Zo, ana 4, i3 the rutio of the cross-

sectiona) area to the area of the same aqare ( a)

If the side of a cross-sectioral quadratic area of a
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irain is , a.. the side of the qtxa4ratie perforation

z. -the length 2o and the total number of n horizontal.

end ti vertical perforations is dercted by h , Then:

n . , , N C O

For Walah's grain, we heve; / 4and

f cc 17 and Q we will have; (see 71. 33)

g j, , where P Is the perimeter of the

grain and 2o, its length

: where S1 .is the cross-sectional
area of the grain; diameter of the

perforaticn is d, ; web = 2e, =r

i I N

Fig. 33 Schematic view of Walsh's grain.
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is the sum of: (1) 12 triangles (equilateraJ.) with

their sides equal to a, , each reduaed by c416...A

sections of 600 and radius 1 0 4 2Q,id, ; (2)

6 sectors of 1200 with diameter d- + d, .2.2e each

reduced by a sector of 120 ° with diameter d, 0 Thus

Perimeter P ioa che sum of: (1) 6 arcs of 120* with the

circle diameter 7 circles of diameter d, ; (3) 6 arcs

of 600 with the circle diameter d4  Thus.

Thene wilh vle 17, p Zo : proaio a

I 2c,. Z

I . 6W'

4

p2c,

Since the value of ( for the 7 perforation grain is

a small one we may use a a plified binomial formula for

and the coefficients %X,and

can be determined from the sae two conditicas as

we have used above in the case of degressive forms.
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At z 05:

at Z 1:

Hence; 4"J~Q'~) u

(for progressive powders we had: ,: ,

7or examples for thi 7 perforation grain:

,2 /7n, 0 .- 7.~f~o7i~
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lrom a binomial formla; %, . (I- VW 0. 7'V
.... : E./ .7

The products of fregmntations (the second phase) are

of two sorts - small slivers (see Fig. 27 - 6 small inner

slivers), and larger slivers, 6 larger slivers on the

*%me Fig. 27.

Prof. G. V. Oppokov has shown that assuming burning

by par&k1el layers, it is possible to find a general ex-

pression for the bun1i! of the smaller slivers together

with the larger ones, ard the next final period of burn-

ing only of the remnants of the larger slivers.

The results.obtained by G. V. Oppokov show that the

burning c the produots of fragmentation goes on almost

as degressiverly as for a cubic grain, i.e., more degres-

siveii'Mi .'for a prismatic bar.

We will; 4. the b inomal, formula:

Ohanging the origin of coordinates to the point of the be-

ginning of fragms nation : 4/ /':-

Jimj

we ffI-v'
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differentiating this equation:

axd bringirg in our two basic 'oquirements:

1. for X. o A '/ I

2. for &'to

i.e.: /#2,(ZH-,J2O

From these two equations we find a nd

For example, for a standard 7-perforated grain:

at = 1.532 and u U 0.855

0= = . nd M =I r Walsh's grain: at 1.2 = .232; and = 0.95
UA, =-.218 and % - 0.432I I For curves C ),( )and(dwe il

use the general relationships; Oz v1z-A. -0?zi

and: 3
Then our curves will be obtained as is shown in Figs. 34,

35 and 36.
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I
II



rig. 36.

Wbare curves marked I refer to 7-perforated grain

curves marked II refer to Walah'a grain, and curvee

marked III refer to Kisnemsky~e grain.

Coated tubular powders at the high progressivevs

were proposed in Russia after the results of Kisnems.'ry's

powder proved to be belc expectati ons-, 6164=

Philippov of the Artillery Aotdemy proposed the coated

powder which is a reilar tubular powder with its outer

surface covered with a non-buming 3ayer. Then the burn-

ing affects only the internal surfaco of the grain which

is continually increased till he end of b'trning. The

increase in the burning surface is proportional to the

ratio of the external and internal diameters for the
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cylinder with one perfcation with its IL = ? and

eo i.ea.,

The progressiveness is much higher than for Kisnemsky's

grain with its 36 perforations.

Practice, however, bas ahown that there was a certain

snag in this otherwise very promising pi-oce-re; there

was a practical difficulty in the preparation of s~cch a

layer which should not be burned at alJ.* and should be

strong enough in its resistance to mechanical strains

aad friction durirg its storage and transportation as

well as to disruption by the movirg powder gses. Besides

this there was observed an increased smokiness on account

of the pulverized remnunts of the protective layer thrown

out of the gu du xLni.

"Tbm~hole: outer suface (cylindrical) and both aircu-

ea (not 2e:)"
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Jig. 37. A coated tubular powder.

We have: (see ig. 37)

A s

VIx
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o m psa i ,e tha n f o s r ,* o
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OnaPter O'bt RU-ter l Burnira Law.1 'The principal f actors in de t erining the rate of

burning are, - the mture o the poder and it tempera-

ture an the temperature "n pressure of the surrounding

gases*

Since the immediate measurement of the temperature of

gases during the burning of powder is still beyond our

experimental technique, we must deal with the functional

relationahip or the character of powder and gas preasure

irnwburable "a- 1-gaa a----------rJ.=U

The basic flaw of the ratio of burninglis represent¢l

in the form of: u =f (p)

Various -forms fr e-presaing this relationship are used

in practice.

The first step is the experimntal recording of the

pressure in a bomb as a function of time. The form of

ItaKen I BV 0 if

plate, or tube, preferably c uniform thickness, all the

Saverage dimensions are carefully measured (2e 2b, Zc,

D , d, etc.); tha characteristics 5 and A (in the,

binomial formula) are calculated and the cnrve =A.,

= is drawn. Then the powder is burned in a

manometric bomb using a str:ong igniter which will give a

simultaneous inramation or tne wnole powder z-
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Next tim oqurye of p as a function of time t is taken

and using the diagrams X IF 70f)
AC

and the rate of burning LAI -- is determined by

tbp immediate masuremenvs of 4e and At with the

average value of p on this interval At i.e., the

ourve u - f(p) can be constructed.

* .2 Viell.'s formula.

here A and depcrA on the nature of powder

and V can be 1. The smalie, I is tht less sensitive

is the powder to the variatioAs of pressure. Vie lle used

)'= * for black pcwders and for

smokeless. We use, for our slow bi"ing black powders

used in a time fuse * Prof. ,. Zabudsky used

for pyroxyiin powde-r A-.-. .. A A 4

for ballistite 7

11.3 Binomial formula:

'This formala was used by Prof. S. Vouikolov (1891-

1897)- by Prof. Wolf (1905) and by Prof. I. P. Grave '

(1904). Mouraour also used this formula (1930-1935).

ro-f. Crave (1ou4) o !ed ait many experiments for the
.0

compar)±L5ou Of f~iaa I4'f -,rtA J

his Oanel-iofl was; "Both formulas can be considered
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l equa,y adaptable for the expression of that law which

oontrold the variations in the rate of burnirg as a

function of the variation of the pressure. The man er-

rors involved in working with these formulas in general

are alike and both formulas lead to almost identical re-

sults".

An appazent contradiction involved in this statement

is that a straight line ( C x O 4 ) not passing

through the crigin cannot be equivalent to a parabolic

curve ( ut A 1') passing thiugh the origin.

Fig. 38 explains at least the degree of validity of

the above oontradintion. In the earlier experiments with

bombs (1880) the crusher did not register pressures lower

than 300-400 kg/cmO and as a result of this omission of

tally was just as good as the parabolic law ( U'As f)

for pressures lowor than 300-400 kg/cm2 , Translator's note:

Another oontradiotici involved in formula U4-- .d

is, that this law appeare to be physically inadmisible,

as it implies the burnir of propellant under no pressure,

at / = (constant). Direct evidence

OB Zt"Ja Pizit -a avaJ., a Woble Ia...li y. a,,

Sxploeiveso, pp. 523-524) 2 givs an account ot an attempt
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of Abel's to burn cordite in a vacuum. The attempt

failed# but Noble made no deduction from the negative

result!

-44 Yormla: i = Ap

Oharbonnier (1908) in the beginning cC his research

used a more general law: U=4 . After the anal-

ysis of his experimental. curves it was found that fo: the

french strip powders of that time the exponent V auld

be taken ao 1. Prof. N. Drosdov (1910) also used u = Ap

in hie work.

I.5 Schmitz's criterion. In 1913 Schmitz, experi-

mentirwith a large 1rupp's bomb and measuring pressures

not with crushers but by means, of optical recording of

the elastic deforions of a special elastic bar, sue-

^ 4" determining dtl the pressures from the very be-

ginning of burning. He 1rs introduced another criter.on

for the -election of the appropriate law of the rate of

burnirg and lie assumed the law: u = Ap.

IIp
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itA

71s. 38.

Assumirg that 1th6 law u = Ap is correct* thend1,,

Unoe

fct complete bani . A t

and *, is constant
-0O- .4 iVep_ owder, Since a. and A are characteristic

oxf powder but not of the loading conditions we are justi-

fied in stating that if the law u = Ap is corret then

the impulse o* gas pressures does not depond ox. the load-

ing conditione, and this impulse is equal to the vatio of

one-1a!f of the web to the coefficiei, A.
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from the whole series of experimnts in the Krapp

bomb with varying densit io of loading fCm 4 = .1 up

to =0.26, Schnitz found that the areas of curves

p = f(t) or 1 0 far all these firings are all

equal. See 71i. 39.

P-#

Pig. 59. Curves p =c' t f rivtms densities of

I loading.

These results prove that the law u = Ap is correct.

If anther law: u =tp + was correct then:
/ j

p AO

JVIa 0
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Hew.

I Henoe; 4$.2

.3

Since t# is decreased with the increased A then

dW*n must be inereased with 4

Ananalogous result san be obtained for the law

u AD with Y:

After Schmitz's work many other researches were con-

duoted alorg this line. Muraour (1927-28) investigated

the rates of burning of oolloid-1 powders and in (1924-

25) he evaluated the heat los through the wells of a

bomb.

The experiments of M. Z. Serebryakov veth pyroxylin

and nitroglycerine powders emmpletely verified the law

u = AP; here A = can be taken at p = l, when

,, = -_% i.e. S A = T Here the velocity of burning

is referred to the unit of pressure.

Then: u = Ap = upo
U'11d

In other words N, is a velocity of burning referred
to the unit of pressure. Thus the value Qr U, together

with the values of f (Oforoee of powder) and oovolume c*

is a ball isti c,,"^_ittc.. -, o0 ,AI o . physio0-
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chemical nature. The value ct 4, for pyroxylin powders

- varies from 6 x 10-6u 6  
__10

The larger is the Web, the larger is the amount or vola-

tiles, the slower 6oes the powder burn; the higher is

the percentage of nitrogen the highber is U, . Tor

nitroglycerine powders the percentage of nitroglycerine

is the most important factor directly affecting its U,

The amouAn of volatiles is also very important; foi

example in the pyroxylin powder an increase of 1% of vol-

atiles cuts down U, by 10-12%.

In American literature the following formula is used

for pyroxylin powder

o.. -e TtS

h'ee 6Y1ao (#-437) -the energy otpowder

= % of vo)atiles removable by 6 hour drying.

h" = 5 or volatile r-maining in powde.- after

6 hours of drying.

N % of Nitrogen

For the Russian pyroxylin powders another formula is

I U 's-- QV
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Here 220* is the temperature of the inflammation of the

powaer and 7. . d-.

Letang using the principles cf the kinetic theory of

gases annd considering that the burning Cf powder is a

process of detaching powder molecules by the impacts CC

gas molecules, gives his formula for U, : C,%

I? 0,___7e

Here.

9 - acceleration of gravity

- density of powder

C,- probable velocity of gas molecules

C, - velocity of molecules sufficient for the

detaching of at least one molecule 5f powder,

aohmitz in his experiments used densitio uZ ioading

from .= .i2 to 4 = 025. There were, however,

some experiments later on with A as low as 0.015.
The results of these experiments gave /ob , a total

impulse of geases varying along the law of a iaight l.e;

this function verifies the ]aw;. 4- '-p .
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The expaermnts conducted by M. Z. Serebryakov and

A, Kokhanov t1957-1940) indicated that Jp'i
rzei with tbo time of bu-i4rn. only for powders having a

considerable web (2e#> 0.5). For very thin powders with

higher rate of burning l is not affected even by

a very small A . This result shows that it is impor-

tant to take into consideraticu the speed of the, process

of the heating of the powder mass laying cloe to the

burning surface: then its U, is increased and

" is decreased.

Special experiments were conducted to demonstrate the

influence of the powder temperature on the rate of burning

at constant atmospherio pressue. The time a complete

burgiz of a stkip of powder of the same length at

t*C = 15• was 14 see.; and at 50• 0. the time wa, '0.4 sea.,

I Which Meate --- bx ±- r&A. 1-B~se

4AU-AmG2 '-t-aral was decreased L5 times.

Tiw zay in which the heating of powder affects the

Irate of burning is very clearly seen when series of ox-

periments are imde in one and the same bomb which is

gradually heated ' tvI buri g .c taoo- within its walls,

and is not given time enough to be cooled between the
experiments. A powde, -troduced for the experiot is
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always kept a few minutes before the experi it starts,
and thus the powder temperatures each time beccne h gher

and higher, with the result that the vaiuesof

are gradually decreased because the higher

bemperature of powder increases the rate of burni and

becomes smaller an i smaller.

Sinae the integral Jp01 is decreased with

the deareasirg A this means that, formally sp akirg,

this result can occur in both cases: for the law; U =Ao

as well as fca the law: U =&#

M. 3. Serebryakov (193) has demonstrated riaL at

Am>1000 kg/os. the law U- Ap can be accepted and

at b<1000 kg/cm' the law; U= & is more
accurate.

7or very low pressures (from 5 atm. to 250 atm. )
3_3f4 L H4 .Shapiro used the law ( =0.37 07whica is

bee on above ta edces fteitga

for tho small A is explainable by the in-

crease in ths rate of burning.

Summing up these results we must admit that we do not

yet have one general law for the burning rate as a func-Ition of pressure. but since for the practical firings of



guns, all powders are burned at higher densities of load-

Iire and Dressurem, we may safely .;e for these oasr thO

We had the expressior for the rate of gasificatiou;

nlow we rewrite it, Ot . S -Ai,

pand thiat z4

we have (31) " et

here; d6pend on the geometric characteris-
tice of powder.

U$ -rate of burning at p = 1, this is a
characteristic of the nature of the
powder and the degree of its warmingI up.
. . .. .-,,-e -thA b um i ng is

the pressure is characteristic of
the medium in which the povider I
placed and it depends on A, f; , .

II

I'



3 Ohap_.te The law of She Variation of the pressure as
rune tion of ainie

II Prom UI~(AP? aY

IIhere: A=- 'C )
(rejativi free volume of a bm)

by differentiating (34) with respect to t, we bekve;

hereo; is AP at the beginniirs and

'(i-.Ok A at the end of burning and

A %. A %- I-.

I Hence with a very good approximation: S-.

and then using (33) we have:

-'-- .= .so-- W V P .. s'

For powders wth a constant surface of burning;

is constant but z 1 and 4 = 1 + 2A, so we take
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I

II and from~ ~ 6 %z( %Z) ae &: C

hands: OX

aM finally in (35) will be;

and (35) wiil be rewritten:

7inally introduoirS a notation;

thus ' is the time of the complete blxivs at the

I --- M - Vu 'D __L ~ -" -Q .

Havirg integrated (38) w6 bave; e.q
1W

Ihencei t::%/:>;:vS;
tk 2.303OVlog (40)

• • (41)

I7

I
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It At

e fO1O~W~n set of 3 2rouns of curves (Fig. 40,

Fig. 41, and Fig. 42) presents various shapes of the

exponontial curves expressing pressures as functions of

time under various loading conditions: Fig. 40 - a

coustant A ad various / F rig. 41 - constant

and various P P 7g. 42 - oastant A and various 4,.

Thus the final conclusion is: by the appropriate

use at the ballistic characteristics , OC, Us of

the forms and dimnsions of grain ( % , G, e, ) and

of density of loadixn A it is possible to control and

regulate both-the rate of increase and absolute value of

gas pressurs-in a closed volume (of a bomb), which is

another way of saying that both phenomena-the bIyrning

rye' Y~nmuiaw .miA f'nwmaiAmr ni 0flfaa...flA hA b1rma1ht jlflimo nili

complete and effective direction.

I!
I

I
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I. '

0

Fig. 40- Curves (pyt) at different A and same pB.

p 
IfI 

P B

J am

Fig. 41 -Curves (p,t) at diffilrent pB an-d 5ameA
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Ip

tot

71. 42 - Curves (p,t) for different e, and same A.

In
Fig. 43 - Scheme of a burning sphere or cylinder.
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Section III - Ballistic Analysis of Powders based on thtPhysical Law of Bur nig,t.. 3lg14-

(See 'Pysioal Law of Burning in Interior
Ballistics* by M. 1. Serebryakov (1937-40)

Ohapter 1 Development of Method for tbw Ballistic
" ~ .Iya la elj , Powde rs.

i1 An aterpt to adjust the theoc tical law to ex-

perimors in the manometric bomb.

All the pressure curves calculated from. 1; 0

have their slopes ( ) continually increasing up to

the final value;

All the pressure curves obtained experimentally in

bomb show their slopes definitely reaching their maxima

at certain < a d after this point of In-

flexion gradually falls down not infrequently

reaching its f inal value when

Fig p

~Fig. 44 - Curve (p,t) with a point of inflexion.
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As a necessary remedy against this discrepancy

Oharbonier introduced certain -function of froM- 0 which

presented a relationship between (the relative sur-

face) and 4 (the fraction burnt) in form;

.
where the exponent is determined not by the geometry

of a grain but by an experiment in the manometric bomb.

rom purely geometric considerations it is easy to

show that;

for he slidspheres

0
for the infinitely wide trip:;

(consteat 5 )

But Oharb~nnir's experimental determination of (3

consisted in calculation of P by means of the pair of

pressure values; 4 at the point cf inflexion and /

maximum pressure at the moment (end of burning) from

his . priori formula: P. (4?)
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Th iore uniformly powder burns, the closer 1 is

to and the lower the value of f$ is ftundkf3= 0

for theconsotant surface ct burnirg).

Fig. 45 shows experimental curves 0.'J: I and

2 for - 0.2 and - 0.5 respectively for the french

strlp gun powder and plate powder for small arms. On the

same ft. 45 in dotted lines 1' and 2' are shown 61*

obtained from the geometrical law of burning as it is

appliid-i oases of strip powder (curve 1') and plate

powder (2' )

I Pu AO Z ef

0 02 0.0

S,*,,. 45- F~rton of form-. er- Itfi.
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Conclusion drawn from Oherbo~nier's experiments:

- Thin burning surface of all poW-ers approaches zero

(at ' - 1) and the more degressive po,',er is the more

.... .ope o curve ei: to the point

at *2.,

2. Actual burning is always more degressive then can be

expected in accordance with the geometric law.

3. Buoh a discrepancy can be a result of not homogeneous

enough mass of the powder as well as of not instantaneous

inflammation of all the elements ct the whole powder

charge.

4. The experimental curves (p, t) presenting the actual

variations of pressures with time establish a direct con-

nection between the theoretical formula and experimental

results of the manometric bomb.

Thus Obarbonnier introduced the evalm tion of the

powder progressiveness by means of experiments but not by

the geometric relationships of elements of the form of a

powder grain.

The progressiveness of the form by no means ca be

-taken as the oomplete ..pre.c of the prcgressiyene.

of the burning process. This process involves not only

the geometry d the grair but ite Physics and Chemistry
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as well; besides this there is a very imposirg complex

of the loading conditions, of the initial ignition ani

inflammation which all markedly affect the progressive-

ness of the burning process.

With all due credit to Charbonnier's ingenious inven-

tion of his Ofunction of formM it must be admitted that

this function did not reflect the entire real character

of the burning in all details. And hardly could this be

expected because thi3 function after all takes into con-

sideration only two elements and both located

rather at the very end of the analysed process of burning.

The whole curve ( /) t ) was not explored and parti-

cuiarly important was the absence of reocrded pressures

in tne beginni~g of but-1nn -  I th !!dirical crush-

era were unable to register low pressures.

Exactly this point has been picked up by Prof. M.

Serebryazcov in 1923-24 who started his experiments in the

manometric bomb, using his conical crushers, thus estab-

lishing a new method of the analysis of the powder burn-

* g- a.ipnli--- alorZ the entire curve ( .t) from the be-

ginning to the end C' burning.

Prof. M. Serebryakov introdaiced a new experimental

characteristic of the progressiveness of the burning --
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this characteristic shows the variations ct the intensive-

ness C1 gas formation duti"r the whole course of the proc-

eon of burning.

The applications of this new mthod made observable

for further studies som new facts which could not have

beez Toreseen by the geometric theory; also some new ox-

perimental deviations from the geometric formula were

found and several hypothetical propoaitions given a priori

by Charbonnier, were proved and verified by the experi-

mental results obtained by Prof. Serebryakov.

1.2 The experimental characteristic of the progress-

iveness of the burning process - the function .
Practical appj'ication of the function r for the

analysis of the burning process of powdert The derived

ew_,Yrm--ntal oharacteristio mug -eU eu iomLruceId5 W iL U

form, that in the ideal case it could be determined by its

geometrical factors, assuming that the whcle mass of

powder is strictly homogeneous.

On the other hand the numerical value of such a char-

acteristic must be calculated using only those exei-

mental reault obtinai0o in bomb; which

are truly reliable.



Prom the results of burning the powder in the bomb we

,Obtain data in Ali"' for of the pressaure - tima '-v

ihgives us the rscorded pressure at any moment of

tim with a definite degree of accuracy.

Assuming that f and are constant through the

whole mass of powder and that there is no cooling effect

of the walis, we may apply the general formula of Pyro-

statics; ) J

Hers the pressure is a function of the burned fraction of

tho powder charge W
I

But the very process of building up cf the pressure

p is given by A age therefore by

-.LW-rimentalZ.-4o of in form of

()can also be takeni from the experimBLtal values

of p;

from; 9 0 T

and for the comparison for successive values of

these values must be related to their corresponjing



pressures p, i.e., the ratio is a true measure

o f the im-re pt or the decrease in the rate of Ras for=s-

tion; if durirg the process of burning the ratio 111

in increased, this increase proves that the powuer burns

progress if the ratio is decreased our

powder burns degressively.

This ratio we denote by at

Thus P is a specific rate of gasification per

unit pressure and is called - the intensiveness of the

process of gasification; its variability durir the proc-

ess of gasification does characterize the powder from the

viewpoint ct the progressiveness of the powder itself but

not of the foriR of its grains.
The dimensional structure of is reversed in corn-

pariaon with the dimensionality of the impulse:

When the pressure is constant, /7 varies in propor-

tion with the surrace of powder as it should be in aoor-

I the .-Metrio law and in this case P is at
chaoesii o.-f the progressiveness.

If the ignition were really ins tantanecub over the

whole powder surface and the pressure were cczztant at its
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value 6 the1 the powder, beiig perfectly homogeneous,

could have been burned strictly in parallel layers and

the intensivenese of gasifidation would have been varied

in proportion with ihe powder surface. if:

he oe • 4, - UOhere the only

7ariable Is 8 - surface of powder or £

In this case /h variee proportionally to ( )

i.e., the characteristic of prograssiveness conforms with

h ,geometric characteristic ct the form of a grain.

For this reason we will take P-A

the intensiveness of the gasification, as the experimen-

teai characteristic of the progressivensss of the powdur

burning.

Function /' is determined at intervals of time on

the pressure curve by , calculated at the correspond-

ing intervas, tb with-out any reference to the Seomet-

ric factors of a powder. This is the reason for conaid-

er. thnis fmt4on as the expression of the basic exper-

imental, physical law of the burning process. The to!-

lowing three curves present the characteristics nf the

actual burning of powder:
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p- /') ;

and; /A f fe ,3 ov)

Graphs (Fig. 46, 47, 48, 49) present pressure - time

curves (solid lines) and /1 curves in dotted lines, for

the following powders; Fig. 46 - tubular powder;

Fig. 47 - strip powder; Fig. 48 - 7-perforation grain

powder and Fig. 49 - Kisnemsky's powder with 36 perfora-

ti os.

q.. i..."

C O 00,01%ci
th er

Fig. 46 - Charactertstic (f~t) for the tubular powder.
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aaP

Fig. 47- Characteristic (P1 t) for the strip powder.

-A-

48. Characteritic (t or a 7 perforation
grain.
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see

7ig. 49- Crve (I t) for Kisremsky' s grain with
3b channels. A

Oonsidering the value A I' at the con-

stant Us we may expect that P' fcr strips and plates

will start at its maximum and very slowl.y will fall down

to it a 4nim,,m value aboat = 90. But the ex-

perimental curves all show ther s arts at small initial

values, then they reach the.w maximum at the pressures

150-170 ke /om" and a,:,ter a gradual depression they

sharply fall down at the morent of time corresponding to

the point of inflexion at the pressure curve4 .

?or the multiperforated powders (Fig. 48 and 49)

these deviations of curyes from the theoretical patterns

are still more noticeable,,

I.
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The beginning ,i the final sharp dcwngrade corres-

nonds to the beginning of the fragmentation of the grains

into slivers and the resulting more degressive burning of

these sharp-edged minute remnants.

Thus, generally speakirg, the perfrated grains burn

after the pressure reaches 200 kg./cm as if their burn-

ing surface was decreasing all the time whereas theoret-

ically this suiface should be increased up to the moment

of fragmentation.

A more detailed comparison of theoretical and exper-
imenal ... ... --- - i6 ' , I,/, I instead

imantul U&ta& Oaa b'a Madei USing Ovus~ (~ '.-' I -LLLtoaa

of ( i'1, ). Curves (/t) are somwhat distroted in the

direction of the t-axisi the intervals closer to the be-

ginning wi th lower pressures are stretched and inte.rvals

*loser to the last higher pressures are compressed.

0 545 u

Fie 50 - Curve PIt ) for tubular powder,
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tt

Fig. 51. Curve 11 for strip powder.

11 IJr

II

[ ! ,
0

1fig. 52 -Curve ( 7~)for 7 perforation grain,

VPl
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Fig. 53 - CU. (r#) for I,nawky gv ,

with 36 eohnnels

The cux'vea ( .) are shown in solid line at

-ig. 50 51, 52, 53 together with theoretical 7 -. S.

(dotted lines) which have their ,varied in accor-

dance with the geometric law with U,= 0.075 mm/sec. for

pyroxylin powders. For tubular and laminar powders

50; n51) we have 4 distinctly different sections.

Section I: The curve starts not from the maximum

but from the small initial value growirg rapidly up to

the maximum (at f= 0.05 - 0.08) which is considerably

larger than the theoretical at the beginning( ' = 0,.

Section II: Is a smooth fall in r to the theoret-

ical curve; there is an interval of the aocelsrated burn-

ing (with the -hump") from = 0.005 - O003 to 0 0.
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Section III: represents noimal burnirgs in accordance

with th..- the oret ic _q seometre law: here C& varies fromfro

0.30 to 0.85 - 0.90.

In Section IV the experimental curve falls sharply,

down from the theoretical to f'r 0 at f* 1. Ourvxs

( 0. ) for the multiperfarated powders are shown on

Fig. 5P (7-perforation grain) and Fig. 53 (Kisnemsky's

powder with 36 perforations). These curves are even more

distinct from the theoretical ones; besides this the

down-grade (without any sharp turnirg point) at the be-

ginning of fragmentation starts at P- 0.70 - 0.75 and

fragmantation itself i more gradual and moderate on

account of different webs sizes - a partial fragmsnta-

tion starts when the smallest webs are barned out, then

the webs of the next size burn, etc. thus the progressive

burning proceeds along together with the degressive bdrn-

ing of slivers.
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Chapterl , Ballistic Analysis c the Actual Burnirg
of Powder.

~I 1 W,.r4..4.. "waa4t4ja iAno tma iniition of

powders. The time (in sec.). of the complete hrni of

powder is given by: = 03 e log (4A! (40)

Under the condition ct the instantaneous ignition of the

whole powder (here h is initial pressure produced by

the igniter). Calculations of 4 for A= 0.20;

Po- pin 2000 kg/oe and ,# varying from 20 up to

140 kg/cme are given in the following Table 14.

Table 14 (theoretical)

kg/oma: 20 40 60 120

sec. : 0.0140 0.0119 0.0107 0.0087

• 1.61 1.37 1.23 1.00

This table sh cg that theoretically by decreasing /

from 120 kg/oms to 20 kg/om2 , we will increase the time

of the oplete burning at 61%. Whereas the experimental

results with the same igniter pressure give entirely dif-

ferent effects.

I
I
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In the manometric boub with A - 0.20 ard with the

amounts of igniting dry pyroxylin powder producing the

same pressures as they are in Table 14 and usirg a

charge of the strip powder with web 2= 1 m/m (1i8x40)

the followitg results were obtained as they are shown in

Table 15.

Table 15 (experimental)

kg/cm 20 40 80 120

4(Table 14); 0.0140 0.0119 0.0107 0.0087

IS. 3.1.1 1.78 1.48 1.00

Analogous results have been obtained with other ig-

niters.

Theorstioc.l curves ( / 6 ) on the whole course of

burning after the instantaneous Ignition must begin at

their maximum value and the shapes of these curves must

not be affected by the amount of powders in the igniter

because regardless of the value of A after the insen-

taneous ignition of the whole surface, its burning will

proceed in wtch a way that only the lehnie ithnie of c urves will

be shorter at the higher igniter pressures. Fig. 54 shows
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this fo the b = 20 kg/cmu b = 0 kg/cm2 and

=120 kg/cm3

'@a

! Le

Pig. 54. Theorotical curves ( ) at various

Uperimental curves for and A for various

igniters pressures; 1 - for = 20 kg/omM; 2 - f w

50 kg/omS and 3 - for 120 kg/orm are shcwn in

74-. 55 where, usin the same scale for t the curves

(pt) are drawn at upper part and ( /th ) at tme lower

part marked accordingly by l, 2 and 3.
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Fig. 55- Upper part, experimental curves (p,t)
Lower part, experimental curves (/',t)

1 20; 2- atl= 50; 5-at j= 120

At the lowest igniter pressures 20 kg/cmR the curve

* ~I, (rarked by 1) A--I A very small ordinate and

gradually goes up until tho powder pressure is aboult

225 k-cnm '_ w-_- a vczay attp rise follows to the maximum

with immediate dropping down to 0. The gradual initial

increase in ordinates is indicated on the gradual in-

crease ct burning surface i.e., its gradual ignition.

Curves /'(I marked by 2 ( 40 kg/cm2 ) i dotted

line has a larger initial ordinate, a shcrter length of

the interval c rpo ire to the gradual (and sVeeper)

rJsing to "he same maximum as on the curve 1 and almost
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identioal course cr falling dovui to zero - as if curve 1

was simply removed to the left along the time Goale;

which means tnat a iarger initial burnix1 .. ocet t=es

place in this case in comparison with curve 1. Curve 3

(with the weight of igniter 6 times larger than in case 1,

and with igniter pressure = 120 kg/cm2.) begins with

the same maximum as the preceding curves and with the

same shape of falling down to zero.

These results clearly show that only at the igniter

pressure p - 120 kg/,oa may we have almost instantaneous

ignition, but in the artillery practice the igniter

prswarea are never higher than 40-50 kg/cm2 and as nor-

mally 10-25 kg/omm; so that ignition cannot be assumed to

be instantaneous. The curves fo) constructed for

t -^ c..ae. -r-aente_ in M"Tle .15 i.e., for the igniter

pressures 20, 40, 60 and 120 kg/am are shown in Fig. 56.
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3-3J;r46Ge

4- 6 CO., 4102o
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These curves are analogous to curves

for strip powder but there are certain deviations;

maximum removes from 0.i to )V = 0.05, an the

final downgrade also moves from IP = 0.85 toward the end.

These peculiarities show that: (1) not before 5% or 10%

of the whole charge is burned, is the Whole surface of

the powder ignited; and (2) the 3ar er the ignitzig Cb.rge

the quicker is the ignition flame spread over the whole

,surface, and the more time elapses before the beginning

of fragmentation and final burnirg of slivers. These

points of the beginning of the fragmentation correspond

to the points of, inflexion of (pt) curves vhich are ob-

tained at (, = 0.85, at = 0.875, at 0.90 and

i O. 92 for the corresponding igniting charges 64,

. i e.1 iA RA. whi ch mran s that the smaller -the

ignitirg charge is, the longer the time for the ignition

of the whole surface is, the more webs become varied and

the shorter tine is required for fragmentation at the

point• .t inflexion for curve (pt).

The exponent 3 (48) in the function of form is

Hence this co6fficient will be for our four cases:

(1 0.18; (2) 0.14; (3) = 0.11 and (4) =0.09.
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The greater j is, the more degressive is burning (the

change from the curve 4 to the curve 1.)

The experiments show that a non-instantaneous igni-

tion is more pronounced at smaller ignitirg c1arges.

Comparing diagrams of Fig. 56 with those of Fig. 45

(graph or the functiviu CZ Zojiii') we aa ua#to

"function of forof for the cases when ( 0.2 (4 = 20

kg/oam) is very close to (A) marked 1 at their middle

parts and ends but are essentially different in their

initial part ( = 0): (1) flS, has its initial

rise which is absent in the"function of form;

and (Z): 'here is a noticeable Shump" in ordinates in the

interval from + = 0.1 to q = 0.3 over the orainates

at the same interval of 1 in the function of £orei.

This abnormal increase in the ordinates in /* was un-

known to earlier investigators but at present this par-

tioulak, part of the curve IPM shows the effect of

the gradual ignition, i.e., of a gradual increase in the

burning surface ct the powder, and proves the non exis-

tence of the instantaneous ignition of the igniter

pressures lower than lzO-ibO ig/cmix.
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Using the igniters made of black powder and pyroxylin

producing the same # we will find that the ignition of

black powder is move intensive because this ignition is a

result of action not only of hot gaseous molecules but of

the hot solid particles absent in the pyroxylin igniter.

12.2 Nature of OThe Hump'. This *hump* in Section II

Mi'm. MIL a Eu,,ve o. 1~Lver

the smooth contours of theoretical curves ct the *function

at form' can be found in smokeless powders vwth volatile

solvent.$ Powders with solid solvent (totyl + pyroxylin)

are burning closer to the geometric. law and their curves

P76?) 1 ave almoset no humps.

Lot us consider two tubular powders cf the same di-

mnsions; on. powder (1) is prepared with volatile sol-

vent, an6trer (2) with the solid solvent.

Mie the geomatric factors are identical in both

powders their /7= .30' . may be affected only by the

value of u, (barning rate at the unit pressure). Both

curves marked l ai 2 are shown in Fig. 57. Ourvv.has a

very pronouhce\ hump, curve 2 has hardly any.

0 Powders with larger webs have larger *humps". Pyrox-

ylin powders have larger 'hump" than nitroglycerine

powders.
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7ig. 57. The intensiveness of gas formation
for two chemically different powd3rs
of the same dimensions.

1 - volatile solvent

2 - solid solvent

Differences in ordinates of these curves in Lho in-

tervals of from 0.1 to 0.3 are attributed to differ-

ences in the burnirg rates ul and this difference in ul

is explainable by thb more noticeable heterogeneity of

the mass in the powder (1) than in powder (2). Powder

with volatile solvent is washed for a long time in wataz;

during *;his process the powder becomes more porous and

its u is inoreaeed over the outer layers. When burning

penetrates into deeper layers, u,, becomes lower. The in-

ner parts of powder grain are not affected by water and

are burned normally.
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POwdS -With the Solid soleAnt are more h',ogeneaua

but some increase in u. during the initial intt.rvals when

the powder pressure is not high (lower than 500 kg/cm2)

can be produced by more intensive heating through the

outer layers. Men the pressure goes over 500 kg/cm,

the heatirg throigh the outer layers is not so intensive

a A ur. €a,, A,,. Ant u hnnmep Amaller and

falls down. This explanation was -suggested by M. Serebry-

akov in 1937, and verified later on by Prof. J. B.

Zeldovich in 1942. but a general theoretical and detailed

axperimental investigation of this problem is still in

process of development. At any rate one causative defin-

ition of the humped part of the /109 curve for

powders with volatile solvent is this; This excessive

growth cf the ordinates is produced by the accelerated
burning of the outer layers of powder at the lower gas

pressures mostly observable in the case of powders with

volatile solvent. The larger the web ize, the srmller

is ul, the more pronounced is the hemp of the P(C)curve.

it pressures higher than 500 kg/cm2 and with increas-

ing u, the humpa are tapered dcwn to zero.

The following empirical formula was developed from

experimental Oata:
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here: U; brnirg rate of the o'ter layer;

almost for all pyroxylin powders = 0.0000120

0.0000125 AIL!O

z - relative thickness of the burned layer, which

for tubular and strip powder is nearly jO (for tubular

powder z- )

a - characteristic of the decreasing rate of burning

given by for:alu: A Ms;

u - a constant rate of burning of the inner layers

after z = z O.

This formula is good enough for z -varying from z = 0

to z a 0.3.

Fig. 58 shows curves u 1 (z) foc the two different

powders: one powder S n : 2 e, = 1 m/m; ut = 0.0000120

= 0.0000075; a = 0.858. Another powder 8,, contains
a larger .rmount of volatiles tbaa pzwder SrT ar-4 its

average u, (0.0000060) is lower than u of powder S1/.

On the other hand )owler A with its thick web (6 m/m)

was washed in water much lozger than powder S/7 and its ul

of the outer layers is 0.00001Z5 higher than " for powder

Sn.
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71g. 58 Variatios in u3. for powders S/I and A.4

Solid line - powder Bt

Dotted line - powder SI?

For powders with a volatile solvent their rate of

burnirg is rwt constant but is higher for the outer lay-

ers than for the inner ones where it finally becomes con-

stant. This makes the burning of these powders more de-

gressive than would be expected on the basis of a constant

rate of b:,ning and purely geometric changes in surface 5.

Thus if the deviations from the geometric law are

caused by the heterogeneity of mass of powder and by var-

iations in the thickness of powder grains, then we may

question whether it is possible or not to have our P(j

curve without its hump, and if it is possible at all toIrealize experimentally the geometric law cf burning.
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To answer these questions a special experiment was

oonduo ted with a powder charge made in farm of a rod with

rounded ends of 7.5 mm diameter and 42 mm length. The

powder used for the experiment was without any solvent.

This charge was placed in the middle of vhe bomb havirg

its inner volume of M1.5 ome. Thus the very best require-

ments in respect to uniformity and equality of all condi-

tions of burning were met.

The igniter was able to develop its pressure p8 =

z160 kg/cm2 , guaranteeing instantaneous ignition.

0 42 0,A OA6 48

Fig. 59 Experimental cwve A in solid line

Geometric law curve - in dotted ii.-i
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Fig. 59 shows the N0, curve obtained in this oase

without any hump together with the curve calculated on the

basis of the geometric law for uI = 0.069 mm/sec. This

result gives a definite answer to the above juestions. It

is possible to realize the burning in perfect agreement

with the geometric law. But in practice we always have

powder with volatile solvent* our actual charges are placed

within their ha-mbere wiht any special p'e.o .tions of

guaranteeing the unrestricted uniformity and easiness of

gas formation and gas motion. On account of these unavoid-

able practical complications of the total circumstances

surrounding the process of burning of powders in guns, the

geometric law of burning cannot be realized and all devia-

tions from this law are the more noticeable the more are

the difference between conditions of burning in the differ-

ent parts'of a powder chamber.



3 The point of inflexion on the (pt) curve. From

and for tubular or strip powders which have con-

.tant for all inereaaing D's(AW must be increased to

the end of burning. But the numerous experiments show

that for these powders the curve (pt) always has a point

of inflexion after which () is decreased and sometimes

becomes zero.

Obarbonnier used the location of this point for de-

termining the exponent : P=A

At the point of inflexion ) = O, this means that

in (49), ()-p must be constant at the moment when

p = Pi; therefore at this point S, a burning surface must

be rapidly decreasing because pressure p is rapidly in-

creased. If the rate of decrease in S is greater than

( )then Sp and dp will be decreased and the curve (pt)

will bave its curvature changed, i.e., (pt) curve will be

bent down.

Such curves are observed for multiperforated powders

whose burning surface decreases rapidly after the frag-

mentation of grains.
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By the proper selection of equal webs of strip powder

and by special arrangement of mutual positions of strips

in a charge, it becomes possible to help the ignition

(with high pressure pB ) to spread at once over the whole

surface of powder. And then the curve (pt) will not have

any point of inflexion and will proceed with itUt, )

increasing to the end.

And, inversely by selecting strips uith" varying we- , 

it is possible to obtain the inflexion point even much

earlier (for lower pi).

It is even possible by using combination of strips

of various powders, to tuansform the (pt) curves at the

long interval into a straight line as the continuous row

of inflexion points.

The following Table 16 presents some of the experimen-

tal results obtained by M. R. Serebryakov in his investi-

gations of, factors producing the points of inflexion.

(Powder on ; 4 = 0.20; the igniter dry pyroxylin;
3W= 78.5 om.) Experiment No. 1: Strips with varying webs,

igniter very weak (26 kg/cm .). Experiment No. 2: Etrirs

with strictly constant webs, the same igniter. Experiment

No. 5; The same strips as in No. 2, with the strong ig-

niter (p. = 125 kg/cm2 ).
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3 Table 16

Wo = 78.5m.

curves (p,t) (P~t) and (Pt ) are given in Fig. 50

(only No.l and No. 3) and -g. 61.

In experiment No. 1, the curve (pt) after the point

of inflexion smoothly c.hanges its curvature with its

(dT

N ) nearing 0 at t k  In experiment No. 33 the ignition

is instantaneous, point of inflexion is moved to teend

of the curve.

2 -.2 0.201 15 190 48 0 0.92 0.P034S820.

oM9 1-i -5 0.1-1 0'" -to j

2310 21054 .5 .04 .5

-OA

uig. 60 Curves (p,t) and (r, t)a n

Table 16: No. and No. 3.
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7g. 61 Curves ( / ) at various p5 ani 2e,

Table 16; No. 1, No. 2, No. 3.

0,2 -"4 6 0, 0

Fig. 62 Curves (I W at the burning out of stripsI with various webs.
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Conclus ions:

1) The point of inflexion marks a sudden decrease in

the burning surface of a powder;

2) The location of the point of inflexion depends on

the degree of ujaoriity in - _ee CC Yeba of laminar

or tubular powders at the last phases of burning.

5) By tM proper selection of the conditions or igni-

tion and sizes of webs the location of the point of in-

flexion can be widely moved on the (pt) curve.

This point always is a result of the irregularity of

web sizes and in multiperforated powder it follows the

sharp decrease of the burning surface of slivers.

14.4 On the rapid decrease of the intensiveness of gas

formation in the last phases of burning. For the degres-

sive powders their experimental curves N ) are alm~ost

identical in their middle sections from ( = 0.3 to I&=

0.8 - 0.9; then the experimental curves begin their steep

downgrades to 0 at = 1.

This is the result of the variety in web sizeo in

poder grain istrips). The smaller the web of a strip,

the quicker this plate burns out, and at the end of burn-

ing the deorease in burning is -rery abrupt and the func-

t i (n -A'' ', 4, rapid ly fall s.PAs 6,

A
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The more varied are the web sizes, the sooner oceurs

the decrease in the intensiveness of gas formation. It

is also raot amiss to note that even over the surface of a

slngle strip its webs as a rule are larger in their middle

parts and smaller along the edges of a strip (as a result

of the drying process).

In tubular powders an even wider variety in the web

sizes is produced by the eccentricity of the inner and

outer surfaces. This can be seen in Fig. 61.

The following Table 17 shows the results of calcula-

for the charge of strip powder with varied webb tUom 0.92

mm. to 1.7 m. All strips have been distributed in six

groups as shown in Table 17: 15% with 2e, = 0.92; 15%

with 2e, = 1.12 and 15% with 2e, = 1.17. Averege 2e, =

1.05 Mm.

Theoretically f c the powder with the constant aver-

age web, the ratio -. varies durir the burning from

2.07 to 1.76 mm/m. and the function [r from 0.1C40 to

0.156 at u, = 0.0775 mm/sec.

ii
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Table 17

No. o Re-
Groups 1 2 3 4 5 6 marks

Web 2ei : 0.92 0.97 1.02 1.07 1.12 1.17 (2e.)
aver,

1.05

ofary o.. l~d I 20Y 20% 1%~ 15%
with their
web 2e,
in a total
charge

* : 0.894 0.931 0.961 0.982 0.994 1.000

-, 1.526 1.250 0.887 0.530 0.263 0 Theor-
eticalP
at the
begin-
ning

0.160.

0.118 0.097 0.069 0.041 0.020 0 Their-
etical 17
at the
end

aver.

(curve 2 on Fig. 62) 0.136

JFig 62 sh w theoreticalel c-uve for (in dotted

line) marked 1. The ascending part of the curve marked 2

(in dotted line with circles) rewesents the results
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calculated in Table 17 and a solid curve mrrked 3 is ob-

tained from te reaults given by the experiments in the

unometric Lozib.

A very good fitting of curves 2 and 3 is somewhat dis-

torted at the end because the lniter was not stron and

a slowed down ignition increased the actual deviations in

webs beyond the prescribed limits shown in Table 7.

The resalts shown above can be summed up as follows;

1) A very steep rise of the curve Pt k in the be-

ginnizg is a result of the gradual ignition. The instan-

taneous ignition and the t ginning of the curve /60

with its maximam can be obtained only with the high pres-

sure igniter (120-150 kg/cmu).

2) The *hump* of the curve is an indication of

accelerated burning at lower pressures in the presence of

uneven sizes of webs and also a result of washing out in

water of the volatile solvent and intensified heatix at

the low rate of burning.

3) An inflexion point on the (pt) curve and a cores-

ponding sharp decline of the intensiveness of gasifica-

tion at the end of burning are produced by the uneven

burnings of varloas webs of the povder. The small igniter

and a large variety of webs produce the inflexon points
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earlier than they are prouced (if at all) by the stronger

igniter and even sizes of webs.

J:i5 Application of ballistic analysis. A progressive

-At 'burning of powder can be attained by the process of phleg-

matization, i.e., by the i, iuo of ceztain -- ,I -

tarding the rate of burnings of the ocuter layers. The

distribution of the phlegmatizer in powder grain must not

be uniform - its concentration in the powder mass should

decrease from the outer surface to the inner layers. '

Thus the rate of burning u,. (at p = 1 kg/cm5 ) depending

on the nature of the powder will be gradually increasing

from its minimum on the outer surface to its maximum in

the depth of a grain and this proceas is controlled not h

by the shape of a powder but by the particular chemical

composition of the UAss of powder.

The process of phlegatization, like every other tech-

nological process, is liable to be imperfect within cer-

tain limits and insufficient phlegmatization can be just

as undesirable as overphlegmatization, goirg through the

whole mass of a grain and making the whole of it a slow

burnirg grain but not a prcgressively burni--g one.

Hence a very important practical problem arises - the

problem of the determination of the actual depth of grain
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affected by the presence of phlegmatization. The simplest

procedure consists in coloring the mass of phlegmatizer

with fuchein; after the process of phlegmatization is over,

a dry powder grain is dissected and under the microscopo

the thickness of the colored l-er Ib !ma8ured. But this

method is not a very accurate one because the fuchsin and

pblegmatizer have different penetratirg powers; besides

this$ a aessured depth of penetration contains no informa-

ta. concerning thv cliracter of distribution of phlegma-

tizution in a powder.

The use of experiments in the manometric bomb and

their analysis by means of the function ('(p 4 give results

very accurately represent ing the real nature of the dis-

tribution of phlegmatization within the grain, and its

effect on the rate of burnirg.

Fig. 63 p''joents two curves fAwfor seven perf'a-

tion powder grain. Curve I is computed from an expert-

ment in the manometric bob with powder without phlege-

tizer Jn its mass; curve 2 (in dotted Line) i. computed

from an experiuant in the manometric boamb with phlegma-

tized powder. Curve 1 is a regilar /T curve havint its

hump and depressior at = 0950; t.L curve 2 has no hump,

its ordinates are ircreasbd from the lower initial value
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of / up to fequal tor of tbe curve 1 (at = 0.50)

and for the 3arger j both curves become identical.

This picture says that Lbe phlegmatizaticn is ';ctive

till # n 0.5 is reached, i.e., powder is burning pro-

gresaively until the half of a grain is burned.

Since both grains in this experiment have the same

size and shape, their functions rand /" contain only

facturs (ul) and (ul')s which are different.

so we have; 75 14a (U).

Taking this ratio from the curves 1 and 2, we may

draw the curve shown on Fig. 64 which represents the rel-

ative variation ct the rate of burnirg affected by the

phlegma tization.

rr

Fig. 63 Curves (*) before (1) and after !

phlegmatization of powder.
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71g. 84

Ratio of rates of burning {u2_Ltake a from tLe

curves in Pig. 63.

This curve shows that the phlegmatization is strong

(its concentration is high) at the outer surface where

the rate (ul)a is a fraction of (u1 )1 and at = 0.50,

(ul)a becomes equal to (ui)h which means that phlegmatiz-

ation does not penetrate deeper than the surface of grain

holding one half of the weight of grain.

Thus by using phlegmatizatini, it is possible to cut

down the intensiveness of gas formation during the first

half of the burning process; the practical significan ze

of this result is the possibility of an increase in the

powder charge without any increase in the mximum pres-

aare, but ith an increase of the n zzle velocity.
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But phlegmatization also cuts down the force, f, of

powder; therefcae, a certain part of our increase in tht

powder charge will work on the preservation of the same

muzzle velocity which was attained by the unphlegmatized

powder, but still we will have some gain in having lower

maximum pressure.

Making comparative experiments with powder which is

uniformly permeated with the phlegmatizer and a powder in

which the concentration of phlegmatization var'es rom

one layer to another, we may determine how this later

phlegmatizatic is numerically distributed fran one layer

to another.

By prolonging the process of phlegmatization for a

long enough time, we my obtain a poder so unifor~my

phlegmatized through its vhole web that this powder will

be a slow burning but not a progressive one.

An analysis made by means of the application of the

function (has disclosed that the British tubular cor-

dite, despite its degressive form after buntirZ up to

O= 0.3, becomes a progressively burning powder.

Special experiments show that a freshly prepared cor-

dite, after the removal of the excess of its solvent

(acetone), produces a regular P(AJcurve identioai with
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the curve obtained for tubular pyroxylin powder (see

Fig. 65). But after keepirg this powder in the thermos-

tat at 50e0., we will find that its farce* is decreased

andi th ordinates of its curve r/(i") (curve 2) aftor the

hump and depression will be again increased along the in-

terval of from 0.3 up to 0.9 and then will sharply

fall to zero.

I2
2

Fig, 85 Curves P(V} f c' nitroglycerine powder
(cordite)

Curve 1 - freshly prepared cordite after remoal of
excess acetone.

Curve 2 - the same cordite after keeping in thermostat
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The marked drop in f shows that the powder lost some

of its nitroglycerine through its outer surface when

heated up to 500 C. The remaining nitroglycerin has

been redistributed along the thickness of a grain.

Since the rate of burnirg of a layer depends on the

amount of nitroglycerine in this layer we observe the in-

crease of the rate of burning with the penetration of

burning in the inner layers of a grain and as a final re-

sult the ordirates c r are increased and the burning

becomes progressive.

The conclusion is that th .v - of. -+" C ti _e and mod n'

keeping the powder in storage may affect the character of

the burning of cordite cind using the function r(S)

as a means of analysis, it is possible to detect any

changes in the character of burning of a powder.
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Chapter 3 - Special Features of Burning of Multiperfor-

ated Powders

We have already seen (Figures 48, 49, 52, 55) that the

experimental curves Qofor the multiperforated powders

deviate more markedly'from the theoretical geometric law

than the experimental r(P) curves for the powders with

simpler forms of grains (strips, tabes) and the loLger

are the inner channels in grain, the mare conspicuous are
- u~v - - -.&vu.. Th mosi puzzii facts f-orn the vie

point of the geometrical law of burning are the degres-

sie parts ct the experimental r((4) curves for the pow-

der* in which the inner surfaces of the channels in accor-

%ance withh the-ory .hoold be increased auaina the burn-

ing until the fragmentation begins. Thus it seems that

the fragmentation of the powder Srain begins immediately

after its inflammation and then the slivers have their

surfaces burning degressively. Such fragmentation during

the initial phase of burning can be attributed to the ac-

celerated gas formation within the long and narrow chan-

nels, in which a higher pressure can develop with the re-

sulting higher rate of burning, on the other band the re-

sistance of the walls of grain becomes insufficient

against the increased pressure, the grain is crushed and

the burning of slivers becomes degressive.
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Such an explaration of the degressiveness of FU)

curves seemed to be natural and acceptable as far as it

deals with the decreasing burning sarface. But the facts

definitely disagree with the very hypothesis of ties im-

mediate fragmentation during the initial phase of burning;

the powder grains picked up from the ground after the fir-

ing show very convincingly that even a very considerable

burning out of the inner surfaces of channels, amounting

to 60% of the total mass or a grain still does not destroy

the grain. This fact means that the burning process in

case of the multiperforated grains is much more complex

process requiring a more detailed analysis of the specific

factors involved in the process Cf burning of the multi-

perforated powders.

3.1 The influerce of close contact between the

burnirg surfaces. Two strips of powder can burn quietly

beside each other without any reciprocal reaction, but if

one of the burning strips is put on the other, mutual in-

terferenoe begins immediately. The burning becomes very

intense; gases are violently ejected from the cracks all

along tbe contours of the contiguous sarfaca. Thus we

may suppose that the gas pressure between the strips is

mrrkedly raised. In order to verify this assumption,

special experiments have been made.
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Two parallel b.nizgs were observed in a small mano-

metric bomb with WO = 21.5 am'. (1) For the first burning

two Ograins0 of nitroglycerine powder (cordite) were used

- one grain was made in the form of a tube, anotbher in the

form of a rod which can be easily inserted in that tube

but during the first burnirg these two vgrainsN lay freely

one beside the other. (2) For the second burning the rod

was put inside the tube. The results are reproduced in

Fg. 66# curves (pt) und ( r ,t) marked by 1 and 9 and
o'ra  OUitt"J'a% -.- ' u.--~ I.., j. ,  .. w . LA em a _

13Z. 67* Ourves Vjrj urve on~

p - 100 kg/om* goes all the time above curve (pt)l and

curve ( r ,t)2 has its hump in the beginnirg of its rise

almost twice as high in coi arison with traq' )!
Fig. 67 shows also almost a doubled hump for (P,4 )2

A. .. .= .^10
4t T T 0.03 - 0.04 an-A a T C.Ce both curves are

very close to one another.
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jig. 66 QuveB (p~t) &ad (I' ot). 1) a rod and a

'U' tube lying6 besi.deO&eah other. 2) a rod inside a tube*

U 2440A4 0, D

Fig. 67 Curves 01~ 1') a rod and a tub e .y Ing
beside eaclh other. 2) aL rod .Iraide a tube.
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This experimnt with a rod turning inside a tube was

relaated in the open air. As soon as both ends of the

brbe were. ignited simltaneously, the rod was violently

ejected from the tube, obviously because of the difference

in pressures instantaneously formed at the ends ct that

narrow crack remaining between rod and tube.

Durin the burning in the bomb the analogous ejection

of a rod took place in the beginning of burning at 4e=
0403 - 0.04; % sudden hump on the P(1) was formed., but

-- o thi -~r& *_ i.-_4_ g&

restored and both 10 curves continued their parallel

ourses,

Besides this a sorwet shorter time of burning tk -

0.0130 sec. in the second experiment against tk = 0.0140

in "frat Oji ahows that a mma 4ntensaive burning oo

plac, when the rod was inside the tube.

These experiments are particularly interesting and

valuable because they hive established the important fact

of the sudden increase of the gas formation caused not by

the increase in the burning surfabe but by the increase

of the burning rate affected by the excess in pressure in-

side the narrow crack between the two contacting surfaces.

As soon as such a contact is eliminated, the burnina
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process resumes its normal course. According to the geo-

metric low, of burning, all the surfaces of powder grains

are supposed to burn at the saw rate. Any change tn the

relative positions of grains does not affect the geomet-

ric law of the gas formation process.

Prixmity 'etween burning surfaces occurs also within

the perforations of grains, especially within the long

narrow perforations: the smaller the diameter of perfor-

ation, the closer are the parts of burning surfaces with-

4,, it and the W.V int-Oz -.no But during

the burning itself, the diameters of channels are in-

oreasoed and the intensity of burning falls together with

the ordinates of the ourve R .

A3lI powders with ohanncls have a higher rate of burn-
4". than strip powdeza. For =amplz risnemseky's power

with 36 perforations has its rate ct burning berae frag-

mentation begias (before the point of inflexion on ,he

(pt) curve) ul = O.100 mm/sec., whereas for the strip

powder prepared out of the same mas-n = 0.075 mm/sec.

3.2 The relationship between the pregressivness of

powder burning and the length of perfcrations. From the

geometric law of burning it follows that the narrower and

lorger the channel, the more progressive is the form of a
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grain having such a channel. But on the other hand the

narrower an longer the channels within the grain, the

more obstructed is the burning and ejection of gases out

of these channels and the geometric law itself becomes

les applicable and such grain burns less progresslvely.

Here are presented tbh experimental results obtained

in the mrnLMtrio bomb in the form of four curves

and, four curves ( 4)for the multtperforated grains

(in the form of bare), baving the same cross seetional

areas but havina iOUX diitoion ld-nith. (, t go; go and

2q); number of quadratic poitoratios 36; (side of square

ao 0.42 mm)'.

Pe.-wer charges for four experimtnts in a boab were

made of four di-ster, U~lt-W o 3angtheaa- of -dwer bars:

1n irMLIt lenath Zc u 0; 2) 20 22;
a0  a0

a0  ao

3)2 1an )2
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Table 18

20 90 22 11 9
ao

81 1.37 13 1 76 1.89

Geometrical
progressiveness 2.17 1.83 1139 L,OSk/S1

Pig, 68 presenta four curves (S, 4) an fouw

M-0w , Pr"" ta*1- OLT 4 C Ct Drogressiveness

(8, 4) at the I.ft side of Fig. 68 all begin at s - 1;N1  N

o t); thby go regularly increasing their ordinates

and being more curved (progressive) for larger relati'e

lengths C grains (1) and almost flat for the shortest

length (4).

7rom the experimental curves (pt) ordinates were ob-

tamned for P(+)= 49 U. or o~ T 'k ~

f'(i). A,

If the geometric law is applieable, YAI vll ary

with constant u, only withS , i.e., _(p) should

have the sam( shape as the crve) on the left
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side ct Jig. 68, but aetual curves C1,4') aras

shown on the right part of FJg. 68.

.... .. ..

rig. 68 The intensiveness of gas formation as

affected by the length of channels in grains, At the

left .4de" theoretical progressiveness (geometric law;

r =.K" A, ) at the right side; experimental pro-

gressiven~ess ' Us j:1
All these ourves have pronounced humps at += 0.1,

with the ensuing 2-ressive course along which they -uin

as a convergent pencil; the curve (.) corresponds to the

largest relative length of channel 2o = 50, the curve
a0

(4) is for the shortest Zo = 9, Fr smaller lezgths we
a0
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observe the smaller degressiveness; thus a haort grain

(No. 3) gives almost a horizontal part fV. i (

curve ( for +-i 0.4 to a 0.6).

Thus we reach the general a ono lusion that in th#Lt

burning the longer grains deviate more ltom bhe geo ;rio

law than do the shorter graiis, and that ti are .'.re

de6resuive at the ond of burning. In other woib for

burning in the mnometric bomb the more progressive is

the fors of the grains th more degressive is the inten-

sity of burningt the real physical law of burning pro-

duces the resuts which are opposite to the results or

the geome trio law.

A more detailed analysis of all 4 curves

however, shcws that the curve 4 (for relative length a 9)

is mere degressive than tim curve (3) for the relative

length 11, which means that the decrease in degressive-

ncss with the shortening of a grain passes thro.. '..ts

minimum somewhere at 20 " 20, i.e., at a given o t s
s

section of a grain thee can be found such §.n opti:,-

length which produces the minimum of degressvi-., or

the nximum of progressiveness in the intensity of gas

formation. Such paradoxical results of expriments in

the manoaiitric bomb have been checked by the as ual riring.
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Table 19

The results of firing tests with the powders haviog

grains with constant cross section and various lengths

('20/ao).

Powders

1. long
(2 1 - 10 ao ) 220 0.950 2285 813 1.39 1.89

2. shorter
(20 = 3c). 66 1.150 2290 655 1.44 1.81
36 perforation

5. short 22 1.100 2285 648 1.59 1.54
(2c - o)

.4; Brand 9/7 24 1.200 2290 655 1.40 1.37(7 perf orations)

All tested powders have produced the same pm but the

most, roaressive (and the longest) - No. 1 gave its p,"

at the smIlest weight of charge (0.950 kg) with the

lowest Aj. (613 r/sec.)

The shortened powder (No. 2) Yvtth a lower progres-

siveness by the use of heavier charge (with

the same pm) gave a higher V. = 655 and in fact is a

more progressive powder than No 1. But No. 4 with 7

perforations instead of 36 in No. 2 being markedly eim-

pler in the process of manufacturitg ard, having a lesser
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progreasveness than No. 2, gives the same ba)).istio re-

suts -- ph and

Powder lo. 3 is somevhat worse than No. 2 because at

the same pm with a smaller ( it produces a lower .

648 /as.

Thus the actual firirg test shows that powders with

narrow channeol in a bomb arA also in a &n give like

results and th t podw%,d .th oo long and uarrow channels

baina aeomtrically progressiv'e are in fact Iiisadvanta

Soous. it is also important K no~it -16A-'z~ 1: a.w

oertain optimuL g atin length, kt which the burning is

meat p r¢reseive and in gum s - h higbor A this optimum

length i a not the same as can be found for a manometric

bomb using a lower 4 .

Analogous tests with tubula Powders verified this

reai-lt that at the same . charge the longer tubes

produce both higher p. and higher 1) than the short

ones. A gentral conolusion-is that the burniLg of powders

with the narrow channels does not follow the geotric

law and the longer and narrower the channels, th arger

are the deviations from the geometric law.
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.3.3 The basic principles of the theory of "he non-

uniform burning of perforated powders. The above described

rosults show that even powders with the simplest form of

grains deviate in their burning from the normal way pre-

scribed by the geometric law of burning. These deviations

beooee still more pronounced in the cases of powder grains

having numerous long and narrow channels, and a natural

quobtloa a see - ho oan th-e d.eviations be explained?

The fundamental assumption at the geometrical Jaw is

tb~t at any given moaant the actin6 ....... "

elements of a burning surface are equal and produce equal

rates of burning, i.e., u = u2,p is constant over the whole

buning airface. This assumption might have been true if

the process of burning was so slow that all arising irreg-

ularities or inequalities might alvrays have time enough to

be distributed evenly and to become equal over the whole

burning surface which may happen only if the burning proc-

ess could be considered as analogous with a certain static

proc ess,

The actual burning process takes place abruptly and

violently. The pressures at various p.:ts of a charge or

even at parts 't a separate grain are dfferent as well as

are different 2,ate s of biuirg and all these differences
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have not tins enough .:or their levelinM and the differences

in the ixtensity of gas formation are particularly effec-

tive and significant in the narrow channels of powder

grains.

In a powder with a perfectly homogeneous chemical com-

position the rates ot burning can be equal only if and

when the acting pressures are equal. But if a pressure pP

inside a channel were equal to a pressure pt outside this

channel, the gases inside the channel could not escape and

a physa!' unralizable -ituat-!on must have occurred:

the voluve ct the manometric bomb should have been filled

by the gases formed only from the outer surfaces of the

grains and gases formed inside the channels of the grains

must bave been supposed to rekain immovable within the

channels. The only conolusion is that the pressures p and

their (d outaide and inside of channels, as well as the

ratio of burnirg, cannot be equal. Let us apply thb for-

mulas of the pyrostaties to the inner surface at a chwinel

and to the outer surface of a grain in order to prove the

above conclusion, From (33) and (34t) we have, the follow-

ing -orzula;

Il 74 .
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for the rate ct the increase in pressure in the re3ative

free volume A4 of a bomb in which the powder is burn-

tueo,

For the initial phase of burning. Sr-S,;As: I-.

then; " "

Since ' z (density cf powder):
A s

Denoting Wo - ;F V we will have finaly:

Thus we have that at given f, / and u1 and p,

the rate 9f increase in p, i.e., is determined by the

S3, S which is the ratio of the burning surface

to that volume in which gases are emitted from the sur-

face of powder.

The burning process going on within tte channel can

be consideied as consisting of the two procesaes 3) the

emission of gases from the surface of a channel within
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the volume of a channel and 2 th escape of gases from

the channel inder the inner pressure which is higher than

the prassare outside of the grain.

Let us evaluate (d) at the beginning of burning using

the fomula (50) first applying it to the inner surface

of a channel and secondly to the outer surface of a grain.

Denoting the initial volume of each channel by W0 its sur-

face by 30, the total number of grains in the powder

charge by N an the number of channels in a grain by n and

assuming that the pressure of the igniter P, is the =a

inside of channels and outside of a grain we will have for

the channel:

For the oater surface St of a grain; T

where W

since - A, and A, is the volume of the whole

charge we have, after dividing the numerator~and denomin-

LIo by AAI.W
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Now having these expressions for the numerical values

of ? and , for a given powder (for example for 7

per;vration grain at A = 0.20) after all the necessary

calculations we will bave that which

'!means t hat (d ) in about 70 timesa arge r thban (d' and

the pressure p" inside of a channel is in the sam pro-

portion higher than p' on the outer side of a grain, and

the same ratio will hold for the rates of burning u' =

u3,p' ad u = u).p. Thus if even at certain moment in

the beginning of burning the pressure p' an6 p" became

equal, at the zxt moment this equality will be disrupted

and the preasrd wi thin the channels p" will be larger

than p' and u6 a'. On the other hand, the gases

ejected from tLe channel will increase the inner volume

WO and decrease the free volume outside of grains, thus

the difference in conditions of burnirg tend toward pres-

sure equalization. But the rate of burning Inside of

channels will prevail over the rate of burning on th, sur-

face ,of the grains.

Thus the presance of narrow and lorg channels in pow-

der uaavoidably creates the conditions of non-uniformity
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of burnir in channels and over the surfaces of grains.

Thus non-unilformit is the main cause of these abnormal

o"rves (A) of the progressiveness which were pre -

sented in Figs. 48, 4,j, 52 and 53.

The increase in A does not affect - . b-.t

will be increased and the ratio will be decreased

approaching 1. All the experiments show that the curves

at small A are more degressive.

00

999 @@e

Pig. 69 Burning of Kisnemsky's powder with 
very

narrow channels.
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Fig. 70- Biurning of Kisnemskyts powder with very
narrow channels.

The presence or a marked increaise or the pressure in

the very narrow and lopg channels of "lie "Isnemaky's

powder IPe Phown in Fig. 89 and Fig~. 70 pr8ee4nting photo-

graph pic tures of the incomple tely burned gra.Ln thrown

oat of the gun during the &atual f irir. On the left

parts of both pictures are shown unburned grains rith al-

most invisible small square perforations (0.1 - 0.2 mm).

At the right parts are shown inompetely burned grains

with enlarged and burned through channels which are al-

meet cylindrical in form.I
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3.4 How the shape or cWTwv (P is affeacted by

the irregularities of burning of the multiperforated

powder.. Let us denote;

St a, otter surface of the burnim grain.

= ]tI t~al surface of channels of a grain.

s a S ,  + i i total eurtoii of a grain.

As a 'the initial volume of grain.
Ut = u~p' - rate of burning on the outer surace c

up = -u.p" = rate of burning inside of channels.

Let us assume that u' and u' at any momnt do not

vary from point to point over their surfaces, i.e., u0 is

the same in all channels and u' is the same over the whole

outer surface. The first one (I) is the case sf deter-

mining the numerical value of h 1 ui- c 'c IUU -

the crdinates of the curve of the progressiveness corres-

ponding +o the geometric law - with constant rate of

bui'ning over the whole surface cf grain.

The second case (I) is the case of deteirinrg the

numerical value of the ,unction r or the ordin-

ate$ of the curve of the progressivene as correspond ng to

the actual physical burning taking place with differant

sates of: 6 inir4 in cjiinels and outse of channels.



The general form c the function r is this,

Wo are interested in;

and in: I Pf

Crushers are registeriq the outside pressure pe;

Yj U.t I-A 4L_.", ZIsIf

-- A -

Ceo II: ># 't4, A,

H A,

The only difference inl the analytical expressions olf

an is the faotmr (,r) multiplied by &*, whickLz - pt
meam that has its distinguishing features in the

increase of the value if total surface of all channels

which is now not 80 but (2i1).
p

Thus in aotal burnin the powder acts as if the

total surface of its ohannals were increased in the ratio

oft, Therefore in the burniq; oL a powder there is
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some non-unifwmity and the gas Iressure and rate of burn-

ing inside of channels are greater than on the outer sur-

face. Then at a given the intensity of gas rormation,

i.e., the function _7 is greater then 17 ' calculated

under the assumption of uniform burning.

The value of ratio u' = will affect the difference

in intensities of gas formations in the real burning proc-

et and in the *gecmetric description of this irocese.

With the bunirg the diameter cf a channel is increased

an the rttio i Z4 , z=acct -r ratio to-

gather with (4) will alro be decreased, which means that
p

the curvas aDd will run closer and closer to

each other.

Thus in the case of real burning in a closed vessel

of a progressive powder with the narrow channels, the

intensity of gas formation in the beginning will be mark-

edly higher than is prescribed by the geometric law and

the ordLiates ot curve '(f)will be much higher than

the ordinates of the theoretical curve. As the burning

IImoceeds this difference in ordinates will be reaced ari

Dh actual intensity will be closer to the theoretical

OR ? other words, diming the whole process of burniag

f a- progressive powder th value of the function [Y( ?

will diminish and actual burning will be degressive.
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The narrower are the channels and the greater their

number,. the greater will be the ratio 3" and the real

burning will not be unifcer at all.

Thus the powder seemingly progressive as judged by its

form, as is the risnemsky' powder, in practice will burn
=mr dly deAAIfievy.

.3,5 Burning of the powder with narrow channels dur-

ing the actual firing. It follows from the experiments

A,%-A. 4UG ~g--aaib1 eS - fl("kN) Is de-
creasedbr tb inoresaae of their parameter A

This fact is very important for the actual firig in

which the parameter A is dec.ased with the shiot

travel in the bore of a gun. Th3 actual firirg takes

platc at A as high as 0.50 to C.70 and this A is

decreased with the motion of the projectile. We 4ive

seen already in the physical theory of the burning proc-

O 4ht w h Aaoerasaira A the ratio in l eaaed*

i. , the intensity of gas formation withLa the channels

0;rgranabecr~u-6 llga t1J6Z UM" A A. iq J. A . .

tion outzide the griy.s, For the 7 perforation grains at

w . 1O 70 - the curve Pt is de-

gressive; when A = 0.70, we will have = 8' which

meaxs a considerable levelling .n conditions existng
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within the grains and outside of them aid if A = 0.70

could be kept constant, then the burning ill proceed

under more favorable uniform conditions.

Since A is continually decreased with the

increase of - shot travel in bore - we will hmve the

ratio (7) continually increased and the intensity of

gas formation will also be increased with the increased

progressiveness of burning.

Thus we arrive at the conclusion that our analysis of

the bunirg process in the manometric bomb cannot be cow-

pleted with the results obtained usirij,'zg one al-e of

A . Our curve P7(p) must be constructed as a result

o? a series or curves with varicus parameters A f~A

In other words A itself must be treated as a

variable.

•h - esults obtained from the experimental curve2

('i for weveral A should be put thrcugh the inter-

polation and extrapolation procedures, and only then may

we have a comprehensive picture of the real process of

burning during the firirg with A continually varying

with the motion of a projectile along the bore of a gun.

Thus the final one curve ( )will represent a sum-

mary of results of all other curves as its componei.a.
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Fig. 71 anwsa summary P(' A) (in solid li;I)I

with the variable A for five partial curves (iu dotted

lives) constructed at various 's: A = 0.65; A =

:0.40; A = 0.25; A = o.15; A = 0.05. This summary

curve [" ,A) may be distinctly different from each of

its components, For example Fig. 71 shows the curve

P(fA) with its variable A as a distinctly progressive

curve which is obtained when the initial density of load-

ing was A a 0. 65. Fig. 72 shows anotherA)fC

the case of a maximum density cf loadi, & = 0.40 and

here we have PA#A) as a aarkedly degressive curve with

its variable density of loading. In firing practice we

have a case in which the multiperforated Kisnemaky's pow-

der (with 36 perforations) on firig with a high density

of loading, produced better results than the results of

an ordinary strip powder (the same muzzle velocity at a

lower Pm); in another case of firing from another gun

with the lower density of loadirg, Kisnemsky's powder was

markedly worrse than a strip powder (the same q.at a

higher Pm)
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Jig. 71 A summarY ourve (P in solid line

at tih initial A 0.65.

o~ A A- SMALL

Fig. 72 A summary curve ( 9) in 3 olid line at

the initial 0 0.40.
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The larger A is, the more uniform are the conditions

of the burning within the channels of grains and outside

of grains; and the actual burning more and more approaches

ht1i burning proscribed by the geomtrio law.

Only by taking into consideratiou the totality cf

various factors of loading and firing conjointly effict-

ing tfe process of btwning, it becomes possible by the

application of the theory of non-unif arm burning to

arrive at the corret conclusions concerning the actual

burning of a powder in the bore of a gun during the

firii,.

Only this theory of the non-uniform burniM gave the

principal rule s governiM_ the burning within tae narrow

and long channels in powder grains and only this theory

gave the sound explanation of the unsatisfactory progres-
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Chapter _,- The Application of the Integral Diagrams.

4.1 The impulse of the powder gases as a character-

istic of the powder burning. From the pressure curve

p(t) as a result of the experiment with the manometric

bomb we also have P- I' - as the experimental

characteriatic of progressive burning; which can be con-

structed as (t) as well as () In the same way

we find $dt u I which is the impulse of the gas pres-

sure. This impulse alao can be considered as I(t) or

V')
The function r has already been considered in its

general application as an analyzer of the process of

burning disclosing the influences of various factors af-

fecting this function I. The integral _lrve IC )

is another characteristic ct the burning process, also

affected differently by different factors of the boning

process as well as of the nature of the powder itself.

From I = pdt, it follows; ; = -' f f
where P is an angle between tne tangent line to the

urve I ( * ) and the horizontal axis, Hence; / £i /a
,See Fig. 75. )

Since at the progressive burning P is increased and

at tiv degressive burning r is decrzas~dt we will have
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tbat at the progressive burning is decreased and at

the Gogressive burning is increased i.e., the curve

1( I ) may also givb us an indication of the progress-

iveness of a powder.

Pig. 74 and Fig. 75 present I( *o ) and / j) deter-

mined for two different cases - namely the case of a weak

igniter (Pig. 74) and that o a strong, igniter (Fig. 75).

In tbe case of a weak igniter the curve I( b ) at the be-

ginning na higher than I( * ) for the stronger igniter

and tia point of inflexion (a) corresponds to the ahump

o (*) - point at.

At the initial stage wher the igniter's work is so

iaportant.f or the building up the curve I( / ), it is

advisable for the experimnts in the bomb to take the ig-

niter pressure equal to the igniter pressure which in ex-.

pected to be used in the actual firing.
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r
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I. ! 004 ~ I-

JI. 74 Ourves .T&) and

- - - case of a weak igniter.

2-

nalp



Ve V(4): I:e and: f=r &A,-.z

which shown that I is proportional to Z and therefore the

ourves I( fp ) and X(f) are analogous. We have already

the ourves NX)on the Pig' 25 or Fig. 35 wWLch easily

oan be transfarmed in curves Z 01).

I A

i - ig. 75 C uv~s a( ) nd r o -

c. ase of a strong igniter.
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lig. 76 The rejative impulse aa a function Ofr.

l1g. 76 shows the curve Xr at the sam1.4% ~

for three different powders; 1! tubular powder; 2) strip

powder# 3) cubes.

The -arger the web 2 a, of a poder at a given u3,

the higher are the ordinates of I, ' ); the higher te

u2. at a given web, the smaller are the ordinatas of

F

oI



-4.2 The application of rpdt = I for oalcuistior

of the rate c burnirg ul. The rate of burning u, at

p 1 In aalUlat eA from

If the ignition ts ins tantanecas and if the web ct

pod4er is strictly constant or has a definite aver&.,e

value for the whole charge, then th. above formula oan be

directly applied.

But tbt powder web is never constant even over a

the manometric boob gives.results related to the end of

the burning of the eleme., a with the mazimum sizes of

their webs. If, by the actual measurement we will estab-

lish a reliable average value, of the w- 2 Go .t.ai thi

web should be used for the construction of the curve;

(pdt P4e) .See Fig. 77. And this Integral

'p d % :ouiJ ba 4-"" 'ing to the averave v1a--e

Of , 9. Jpdt = aver (So).of ,ie.I
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W , O7 'Pkina n averaoe (I.) at the figure
- - aver.

The last part of curve I( ) for b apprcaching 1.0

has a very steep rise corresponding to the burning of the

last remnants of maximai web. t t t . the

curve should be i;'olonged tangentiaily up to intersectino

the last ordinate corresponding to +- 1. This inter-

seeilft-46114ark the average value off "Jdt) yr.

formula for u, will be rewrtten: u, ,=S-(IV .aver.

In the cases with the weak igniters at the small

initial values of 0.10, the separate curves ar

likely to be unduly diverse, then the following method
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will bring more reliable results,

7or a given powder, knowing its dimensions, we my

find the values 4 and , for short tubes, stripe or

plates and %, and for bars and cubes, then by

using the formulax = z a  we calculate

._, r O n for .9 =0.g. Thesnwe finndea,
and from the relationships: and

Encoes IA, 0

where '4 is taken from the FY3. 78.

(using the interval between = 0.1 and * = 0.9

o

II

00,W

j7,1g. 76 Evaluation of ul in cage of a weak Igniter

press're,
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I pdt

Fig. 79 Xvaiuatioi Of u for the prIressive powder.

If we have to deal with the P-orazYo& -o.a f a

grain then assuming the burnirg prescribed by the geomet-

rio law we will calculate , corresponding to th moment

of the oeginning cC fragmentation and from the curve

I I(ixt =f(k we wi 11 take (see Fig. 79. ) is = j dt

= , then assuming that up to this moment the

average wob (2 eI)aver" will be burned out, we will have

We should not forget that powders with narrow channels

are burnirg with different u3 within the channels and on

the outer aurfaces of grain, therefore, the calculated u,

Ij
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,iii fact being affaectood " an on'1 IJLA.4 MUf useld c o on-

all., and gives only comparative results at a given .

.4.3 Integral oves used as a criterion for check-

ing this law of the rate of b)Tnirg. From the formula

t a , it follows that the im;ulse J pdt in

not affected by the density of loading, but that this is

true only as far as we have assumed that the 3aw of the

. If the law of the rate of burning is assuned to be

u a hp or u a ap + bp we will find other formulas for

the impulses:

1. For the law: u=ap+b=

we have: do a apdt + bdt

ba ~ ~ - -oo . a t t

Since t k = 2 t33 &) ,...(4o) an a= /O'

(37) we infer that tk is decreasing with

increasing , i.e., Ik is increased with
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. or t beaw= u- ap P d

or er

r is an average value Cn the interval
whore( )avr

of t from 0 to tk. Hence we see that Im is IncreabOu

with p and theriforews A Therefore we my say

tbit; (1) if Ik is Lndependent from A , our law of

burning is u = LA,P (2) if I k is inreased with A

our law of barning can be; Ut=Al) or: " = t+e

In other wcrds, if with tha increased A , our inte-

.. ^,',C5 nat . f( P ) are all identical, then we

baye tc deal with the law o bursuag ur - -

tegral curves (I, ) withi mreased A are represented

by the set of diverging curves all beginning in the ori-

-in 0 ) with higher curves corresponding to hi4her

A, the law of burning must be; u V or

u 
ap + .
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. I= rc-tical use cf the integral curves for the

verification of the Jaw of the rate of burning. Spec ial

experiments were conducted by Prof. M. Serebryakov in

1924-25 to establish a reliable law of the rats of burn-

ing, under simpler conditions, when powders have no long

and narrow ohanrels (strips, short tubes).

For the first experiment the strip powder C 1
(2a, - I ) was uW A; this Particular sort is very

uniform in the thickness of its strips; the experiments

were made wih the three densities of loading: A = 0.159;

4 0.O.09 and A = 0.259 and with a very strong igniter

(PB 120 kg/cm').

The curves (I, q ) obtained for each density of

loading were marked by 1, 2, and 3 and are shown on left

side (Fig. 80).

For the second series of 3 experiments one and the

same A = 0.209 was used - these three curves 4.e shown

on the right side of Fig. 80. As is clearly seen, there

is no difference whatsoever bet-seen these groups of

curves. Thus a complete independence of Ik from L is

established, and the conclusion is, that this pyroxylin

strip powder has its law of the rate of burning in the

form of U =uap.



Tib following three series of experiments have been

de!,3ned, hai.r In view a more vailed material in sort

or qdr as well $ in the sizes of th

1, Powders with the simple degressive forms - strip,

Aota, short tube with a wide channel; they all are barn-

ir 8 in such a way thA.t from h 9.12 up to = 0.25,

their impulses are not affected by 4 ; their integral

curves I( * ) are almost identical (7ig. 81 ard Fig. 82)

At the ignition with its presere PB . 100 to 150 kg/omS.

Tubular powders having the fixed (tro ,yl + Lpyroxlin)

solvent ha-e their r(Q) ourves without any pronounoed

hup and their integral curves (Ik,+) are aoncurrent

strcftht lines from 4? = o up to + - o.go to o.95.
(T ig. 81). Tubular powder haviAS volatile solvent always

have curves with hvips but their integral curves
.. " 4Alaz i-4 l; a1. _ hown in Fig. 82.

W'1
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-7. -'' f

Clo

Fig. 80 Integral curves (I, # ) at left (a) with

three diferen 4 & (0.159; 0.209; 0.259), p = 120 Cg/oM5

at right (b) with one A:O.209; PB = 120 kg om'.

Thus a general conclusion concerning tubular pyroxylin

-powders and powders with the fixed solvent in form of

I htni't $t~hna 4 a +via* -f% A - -r 4 -S' -w-

the same law of rate of 'bumirt ,is valid u = uip.

2. The same powders of simpler forr without narrow

channels with the low density of loading & <0.10 are

Iburning in such a way that their impulse Ik is decreaded
Ik

with the decrease in A which means that at the law;

u = u3.p the rate at burning u. will be. increased with the

decreac..ng A
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Fig. 83a and Fig. 83b show the character of varying

in tj ~dinatA, of t 4iuM--1o1 I nut for the

powder O (2 e2 = 1 m/m) and variations in u] from

0.120 at A = 0.02 to u, = 0.077 at A= 0.12;

at the higher A both Ik and al stay constant. The

same even more pronounced effect is shown in Fig. 84

for the powder with 2 e3, = 2.4 M/Mr: at A = 0.12 to

A 0.22 the integral Ik is constent; at = 0.02

the integral Ik drops to 1/4 of its former value. Such

a abarp drop in value of $dt at small A is obser-

vable only fcc the web 2 e3 > 0.7 to 1 m/r.
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-' - - 4

Fig.k $I owvsad (i , fc .1

an 02-PO~a - hte ie ovn'
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%. 7or fine pyroxylin powders, in the shape of small

tin Ilates, 'k does not change at the varyirg A from

0.157 to 0.020. HeiG~ i concludon is '-ha'* for pyroxylin

powders of simpler form the variability or the constancy

of Spdt at the varyirg A are not affected by the

chemical nature co the mass of powder but by the character

of the burning.

MTu we 1-avo the follaw aq"4 , : powders YAth

large webs at large 4 and powders with thin webs at both

large and small 4 have the constancy of their impulse

fpdt. Powders with thick webs at small & ('6<o.0)

have their impulses Spdt decreasing with decreasing

A , which means that the rate of burning u2,, in this

case# must also be increased, if we use the law u = ulp.
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e--- 4j0o14

- Aiwo,28

77f

, ,5

Fig. 82 Curves !'p) and fPad t, ror

A= 0.15; A = 0.20; 4 = 0.25. Tubular powder

with a volatile solvent.
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What is the explanation of these result The ex-

planation is based on a very probable and naturai assump-

tion that at the slow burning of the thick powder in the

begining at the lower pressures the burning layers,

despite their low thermal conductivity, are heated through

by the hot games and their reacticnj i.e., their burning,

like every other chemical reaction, will be accelerated

with the ,ioaresponding decrease ct A and C gas pres-

aui.e with the decreased rate of shifting (u) of the burn-

ing~ayer inside of a grain and with the increased depth

of heated layer with the increase of the temperature of

these layers. A formal mathematical ezpression of the

above physico-chemical scheme can be summarized in the

geometric fact of the divergency of the integral curves

(ijc } at ?arouL% A which is an immediate result of

th .... tral t fna Vat th' obCerved situation from

the province of the basi la' uw = uip t %nthr

u Al with (1
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0 o,0o10

71g. 83a jpdt as a faneticn of

40

o 011 40 43

7ig. 83b u), as a funobion of
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i I • l. iig. 84 SO t a a a f l i o n of i.

ai ~W d 4 m

Jig. 84 Jpdt as a fuinstion of A

Professor gerebryakov's ezperinnte with the strip

powder with the fixed solvent show that at A>0.10 and

p > 1000 kg/c', the law is u = u3p, but for < 0.10
10 0.83

and p < 800-1000 kg/cm', the law is u -Ap 0.240p
IM zz~~w * ,vf ' Th-'-A-%nfanr PnObadornoatZO

for the low pressures give the law u - 0.063 p + 3;

u am/sea and p kg/cm', and Professor Shapiro for the same
0.7

iase gives u = 0.37 p

Tf--ac formulas _ave identioal results for all p be-
tween 25 kg/cm and 300 kg/c .

Thus a general resume is this; For the pyroxylin

powders of simpler forms with fixed solvent (tr.Atyl +

pyroxylin) at A> 0.10 and pressures p > 800 kg/cm2,

'-4ie law of tL rate o. burning must be assumed as u ulp.
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For the same powders at the pressures p < 800 lg/eme

the law of the rate of burin is u =Ap , '141.

(The higher is pressure, the closer is to 1.0).

This result means that the law of the rate of burning

is not expressible in one and the same form for all dif-

ferent conditions of burnirg, but this form should be

modified with the transitiz of the pressure from one

range to another.

As waxshc~n earlier the intesral curves (I. ) for

the pyroxylin multiperforated powders with the progressive

forms of grains are running as a dive.,gent set of curves,

becoming aLaost parallel only for* a 0.60 to 0.65. (Fig.85

and 86). (The larger 6 , the higher is the curve).
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in 
7 _1

It Powder 7/7 for 3 .15 and 0.235
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As we know this divergency of (Ipdt,40) curves

leads to the acceptance of the law of the rate of burning

in the form u a Ap' , with (i.. Professor

Serebryakov's numerous experiments with a Jarge number f

different types of pyroxylin multiperforated powders

(more than 100) gave for the 7 perforation grains the

value of V = 0.83 '- 5/6.

Thus we have for the pyroxylin powders with the simple

forms (strips, short tubes) of a grain for A) 0.12;

u a ujp, and for the same pyroxylin powders with the

narrow channels at the sam A>O.12, we have u = Ap ,

and the (I, * ) curves are ruminIg as a divergent set

with the higher curve having larger A .
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0 ,4 40 47

Fig. 8 Curvs dt,? and

7f ,g

fo tepodr / A =0,1 ad0.6
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These results which seem to be Inconsistent will im-

mediately be olarifl.ed on the basis of the theory of non-

wunfw-ji buc-nLng, if we teoail the property of the curves

( R, + ), to have their or'dinates decreased by the in-

ereased 4 , but. ( P ' geom tric a1y speaking is a

ootangent of the sanle, ct a Ltngent line bc the curveS pdt,. q ) or: [T= " .; P-'-J

Hence at the increasir g , P is decreased and

the steepness af the f pdt, i ) curve is increased

and these curves will be running higher and L-teeper in

shape at a divergent set of curves. Thus at the law

= ulp, corresponding to the nature of a powder and

loading conditions ( A>0.12), the integral curves

still are running as the divergent set, because of the

non-uniform burning within the narrow channels at various

A and instead of the law u = u3 p, we have in actual

operation the law u = Ap with .< .

For the colloidal powders the law of tue rate of burn-

ing is u = u3.p. Here u3 is a constant for the powders

with the fixed solvent but for the ordinary pyroxylin

and nitroglycerine powders u3 is a variable during the

first third of the burning pocess, where u:. is affected
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by the nature of powder and various conditions of burning.

The integral curves in this case when u2, is not constant

still aie r-ngi at various A as a convergent set.

All the deviations from this norm in form of tiA diver-

gency ct curves ( Spdt, + ) for the powders of simpler

form with lower A can be explained by variations in the

rate of burning u, caused by the heating through the

layers of a grain at the slow burning.

The analogous divergency of the integral curves for

the powders of the progressive form at larger A and an

apparent deviation from the law u = u3p are the results

of the non-uniform distribution of pressure within the

channels and on the outer surfaces of grains.

This apparent deviation from the law u = u2p V bw

expressed in a purely foormal way by the formula u = ApV

but the law of the rate of shiftire of burning surface

into the depth of a grain still remains the same, u = uzp,

where p ca be varied over the vhole surface and u. can

be varied from one layer to another and affected by the

temperature o he -uarebt "Wirning aurface. ?or

forazion grain powder the exponent = 0,80 to 0.83 and

the coefricient A depend on the nature of the powder

(percentages of nitrogen and volatiles.)
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The above shown relationships and methods of pyrosta-

tics enable us, from the experiments in the manometric

bcnw to make a complete . of' th-- oaD 1i 4 snur char-

acteristios of a powder and its actual law of burning.

The ballistic characteristics 0forcew f, and co-

volume C6 can be determined in a bomb using two or

three different A with 3 - 5 experiments for each .

The obtained values ot p $ f and .are corrected byM
takirg into account the losses through the walls of the

bomb.

The rate of burning u1 at the unit pressure,(r),

is determined from the integrel curve ( Spdt,4 ).

u3= IO- where (e 1 )o is an average web and laver,

is an average impulc (FJg. 77, 78 and 79.)

The actual law of burning is characterized by;

(1) the curve of the intensity of the gas formation

ip, . ~ as a function of and as a function

of t, and (2) the curve of the impulse fpdt as a func-

tion of i,

A specific form of the law of the rate of burning

u = up, = p , or u = ap + b, is determined by the

type of divergence or concurrence of the integral curves

(I, 4 ).
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'The curve ( F' t ) provides a methcd of analyzing

the processes going on in the burning of powder. This

o"--ve kca p-sible +the ncn daation of iarious factors

which not long ago were left without evaluation (the

cocess ct the gradual inflammation, varidtic in the

rate of burning, the effect of the phlegatization, etc.)

In order to form out idea of the actual burning of

a powder in a gun we still need the experiments conducted

in a manometric bomb at var^-u4o . Aen-i.tlea of loadtng.

Hener we determine the influence of A on the variations

in the progressiveness of burning. From comparison and

analysis of this kind of data we arrive at a definite

conclusion as to the burning of powder in the variable

volume. Such is a generai outline U r. U I--&t, o,

ballistic analysis of powder. Such a mthod which makes

possible a taking into account various changes and fac-

tors, can be highly valuable at the powder plants.

Having results obtained with the experimental powder in

a manometric bomb, we can conpare them with the *,eaults

or a normal powder used in ta fir svOice a nd this

comparison may lead to valuable more detailed knowledge

of the experimental powder. Here is given the formula

which may serve as a practical aid for utilizing the re-

sults of the ballistic analysis made in the laboratory
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instead of more costly results of firing tests when it

is desired to deterimile the weight of a oinrge of an ex-

perimntal powder producing the same maximum pressure and

the same muzzle velocity which are obtainable from a

powder *hioh is already used in service.

Notatiac$ Powder adopted in service; AJJl f $

arid exporimental powder; (U, fW , I" ,

All six of these values are known from experiments with

the manometric bomb.

Then we have;

zAT
(E TbI 1

and here is a density of Loading of a cla rg (5 ).

in ordw.r b wakit ua e - ly tl-- mV r eliabl - -a

of tlhe integral curve (k, 41) we will take its values

on the shortened interval of starting at G 05
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and endizg at 4 = 0.75. Thus we elimimte the uncer-

tainties and non-uniformities associated with the action

ef not vary trnn i trg (PB smaller than 50 kg/cmu).

This formula gives a Sod approximation of the de-

sired experimental weight of pcwder charge producing the

same naximum pressure and muzzle velocity which are ob-

tainable from the powder adopted in actual service.
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ection IV,- Psioal Principles of Pyrodynamics

The firitg process and its principal relationships.

Pyrodynamics is the study of the phenomena going

on within the barrel of a &in daring the firing; this

study leads to the establishment of some definite rela-

tions between the loadirg conditions and various physico-

chemical and mechanical processes constituting 4i their

totality the firirg of a gun. In the firing as in the

process 4e observe a complex interdependence of many

factors and elements. For example; the mot ion of a

projectile depends on the gas pressure but this gas

pressure depends on the powder burning as well as an

the To1,L1m@ behind the .livnf a 4^ Ua volumhie voiIe

depends on- the motion of a projectile.

The f l. •w 4g piod s an be noted in the process

of firing;

1. The preliminary periods (static period, and forcing

period -for details see Section XI). From the begin-

ning of burning until the gas pressure becomes -%

: *i]ere 17. is the force necessary for pro-

duoirg the domplete engraving of the driving band at

the ftll depth of rifling. The pressure is "the
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forcing pressa"rA (from 200 - . to S00 ) See

Fig. 101. Schematic view of the driving band and rifles,

Durii* this period the projectile moves at the distance

between the initial position of the rear edge of the

driving band (point a) to the cross-section at the bore,

where the full depth of rifling begins (point b). The

end of this period is the moment to •

P tho -o At p'a- _ t e ph rritA rP ,,irni of the

powder obarge. 3as pressure P varies from P to the

maxim=r pressurs k and falls to b at the moLent

of the end of burnirg; at thi moment the travel of

projectile is ex and its velocity r(.

3. The second period - the period of the adiabatic ex-

pansion from tu: .,oment to the moment when

the bottom off roe"ectile leaves the muzzle. _

F .ef; henoe kfJ

From ;; hence;
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4. The third period - the period of the "after-effect,.

At the an of this period V06. >

The principal phases of the firing process and

their relationshis.

1. The expanding powder gases are the source of the

energy utilized or converted into neoessary work and in

pyrostatics we have the following relationshipS:

a. Gas formation as a function of the burnt frac-

tion of grain: Zi z(I +AZtz)%,( )
a A.

he re is a relative burnt
thiokness.

is a relative burnt
volume.

b. Rate of burning: U- -U P.

o. Rate at gas formation: 01 % St. S . p= *
••89 %0'8  . ' -AC "8

Physical law of burning provides the relatiors:

2. Transformation of Rnergy.

If; Q the amount of heat applied to the system

U the internal energy of the powder gass

IL total sum of all works produced by gases

and spent on the ovsrcoming of resistances
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A an inverse value of £ C427o (mechanical

equivalent of heat), then we have: Q= U*AZL
3. Equations of motion: b..5 = I

4. Squation of momentum: h Vl U +VV- 0

k re: h7 -mass)
of projectile. A mass

V -velo- _of the
city U velo-| powder

city J charge

Al -mas
-e of the

-velo4 recoiling
cityJ parts

5. Equation if the rotational motion:

r-lever arm of the ro a-- torc

Shere VV-rotating force

7-moment of inertia of projectile

-angular velocity; -angular

tion

Chapter 2 - Energy balance during firig

'270 W -d. is the total amount

'JJ. availab.lC.L eig whe W fPowder iU

burned at temperature and cooled down to the ab-

Soluta 0 - . )E= 4'7O C



is amount of energy nOt utilized yet after certain work

has been done but cooling who not to 0* but to tem-

perature r< r;
Hence (fi " is the amount of energy spent on

proucing all the works, o*4 - SL' V 7(%-r )r4Icl

where CO is a certain average specific heat at the

iteral from T, to 7'.
Thus we haves ,4270 7-"Cd, "

whore ib rum awo. works produoed by

the powder gas on firing including all thi resistances

inrolved. These works are as followas

1. 6 is the energy of the translational motion of the

projectile measured by (A

S2. 5 is the energy spent on the rotaticnal motion of

the projectile.

3. 46 is the energy spent on tX resistance of fric-

tion between the driving band and the sarfaoe of the

bore (rifling n , lud ed).

4. is the energy spent on the moving gases them-

selves and unburnt yet part of the powder.

5. 4 is the energy spent on the moving cf recoiling

parts.
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6. 4E is the energy spent on th engravin or the

driving band.,

7. is the energy lost on the hasting qZ the walls

of barrel, of cartridge case and projectile.

8. is the energy lost thzough the leakage of gases.

9. 4 is' the energy spent on the overoomig of the

air resistance within the bore and on f ,e propelliE

this air out of t a bore. The first five of these ex-

penditures are eiptessibl, in,te cc or

r 46 and are usually account-

ed for not by the direct evaluations but by indirect

comparative methods; 4 end 4 can be entirely

omitted as negligible quantities.

Thus we have; tn 1)6"b.4,AV~4-4~ *~, e
In 1894, Prof. N. Zabudsky intrinuced the concept of

the weffective massO of a projectile which in the above

notation will be 0 t" and the factor ( is -alled

*the coefficient of the effective mass or $the oriff.1-

cient aocountinz for the secondary works* as they are

compared with the principal one taen as unity. Now

the equation of the energy balance will be:
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which means that the difference between the two thermal

states of the powder gases is converted Into the sum of

the external works. The practical value of , Is

between 1.02 and 1.20 and even larger.

The basic equation of Plrodynamis.i
From thermodynamics we have: ' 7ofCI CW7

(costant of gases)

we rewrite it: 42 70

or:.. )= i..: = , .-
or 427 

IlW -aO

is the exponent ct the adiabatic curve;
B~o ;Cpo=A., r7; e,=A, ar

Then the equation of the energy balance will be:

Here 4 is a certain average value of 0 for tem-,

perature 7 _ 7, .7 7

Hero; 7" W fwo Vs - /- P/:,6 fwe.,s o.J)
am t r j h o pb r

for the morienzt when (4 o~f powder is burnt and
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is a free volume of the chamber at this moment. StrAt-

, l speakiX " his relationship exists for the static gas-

eous process but we assume that this relationship exists

also in our cases when the gas formation proceeds under

varying conditions of pressure as viell as of volume, and

the equation of tj balance will be rewritten:

Remembering, that " f finally we have:

This is the basic equation of pyrodynamics given by

Resal in 1864 -14 another form:

ps (4.f. (wsn)

here _YO was'repaced by and C is the effective

length of the free volume of the chamber at the moment

when t~W of powder is burnt ( 4 is a functio~n of F)

Here we have the followirg 4 variables involved in the

process of .burnlxg as well as in the process of motion

of the projatile; burnt a-AUc,^" 4

travel of projectile t and its velocity V
A * 01 i, e na"a^uat. VgriabIe as k but all 4 var-

iables'are mutually interdependent.

Ad4ltionai equations mentioned above (relationships in
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the process of burning and equations of motion of the
J

projectile) must be used far establishing definite re-

lationships between our fair basic variables.

Comparing

. "from (52')

Ydith :..(3)given i
IV• pyros tatics

we immediately see that at the same loading conditions

the pressure in the gun with moving projectile all the

tim is lower than it is in the constant volum of a

bomb.

Chapter 3- The study cf the principal relationships.

1. The principal oharacteristics involving the

evaluations of ti energy.

The equation of.the balance (52) written for

(adiabatic proess) gives; R rci

or: 
*

Thus the maximum of the left part can be obtained at
'.As _ - . r ~i U ±±' -. 4,1.1..

the usolute zero then the velocity r will reach its

ideal limit (
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or:

The 'value f(6 is called Otbe total reserved energy in

CL)H1. of powder, and is called the potential

of /id. of powder. Iven if this potential cannot be

practioally used but a practically important result is

that by increasing of powder or by decreasing 0
we'always can raise the afficiency of powder.

Lqjve an by increasina W or 7.

have a powder with a higher -

From expreasion for 4* /

- where: Az A&

During the firing is varied with T and since

this variation is very limited it is advisable to use

an average , evaluated as follows:
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4,eAa r7 2 $3(A .4AI(Mj

r- . A#* O T-7 (7,*-

Table 20 gives the variations with temperature of

for the pyroxylin powders

Table 20

0.90 0.80 0.70 0.80 0.50 0.10

r./r°oF2700 2430 2160 1890 1820 1350 270

.0.185 0.190 0.196 0.202 0.208 0.215 0.252

In most practical oases -C%0.70 and = 0.20. It is

advisable to ,use two vaiReea for " one d'rinz the firat

period when the cooling of the gases is not so great and

another 9 during the second period when the coolizC is

mare pronounced.

It is not amiss to point out that me coefficients

Aa.Ax and B in the linear expressions for C, and Cw

are rot the same in the works of various authors and be-

sides this not all authors use the linear forms for

thermal variations of Cp and Cp,.

The .iniar form gives a good approximation for CA4
and C1.only within the zange 30000 -. 15000 of
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temperature; for lower temperatures the deviation from

the .linear forms becom.s move significant.

The efficiency of the work done by the powder gases

is the ratio of the useful woik obtain6d to ti total

amount of energy available in a given powder charge;

thus the effPJc4Anoy I" t P2 ' *#'ie bo-

tween 0.20 to 0.33. Other authors assume:

. ' V

but V is the Oeconomy co-

efficientP of the arnot cycle in case of the ideal gas

working without any *secondary works and resistances.

Thus the introduction of the factor (P cannot be

Jititifted in the evaluation of the efficiency of wDrk

done by the powm'0r gases. Sometimes the total amount

of available energy is expressed by /7- r

where is the amount uf brat determined in the ex-

periment in the bomb with the burnirg powder cooled

down to temDerature 150C (or 2880 absolute), hireas4)

gives the amount of work produced by gases during their

cooling down to O (absolute). Hence;
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If we are given the value of, the efficiency it is nec-

essary to know definitely whether this efficiency is

determined in respect to ( ) ; then its real value

will be smaller or if this value is determined in respect

to E , then the efficiency will be high6r.

The efficiency cf a unit of the weight of charge A! is

.M

the value of is largely affected by the relative

length of the bore, by the size of web of powder and

the length 4 of the projectile travel at the moment
of the end of burning. For not too lengthy guns t

medium caliber; /- oooo ,-/Oo ._o

while ,for small arms T/0 1
in ceae of howitzera usin_ full charge &..2/SO-d -"

and is decreased with a decrease of (A).

There is a simple relationship between X and

ra. A.w 'V
In the practical applications of interior ballistics a

ratio t of the average pressure a taken on the
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lengh of travel 4,. o the maimum pressure i sa

very useful;

P. PI

F - 7-- ----- -  o '

a) 6)

whole length 4. -
At, = ie,;. the average pressure as d character-

istic of the more progressive curve / than the curve,-.'

Thus the coe.fJoient is a obaracteristic of the

progressiveness.of burnirg witdin the bore.

and e . W is a working rolume of the gun

bore w~e have:
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and can be called the coefficient of utilization

of the workiM' volume of the bore.

The third interpretation of can be seen from

P , Se
354b e.%

A

I

is-

See Fig. 89
Utilization of the working volume of the gun canal.
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Here may be called the coeffic ient of the filling up

or the i, icatw" digrem Al.
Including in the analysis j.wbole volum of the bare

(s4.) 'with clbamber (Se.) o: s(4-- edw.~
re may consider tihe ratio: _L

Fi. 90

ti ,
I V¥M 1ffl##7/7gffffilhLi .

See Fig. 90

is the characteristic of the ballistic utilization

of the whole volume of the gun canal.
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2. The relationship between the gas pressure with-

in bore and the loading cond it ions

differentiating with respect to time we cbtain:

now,, reme-berine that: - . 1. - 6.t,6

e. Ae

we will have:

At the 3gininng when bzA4 ('shot-start" pressure)

we have;

•
Ae
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Fig. 91

At left the curve (A)when P.)~ > ( 0

At rig ht - the practically unrealizable curve

when 0 ,d (444d( 0

Tie derivative; -

See Pig. 92 - at 2OLT becomes infinity.

P.

p ,
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The maximuz pressure is determined from.: O$ -. 0

where subscript m denotes values corresponding to

or 26 IfJO,)P

If the rate' of burning U. or the burning surface 6%

at a certain interval ct time after e. are increased

proportionally to the inorease in V or in other words

if the rate of inflow of powder gases (f w/') increases

proportionally to the rate of change of the volume of

the bore then the maximum

pressg r wili stay constant during this interval

o time.

Ait the end of the first p z 1io of' buzn wh-an 4,-A-

and ::

d5BN A (, AY
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lor the beginning of the second period we have from (53)

Differentiatirg this with respect to t and e
we haveS

and for the beginning of the second period (subscript 0).

We will haves - (/# q e -

and (d . JtAo

Comparirg those express ions vii th and (i,

from (58') and (59) we w66 Uhma at the moment of transi-

tion from the end of th let period to the beginning of

the 2nd period both derivatives and change

abruptly and the ccrrespondirg curves (As') and (e)
have angular points (with two tsngente) on account of

the disappearance of the term; '?~/It* )

and after this moment rhen 6"'O these curves will have

their slopes gradually iecreased to their final values

at ez el 4a~)4~ / ~
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3. The influence of the form a nd dimensions of the

powder grains on the curves (Pe) and ( z/.e).
The most effective factor in (57) and (59) is

f"* ~ f r~6 1 and in particular f'e:v 3~?

1. The influenee of the form at the constant web e, for
,,4M,,,,%14,C4I--.t Sal-, ~. *,u as - , . 1 P " 4 *a.

Z.-%.6' (A ia constant)

At ths beginning of burni;Z ,' 0=/," =

At the end of burning; X-/, %(/4a 3p)

The following Tabl 21 waa caIcu Iated for 5 degressive

forms; 1-tube; 2-strip; 3-plate; 4-bar; 5-cube.

Table 21
Form of

1 /-A
1 -Tub 1.003 0.994 0.9,)7

2 Strip ~ /o(1-/$) 11.080 0.890 0.973

3 'Plate 1.200 G.675 0.810

ItB a 0 0 2.0 0 0

5 Cube 3 0 0 3 0 0
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gu"

Fig. 93
Shm vrios urvs 1 ) o fcr aro2

form ofpower rais gvenin abl 21



p2' 269"i •

4M Io

2000

given the curves 0 alculated for the asa= W and

various forms and carlmd by; 0 - instantaneous burningFigure 94- (adiabatio our e)

2 - for strip; 4 f f v bar; 5 - fr cube.

44.

A "
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"Ube;t Pa z 62 -0,; 40, z = 310, 0 A.2.,.j
AdiabatiO law'- ,q,:ll70, rod 2) Vls.
2. Ts irfluence of the size of web in grains with the
am fbrm (strip) & the ourve e ( s .

1) oY)..te; z-% ; ,.

'm elft; X- VS

Table 22

1.5 1.414 1.256 3540 6 32

2.0 1.060 0.973 2070 575

2.5 0.848 0.744 1450 486

Fig. 95

4;6
O,4 - 3

0I

The inten8iveneas of burning (,Z) as a function of

f or: 1-with .2es AS 2-wi th 32-wl t.O 3-with
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wiha. ppmalzier gi~ ves a more iflt*-ndve burnn

(sea also Fig. 96)

pig. 98

The curves (.1 as, affected by the size ot web:
1-with Af-. 2-with AR ico,0 3-with ,.

These examples show how by varying web and form of the

powder grains it is possible to regulate the process of

gas formation in ordqr to have a desired caracter of

variation in the pressure. For example - if we do not

want a maximum pressure exceeding a certain pres-,

oriled value, then a more advantageous powder is on3

which is the least degressive. In our case this is a

tubular powder, the 'nearest to the powder with a con-

sta'nt surface of burning. But it is also possible to

have a progressive powder -,hich will burn with an in-

creasing burning surface and with a higher vork efficiency.
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Ohamter 4 - Forae; acting durinm the travel of a prooc-

tile in a ,rif ld bore,

1. A general description of rifling.

Fig. 97 - chematic view of rifles.

fig. 98 - Forces actizg on rifles;

Rotational force N on the area 60040 C%A 44t
and reaction NI;

Radial force 4 and frictional force ) (negligible)

a - width of a land of rifling; b - width of a bottom

of rifling; e. - depth of rifling. n - number of

riflinga; ,- F. _ wor n= 2ot4 ,.d-caliber in cm.
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XI
Ri~.g' - rif lea of a constant pitch

Fig. 100 - a progressive pitch of rifles.

z . -the
equation of the line of rifling.

With the progressive pitch:-- ... 4c(-' /ll,)"
(constant); 0( is the angle of rifling.

At the beginning of riflin: AU '

e-. is a variable travel ce the divig band.
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at the muzzle: - is the total length
at ul" of driving band

travel (or, length
hencea: i ..- 4*, . of the rifled part

poet(AI~ of bore)

then; 0ay

0 is the distance from the beginning of rifling to the

point of the full depth of riflig.

Since + e then for angle O( at any

X we have;

Table 23

= 50 40 35 30 25 20

O(= Z0351 4030' 5e07* 5058"7 7*091450 80569

2. The resistance of engraving of the driving

band and the "shot-startw pressure.

7ig. 101 (p. 201 in book) shows schematically the

relative position of the driving band at the beginning,

its travel (a--*b-) to the point of the beginniur of tba

full depth of riflin , when the gas pressure reaches the

value of shot-start* pressurs; = /7P
L a. m;- t t dsf'm--.o4 we 4 +n4 4+

miaxium; then the defarmatlion at the driving band being
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completed, the projectile continues its travel with an

abruptly decreased resistance (see Fig. 102, p. 201 in

book).

toot

Fig. 102 T7
Variation of the pressure " necessary far the engrav-

ing of the drivizg band and moving the projectile along

the bore to the mzzle. (76 m/m gun, type of 1902)

/7curve ( t)
kperiments 1898 and 1809 were conducted with the pro-

Jectile pulled through the bore by mechanical ar hy-

draulic means a; ordimry temperature - the obtained

values of the .e istamxe were markedly exaggerated in

comparison with the actual resistance developed during

the firir.
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' i~al i 'imhts with a shortened 76 a/m gun using

small c tge in sech a way that 50% of projectiles re-

mained ih1'bore after firing and 50% were thrown out of

a muzzle at several feet distance. It was observed that

at pressure 150 kg/cm. the driving bani. were not en-

graved but had only sl1ght indentations of their front

edge. At the presure 225-275 K/om* some of the pro-

...eJtltes renmined in the gun and others were ejected

f'roiithe gun at a distance ct a few feet. Ths conclu-

i 6n'was that the firing requires a very small surplus

pressure for overooming the resistanee due to forces

and J) at the end of the engraving process. Thus the

Oshot-startN pressure was determined as "'\ 250 Kg/cmu

which valm can vary cordiderably with changes in rif-

ling or in dimensions of the -'riving band. Prof. N. F.

Droodyv-uses- 300 Kg/cmN for his Tables. Cranz sug-

gests j 270 Kg/oi for 76 m/m gun and .550 Xg/c3

for small arms. Special experiments of P. N. Shkvornikov

gave = 300-400 Kg/cma for small arms

Gabot gives the following formula for

A 4'd/4~Cosc~~ 'u



Nere: U - elastic limit for copper .G (z- .--

R - width of the drivin band.
dt - effeotive caliber; D - outer diameter c the

driving band.

dp - diameter of the projeotile near to the driving band.

If from the. general equation cC Pyrostatice we calculate

that fraction t of the burnt oharge, which corresponds

to the Oforoing pressure' /30 i.e.

then this , as a burnt obarge before the rojeotile

starts its travel, will be an iudimrot evaluationi of

the signifioance of the *forcing pressure, j60 .

hher the larger is the steeper is

the ( ANt) curve in tIn begirming and the higher wi U

be 4A
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3. Mechanical reactions ot the rifling during the

proJs tic*U2 ,trav : alc ,g the bore. *

n 

a
----

Fig. 104 (p. 205 in book) shows schematically a line of

a progressive rifle, point A a center o the area(4 1)
at the distene r from the axis (t projectile and O(

is the angle of rifling; ax.- - e Ilong the axis of the

gun. Acting forces; A ' , PA and where I?

is a number of rif lings; radial f orate and Op~are

nlgligib.le ' is. a force of reactio of the rifling

on the driving band), Xquation of the rotational motion

of the projectile will be;

bare M /lO - is a moment o' Jnrt,

na'

of the projecile, 5) is a radius cf inertia; A - the

angular velocity = CC •

, ( ',j et . ,
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yor the progressive rifling,

'L... .d r 4' (constant)

For the constant pitch' k. O

Then from (6:3);j:~ (~).~(4

Equation ot the translatory motion'

5. -o) .a p s (65)

here - gas pressure on the projectile and

it s N 4 -i 4 Sol) is the force of resistawe

to the motion over the surface of the contact of the

driving ban with the riflings.

or**

O. / Ao'.
(65) will ba rewritten: " -

Then (64) will be;
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Thus the final form for /V will b,' .

For the constant pitoh of rifling;

The valu3 varies borween 0.48 an 0.68 as

fa' example: For a solid bullet 0.48, for a solid

cylinde; 0.50, Armor-piercing thick walled shell 0.56,

a thin-walled explosive shell 0.64 - 0.68.

I ,
,,. .f----9

/ I

Fig. 105 (p. 207 In book) shows how tne force /is

affected by the pitch f rifling;
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Curve 1 with CX, = 100 constant
I

Curve 2 with , 50 and

a= l.00(progress ive)

Curve 3 with PC = 2 and

Va = A9 (Progressive)

Braking fo rce h n(Sai .94CfSMJ*+J).. .( 8)

At the constant pitch (CoS*"/);

jor tib progressive pituh

For the constant f :

/+~4~. constant.

Tn (65) will be; S. wm
thus the resistance of riflings is expressed in terms of

an increased mass of projectile. ?or ths progressive

pitch: ? = / # is not a constant.

4. The amo'nt of work necessary for overcoming the

resistance ?.
I or the ck.tantA -

here: (
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e eand JRd4= 49sJ~bd!P**)(

here4 is the work producing the

rot&.tionalmotid of the projectile.

itba wprk producing the trans-

latory motion of the projectile or:

in A.-l && A . - &

Von W am 1 3  g

Thus we have, A-it :'K&

OIADti .!OM,!afk for eval"t ,ion of the secondarv

works.

1. The work producing the rotation of the projec-

tile..Z 0r1

Here: c- an angular velocity of the projectile.

- a linear velocity of the projectile.

- m ment of inertia of the projectile.

Thus: Ir = ?~

and C
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>o E. The work done in overcomif the fziction during

the travel.

The force b friction is 9/YCOS O.

Heno a' ex

If _'a placed* - - A.tI-

TAI shO o"Iz YrCOalu Ing Min "P5~~n!D~

powder charge.

The powder gases moving the projectile at the same

tim also move themselves and the unburned parts the

powder charge - this additional work is performed in a

very acomplicated way which at pi-oaaii is not re-o .- V

yet in all its details. We have to resort to certain

simplifying assumptions and to a more elementary tinaly-

sis of the whole process.

In the first place our aim will be to find the ex-

pression for the kinetic energy of the parts -4 the

powder charge moving with variable veloclts I)

terms of the kinetic energy c the projectile. We will

make the following assumptions;
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1. The whole bore including the chamber has a ocnstant

(sM cross-sectional area (a varying diameter of the

chamber is for t~e tim being neglected).

211- The, whol mis. of a powder charge - duringN

th' travel ct the projectile is uniformly distributed

within the vqlume between the bottom of the chamber and

the"bot10 c thp projeotila (the length of this vol-
use el

'A PhA Jhlaman+& nl Vha pawirDI* 4ari are involved only

in their transiatory motion Ith their velocities 2

increasing f i zero at the bottom cf: the chamber in

proportiou to their distances from this bottom (linear

A of 'U-." 4 C. W 1 ULM W.W W 4 .1,.

lw _eat thahi nnntaol with the bottm lf the

projecti le.

4. The friction. between the moving parts of the vat6x

charge and the walls of the bore is neglected.

Fig 106 (po 212 in book)
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MDistribution of the velocities of the elements of

the pmder oharge behind the projectile (Z - variable

distance from the bottom of cbamber)

From our assumptions we bae; 4_ _C

/ i. ,.* X

' a a

Hero the cefcet K aisbten00

to 0.13. Other possible assumptiows concerning the dis-

tributions of the masses and velocities may result in

3/11.
4. Iakin into account the widenin of t)e chamber.

(t 0 orrection of thse first assmption in the pre-
vious artiole f).
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The Iesence of the 'different diameters of the

chamber an4 of the ,ore introduce a very complicated

problem in dynamics of the gasebus flow in non-uniform

channels. Our basic simplifieation of this problem con-

sistkin the assumption that the whole mass of gases

outside the cylinder with the cross-section S is un-

movable and not affected at all by the moving mass of

gbska within the cylinder with its cross-section .
O~ ~r .. * A% s"-- 4,.- a a-S Artjole R AtOniAriiffn

the dlatributions of the waee of gases and their velo-

ties remal+n.the same.

-- V

Fig. 107 (p. 213 in book) gives the schematic view of

this 94se- the chamber has its length L , its effsc-

,tive length and its diameter larger than the diameter

Of tl6 bo. 'The shaded areac show that volume of gases

which does not take part in the movement of gases with-

in the cylinder with the cross-section S .
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Then the relative weight of moving gases will

be:

W4 . #c4'- A+/

is the ooeffieint ct the widening ct the chamber.
I

Then: ; _)1 W

and this mass of gases is moved unaer tba oonditions of

the previous oase i.e. instead or K,,4"-
a y

we will ha e:,0 1o
/4+ \

or A7T~S2
if then K -. and

Sine aA is a variable valtua ei we need (taken

at its average value between 0 an
A

+ IK d A 
0

MA JA 4 I[(/
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? fe 'followirg tble 25 'tuth two entries A and

S)gives the average values~ of

(p. 214 in book) for 4,
:.0 2.0 3.0 5.0 7.0 10.0

at
1.1 0.309 o.k12 0.316 0.319 0.322 0.324 0.326 = i,

1.5 0.248 0.258 0.272 0.282 0. lgZ3 W^O 0 0.06 va/
whioh

2."0 64,2063 0.218 0.242 0.256 0.2173 0.284 0,293 is thelimit.
,., ,.-, 0.179 0.251 0.244 0.25 0.67 O.280 fori

with the
4.0 0.137 Q.160 0.180 0.23350.24 0.259 0.273inereased

and do-
- . creaed.

5. Th6 W k-pent on the recoiling system.

Denoting as the wight of the recoilirg syatem

its Mass At - an6 its velocity V

:- - I .

Fie. 108 (P. 215 in bo ok)
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Schemtic view of the assumed distribution of gas vel-

ocities between the bottom of 'he chamber a" the bottom

of the projectile within the reooiliM gun. The abso-

liute-VQlo ity of the projectile: .--

The absolute velocity of the bottom of the chamber;-

Ts absolute (average) velocity of the charge:

Hen *; -/AwfVE L,*. Z =o (equation
of, t, 11wma mnmainlml

.AA

or in terms of weighte:

f (I.+ Jr

Here; . .(L':t J
C0.

approximately, (A' fN)d
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If the equation of the linear.momentum i written in

torms cf 4he absolute velocity. Itt

Hec:V +(~~)V
/4is larger for the howitzers than for the guns be-

eauie., for howitzers is always anller than for the

6 - TtYotgl sum af the secovndar wusk.

Now we can write a more detailed expression for

t.he coefficient 4 Oe ~(# #~ 4 le) in the

In oases when we do not have sufficWent data we may use

an spximhatlon for g given by Prof. V. Sloukhotzky;

K -.43 ' and Xis varied with the type

of gun., naer-00 Howitzers: K = 1.06

Guns Of medium power: 1 .i04 - 1.05

Guns with higher power: K = 1.03

fall arms: K = 1. 10

Sigot gives another expression for / :

1. 05<-I
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Ohapter. -, Additional quest ims.

1. The relat4onship 'between the gas pressures at

the breeh and at the base ct the projectile

Denoting; ? and 4 Masses of the projectile and of

gases (unburned powder included),

- the acceleration of the projectile

4- the average acceleration of the powder chare.,.

we will have for the base of the projectile;

For' the breech; 4b Ir4* *d

The h ria I : is entirely independent on the hypoth-

esis vhielh is assumed in respect to the distribution of

the gaseous masses and as well as of their accelerations

in various sections of the bore behind the projectile.

At, the linear law of the gas velocities we have * 0.5

which gives;

i.e. Piobert's formul.

During recent years the works of Prof. I. Grave

end Docent R. Shkvcrnikov were published in whioh this

pioblem has been treated on the basis of tba dynamics of

gases. Here ara given the principal formulae of those
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works, With the following denotations:

absolute velocity of the projectile

& - its relative velocity

V- velocity of the recoilirg system

- weight of the projectile; 60 -weight of charge;
o-.w.ight bf the recoiling parts, t ai the

coefficients taking into account respectively the forces

of.reiistances to the motion of the projectile and to

the motion of the recoiling parts.

we will Bv.: V- aYV q

he)-,ce: 1.'

,SOO,

The maimam 'pressur'% is located not at the breech

but at certain distance from it: e. -

where the absolute velocity cC the powder gases is zero.

In the basic equation of pyrodynamics: 4w = R7aT.
we consider / as a certain average pressure existIng

in the volume behind the projectile.

This pzessuwe is given now as a function cf b andI0
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and: . ,_,- .

hene V 0 hn 0ad 0hene../0, 00> 1,+-, ml . + +< ,
Thus if we disregard the recoil then:

Then our equation of - motion of the Projeotile

will be; or;

This result is very imporbant: It shows that in the

basic equation of pyrodynamicsa:

ar in the equation of motion of the projeatile.:

or: 2-0-

the values of / and V are the same and So (velocity

relative with respei.t to the gun) is the balliatio vel-

ooity involved in calculations.

For ptis amndhowitzers , !.02

For small akms 1.0

For armor-piercing bullets =I.O
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The coefficient is given by P. ShkIvornikov as "'ollows"

ifles and mchine .ans = 0.0015

Anti-tank 1riflea 2 0.0030

For guns = 0.0200

For howitzers = 0.0550

2.' Heat emitted through the walls of the gun

barrel.

In Seaotiob I we have Seen how the heat emission in case

of a co-stant inner surface ( 3in the bomb) can be

evaluated according to Muraour' thecry. Now we &Il

introduce an additional complicating factor - a variable

inner surface of the bore ( E. ) which varies from the

surface of chamber X.' to the surface co the whole gun

canal 1, from the breach to the muzzle. We will con-

eider only the c6olIng effect of the walls of the &.n on

the hot gases neglecting the heating of these ,alls by

mechanical effects of friction and deformatiors produced

by the moving projectile. The basic assumption will re-

main the same as in the case C the bomb namely - the

heat losses are proportional Wo the nuraGr,- of .... oZ^

hot molecules of gases against the cooling sue'face, and

this number is a function of z

The surface of th- chamber Z. during the whole proness

arcs



of firirg is affected by the hot gases whoret e sur-

face of the raed bore is tradually involved in the con-
tact with hot gases. The closer to the muzzle is a part

of the bore the shorter is he tin of action ct the

hot gasses, and the smaller is the beat loss. After the

momsnt 4. (when the projectile leaves the muzzle) the

i process of heat emission is continued over the whole

surface of the bores ' ut since this process dose not

affect either the pressure or the velocity ct the pro-

jactile for the time being this phase oan be omitted.

The mhole procedure of the heat loss evaluation is as

follows. First d all by preliminary experiments in the

bomb the time e and the coefficient CM'a the den-

sity of loadir 4 = 0.20 omst be determined, than if

this po4er will burn in the chamber W at the constant

density of loading 4e the corr~ction for the heat losses

would be;

Ce ~ ... (70'

here; .

'D- the average diameter of the otamber.

the length of chamber.

It this powder will buw in the volume of the gun canal

...
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W~~ W e... at the density of loading~ ~ .

then the beat losses will / (70),

The value of the actual losses will be betwoen (70') and

(70) and in order to determine this value corresponding

to the varying conditions of changes in the pressure and

in the oooling surface we must know as functions of time

the variations in the pressure and in the surface of the

gun canal, where incremnts are proportional to the pro-

jeati.e travelo. Muraour, using the curves (At),

( ,t) or ( C t) proceeds as this is shown on the

7ig.4 109 (p. 221 in book)

Fig.iI

Yig. 109

U m
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Muraour's scheme of evaluation of the teat emitted

through the walls cf the gun. Curve I is ( curve;

Curve 11 is ( x.1 e curve ; the point C miarks

the end of burning .The area Ob& 0

TC area C t C is. A? representin an addi-

tion1 cooling during the second period after tba end

of, burning lasting until the projectile leaves the

If the' cooling surface were constant then the right part

of (70) or (701) should be =~ltiplied by the ratio of

the areas: >/ however the cooling surface

varies from to = 1 as :is given by the curve II

so that our correction will consist of multiplyirg the

ordinates of curves I and II which result is rep-esented

by the curve IMI."4'

Then t i ratio of areas: OAjS4C",O ..

gives that fraction of the value of the right part of

(70) which should be taken as the actual relative lower-

ing of the temperature ; . ' uraour found this fraction

equal 0.43 - 0,46)



,Then we have:

17" ' - 7 7+ ' *, ' ,.i *. .
This cooling effect t the walls of the gun canal varies

within a fide enough range (from 1% for 153 m/m gun to

15% for small arms).

Prof. M. Serebryakov gave his method for the evaluation

*A

of (71 ) wAt out usixs the curves (A )and
(, i as follows

since; WAW.4OC4) and Ad; iM(71)
cwn be rewritten:

but we blave; OlhdVA3a6 d

her e jl4 ill that velocity of the projectile which can be

obtaint at the mowent when provided there

was no previous eigravirg pressure t then:

I -"

and (72) will be; I

J7V (72t)(

I,. I= :-
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Now from the list of definitions and notations we have;

No. 48. Workingesurface cc the bore at the beginning

No. 49.. Final WOrking surface of the bore Z:€ at the

moment 4. .

No. 50. Working surface of the bore at any moment

and there are given the values of:

Thus (72ti agn be r w-Oitt.%" -P4,,o ^. --^-W IMr
10s8eS dtaing the travel of the pr oJectile along the

boere; t

6 ., ...(73)

and we have to add the heat losses in the ohamber dr-

Ing tre preliminary period (from Vi0 to Z06

umming up 'j73) and (74) we will have the relative lower-

iU of the temperature through the emission of heat to

the walls ddring th travel of the projectile alog the

whole gun canal;
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S. 75)

At the beginning 1*20 and (75) becomes identical with

(70). At the end of 'he'projectile travel V wl,4

and (75) will be:

II C4 (78)
- ~ ~ ~ ~ * ,-w " O0 -WJV - -p

Par the calculation of (76) we need only the - urve ( e

110-7ig. 110 (p, 225 in book) shows that is the ratio of

areas;i

The reptengle represents the heat losses within

the chambers the area Of/o represents the heat losses

in the rifled bore, the rectangle 4O/(d4t represents

ta beat losses during the preliminary period. The

factor represents the ratio of total losses of heat

through the walls of the whole gun canal (taking into

aocoun$ te gradual increase of the cooling surface)

to the heat losses within the chamber at tbe end of

burning. The factor in (75) represents the above-

mentioned ratio at any given moment. The Fig. 110 rep-

reseats the curve ( e,) wh...e is a function ct the

Independent variable :Fig. 111 represents tbo curve
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( i') wire P is a function of independent variable

Tbei the ratio item hecrewill be

and.'

1 0 %
(to. z e

There are Tables (Chief artillery Board Tables) in

which ?. is given as a f,,nction of e in terms of

% w i =z

Than we mill have (751);
"v -L ,!

now; V,

or:
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Thn(75') will be; 27

and (78')/

Note; in calculations of - 0"- . the valuea of X.
azx W* are taken in cm? and om.

------

Fig. 110 AT
Sbheme oi' the evaluation of % )when /is a function

of V,

Fig. ill A TScheme of the evaluation cf when !a a ftumation

o l hf,

I



Table 26 gives the results calculated for the 76 m/m ;tn

type 1900 with the strip powder ( .Qe, = 1.03 m/m) and

C'M- 4.6% for variou CA and

Facor is denoted byk1

t hen: '

Table 26

1 = 1.041 0.892 0.725 0.558

0.613 0.525 0.426 0.328

I= 6 1.51 1.75 2.24

= .01 2.83 2.54 2.11

0.75 0.98 1.39 2.32

1.87 1.83 2.00 2.18

(ie,e)7.79 9.98 14.23 25.05

K,-: 0.553 0.646 0.795 1.034
Similar calculations for various calibers shcw thau in-I

crease in caliber cuts down the heat losses on accont

of decrease in " For small arms

and can bu reduced by taking smaller 4 , , i.e.

a lower temperature . For guns having caliber from

37 m/m to 76 ga/m the heat losses ar4 2 - 3 % which is
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the same amount evaluated in the experimenta with the

manoms trio bofbt. ThU determned in a bomb

oan .be applied to a gn without any oorreotion for

t)VA beat losses.

UM
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SECTION V -The Outflow, of Gasres fom *t.h! W

General Remarks "

The principal equations of Interior Ballistics

make it possible for us to describe the travel of the

projectile up to the moment of its leaving the muzzle

of a gun.

But the gas action does not cease at the moment

of ejection of the projectile. For a certain definite

interval of time after that moment the projectile, as

well as tne gun, are still under the influence of the

so called "after-effect" of the powder gases continu-

ing their pressure on the projectile and on the barrel

of the gun. During the period when the projectile is

within the bore we know how it is possible to establish

with some approximation under certain conditions the

relationship between the pressure acting on the bottoms

of a gun barrel and on the base of the projectile. As

soon as the projectile is out of a bore together with

certain part of gases the gas action on the projectile

becomes abruptly changed because the gases are not any

longer within the tube and another part of gases is

still within that tube. The cases left in the bore
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contime their motion from the bottom of the chamber

to the muzzle andi only after passing through the

muzzle are they dispersed into the air outside of the

bore. IAs a reactionto this motion of the gaseous mass

the mechanical recoiling mass increases its accelera-

tion Inmpposite direction and the actual maximum of

the vol(ity of aiprojectile and the velocity of the

recoiling system are reached after the time when the

projectile leaves the gun.

Whi.o almost the whole mass of gases.continues its

action on thq barrel of.the gun, only a small central

part of 0the gases continues its action on the base of

the projectile with a larger part of gases outrunning

,the projectile anddispersing in the air around it.

, 'But this comparatively small increase of the

actual muzzle velocity is not to be entirely neglected

because very delicato mechanisms in time fuses and

detonator are beginning their functioning exactly

during this period.

But not only fckr the complete and accurate knowl-

edge of the influence of the "after-effbct" on the

projectile and recoiling .:rstem we need a detailed
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studyof, the gas 4ynAtcs. - There are several other

importat- practical, applications of the theory of gas

flow throughuvarious orifices: I

1.- Automatic rms with powder gases deflected from

the, bore.

2. Guns with a separate burning chamber and separate

nh$ozles. (Gas dynamic or hydrodynaznic guns')

3. Reeoillez-sauns.

4. Guns with muzzle-brakes.

5i Mine,. throwero.

6 Special manometric bombs with tozsles.

7 Chambers for the jet.-projectiles or rockets.

In all these cases we have the gas outflow under

the ,high.pressure through variouslorifices and channels.

All *oa--. are found first for

the, simplest elementary case,, Qnly aftee the intro-

duction of more and more resti icting conditions and

more experimental corrections i and more accu-

rate, practicable results be ob, d.
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Chapter 1 - General Informatfon on the Gas Dnamncs

1. Velocity of. the outflow of gases.

Denotins,: U,V,W - projections of the gas velocity on

the coordinate axes.

Ii X.,Y,Z - projections of the external forces

on the same axes.

-density of unit mass of gasI p- the pressure

The basic Eulorli equation c," the hydrodynamics along

the x-axis will be

zt +V 'bI +Y = L
I

he analagous equations can be written for the other

U We will consider one dimensional mnoti6n along the

x produced by the pressure differencb in the

absencs .oi the externl forces (X0 0):|4 01" 6u ?A (791_ 1.

For stationary motiono u 0; U and p are ti Ofn, f

x only, so: ,
\

rmchanging the density fit. in terms of weight or

9 where W is the specific volume of the gas we
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Will have:'-

Denoting WI, velocity U1 and pressure * of the vessel

from -wh-ich the gas flows out by the subscripts 1 we)

after integration of (79), will have:

Considering an adiabatic process for which
,ow" pAW,"= CI~sC.

hence:. Wv

Then: JWESW~~

.W A",

II 4ais int. Venant's formula:

If the gas flows out of a large vessel and U1 = 0

then we will have the gas velocity U for the gas flowing

.°I
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from the vessel at pressure h into space at presaurel :

U WI, ' - . (82)

If P o (the gas flows into a vacuum) then:

b ut .: 4P- -w=

(velocity of sound corresponding to the state of gas

with A Waud T,.

Thus (82) will be;

~2

Fig. 112 shows how the velocity U varies as a function

-). I 111II .. p.
Of (t);aa the ingria.aesx

(the antipressure p working against Lhe gas flow) U

is decreasing and at jb2a , U:O. There is e point
of inflexion at (). and UI (critical values).

of R4TeaC
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Pigb 112 U as a function c-

2. Weight of a discharge of the gas at the unit of

time- 1 s1

here S is the oroes-section of area of the flow, and

dez±idty of the gas. inserti.ng

we will 1ave:

S-

(Zeiner' formla)

1ir # -I I'-

we wil. have a, S at'

At th) steady motion at gas Q is constant
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Therefore* S f(,x) - Co.as.

and.,

i.e. the cross-seotion af the flow varies in inverse

proportion to f(1x) . The f uneti on ftX) has itsa

maximum at; XC= -
r Fe

then S will be at its minimum and r will be at its

maximum. This ratio Ar) is called a critical

pressures ratio and the correspondirg minimum of SA

is called "critical cross-section" of the flow.

The value of X " is a function of K (see Table 27)

Table 27

lo 1.41 1 . 1.20 .%P

0.527 0.546 0.555 0.565 0.585

Thi ti A ' nfp 4 IV_ inA IAR w"~ will havat

.Rr T/= =s

then: 4r
Cciq (Sound velcity at/ ag, Wan
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Now if we substitute . p,. ) and

(minimum) in the forxmula (84) we will 1ave the follow-

ingvalue of the qischarge ,. at the critical'

pr6soune w d, critical velocity:

I

thct coeffic.,.ent R-J( : is almost

a conetant as it is shown in Table 28.

Table 28

A 1.25 1.20 1.15 1.10 1.41

K, .. 6.518 6.424 6=. 5 6.824 5.797

,.., ... (85_

Here: , - a constant depending on the natute

of powders and their tempratUres,.

-minimu m section or the gas flow.

the pressure under which the gas is

flowing out C a vessel.
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The ooeffigient A is. a charact.eristic of at S U i
and = (its dimension is sec.').

When the gas is emitted from a vessel the temperature

within the vessel T is a3ways lower than To andpwRr

whe re ,"T

Tbrefore it will be more correct to write :

Table e9 iaA

av -~ 1.1 1.213

,. ,QOQO0 0.006822 0.00642 0.00661

900.o0 0.00656 0.00677 0.00697

850,000 0.00675 0.00895 0.00717

8000 00 0 O0895 0.00718 0.00739

'The eoefficient A has been introduced by V.H.Trofimov;

for the pyroxilin powders A = 0.007 and for the nityo-
. e.!466n -powders A = 04;006=

". z. e- 6-bal mass expenditure of gases.

a The total mass expenditure of gas Y for a time t is*

Sine ewe hAve bad that:a =A4S



here- 'a -is the pressure in the vessel

S. is 'the orifice of the outlet.

if we have a bomb with a nozzle and the pressure

within the bomb is generated by the burning powder then

we can write: YZ'A$S .Jpd rAS.Z, AdZ--

th~f: S,~IIA Sm,~ at the e4~ o~r burning.

This foimula is very well verified by experiments

in a bomb used for burning of powder grains in the form

of cylinders with perforations havirg diameters from

1 M/m to 3 m/m and at the pressures - 20002500 g1/cm.

4, The relationship between the pressure and the

orces-seotioti of the 'gas flow.

When the gases flow out through a conical nozzle,

the prassure is decreased in the direction ot flow and

the velocity of flow is increased

since uw W IV _4 iUV % ^

h and Gn is discharged at a oait-

ical Oross-section,. then using the equation of -ontin-

uity we can write: 7

Here S. - the orifice of the ozzle

=the cross-section where A
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am-fro h (84); W. -e

Therofoz'et;-I4

: x, 1i8 : i 1/ * -i i iO i z
" "I

I Hen -mtie relative cross-sectioni (--)isa given~ ais a

I ~ 'Nno.o cdthe relative pressuro xx4 1 ) beyond the mini-

mum orifice 
S

Table 30 forM)a A hxmg

__72_7,73I7_ 's /5 17 1116 1/15 172D

I IIT~~ .331.585 1.782 2. 500 3.3M4 4.150U

I1.2 1.0 1.1 1.143 1.309 1.477 1.839 2.260 2.987 3,625

1. 1.0 .0 .1 .5 .0 .4 ,7 .7 .1I. ..0 .9 .1 ,4 .7 .3 .4 .0



5. The',.reactive f9rce developed in the vessel which

is losing gases through the orifice in its wall.

Fig,. 11 shows a vessel with gases under a pressure

p acting on eaah elemant a of the inner sukfaee. Ths

outer pressure P. of the atmosphere i ,toting in the

opposite direction. If the orifice having its cross-

sectional area S is opon then the gases begin to flow

out ct the vessel a'd the vessel will be under the

effects of thn two following forces;

i. Force " S(p.4)wliich acted before' the opening

of the orif ice; P.
2. Sorce caued by the outflow of tho Mso of iagaa

and is .determined by the "linear momentum prino ipltO

or; ( VOW R 4

hence;

Fig. 113 Schematic view of the oeflow of gases from
the vessel and the reactive force acting on tho vsasel.
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Thus the total reactive foroe R, 4p
The assumption is mode that there is no displace-

ment of gases within the vessel U S'O ) and if the

vessel is sufficlently la rge then the total momentum of

ou.. as,.I is not chaDed.

int 4fu~Aia for R being refsrred to t1~e openirg

of the expanding nozzle with and UiU&,will be:

Io should be reerdto the

a1inm cross-section S. and the inner pressure ,

in formulaa (P4, and (86)._ Thus we will haves

here "; and (e

IX

Here we have j S as factors affecting

the value r,"R but only P, and 4, are involved in a



'4Vtly prportional influence on the value of R.

We'iay rewrite R in this 46y:
'I

The coefficient for a given nozzle is affected

on y the' value of . U ' not affected neither by

6 zor by p. This' coefficient is called ua coefficient

o the propulsive action" (Langevain). If there is not

"aapwal nozzle but an ovdinary cifice then at

-e .,mill have;

If the nozzle is an incefinitely large one and

open into vacuum then X = o

and
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Table 31 gives the values ct c orrespondirg to

various values t S6, "and (d ) or ratios of the

oross-sectional, areas a'. diameters of. the openirg of

the and c nozzle (a) to the minimum croes-section of

the low u)

Table 31

From this table we observe that the reactive force

R ii considerably increased with the enlargemnt of the

end at a nozzle only to a certain degree& for

the diamter $, laer than foM Ris not any more as

respopsible as it io' for CL < •4L in jet-

pro jectiles
I P, •..r'.* .  1 - 1;' i

0. Th principal formulas.

The velocity of the outf!lw ., - w.

here and W, are the pressure and specific volume

of pases in the vessel from which the gases are dia-

cha~ged. The discharge in I se.'. through the cross-

section S,. is; =
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ero$A 0.007 for pyroxylin powder

-CK iA 0.006 for nitroglycerin(~ powder

The 4C.Iicharge of gases as a function Of time t;

A

+If the gases ,re b7-e P016 r =--an

and YKAS.(at the and of burning).

The. reactive foree R U '#

When we hiie the case of gases disoharged from a gun

with a mbving ga'seous mass in the bore, then our assump-

tionas to the constacy of the total momentum of gaseou3

mass in the vessel 1, not justified, We have to consider

another term which occresponds to the increase of the
.........-

I omentum on account of the presence of "
vmi fh is Av i --. , j!n:jg t_ MC)us= -oVI jthe 1, a

Of -Ule 6burge with a certain avera$.6
(assuming the linear law or the increase of gas vel-

oci ties).

Then R A 4
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Ohapter 2 - Tb. $piieadion of the Dkiieiil .i...l"s

o one.!'-i the A4 o f m,.

1. The discharge ot gases from the vessel .o0 a

given volume. Suppose we heve C0J0of gases in the

volume W*. The initial state of the gases is determined

by- 7 , W We propose to find how the pressure

and temperature will vary as finotions of time.

We assume the adiabatc itcA- of gasea.

Ihen:e (m ). / but WV and Wa -y-w

,. _ _ J.":- .....
. '

but: . V,,

differentiati (90), we have; Not

After q paration of the variables-

where wa denote;U - . ,



I-V

then the left part wi3l be% -.

ors J dc 4A

Jfd~.. WeAe ZFV
" ;] "e v , ( A )"

2 ..tcup is re uired for disclargIng the gas out

of t64" which bring a down the pressure from p. to P.

_This W]a tionship hold-4 tr .,up to 'the time when
A "I I I.,

the ratio(X) booom s oriticai0 . If t= disoharge i

made into the atmosphere, then critical X,.=

hence: "/-.-m.1°e,,

The total tim of discharkeiat X-wil be:
IIn

Yor various twe on calculate the values of p and thus

SolviM the for--,la 'For t with respect to

re i have:

7;*
we hdV:W (~A(95 and: 7"z u- 94)
.. . . , ,•"14

I
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Fin_ (9,and (92.) we see th.at the -ecre-e i te-=

perature T isa not so sharp as the decrease in pressure

2. ,The discharge of gases from the bore after the

ejeO.tion of the projectile from the gun (t !a.

We cn apply the above reaionships to te gses
, 9 bore when the projectile has passed theleft. i -t)h

malzzle, !:thin the total volume e. s) .e have

Wof gases., i.e. the speaifio voluqe of gases

Ihere.: 14A uw
At the beginning the gas pressure is temperature.Ti

o"ore-seotional area of the opening .

Taking/ '~A*- ~ A.A~I~#

we cam write the following expressionmtor,

1. Pressure; ,

2. Te mp era ture:W

5. time ofdiscA-z. If : -i

All these formulas azh alid up to the moment when

X (critical) = 0.565-0.545; i.e. when gWIL

I M



---- ... -¢. , -- "

The time of ds olarge U13. the pressure will be 20 atm.

3. TM %£te ,effect of powder gases acting on the

The remative force R (87# 88) imparts a velocity V

to the reacili% -mass Ce; this velocity reaches J ts

inznk %i tin tomen wnen the projectile

leaves the muzzle. See Fig. 114.

iAII
Fig. 114 -. Thr velocity of te recoilirg mass as a

function t tvw (t) duri_ ths Ofter-effectO period
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velocity of the recoiling mass V is increased from V).

to V e

have already seen that the velocity V of the re-

eoiling mss is given by; = = e wh.r Z

is the absolute velocity of the projectile.

For the moment when the projectile leaves the muzzle;

V. .. (4j is very small in comparison
xdih Y . or the period of time from 1 . to t the

I meatum equation will give;

If we have to consider the presence ct a special

braking force F# then: * ,
6'4T., 0 . F

ke follovng assumptions can be introduced for the

siMjlification of the problem;

1. The cross-section S of the bore is the

-..- ritical" crosa-section.

2. The velocity of gases at the moment t, is the

velocity v. of the projectile.

3. An.addi-tional effect (negative) of the de-

creased average velocity of the gases rom a Mi
to O.



TWO;

h3rel -... 
(o)

ftm (92) we Wive__ ,

• ra.. = "

,

Now aas,,minaI .... _.a and substituti exprehion

-caf or

wka will have fAd 2 4' C

A A._ oe: ig,,e.w: .4: C*(,)- .~( )

and W C4. (velocityac son)

J

Wewl hv.
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and Dow from (95) we have:

here; A i'.1k y..,q-

And thus finally; V 'gm

III,

where, I - "d is the coefficient of

.te after-effect of gases actirg on the recoiling mass.

8ince C .varies within a narrow range we may say

I ~ ~ A" the tizhl wJUi.7u pro*a4 l 4

'ba Zl .0 .... A Y 046 -,a A4inati9 ~faotor in _h Value of is.

% Ka 1. 2;. xhere:

Tbsqeo values of are the results of the above shown

theoretical approach but there are also empirical values

of

+ Iaoo
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j

at higher veolocity:

.- I~ I ./4el /g.0. .7, O.;,oo

40 Thb Mafter-effeot*,of the powder gases action

upon the projectile.

So tar -we have not ye; results of exhaustive exper

imental investigations of the variations (f pressures

ank eloo itieo within the gas flow ejectel from the gun.

Results, obtained on the basis of gas dynamics present

out any accounting for distorting effects caused by the

presence of solid particles.I. Thus so far we must admit that the problem is still

far from a comprehensive solution and that our efforzs

should be directed to the development of aew methods in

studying the after-effect period as well as studying

and evaluating the error involved in these experimenta-

tions. It is not amiss to note that the critical

L 2
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examination of the pein rt1~aalta cr' nhotoaranhia
and c.inemtopaphic pictures of the bullets or projec-

tiles.-not infrequpntly reveals some contradictions or

inconsisteiesOR of. teseel data.

.Ohaptez 3 - Burnipa of powder in partially closed

1. Gas preasure during the* partisi escape of the

g~sgp tiwFough a nozzle.

Sua a, VA ta.. plac in t owiAg oas

1. Burpin , of powder in a special manometric bomb hav-

ing a nozzle cobtruoted for the experimental atudy of

oondit.ops anglogoue to tbo actual giring conditions

in a gun.

2. Burning of powder in a separate chamber of a gaso-

5.B;i*UZ pwe *JuJ*flj -AAIN of a, rnIC--t-

projectile.

'In all these oases the iflow of gases is formed by

.t...b.L.. v, of powdar gases together wtth the outflow

b gas-es throu, tje nozzle. hence the pressure can

ri.se as-well as fall,- The lower the pressare, the

easier it is to maintain it atthe same level. We will

begin with the case of the high pressure wban the law



-of the rate of burning u a ulp is valid,

Our problem is to derive a fodi-wula for Ube La"

pressure within the costant 'volume W at a given

moment of time with the gases esoa0irg through the

nozzle,

We denote the discharge of gan uIp to the given

moment (in kcg.) V and the ratio

We have afready had the f*r"i."a 01" t%' discharge;

Yfjc a~d at the coniltaflt preOssureA

Here A$ a oroas-seion of the nozZle SM

A. is the coefficient (f discharge.

We ansue that 0 holdt' true when p is

variablel then; Y= A .4 s,,

= fn nthe of the "burnt* we have;

inoe A depends only on. the web 2e, and rate of

burniDg u, (at the pressure 1) we my say thst 4ydoes

not depend on the form of powder grain and its prcgreas-

ivenesso For the srall enough - we nay take

' "Then (13' iLL De wiA*ii for this

Casa_.
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For a large the ratio(f" ) is the subject of special

discussions.

At the ond of burning ~: ~. (~A$,,

-e~~Ir (1- , .(/-97)•aI ~i eTho s~** (98). This is NobisThqn_ x

formila in wviah-i A is that density of loading at

whh in a closed volume the maximum pressure isb4

mc w v- a aimie t ule for the clcualatton of

powder oharge or the density ct loa(ig producig at

the end of burni at a desired pressure R

SUsing Noble ts formula we calculate

|

Thusa from the f ormulo g 4A1P z X " a we

cadecUlates the weight of gas which Is lost during the

I burning time of powder producing ani impulse
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Then, (CWjg Yac) will be the fU3.1 powder o)bnrge

wh~cduri~ r- -it s -sl wiib m- boi- with a nozze S--

wll produce the desired pressure 6 . The value of

S ujpdt we can find by the previous experiment

in tbhe closed bomb; because A for powders of. simple

form:doea not depend on A or of the mode of variation

of p. &lppose we have the pressure in a elosed bomb P

and 4 a 'Iomb with the nozzle6 3 the time are I and

;then a ~ t d x ,PdT and ' 4w (A.dtwi 11 e the

thickness of burned powder. Since the times e and

are different in inverse proportion to 1 and p hene".

PDdtw,*** orZi Wx- 4:~ :r we

Now kowing .and Y and having I=frm

the experimental curve, we o_ find for every moment

and find the corresponding t.-

Thus we will have: W - W.r~7,

iO having sov-,d (9a) wi th repent to 0 we will

have:

#0
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K roiioii f,6i- he. -part of charge k icU durig ±t

,burting in a olosO bomb with the same A as in a

r'mber with a nozzle, will produce pressure p. The

seood term takes into account the effect of the out-

tlowin3 games.

is a characteristic of the relative

.ntez!itVof, the outflowing gas er of the relative die-

ocarge of gases .during the time of burning.

The larger J. and X x are the smaller 41 is, the

larger , i NF it, .h alwysW
2. Character of the pressure curve in a chamber

with a nozzle having a small opening.

We will consider the case cf a powder with the con-

., ,. ,.., -- - .. . =

Pressure at any moment is;

Bqq.ause of the discharge of gases the free volume

fring the ,burnirg is 3arger than the free volume in

the case of a closed vesbel and we conciude that the

fre volume.( W +eGai) vrsless than and we

IIwill take it as Ea certain avrg IALcWTV-
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Then the proessure (*. ); .eij

Differentiating with respect to t and remembering

that: for the powder with a constant turning surface or

for strip powder: . . (l

- art -

wro I~V~' - 0-W MA

V.a ohave the same formula we b before, win we were

cons lering bur'ning withi~n a closed volume, bu our
p~oesent constant 4 Oo7esoponds n to th burnirn of

W kg. but of CU(i.- JM of power atadeiyfait

We should also rveembrtat 1: this case is

Weo hae e sam i ru w)ae inn bfe, e aro

cne dor ig bunn wloon a loelvouemebt.u



7iY. ' 122 presents the curve (pt) - in a cloed

volume (1) anud Uhe eurv (pt) Witi h. tuOisflo se's°° .

through the nozzle (2).

I

ji'. u- urve" (pt); 1 - in %xe closed volume

k - in the bomb with a nezzle.

.Boh-earrea are theoratical curves, calculated under

!a ase'x UoL utNt' the geometrical law of burnirg is

vi.Ia-bd t.ne o# thot the charabter of the pressure

.Arro, q$lin" wnder aotual physical condition will

difer - the rea2 curve will have a point of inflection.

Theref-ore the ral curve (2) should also be distorted.

&-good appro- iation of the solution of the probl'm

o -.ndi.in the curve (pt) %hen the burnim ot rowder is

going on along with an outflow of gases through a nozzle

oan be, obtained, in the following way.IThe inflow per second of gases foracd during the

buraw! is I ajven by:~j &J s ,
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The discharge perseod R

if the ifloaw of gazes- is re r than the outflow,

then the pressure within the chamber having the nozzle

will be increased. If the inflow is smaller than the

outflow, the pressure in the chamber having the nozzle

will be decreased, and the pressure will be at its maxi-

mum or constant when the inflow is equal to outflow.

Therefore the character of the variations in the Pre-L

sure dependson the mutual relationship between (.1) and

( or (and (Ag.). Hence taere is a

sidle graphical solution or the problem. We calculate

aW*)is a function of $I4 (curves 3-1, 2-2, -3-3 on

Fig. 123) and compare these curves with a straighbt line

parallel Tfj -axie drawn nt the distance AL(line

a-a' on Fig. 123).

The line a-a' is everywhere under the curve (1-i)

then the inflow of gases is greater than the diesharge,

then the ordinates of pressure curves (,b,*) and (A)

are increased until the eand of burning and the maximum

pressure ")ill be at the end of burnirg with the (i)
at its maximum (curve 1 on Fig. 124).
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If line a a' begins under the ( sS 0) curve

(curve 2-2 on Fi. 123) then it intersects Ydth the

& a^P jL creai. the poit AP 1 r ue on

above this curveftz*ma--a that at the beginning the

preesure "111 be increased to its mamum at $, (see

ovrie 2 on Fig. 314) and afterwards the discharge will

prevail ( As.,> w/7 ). Now if W n  is svery-

vhere lower than A Sm, (curve 3-3 on Fig. 123) itI,'jane that for all the burning time the ixtiow never

will conpensate the discharge of gases and the pressure

will be on decline the entire time, and even the extin-

guishii of the burning My be possible (curve 3 on

Pig. 124). All three curves of the Fig. 123 represent

Dowders differing only in the sizes cf their webs (the

smallest web - curve 1-1); the middle web - curve 2-2

and the largest web - curve 3-3). Thus by varying only

the web of the strip powder we can obtain three differ-

ent ( pt) curves., And inversely too - using the same

powder by the varying the size of the nozzle ( ) or

the mbight of the charge WO we can get the desired looa-

tion of the line aal. Therefore a manometric bomib wit'a

a nozzle can be used for the experimental studies of

the burning process under conditions approaching the
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real firing process in gun i.e. not only the increas-

ing pressures but the decreasing as well.

via. 125 - Oheraeteristics ct the inflow and outflow of

YU:, 124 -Pressure curves ( )in a bomb with

the nozzle.

It*
M.
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All the above presented considerations are based on

te analysis of results derived from the geometrical

law of burning but the experimental j S) curves

differ considerably from the theoretical; in case of

the degressive powders this differenoe is displayed at

the beginning and at the end of o'urves and in case of

the progressive powders the curves differ aloe the

*hole range of from 0 to 1. Pig. 125 and r'ig. 126

present the experimental curves (0/S' caloulated on

the basis of the physical law of burning fci strip pow-

der and imltiperforated powder respectively.

Fig. 125 - Relationship between the inflow and outflow

of' gases for the strip powder - (611)a--A 1A4 4jurves.
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Pig. 126- Relationship between the inflow and outflow

of 8se0 tor the multiperforated powder - and

(, A )curves.

The ordinates of the experimental curves

always fail before the end of burning. Therefore they

always intersect their li, s aa' (As) and the muxi-

mum pressure is always obtained before the end of burn-

ing. But sometims the whole owrve ( cW an be loc-

ated tlow the oxperimntal line aa' (AS4-.,) as it is

in case ct the small igniter with the pressure / OSO

- then the powder will not burn at all.

Such examples were demonstrated in experimental oases

with the pyroxylin i3niter, developing 5Oh
Very often its gases were discharged through the nozzle

and powder was not ignited. The calculations for one
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bf these cases show that Ao07 -0.O .

and for this poyder 1' 20.(0.0075) 0.150W.sw.
IrLL %#LW -=I - .. 4.. 

4
wowtt 4. W %. A -- *A te.4

have been extinguished because: > but since

the ignition was not istantaneous, aM its actual

initial P was only 0.040 - 0.050 i.e. ectsiderably

lower' than 0.098, so the disohargb through the nozzle

was larger than the inflow of gases and the powder could

not burn.

3. czrmula for the maximum presoAure

Having differentiated (96) with :espect to 4 azd

remebering tba t:

we will have 0 in the following form;

f4 (tyA 0)4~A

or: 4CO LIM#A Q..e

hence: wAi

here, A$= ~ >



:or 09 land various A n' will be;
S1., 4; t 1.o066; 1. 126

for the"L bmb with a nozzle #1' 1.10

Thus the neoesseazy requirement for the practical realiz-

a%on of A' as it is given by is the awe as we

bad intba previous disoussion, i.e.t CAPZv>dA5a.

Riving calculated the curves ( ,X') and ( 1, Z ) and

various values ct AU e  for several Gm we will have

tka scheme shown on 71S. 127.

I. I

Yig 127 - Calculating procedure for determining the

maximum pressure 4.6 In the manometric Doui vi th a

nozzle.
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For any. 0j we find the intersection (point 49)

of the aurve (i jwith the horizontal straight- line

at the distance from the I-exia. The point 42

C, >gives at once both values of an ~.~ thus we
halvr 'knowing b..and .~,we

calicniat e- , Singe is equal to the

area "ebtween the curve .(. and I-axis and the rec-

tenala area i& X ' represents the value of the

;iseb~rdep we have the difference ( - in form of
the shaded area on th. 11S. 127. The larger NPL, the

lo*wi the btraight line Al-f is, the larger is /

and..the largei-" ' &-# is, i.e. a larger portion of ev

will be burned when t is reached.

It is of interest to note, that in a bomb with the

nozzle the n ximum pressure is not affected by W and

, but by the relationship between 41P and A. and

in case of a gun its maximum pressure is also determined

by the relationship between (Wfand the rate of in-

crease of the volume )Z* of the gun canal.

These results are verified in practice in all cases

when the burnirg rate is U-q#..i.eo for the high

pressi,'ee (higher than 1000 M ) or for the powders
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withamall grains when the burning is very fast. At the

lbw pressures (250 or les) and for powders with a large

web th law RzUo cannot be applied. Since we lave

nbt yet definite reliable information as to the effect

of the heated mass of powder on its U, it is advisable

to make use of the law; U-" where U, OS,

Then the rate of the inflcw of gases:

"W X' dy
and the intensity of the di rgo:("*- 2u

hapreaentizg graphically as funtims of f these

characteristics of the inflow and outflow of gases

%Vto. 128) we will have them as a parabolic curve for

(w. dt0 and a straight I!.ne for (_ ; at the

point ct intersection of these lines - point a - there

a constant pressure is reached, and if after this point

tbi pressure begins to grow up then is increasedt(h)

i.e. the discharge will prevail and the pressare must

decrease. If after point a the pressure is de-reased

(to the left of the point a) ithen the inflow will pre-

vail and tbe prossure must be increased. Thus in this

case when the preniures are low and the rate of burning

is lU > I we have the process of keeping tba
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pressure at the sam level as a self-regulating stable

process*

?4, 128 - Diagram of the r'atms of the inflow and

outflow asfunctions of 4 '(for the low pressures
and O ders wi th larg6e webs).

iTf same trend of tU leveling off the pressure can

e fond in oases of low preosures and mall 4 when
Qq* latogral curves (/77 I)vary with te change in 4

In coh a way that at the beginning the curves (/72)
witA smaller *. are higbar than the curves with larger

A and at the approaching the end the location of

curves is reversed i.e. the curves with the sal 6

are lower than the Ourves W th the larger Z This

to ahown on Fig. 129.
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Fig. 129 - Curves ( ) AA (*Z w htli varous

Al <As 44.3 and

As soon as the equality of / and AS, ,-

is easabiished for instance at the point a;, then th

curve I begins to run lower than the distance -r4

and tMe pressure must be decreased but at the lower

pressure we must follow the curve at the point aa
With the increased * and the same transition will be

nocessary at the point a. with its still larger

Thus the prespure will be maintained at its initial

level corresponding to the point 1. Nothing similar

is found at the higher pressares where there is only one

curve (/7) as it was shown on Fig. 127 and the curve

i.e. the discharge will pXevail and the

pressure will steadily become aeoreased.
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Chater 4 - Outline of the theory of muzzlebrakes.

1. General information.

The efficiency of a muzzlebrale is the :.elative do-

o-ease of the kinetic energy of the recoiliDS mass:

L- a a A.- a

The relative decrease in velocity: W*-- Vt

and I=

whee 4. - weight of the.recoiling maos

- total weight of (9 and of the brake.

Vlei.m- velocity of the recoil without

the action of brake.

C - maximum velocity of the recoil affected

by the action of brake.

There arc two types of the muzzlebrakes - active brake

working by the direct impaub c the ejected gases

against a special surface of the reooilig ass and re-

active brake in which the gases are ejected from -.

muzzle alorg the curved channels of the brake in the

opposite direction to the projectile's motion.
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Vig. !30 - The active brake

Pig. 131 - The reaotivo bralk.

2. A mechanical reaotion of gases on the surface

of the curved channels of the muzzlebraks. (1roai the

course of Interior Bailist-cs by Prof. D. Venzel, 1939).

Fig. 132 - For es acting in the channel at the muzzle-
brake.
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Forces acting in the channel of the muzzlebrake.

F, - a normal cross-section of the inlet opening;

(gas velocity U4 )

0(2 - the angle of the inlet.

- a normal cross-section of *1e outlet opening;

(gas velocity V)
OCK'27 - the angle cf the outlet.

7 om the momentum equation written for the mass4 I-

of gases within the curved channels cf the brake and

5,Oti3W.fowoes-(pr4asuFs h, and 4 andS reaction )

along theX.-xis .(direction of thf#X-axis with + against

the recoil motlon) we will have the following expression

for

where Ic 3,i is the absolute value of C-euAr

,Heri , R, F, at4 F. refer to the jum of all cross-

sections of charnel in the brake.

3. The total reaction on the gun produced by gas

flow through t1ke muzzlebrake.

The total reaction has the following components:

1. ReactioA along ths X -axis of gases f io - out of

the g m through the muzzle proper taken from (87) and
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2. Reaction along the ." -axis of gases flowing in

the openIing '. u,11

3. geaotion (99)z

RM-- < 0

(aoting along the projectile m.otion.

Prof. D, Ventzel gives the final expression for

here the coefficilnt expressed in. terms

and given in a special table.,
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Table for

= 5* 200 25* 30* 40* 50* 600 700

* 0.725 0.770 0.815 0.845 0.890 0,920 0.940 0.950

' e 1effieient affected by the curvature ce

channels (at O(,< 30 0. -15- 1.0)

and are utoally interdependent:

and ar. given in Table 33.

Table 33

= 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.01

- 1.01 1.06 1.19 1.46 2.25 3.61 11.80

4. The total Impulse of the reaction of gases.

The momentum equation for the *after-effeot* period

am Is "Ti pruuxzO AJ .~WW.Ga ,i ivi£.'J u ,A..7 _, -L I ,, ,la ld,

hence; 10'; 4 .~ Aere -Jj x-

The pressure J6 is expressed in the same form as it was

given for the after-effect period without the brake

only the coefficient 58 should be changed for

le;
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and the duration of the after-effect period will be:4AOL

And the imulse ewih#,vCjJy

wife~it tesciyS

bmembering that Va.-. :. inserting the value

of n heabveformula for WeWill lATS

at K = 1.9;

The efficiency of the muzzlebrake i t

Practical values of are 40-50%p in exceptional oases

70% and even 80%.
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Introduc tion.

A general problem of Interior Ballistics consists

in fizding all regularities and relationships existing

between the loading cenditions and ballistic elements of

the firing which give us means for complete control over

the firing process.

Loading conditions are; dimensions of the chamber

and gun canal, constructioncot the rifling, weights of

gun, projectile and powder charge, engraving pressure,

type and physico-cb.emical and ballistic characteristics

of powder and powder gases.

Ballistic elements of firing are; pressure

velocity (I), travel of the projectile Ct), tempera-

turs of powder aI powder gases, amount of aot x gases

(*0) at a given moment of time. The firat

problem of Interior Ballistics consists of fi- vg by

calculations how the pressure and velocity of projectile

vary as functions of time (Ct) and travel Ce) under

given loading coad itions. Thus obtained curves (k )*

(p,e), ( rSi) and ( Pls) give the two most important

ballistic characteristics of the gun: the maximum

pressure and the maximum-muzzle velocity ( 6 ),, This
A CA

problem always has one definite solution ( and V .
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Via-.W5 e v- .a"di cordit ions we may find

solutilns of many partial problems. The second principal

problem ct Intmio Ballistics is the problem of the

ballistic desiga of the gun ifich consists of determining

the onetruotional data for, the &n tube as.wall as load-

ing aond tions for a given projectile (its caliber and

weight) in such a way that a given projectile will have

the required muzzle velocity ( 0.) at the maximum

prossure not exosedixg a definite limit. Ti. desired

vnsle velocity as a rule is predetermined by certain

taotio-technical requirements. Having found all the

spcht for elements wo proceed with the calculations of

tha ,curves / ), ( .t), € L'), ( ,'). It is obvious
t. tha daahrnd 2 A an bd obtained fo a fve

projectile in many different ways and thus we may havs

many variants of the desired artillery system; our prob-

lem after all is the problem of =king a rational, most

appropriate selection of only one variant among many.

Hence we have special very important practical oases of

findlng, a most effective system, as a system with the

shortest-ans cc wiM a gin having a minimum weight or

Volum'j.' etc.
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All the mthods applicable to the solutions of prob-

.,Ims ,in Interior Ballistioboan be o.assified in four

groupsi 1) hpirioal; 2) Analytical; 3) Numerical and
..: 4) 'Tabular."

,8ootion VI .- Analytieal methods of Solution of the

Direct Problem of Interior Ballistics.

3asie Asumtions.

1. Tts b.npar of pqder follows the course preoscribed

by the geometric law,

2. The process of powder burnin proeeeds at a certain

average presaure.

5. The chemical composit4on of the products of burnin

remaaius the sa dur,in the prooess of burning aa well

as .aterwards daring the period of adiabatic expression

of.the gases.

4; ,The rate of burning is assumed to be; 1 ex •

5.4 All the accountable secondary works are taken pro-

portional to the kinetic energy of the projectile and

all are -included into coefficient .

6. The. projeotilo begins its motion at the initial

wshot-atartw pressura / (engraving pressur3). Tha

two pre'iminazy periods of the gradual increase of

pressure (static period) and of the gradLally .ncreaased
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reststanc oto the motion of the projeotile are neglected.

7. Neitiir work spent on'engraving nor the increase of

ts vtol1,tyo.the projeotile during the engraving are

accounted .;Or,.

8. The expansion of. the walls of the bore, leakage cf

pes' tbilcugh the olealance between the driving band and

-the suface of rif ing and air reals tanoe to the moving

proJietle wii thin the bore are all nelected.

9. ', The coolirg effect (C the ralla of the bore can be

accounted-fo indireotly by taking a decreased value of

fR 7 or an increased value of S
10. The value of 4 is considered as a constant a veroze

vclue, of ( 4.i durixg the whole process at tirirg.
11i TMe. motion ct the -projectile is considered until

Vtfe-moent when the base of the projectile leaves the

Oha tr:l- Tha' solution of the basic problemQsing the

Ieometrio, law of burniNS ad considErin tho engraving

Pressure.

The following system 'f basic equations is taken;

e ~~i *(2)
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(4)

or p()

To begin with the problem will be solved for the do-

gressive powders j9'/0 .71)0 , 1 4rwO ) and separ-

ately for the prqliminary period, for tbe first period

(Up to the end of bernie, at the momnt V ) and for

he seoond period (at the moment 4, wwn the projec-

tile leaves the mgzzle).

1. The preliminary period.

DurIrZ thip period we are interested in the follo.wing

of the charge * ; the relative thickness at the burned

powder a, a end the relative burned surface of

powder . All these values, being the final

values, of the preliminary period, are the initial values

for the first period.

The igniter will provide its nressure;

Jog _ coo. (8)
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here the subscript r rafers to the igniter; the product

O(s4 can be neglected. At the pressure the powder

charge (4) begins to burn and at the momnt when tyjs on-

gravirg pressure will be reached,C s

P. 4+ .. 7)

-g

The ongravizg pressure is known (normally for the

tvns between 2501, and .400

.rom (7) we calculate

OV (8)-

or approximatelys

in'qrma~ly between 0.02 and 0.10 and largely de-

ponds on Then.,

-andfrm
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we obMOlaZ&"- - -

sinac '/ then; Z

Fo' the frther discussion we need the effective length

1 4 ) of the free volume ct the chamber at the be-

ginlng ot ile motion ct the projectile, w e is

burned. (See No. 55 in the lint of terms and notations);

*W.

Prof. N. Drosdov's variable: '-e at the begin-

nizS of fjeotile's otion;o X 0 Zzla; at tht, end

of buzning; ~1  Xe= I-Xe All variables;

tand A should be expressed as functions of X.

here; ,= o n + %.% and:

Drosdov's notation; k 6
Final2ly wehave;o'. .4 "-X-%)X (10)
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2, (x); Z.
yrom: So2I"- ad '

ar4 remembering that; zZ61> .4
we have: Av

Havir integrated; Lb s -,.

we obtain; - .'(1l)

Por the end ct burning:

Here the ra.io - the projectile weight per unit of

tle.Por*o3-aec.tional area (-S) is called wa oroas-

4eotonal loading of the projectilen. Formula (12)

howover iz not sufficient for answering some other im-

porta - questions in whioh the variable 4 is involved

4 -,
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,V i

'Tie. 1l3 ZPia determuined but (0.is unknown yet.ye.

The following two basic equations;

p~4~eo~/o .. sW.'#-

here lees 5L

will give,

The right part of this equation with P ane ' given-

in (31) and (10) will be;

cprn,_,, _______._,_ovax+* .:Z ," .LAI
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here:8

is Prof. Drosdov's "parameter of loading conditions,

Denoting v j%A 8"

we will bave (13*) :

ex dx 13)

or$

Hers: (x ~ k

(13') can be rewritten;

here n a 19X are functions of

This lintur equation of the firet order has been inte-

grated without any additional assumptiorm or simplifica-

tions by Prof. Drosdov in 1903 (this rigo-ous ccplete
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integration will be shown in Chapter 2). Here we will

proceed with the simplifying assumption, that the var-

iable is taken at its constant ave.kige value .
Here; 4#V' - V

Then havirg integrated (13') we have:

fxd

hence: ~ zi .. (4

Since from (11) we see that 2 is proportional to

we way say that (14) shows e as a function of &1't lb = /* X).
Basic equation of pyrodynamics gives us;

here 4 can b4 taken in the form of a function of D.

Since we alrnady have. i r and - as functions OfX ,

it is not woessary to make use of (15) in its final

form.



Deteirmining the form of the fiino ionz~

0m dx 
O/1

7rom equation; X! 4'x-. 0

we have:X: j

henae: As=-~* Ar:-.; x~
Zck-I

tbus we have: At~g and t4l

Then we, ba e (16)~

fwr 'i
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Thu is a function of a variable -X

and a constant

Since in:,(14) we need Zx the Table is calculated

1oi logk,.K),'W'ith 'the two entries: J9 and j4K

This Table is shown on pags 290 (in book) with its

title. rTable of Log. or Function ;4 .

(18) can be rewritten:; X jv

3. The evaluations of the mximum pressure 4b
*Ty 6ften we need without previous calculatins

of the entire curves (Af0) or ( 1  )-. Using the

equation (59) for() we will have the relationship

between and'X from;

with 1+ 2 .X ,2.4x and .

as fo2).own; %. A04.*. 4 A
5 rTK'Sh
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For powders with a constnta stfae of .

we .11 it ve;

8("D)

Now we assume a certain value k , oalculat6 N from

(19) or 1,18) and for this Iwe calolatel

5 TV

if differs not more than 10-20 A f rom

then is a desired * if is consider-

ably dif ferent f rom the assumed then we take b for

the calculations of as the next approximation for
$ '

caloulation ofP-"Sn alou

calculations are of give results more or loes closea

to the value of dall these approximations arc

varied within a close range and they all nust be lwer

than * . Normally a good result is obe'aed after

two successive approximatioas.
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Ile0o X, XL

rig. 134 Purve (/ X) for finding 3c and 4
It must be remembered that (18) or (19) are used for

the otleulation of the approximte values of X. but not

for the evalus tion ct * Thus the calculated value

of X may have no physical meaning if

If X..4X we have a normal case when the maximum

pressure is obtained somewhere before the end of burn-

If . the maximum pressure corresporz s to the

end of burning.

if Cm> v we have a so-called case ct the *unreal

maximumS; in this case the powder is burnt on the

ascending part of the curve (lo ) and the, actual

pressure begins to decrease before the analytical maxi-

mum is reached.

( A -->,)present all these three cases.
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p

Yig. 1305 X.=XN)

hg . 138 ( X,: Xt)

Fig. 137 ( n hs>Xo

Thus for the end of the kirist period we have:

e. = e,
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4. The second period e . .,~ ;2
This period begins with;

The basic equatina for this period;

her e;Je

Strictly speaking for this period should be taken

larger than it was used in the first period but as a

rule the mjority of authors take ( as a certain

average for these both periods.

A. The pressure as a function of .

From the adiabatic equation;

where W and Wt are the free volumes behiY tbo

projectile and rememberirg that:w. w* - o,. s e -s ceo+ e)
IVJ : we. 01 , ,. S e,, -- s+( ,

we will bave: eA.

and: k /+ <y(22)
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B. The velocity of the projectile as a function ofe.

The basic equation of pyrodynamics for any

moment and for the beginning of the second period will

be: Z,~A ' ~)
anda

hence:

'~11 9f(23)

Since: ("20

then; 2

4~ and (23) will be;

2A 2 0Ls~~l (24)

for e- eO.

V
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jig. 138 presents normal curves f ljl il and l' i )

oaloulated'for first and second periods.

0. Formulae for temperature of powder gases.

Prom the equation of the energy balance-(52) As have;

Rr, 4 1  a

hence;

Sins 0 0 .6

and remeisering that: p d

we rewrite ( r6) t et o

From ~ /bs e0ato of the em-/aan-(2 w a

O1, P-- R *I ,X
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At the end of buzning( Ii/ )

At the muzzle (x i ' , 7.; 2. )v "

Using '(24) we =y have another cm for. (28);

Z%

4,

A bete ar l"afo ' onbe foun by ton-

sa _ e .-ir. a li'iear 3aw of va '-1a -tion s not, for the velocity

I e

- ** *I

bIg. 13r, Ourve ( t) fc" the Initial interval

3O

Fig.139,6uiv f o th ini;ialinteva.
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Heole;

. it,, +'

A s.1U04-el .A+_ Aproximation for &"# will be ob-

taiie. ,wf 'e use not. a linear law for ,' but a parabol-

io la-o of 2nd degree. Tben we will bave;

Prof. 3. Pravin gave the following formulas for thu

oalmAlatiws of tim ithin the periods

.From 0 t o t , t '.J i.,

from to .t, .

From Lcto e. *A________'.,,3,,w.__.__ _ _. -)

Duration c the preliminary priod:

~ / f4%
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Ohazter 2 - Prof. K. NDrosdov's &Sorouse Inte.ration of

the mZeion, (13) .\ ,

Uquation (113), oanbe rewritte*.; ( is a.variable)

ii - * *(33)

4(3

we have (133);

After integration we bavo;

"-6:: .. 4
4

V X.(:,

to 1rP3 a/V a57)

the integra,1 I -

' : ==Ji . .,4d e/ }(j~l eJ+ - Jei

Havirg in viow (37),we will obtain; 4



WaV. is' know-, th&,tze

44% A4~-A dxzm2a wxd,/:
Then; .

Y= Z; x X4C (38)

Irom (34) and (37): aJrdx

%liminating the aeobnd integrial intbe right part of

(38) we will find that this integral is#

Integrating by parts we have;

t ".jz~r 'aef~x)Z A 4 fz~

Now usirg the notations;

eA
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and, 1"ambiorire that; K X-IS

w• writs 438) s

and then (30) will be;

and havizg in view that; A

we will have the final formula given by Prof. N.Droadov;

't X 4, AOL#S

re: ~ x~ JZd and special Table f L 7

with 3 entries; , ' and i for this integral is

given by Prof. 'D. Ventzel (Appendix 4 in book).
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Tfie. flowing>foxm1.e shotdd be used when Prof.

Drosdov's mthod is applied:

6 @ ". " ale , " 

' ~~ ~ 7 .,rx n,

""A 0 fo

on page 33.1 in book.

* t
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Fig. 140 c urves(,*C and ( with*O)

1- exact soJltioia - ap~iainwt
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Chanter -- z,2olutione of Pr,61e for Simpler Oasles,

This case i a not a normal one in'practicep but 1b a

oonsid~erable theoretical iiteit as an' Ideal liiiting

,goes #p* aiz I t~ersU'~ aign if~cancs of the

gradual baiit~o the '4imens mei arA frms6'4 powder

g=14-kbafef'rve (het) can be called "a

dfreobive-ouw" for all the curves (/01/) o rda

taii ld, y pullferi~odpyr olilin powder or a very f on

at t hf _8uity af loading 0.50 - 0.75 ml
haet e starting maimdkg.yF of 20*0O0--4oo00Q

Kg./oma. The analytica ot±i in'this"ase'I'd a

to 1. The initika 4- i4 # ; 4,0 ~ i,~t/

and the coqffiqiezit ('UI~'b 1eoffective

lengt4 of 9 hamber .V , The basiq eqlatlon;

and the equation of the projectile travel;

The max~imum. pressure; . &'43
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From 4)Ad (42.) wO bRS-

ov V- t0

After the 1tegra1tion, weo hey -

V . ) -

7finaliy We b Vez

Rcm(44) an4 (41) we detormine as a functiond

~u~a (t4 4ah equ~ationl ctb adiabatic With ths iL-

~ fjh preq1Xsu fib

For t bi adiiabatid prodese the rel~ations~hip of tempe-

turei betwe'lfl which the w 0*~ cc gazes is performed in

rT *e'

Hance (45) will be:

* ,..(47)

j. new variable; representi2g the rtslative

travel of the project.:.e is respect to the fttetivc
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length l is called Oths number of free volumes of

gas expansionw.

Then (45) anA (46) will be:

and 
-(48)

ar :

W

Thus practically 1  and 1.# are functions of one

variable

/ Crea , at1Is equ . to aroaA)

Fig. 141 shows a ccmparison of the effects produced by

the same charge of powder on the projectile when Iie

burning is instantaneous (curves marked I) and where

the buning is gradual (curves marked ); curves (,4

and ( 1-1-6 e ress results of the same final effect pzo-

duced by the powder. - i.e, its maximum possible work
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I d/fp which is the saws area ct the curves (A)

having different forms - Curve ua rve 7:

Curve B will have the same area as the curve Z only

at the indefinite length of but for all

practical lengths 4 the area of curve ff is distinct-

ly smaller than the correspondIng area of the curve

and therefore the velocity of the projectile propelled

by the gradual burning will be lower than the velocity

of the same projectil propelled by the same charge of

powder burned instantaneously. Velocity curves ( Lt6
marked _ and jy appromch each other to their final

concurrence at infinity, VI being consistently lower

than

2. Case of a powder with a con t ant surface of

burning when the engraving pressure is neglected.

In case of degressive powder we have no explicit rela-

tionships between A V- and e when the engrving

pressure 6 is involvod in the equations - as thi

was shown above we have void an auxiliary variable .

Now we will assume:

1, Powder has characteristics of the constant surface

of b(urn bngr %'d' I l tubes=

(tabular powvders wit~h long tubes)
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2. The motion o projectile begins at r-z
thic auJsumptiod is equivalent to considering a projec-

tile with its ready made engraving.

3. That 04-C this assumption simplifies formulas

and qualitative evaluations of the loading conditions.

In general the preliminary periods are eatirely omitted.

The beginning of the projectile motion is charaoterized

by: i~
because o I

The law of burning has its form: ., .% (50)

an the independent variable is anM the formula

determi ing V4 is: S

The basic equation.

The elementary work: /l, sdc h:4 ' -

Th s the difterential equation of the projectile motion

is -10

Its integration gives:

5 2
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and finally: r

{~ (53)

and denoting r from (52) we ha7e:

since; 'z*

we bvego(55)

Thus we bave and as functicis Of e or,
Remembering that:

7r7~

,'w x %... r , 7

and taking this pressure of the igniter into considera-

tion we will have the following expression for the

pressure h :

10 .. . (56)

The relative energy of the igniter: "0-6.
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then (56) gives:

= 4 /- J- A

here is the -uximum pressure of the

whole charge instantaneously burned in the chamber at

the density of loading A,

Now using (52) and (54) we will have from (57)IA
liers: '46 /-YP fM'f .. V

is the igniter pressure acting in the bore and rapidly

decreasing with the increasing V - its value can be

neglected in comparison with the pressure developed by

thc charge. When -0 (at thD beginning) we have in

(58) only the flrst term . Wi~n the increased

one faotor of the second term in (58) /- -/7

is Inareased and another 0 O-A-

iE decreased thus will reach its maximum va-ce at

ertain I . qualiziit the first derivative

of I -70YJ to zero #.. %Al de-

termine correspondirg to the maximum pre -zar- 4
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Hen oe:

InertiM (59) in (58)o (54) and (55) we will have

reape otively;

- " "7114) - -l , i,,-

an . (62)

At 9 =0.2; /~=0.320 A(137

For bs end cf burnig =1. Then; (

From (53) ; /

iI: 0 (65)

R-r 
-Z 

L
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3".

For the second period we will have.,

F'or the pressure. :7 1 bwj

or: /A> -- -,. .
(,~) *~ (87)

This is the equation cf the adiabatic with its initiel

ordinate:

For the velocity:

Temperature of gases.

We had for instantaneous burning:

And for gradual burning.

Rememberirg tetand taking *and -

from (51) and (55) we will have:

Z/ (70)
r4"I

(69) and (70) show that the cooling with instantaneous

burning is almost twice as faster than for gradual

burning.
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4 )/ can be written in teyms of

For the and of burning:

For the second period ( '/ ) /

art using (68) for - we will 'iave;

I / ... (72)

Ohagter 4 - A detailed Anuaysis of the basic Relation-

ships for the Simplest case - 1 = O

.The basic curves or T and asa f unc ti ons

off org ej

Immediate inspection of the above discussed equations

and curves shows that there are only two types of poly-

tropic curves, ahd that these in their combinations

can produce all varieties of analytical forms involved

in that discussion. These basic polytropic curves are

shown in Fig. 142.

5;
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S.,

i~

71g. 142 - The principal types of polytropio curves.

Twu curves with the exponents 9 and Rf

All curves star at the point (r,)

1 4x

Yig. 143 - Curves: (t Y) and
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79

p 1 a

Fig. 144- Represents ballisti6courves~ __

stantaneous burning and gradual burning. All curves

are imrked by numbers of the ccrrespondirg eqjuations

as they are given in text.

.. (69) Instantaneous
burning.

-7)Gradual burning,.
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,.r,/

A 188')
For the second period;

./- . / .(87')

, " ....(72)

FrOM (55) we see tbt O is not affected by the weight

of projectile during the piriod of burning if we

ke6p the same A the same powder. If we will chonge

only Y (parameter Ithe j. /b and will

vary but '1 and location of the maximum pressure

: 9 will stay constant. Hence the practical

conclusion: If keeping the same cha'rge and sort of
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powder we deorease but tha muzzle velocity at

firing remains the same then we conclude that we bave

the case of incomplete burning for both projectiles.

2. Thi conditions neoessazy for maintaining oon-

stant maximum pressure.

In the ballistic design of guns one practioal require-

ment usually inalted upon is - that the maximum re-

sure should not exceed a given value. Hence it is very

important ror the designer to xnow now a can onange

the loading conditions without affecting the value of

the maximum prebsure. The above shown relationships

permit us to formulate the analytical conditions of

maintaining of the value A in a given gun at varying

W and A .

W e h a d (6 1 ) ;4F
It' = PaL. --- f" (e

At the given powder and the maximum pressure can be

changed eitber by varying A or _ henoe

the required condition of th6 constancy of -will

be; Aj (0 _=(nS 2.vz A

()r! COO"01) a.(I
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If O. at zand $P.2O we'will haveA -IJ

-const. Having a known Ct, for any clven A we find

and from the value of 8 we find Z or 1e, .

The condition (74) shows that V? we inor6ase A (for

preservirg constant ) we will have to increase

the web so much# that the decrease in 5 on

account ct a larger A ( ) would be overcome by the

increased

Another important interpretation of (74) follows from

-ewriting it in another form;

f zxo . Cge- (5or -t fAT-&

Hence;

OWN .- ,,, el, . (76)

This result shows that we ave to increase 4e not in

proport.on with the increase In W in order to keep

constant.

3. Lc.ation of in the bore (e.
We had in (tO).7
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A% giIv A and composition of powder e is constant

and not affected by the tIhiok'u.3Be of powder le, Or

by the weight of projectile f * Only by varying A

it is possible to remove the section with the maximum

pressure closer or farther frcn the beginning cf motion.

If A is increased with the icrea6ing and in Ie

then is adeoraased and

will also be decreased i.e. the fraction of the powder
_. a fimum ioresBIure,

charge, burned at tne mo fwmessu.re

will be also decreased.

4. The end of burning und the 
travel of the prGjeO-

tile along the bcre.

Trom the formula (65) we 
have;

Travel of the

projectile at

ti A 6the end of

burning.

and frau (65).
/ t P!asure at

rthe end

/ burning.
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At given A £is increased with the increase of S (on

account of inerqase in f ,. With LD2 decrease of

at the sam A e is increased.

4
IIN

]£4

EA

!a

Fig. 145 Presents a set of cur'es marked:

a thick powder; or- normal powder; thin ptwder;

- a very fine powder. These cuives show the charac-,
ter o variations in the pressure with the change of
thickness of powder at the same 4 .ll nmaximum

pressures are at the same and the final pressures/,

are located along the curve marked 2 which "is calculat-

ed from (86) at 0=0.2; /+* l.!. koiLiir (%'wrVO

marked 1 reprcsents -n instantaneous burning *ith its

I
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adiabatic pressure curve ( 1 +0) = 1.2. All curves

a-'- ig-2 intersect with tha curve 1 but their

cantinuatioms (after ) are running between the curves

1 and 2.
It

Pre,-sure # during the second period;

Pressure A' at the Instantaneous b urni!S

Hence; 0
II- - JLW

All the above shown curves and formulas for the simplest

case (%-l; Yw -0; OC= give a general view

of the basic relationships between the ballistic elements

of te firing process; they show the value and loca-

tion of the maximum pressure, how I is affectbd by

the loading conditions ( 4,3 ); in the same way are

prbsented and 4 ; conditions necessary for the

preservation of desired A are analyzed and a very im-

portant factor of the interdependence of the curve (t',e)
during the lst period frcn the weight of projectile Ia

not ed and discs, dd.

For more injolved cases ( a 1.0; y#O ;0

wt cannot derive such simple rela .ionships. In bese

casas we Ive to arnalyze the influnces of separatre
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elements considering seriea ct several variants or to

make use of data supplied by the ballistic tables.

Chapter 5 - Other Methods of Solution of the Ballistic

Problem.

1. Prof. G. 3ppokov's method.

For the integration of the basic equatio,:

de 8xafx o
(78)

Pz'of Opov%^rv 4nnrdine~ a m4a a-~s 1.* MwI,, V,,. 4 .. ,, . . .4 I .4.. byJ

here;

Then (79) after differentiation will be;

e z,

and;

,u1ing /given by (79) we will hae:

ior:
E l

N I
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Then (78) will be rewritten;

or-
Ax i =  4 6P.X

The integral of this equation will be,

Afdx- _,x__

. , . d' .(81)

here C"I is a certain contant.

Takirg Prof, Drosdov's funotion; U xdx

Z~e
Lben the partial integral for will be;

I.

this inserted in (79) will give:

i .v ,-. .-7 ....

Fhn from the last equation we will deermi..e ,

or: *: _

ii7
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Taus the final expression for will be;

2. PrnOfc I. P. Grave's method.

This method was devised by Prof. Grave as an improve-

meut o method used by 1..anahi (1910)., Biconhi n-

sidered . and (b as related each tn nth, iin-iW. _

the followirg way: A0} ,-u.e,, e. ..-A e,f

Under these conditions the curves At*') aad ( 2,t)

have the angalar points at the beginnings of the second
and third phases. Prof. Grave coniiders a

variable determined by the average value of its deriva-

tive; .--A/<O because t is a decreasing

value duriE the burnirg. . .

iwiiv" we have-; It ~- ITL .. ' (831

At 1 (end of burnie..e e or
r r

6oe,. Tk -4-: ---- ( ... (84)

Then (78) will be rewritten: (_)

ep T &

Pi
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After the integration we have:

and finally:

But te constant K involves the ratio l andy.

is supposed to be not known yet. Prof. Grave gives a

special nomogram which is used for farniing (-.from

given loadiig conditions Is9 and )fromZ

Thus aaiin6 .. ;T e find K and can use (85).

Ohapter 6 - Prof. V. 3. Serebryakov's Method of Solu-

tion of the Principal Problem, Based on the Physical

Law of BurnipS.

It has already been shown that real burning for several

reasons does not follow the course proscribed by the

geometrical law of burning. The analysis made by means

Of the experimntal curves ( i7 rJ ) and ( #. 6 1

closed tht even in cases of powders with the simple

0o- their i hefr hum idr always presents

certain abnormal features like - non-instantaneoua

ignition or an accelerated burnirg of the outer layers

(irregular Nhumpys curves). For phlegmatizkd and por-

ous powders the geometrical law cannot be applied at a',!.

l
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I Th actual law of burnirg ewc be studied and reliably

estblihedonly by burning powder in the mnmti

the curves of pressures advlcteasfunctions of

time. From the analysis of ( Pik ) curve we obtain

the characteristics of the intensity of gas formation

Then the curves (/#), ( the ), ( Z jP ) aroused

for the evaluation of pressures and velocities at the

exulbur~Airg in the boro off agn ThU- thuu PlLici-

pal problem of interior ballistics is solved. Only by

using these eu-rvea i t !is possible In practio6 to dis-

close certain individual peculiarities of powders of

different brands. Not infrequently the powder lots of

the same make which are supposed to be identical in

I their chemical composition and grain dimensions at the
fi n test-- wj ke ..a=^ a rquired not

t1~~~ir~~tG *1.o.-4 -1.

lilA qqMA W5Q4fph4 a~f t, a"a ~,4- A 4 PP-4 ast
-- LI a. muc h

Sperimenuti tcs';s in the manometric bcmb with

the powders disclosed that their rates oaf burning

were d4frerent to the extent cr l - 20%, In the s-me

way the principal problem 'or phlegmatized and porous

powders can be solved by, the :pplyirg the eiperimntal
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(physioal) law of burning. This law requires the use

of the rate of burnim expressed in the form U= Up.

2Jwhich is a direct consequence of the observable 2act,

that the curves ( r ) at various A are identical.

In other words our basic postulate is that in the bomb

at various A as well as in the gun (when durirg the

firing the density of loading is continially decreased),

the impulse r is a monotonic func tion of

and is not affected by the value of A . This state-

ment was proved by experiments in manometric bombs at

various constant densities of loading and its axtrapol-

atin is fully justifiable f r the cases of much higher

densities of loading existirg in guns.

1. T! principal relatimships under the physical

law of burning.

Our basic datum is the pressure curve obtained from the

ox uimento in a bomb, and thi's curve is aeA for the

c a ISionA of the pressure and velocity curves expec-
I ted to be realized at the firing of a gin. The density

of loading in a gun: during the firir

is tne mai;, factor controllirg the value of the pressure.
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The following notations will be used:

A#- density of loadir6 in a bomb.

- he initial dens." y of d i _n A "un-

P and D - are Ahe values of pressure and time cor-

responding to the given ( and 4 as

they are recorded in a bomb as the

cIrve ( 20' )

and - are the values of presaure and time

corresponding to the same value of

at the variable density of loading

in a gun.

The corresponding values of the integrals are as

follows;:

Ina boimb;f Dt In a gun',

From the experiments in a bomb we have tauLes ur

curves of the values I, , IM •

Since %, he impulse is not affected by the value of A
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we will have:

%0 f 0 -(i=Z and after

J . differentiatig;

Here: d is an elementary interval of time during

*iioh the burned fraction will haie its increment

alp at the burnig of podeer in a constant volume at

interval of tim during which the sam # of the same

will be burned at the pressure 1 , at A deter-

mined by the current value ofe - the projectile

travel along the bore of a gun. Herea A-

and the irdependent variable is

2. Velocity 2 as a function of

From' - V-

we , : s f, -.. ' so'-i.)

here: = is a fraction of the

charge burne in a guu before the beginnirg of mot ion

of the projectile.

CE
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Thus we have:.

or:

Here I and X. are known for tbe values of and

frov,. the experiments in a bomb and is known for a

given gun.

Thus 6is given by (89) as a function of '/.

for 1, we have;

For the end at burnirg.

Here X is the impulse corresponding not to certain

average thickness of powder but to the mexi.um thick-

ae which may considerably deviate from the average

II thioknesa.

IIIIA I

II
o1

Fig. 148 Shows the curve with eswhu corr rcs-
ponds to the maximum thickness and 1,which corresponds
to the average value ~ 1~

>
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Hence we conclude that for the actual burning will

be greater than V, correspo.di, to the aeont trical

la., of burnig and also e (physir law) Vill be larger

than 4(geometric law).

3. Travel of the projectile as a function of

From (88) we have; dt w4t4)

and after the integration:

Here Wcorresponds to the element d and is affected

by the pressure f- which for the time being is un-

known. 7rom the experiments in a bomb we will have the

following expression, analogous to (91):

* z) . (92 )

Here the value of L is a function of YO obtained by

the second integratlon wi~h ra6jmect W V" along tbz

• curve JWand by multiplication by 4). we

k-n M th.at is a travel of the projectile correspond-

ing to the burned fraction and we consider the

value of L. as a travel of the projectile if the p re-e

sure behind the projectile were developed according to

the same law which is effective in a bomb at the con-

stant 4,when the same fracticr. V is burned
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This value L can be determied by the experiment in a

bomb. We take a bomb with a large volume (300 cu. om.)

and with the free piston (cyoss-sectional area 1 cm2.)

havir its stroke dbout 3 cm.; then the additional vol-

un will be only about 1% and we can consider the

travl of such piston undmr the pressure acting in a

constant volume. Our immediate problem is to find the

relationship between e and /_ rA since Z is a
I'Anction of we will fj.0 as a f unc ti on of Y

in the. following way:

Differentiating (91) and (92)

we have.: de

ax from (87) _ . (94)

The ratio(%-) is determined from the expressions forX

~these pressures.

The denominator is a free specific volume of gases

I A Sinre tho last term in the drn w tr very

small in comparison with the first terma we will Jon-

sider the average value of W. at - then"

I
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We will have notationsa;(c.t. OCT a

Then; '2 '
and;

'C ' rt

Here; . 4.y e,-.

Yor the gradual burning

Tbn finally: (95)

Now (93) and (94) will give;

After the integraticn we have-

denoting X

Then the left integral will be:

The right inte-ral: V .I° ,- _ vo

!a
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Thus we have:

'- p
butT '' 9 4 P

L.. Z,-- -.. -- -" -9

Sol.~ . ~

And finally from (96) solvig it fore

t,e hve: f

We bad an approxinmte solution with in this

form ; 1, 0 v 'e. T 2 , / .. .< >

If wehae ndA te,,i . re I

which shows that the function applie

with the physical )Aw of burning is a counter part of

tb function used witn the geometrical law of

1 n0
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burning. Thus (89) and (98) will give V- as a function

af e. Instead of Ia. consiared on. the whole range

of firing process we may use:

r +0J, "'L T . (100)

wh ich is taken for a current value or the aeaep

This auxiliary function L being determined for

a definite density of loading A, in a bomb is a true

expression of the physical law of burning controlIling

the actual process of firing. The pressure is found

-. . -A - Oq &. - -

from wne bani W.J...U VA JJ

P4" e -) - -.... (101) or (53) in Part 1.

here all variables are known as functions 
of

Differentiating with respect to / was shown in

(59), Part I, we hve:

Iira -C) ! and are.kown as

functions of

Making t we will rave:

o 
f., lii
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we bave finally*. x-

Co,-uidering and

we will f id (4.4 M, and determined by

the point Of intersection of two curvesA CP and 7c,
which is ahown on Yig. 147.

I UI 4i

I I
. 1 0I1 AMad.j

-l- - " '

At (the end of bLrning) we have;

i

!I
!i
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For the seocnd pericd formulaz are as we had them before:

- ... q %~ /00

(1o3)

4. Graphical interpretation or the solution based

on the physical 3aw of burning.

when applying the physical law of burning the first ate

stop consists of the ballistic analysis ct a given

powder: for two densities of ioadiig A - --d A in

a bomb must be determined - f , covolume O( , the

experimental chara, teristic of the intensity of gas

foimation $(, and the impulse f f as this

is shown on Fig. 148.

oIN

0 V1

Fig. 148 B asic curvet (.17CO) and~'9)

--t
II



Wbm tiven lnading conditions we calculate 411

and on the curve (Z $2

is determined. Subtracting tbis . from all

we will determine another curve as a function

and f 10 a it is Slnwn on Fig. 149.

rV

7ig, 149 - The auxiliary curves determining the ele-

" - marits of l-.

Numeicalintegration along the curve a

function ok t will give us J as a

function of a- elia.

•Lot us denote:. -- -;.)

multiplying and1 on ;) w hve

_A '. ..k UV
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a. -V,
Velocity a is a function of not affected by

Function p as a function of ye is affected by

because the time element dr corresponding to d1 is

decreased when A is increased as this can be seen

from the following: PV.' al f

or:. oo =d0

and: sIA J P_

Threfore dt will be decreased when 4, will be in-

creased. As a result of this the curves and

as functions of t will run higher for smaller 4
From (89) and (92) we can dete:uie v- aa £uiction of1'L eo , for various A (A,. A1  and A. which

is the initial density of loading in gun) which is

shown on Fig. 150.

I,
I,
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I F~ig. 150 - Here we have VJ curves for 4 o

markd 'd(4.)

fo AA - marked W A)f or A, - marked V 4a

The aotual curve P e fcr a gun will ave its 4
varying- rrom 4 ('Ili hgheat Ae nity of le-din-l

down - this curve is shown as a dotted line next to the

curve Z(A.) .

The coordinates and ZA of this crave are calou-

. lated from; M -.

and

Iad ~ - .,. (89)

The essential difference between this method and others

used in Interior Ballistcts is that eas a function
of is obtained not from the baiir. equation of

Pyrodynamios but from the equation of state of po;-,der

I
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gases urid for separate locations of the projectile in

the bore. No assumptions different from those which are

normally used in practice are involved. The basis of

this method is the pressure curve ( obtainable in

a bomb as a cbaraoteristic of the real law of burning

with its al deviations from the geometrical law.

The analogous result can be obtained by the numeri-

cal Jntegration of Taylor's series ar finite uifferenoes.

If we admit the use of the geometrical law, the

present method can be used if we take;

khiie means that this method is more general and

more flexible than other methods based on the geomet-

rical law of burning.

PX V
'9 

I

Fig. 151 - Ot.r~s 6 iand (V,")o'otained by 2 methoda.
Solid lines - physical law of burning. Dot ted lines -
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Resume; 1. Maxim pressure is obtained earlier:

,Os <qe,.4.. when calculated, applying t

physic al law.

2. Velocity curve is higher be.L're the end of burning

when calculated applyirg the physical law.

3. The same value A is obtained at the lower value

of * when calculated applying the physical law.

4. The end of burning ( 4 ) and are greater

ard A is smaller when calculated applying the physi-

0al law.

5. The muzzle velocity ?4 and the prespro 4) are

the same when calculated by both methods.

Note; *Physica. Law of burning in Interior Ballistics*

by Prof. M. 2. Serebryakov, published in Moscow, 1940

J -,&.&..-4.,A 4,, " 4- rno 11.,h hy V. A. Nisokr O ao a

very belpful supplement to the course in Interior

Ballistics of the same author. The results obtained

by Prof. Serebryakov are original, new and important

for the practical applications of Interior Ballibtios

to the design of artillery systems.

Ii
II
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Section VII - Numerical. Meth d

Chapter 1 - Numerical integration in finite differences.

1. Application to the determination of a function.

i. Tabular determination of a function.

2. Finite differences of various orders.

3. General properties of finite differences.

4. valuation of the coefficients of a fUnoticn.

5. Practical uses of the finite differenc .

a. Interpolation of a function.

b. Interpolation of an argument (inverse interpol-

ating).

o. Ivaluation of definite integrals.

2. Numerical integration of the differential

equations.

a. Numerical intgra,ti Of Gquationo th fisat

order.

or ample 1: Integration of equat on:
.€= - -y.

Rxample 2: Integraticn of equaticna;

b. Numerical integration of equations of the

second order.11 Example: Integration of: cf'/ 1 A -
-
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or, * " ,

having in view that: p.7.r4  e' ,.- A(-
e. e U

Obapter 2 - Solution by Developmnt in Taylor Series.

Nquations; ,;4.f hyv2

IA.1l variables are expressible in terms of arandV its

variable tian will be t:dat function which we have

to develop in Taylor's serios and, havirg value of e^.
at the momnt t we will %valuate U. and its der-

ivatives for a %%.At H ence we will t±

I.
%~ , p and ? i.e. a. the elements or theIi firing.
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Seotion VIII - ]Ipirioal MethrA of Solution.

Chapter 1 - Monomial and Dit.fereni'-J Formulas.

1. Monomial empirical formulas.

Prof. N. Zaboudeky's formulas 1894 and 1914

For 30 f to19ld artil11er r g un: y, i

For 3*, 4.2" and 60 guns; ,

Hero HI, H, % anti kempirioal coefficients for

given loadirg ooindiicna.

2. Empirical differential formulas.

Formulae obtained by the Testing Commission of the

434.A. I W -I )POPA

is -& W~fli W UIEIT _

3. Prof. V.' . Sloukhotzky's corrective formulae

and table a.

Corrective formulas -for Aand V5 or n Ard A

as th-sy are affected by the variations in paraweters X.ii
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(Zir ,f.. and Wo) are given in terms of ooeffi-

Cie nts M f or and Cfor VJ..A
For every parameter X we have; e$.

and 94 X Y

goeffleients 4 are affected by the values c It and 4

OcSff iclsnta eare affected by the values of P, A

and4A 6. (Tablas are given here--see the next 2 pages).

. Formula* and tables given by G. Kisnemsky.

Since in empirical formuiias in majority of oai sF

weight of powder charge CU or tie thickness of grains

( 2sE) are not taken into account, Kisnemeky worked out

his empirical formlas among which 4ere are given the

follovi f c I

%. (W - W#J here 4is that

part of the powder charge which is spent durirg the

2.1r i g nUm fsenu ia ry w arX-ka an ZSA L & by:"-.

)1 6V1wSe) A ?Ih =e 're .%.rp
here subscript 1. refers to the moment when the pro-

JI infle laeeve2 tbi3 muzzle.
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Chapter 2 - Empirical Formal, o and Tables.
1. Ledno's formulae.

Zm ad. ; Az fomualw n Tbr

t€- .'*me.die a- A e weChpt 2- _____, q ' :,<

' e

) an d__ A we will have*.

h .AM A- .7 1

herE 4 7

,°, .,,,- , ° - -,
When a la determined thien: ~ .c

Since a and b are found from the values of and b

Leduc gave the empirical formulae for a and b in terias

cf the loading conditions and characteristics of powder;

Here 0( is a characteristic of the potential of a pow-

der and varies only &light.Ly, and P is a characteris-

tic of the rate of brning, largely depends on A7E and

varies within a very wide rarge tfrom 2 to 65).



For pyroxylin powders; 4K CX,?0?,O

then: CO iY

ProSf. 3e bryakov egvos empirical values at /3 as aProI.

function of wJ P4dd from the experiments in the man-

ometric bomb. Nor the powder with seven perforations:

,o.o€

or the powder with one pe f r ti n

Be also gives the followirn simplified formulas for a
and ' "

2. Heidenreich's Tables (1900)

Il
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- ___,- aidnphs Table i --I..

?z,. _ .PA(L 4~t 1z) (q)= e(,= r(X=O
IL tmp

S i --- - " , --

0.05 0.0046 - - 0.033 -

0.10 0.0104 0.200 0.288 0.069 0.646

0.15 0.0177 0,240 0.306 0.108 0.695

0.20 C.0262 0.274 0,322 0.150 0.744

0.25 0.0360 0.306 0.337 0.196 0.792

0.30 0.0471 0.338 0.352 0.246 0.842

(.-5 0.0597 0.368 0.367 0.300 0.893

3.40 0.0740 0.400 0.383 0.358 0.946

0.45 0.0903 0.432 0.399 0.420 1.000

0.50 0.1090 0.465 0.416 0.487 1.056

0,55 0.132 0.501 0.435 0.560 1.116

0.60 0.160 09541 0.457 0.642 1.180

0.65 0.192 0.585 0.482 0.734 1.249

0.70 0.231 0.635 0.511 0.835 1.322

0.75 0.283 0.697 0.546 0.958 1.406

0.80 0.360 0.779 0.592 1.115 1.507

0.825 0.422 0.838 0.636 1.225 1.575

0.85 0.605 1.DOO 0.747 1.485 1.715

0.C25 0.855 1.181 0.908 1.735 1.815

0.80 0.980 1.254 0.987 1.835 1.845

0.79 1000 1.26 .
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F, (h)- I to(X) o Z(kX-

0.25 0.445 0.690 0.375 0.689
0.50 0.615 0.890 0.624 0.830
0.75 0.723 0.970 0.828 0.924
1.00 0.790 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.25 0.833 0.966 1.145 1.063
1.50 0,848 0,893 1.268 1.119

1.75 0.849 0.828 1.372 1.170
2.00 0.843 0.769 1.460 1.218
2.5 0.818 0.668 1.609 1.306
3,0 0.786 0.590 1.726 1.387
3.5 0.753 0.527 1.824 1.463
4.0 0.721 0.475 1.909 1.536

4-.5 0.691 0.433 1.981 1.606
5.0 0.663 0.397 2.046 1.672
6 0.614 0.340 2.158 1.801
7 0.572 0.297 2.250 1.923
8 0.536 0.263 2.328 2.042
9 0.504 V.236 2.395 2.156

10 0.476 0.214 2.453 2.267
fl 0.451 0.195 2.504 2.376
12 0.429 0.179 2.551 2.483
13 0.409 0.166 2.592 2.588
14 0391 0.154 2.630 2.692
15 0.375 0.1" 2.665 2.794

16 0.360 0.135 2.698 2.895
17 0.347 0.127 2.730 2.994
18 0.335 0.120 2.760 3.092
19 0.323 0,114 2.787 3.189
20 0.312 0.108 2.812 3.286
25 0.270 0.086 2.921 3.758

30 0.238 0.071 3.004 4.214
35 0.213 0.060 3.070 4.659
40 0.194 0.052 3.132 5,095
50 0.164 0.041 3.220 5.946
75 0.120 %. n°7 3.373 7.995
100 0.096 0,020 3.480 9.966

-- L
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Section IX - Tabular Methods of Solving the Problems of

Interior Ballistias.

Chapter 1- The Importance of Tabular Methoda for

Artillery Practice.

Ix. 1910 Prof. N. Droadov designed his tables in

which p% , 5 and (7)wr gvn This was an in-

portant step in the progress of Interior Ballistics.

Not only did the direct problem receive a simpler and

shorter solution but inverse problems involved in the

desieing of guns received their simpler solutions:

the evaluation of assuring the desired at given

Swith the complete burning within the bore(4< (a)
the determining of the web of powdbr assuring the de-

sired ; the comparison of severa2 variants with

changeable W and 2C, but with constant etc.

These tables were immediately admitted in practice, ex-

panded, supplemented and in 1933 republishsd and used

as the basis fcr other tables published by the chair of

Interior Ballistics of the Artillery Academy for prwders

wita constant surface of burning. In 1933 were also

published the tables of the Artillery Scientific

Research Institute (Russian abbreviated title -A./Hil
in whicli for given loading conditions can be found not
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only 14 LO., 74, but also velocities and times as

functions of .

Thus such empirical sources as Led,o's formulas or

Heidenreich's tables became obsolete mainly because of

their uselessness when evaluations of the powder charge

or of the size of powder grain were necessary. In 1942

Tables of the Chief Artillery Board ( FA.Y.) were pub-

lished under the supervision of Prof, V. Sloukhotzky in

three parts and with the Special Fourtli part for the

.*se in the ballistic design of guns.

A general outline of the procedure of tabulation.

In order to have tables applicable to guns of all cali-

bers the initial equations used for calculations are

written in relative terms i.e. i .s used instead of

C , the relative travel A= which is the number

of volums of gas expansions (.-:e); or are
used instead of A The constants are selected in

dimensionless form as for example:

8 'S - (Drosdov's r.rameter)

' a S(Bianchi - Grave)

-r (at



In general there arv. 3 parareters, involved in the e-

quaticas containing ba.llistic vartables an~'Bd

A- f and one independent variable (argument) X .

Parameters are; , aO,/- characteristics of powde,:

Co./ - characteristic cf gases

characteristic of the form of
powder grain.

- characteristic of the riflings
and driving band

and A - characteristics of the load-
ing conditions

A natural way for reducing number of parameters s to

consider several of them as constants; for instance:

if 7 4 # 40 and 0 are cons tant then A 9A
and A will be funotions of only 2 parameters B and

A and tables will be with two entries.

There is another way of reducing number .of para-

meters; it is possible to select more complex variabLes

and more complex parameters but then the use of tables

becomes more complicated.
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Chapter 2 - Tables for Determining the Principal

Elements of a Firing C !~ H Z,
1. Prof. N. Drosdov's Tables,

These tables are constructed for the strip powders .th

the average values ao f = 1.06 and = -0.08. The

constant characteristics are:f,?5oooo ''n 's.t;d/ ~ o

Entries in table are; A and B =

These tables are given at the end of book (Appendix 2)

in four parts: Part I for , ; Part II for

Part III- and Part IV fcr 10 / 9i.?)

These tables are constructed for Z= 1.06 and m- 4--09

2or the strip powder having r = 950,000. But

practice shows that the 7 perforation powder produces

the same pressures and velocities which can be obtained

at the same values of powder charges using the strip

powder.. if their webs P 4*and wI!ll be

taken related eaca to the other as follows:

V7. 00 V .V
(e. 7
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If we apply these tables when the actual value of f
is not 950,OOO but f, than the egtry 2 is taken as

(f& ;B)for finding b,, ; and for findingZ~ we

multiply its tabular value by If is

not 1.05 then the correction for 2 will be a factor

2. Tables of the Chair of Interior Ballistics of

the Artillery Academy (C. I. B. ).

These tab3es calculated under the supervision of Prof.

I. Grave in 1933 for any values of i and 0 for powder

having the constant burning surface (long tubular powder).

Tbm calculations were based on formulas given by Bianchi

and improved and developed byProf. Grave. As constant

paramters were taken:

The entkies are; A and the parameter of loading condi-

tions 2 ,AV C=

H is given from 2 to 0.5 or C from 0.10 to 0.40 in

steps 0.01 and A from 0.10 to 0.90 in steps of 0.01.

These tables give and 2'. t slightly lower than they

are obtained from Drosdov's tables, Differenc "-,

are about 10% for and 2% for n. can be explained



as results of difference in the values of ) : In

Drosdov's tables T0 1.06, ara in Tables (C.I.B.)

- 1.0. Yet this difference in fk accounts for only

about 8% out of the total 10% difference in * The

remaining 4% also lave their explanation in that approx-

imation introduced by Prof. Grave into the integration

of the equation giving as a function of X . This

approximation results in the higher values of e and

lower values c A as compared with and 4 in

Drosdov's Tables.

Chapter 3 - Detailed Tables for the Curves of Pressures

and Velocities.

.1. Tables of the Artillery Scientific Research

Institute (ASRI) (in Russian A. H.H1 933.

Tables of Drosdov and Grave give A, e., & A and
; for '. we have to sks additional calculat-ons

because we need 4. which is not given in Tables.

There also are not given the intermediate values of

vQ e and values of the ti.- , . The ASRI tables

are the next step in the progress of table contruction.

They are based on the same constants used by Prof.

Drosdov and on Drosdov's formulae and they furnish all

neceasar data for the construction of c urves 1 ,,,

I'~sr
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and(4t').Thq have thrse entries;fr

every A va-ying in steps CC 0.01 from 0.05 to 0.95

there are 2 entries of 48 and A~ -a .* Parame ter 49

varies from 0.7 to 3 and for A? 0.8 8 varies from

1.2 to 1.4; parameter A varies from 0 to 15. Veloci-

ties and times are given in proviaory units. Hence tab-

ulated values and tg should be converted into

actual values 6and t by the following multiplications:=e
(here e_ in d M ).

These tables are used for the strip powder having its

a 1.06 and %A -- 0.06, but the same conversion factor

0.7 can be used in order to make these tables calcula-

ted for strip powder with its web applicable to

7 perforation powder with its web (2) if we will

take 7/10

One important defect in these tables was found and cor-

rected by Prof. Bravin in 1935; ca.culations of time

for the first interval of A from 0 to 0.i were all

wroxg aImost to the extent of 100% on account of the

erroneous (not sufficiently accurate) evaluation cf the

initi al interval of time t &I, . ProV. Brav!n

gave the formula; 6' 3e '. A
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2. Tables of the Chief Artillery Board (in Russian

CA.Y). These tables were published in 1942. Being

similar to Tables (A-./I.A they are more convenient

and accurate and have a larger range of variations of

parameter 9 (from 0 to 4 ). They have 4 parts:

Part I - tables for pressures; Part II - tables of tab-

ulated velocities 4 . = .v

Part III- tables of tabulated times; ./O

Or

Parameter A varies in steps of 0,01 from 0,05 to 0.95

Tables are oaloulatod for: f = O, . .1

* a1. 6 ; / 300 o9 a m 0.2;

M. 1L.06; A a-.06; (9 i1

Part IV - Special tables for the ballistic design of

pnfl.

Ohapter 4 - Tables Based on the Generalized Formulae

with the Reduoeu Number of Paranaters of with the

Rela tive Variables,

1. Formulae and Tables due to Pruf. B. Okonev.

This work of Prof. Okounev is one among several similar

works of Russian balliaticians published in 1939-1941

in which in order to reduce a large number of paraneterA

I



and to avoid dealing with the absolute values of the

principal elemnts of firing, the authors (Profs.

Drosdov, Ckounev, Gorokhov, Oppokov) introduced group-

irg paramters and relative variables. Prof. Okounev's

method has the following relative variables:

and generalized peran, ters,.: #-y 1r. asA:

here: A2 4" and ? 'is a parameter ued in Pyro-

statics for calculation of * (Part I, Section II).

Prom: 8#~U~
IA

argumenit and 5 ari~amt . %, Z*//i but not of 8

parameters as "e bad beforb, Pxof. Oko'2nev gave tables
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IV ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n as-~a functionsofprastr Xan

thNormal va othe parameters e/.: in used .

whi ma valeucios of ths paaetr are o ld

and; R1, - 0.01108

The relative maximum pressure 17 % and the veloc-Wr

Ity ?/a (during the first period) are given in the fol-

lowing expressions; /7

hare: /', . and , are the same as we had

thim bef ea and:

r )

I'
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Then;

The results obtained by Prof. Drosdov from the use of

these parameters and variables were applied by him for

various investigations of the oomparative significance

in varying certain factors affecting the value of 1 ;

for instance he gave tables ahowing how MAQ, AO ,Y f

+1' . -f -' A C . Ai

and A6 cre related to the crresponding value c f

(t--e- tbis -Ire partly Sa.-. jln LO - J - VV. V,,t

3. Formulas and tables obtained by Mr. Gorokhov

and Mrs. Sviridov (1940).

Using parameters and variables involved in Prof.

Drosdov's solution-and introducing a new parameter

z/ ./

the authors gave the following expression for the trav-

el of the 'n:ojectile; ev(tAp)f/4-P( 13 7#

Here: 9: *n/s* #4~,~

X(~ ) Cp7-

oa
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7or log Z'(tdL(IAV) are given tables i

which; 0 <</0"S ;" O4-8aO.; ', 3 n -/I.

Tormula. for the pressure; /7-z

For the maximum pressure J=#fdetrmined by the for-

Mula I+ 1

for special table is given

These tormulae are used in oases when conventional con-

stan to ( Oct P~, t to' 6 % ) are somewha t devia ted f rom

their normal values, and in oases of composite charges

or when the burning out of slivers of the progressive

powder should be coneidered.

Ohapter 5 - General Information on the Thecy of

Siia ri ty

1. Theoretical fundamentals.

Guns are ballistically similar when thir curves e)
and ( LP( are similar - i.e. can be made identical by

the appropriate selection of scales. Algebraical ex-

pressions of* this requirement are as follows;

6A * I.* for pressure curves.

%e Oa vpf)- for velocity curves.



When 4 is not the same in bot.h guns then this require-

ment results in theneoessity that Of* , which can-7

not be realized in practice; this is the reason for con-

uidering in a similarity discussion only cases when A

is the same in both guns. The following relative var-

iables and parameters are consdered in theory of sim-

U ilarity: - -

tw wit Wihe0

Tor two guns with the sam A their Ae ) curves

and 9 24e) curve will be similar if for the same value

tX the values of A V 4A wil. be the sam, and this

result can be realized only under conditions that:

1. The nature of the powder ( '.d #) is the

same.

2. The form of th6 powder ( . ) is the same.
3. or is the same.

4.. Parameter is the same.

Then the following elements will be idtintical:

A e ; '.0



and the curves ( /, A ) and ( 3 /6 ) will be identical,

hence the curves ( A -e) and ( I& t) will be similar,

for these 2 guns, during the whole first Period.

For the end of burning ( 1 1) we will have the same

values k jo x, A,, A, for both guns.
For the same period: A

l -tA 4.,..A)/-

Thus the above shown results are only expression of the

fact that all the calculated tables are nothig but the

practical application of the theory of similarity.

2. Some theorems of the theory of similarity.

Definitions;

1. Geometrically similar gun barrels are such which

have their linear dimensions proportional to their cal-

ibers, their cross-sec ional areas proportional to the

squares ct the calibers and their volumes of chambers

and kanals proportional to the cubes of calibers.

2. Two guns having their weights cf powder charges

and projectiles proportional to the cubes ot their cali-

bers are called similarly charged guns.



Theorem 1. For geometrically sizm!lar and similarly

charged guns their curves (pf ) anid ( will be

similar if the webs of powders or the impulses .44 for

these guns are proportional to their calibers. This

rseun,) In obtainable from the equality of the para-

itern S far these Gin.

Theorem 2. In similar and similarly charged guns %he

equal relative travels A correspond to the equal

pressures and equal velocities of projectiles. This

tesult m respect to pressures is obtaimble from the

similarity of pressure curves at the same A and equal
Cw ' W4I8 For similarly charged guns f, .t- and

P4,and ienoe V
Theorem 3. At firings from the same &n at the same

pow4er charge and at the samne A the obtained muzzle

velocities 2% and W.* will be related as;

This result is obtainable from g,*4 1,,as it fol-

lows from given cond itions at given A, ,4 and A;.
I

F co-t. an UV wewill hve

i.e. the impulses and i will be proportional to
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the square roots-o ofari

Bat it should be remembered that at every chare from

one gun to another with another caliber the web of

powder, the nature of the powder, A and the eat

losses are all changed also and this fact leads to the

oonolasion that the theorems of the theory of similar-

ity can be admitted only as certain approximations of

the real relationships.

mo



ection I - Ballistic Design ct the Guns.

General Renarks.

Tbo most important basic problem of ballistic design

is to find all the constructional data ait loading con.-

ditions at which a given projectile will be propelled

with a desired muzzle velocity at the nximum pressure

not exceedirg a given limit. The constructional data

consists ofj Chamber volume W; cross-sotion of

bore S I length of travel alorg the bore e.; length of

hamber 4 (considering its wdonixg %I ); the number of

volume of, expansionsA. th total length of

canal L.,and the *olume or the canallo;W**SC u£ w.

The loadig conditions L.reo the relative

weildht cc obiarge f of a givvn aort of powder(A,)

4; density at loading 4 ; dimensions and form of

powder grains; the impulse .4a' -w The curves
e ), ( t/ ), (/D,{) and ( ',I) present the in-

itial basic material for the further caloulatius of de-

signers: the mechanical designerp the ammunitioyt design-

er# powder engineer and technologists all start their

work ith tbose basic curves. Thus the rational ballis-

tic design of the gun barrel i the true basis of the

desip. o* the whole artillery system, and the 'agree of



*ratiomllA" of the ballistic daign is conlitioned by

the completeness of studying of all the relationships

between the pressure, velocity and travel of the projeo-

tile. The pro~blem ct ballistic design always has a

plurality ct solutions or determinations of construc-

tional details which may be used lor producing a desired

muzzle velocity for a given projectile. Also the ration-

al aethod of design is supposed to give the maximum

number of variants with the proper criteria of their

appraisals. It should be remembered, however, that not

only ballistic factors and relationships axe to be taken

into consideration; tbere are other additional criteria

derived from the tecdnico-tactical requirements closely

onnected with every given type of a designed gun. Very

often there are also additional requirements concerning

the weight of a gun or weight of the whole system, the

total length of a gns, cc the maximum of en~egy deliver-

ed i.e. the gun power. The effective 3kill

of the artillery constractor is displayed in hit ability

to produce a design which in rational from the ballistic.

viewpoint and satisfies at the same time the technico-

tactiob.. requirements. The rational methods of ballis-

tic design mast show the shortest way to thS proper



selection of one variant among all investigated variants

of the desired system. General trends of varying para-

eters must be wall known and clearly understood. The

qualitative evaluations ct the service effectiveness and

expediency of a designed system &re 6upplemonted by the

quantitative relationships specified by the caloulations.

The principal relationships between the oenstruotion-

al data of a gun and the loading conditions are thu sub-

jet of the "Theoretical Fundamentals of the Ballistic

Design of the Gunw.

The establishment of such general relationships noo-

eesary for ballistic design involves the construction of

nortain auxiliary tables and the use of several Lunotions

which can be derived from the basic tables given by

Prof. N. F. Drosdov as well as of tabioa cf ASRI and

Chief Artillery Board, 3uch tables can be used not only

for strip powders with f = 950,000 kg.-./kg but also

for other powders and even for composite obarges of the

two different types. All the principal assumptions of

Pyrodynamic8 (geometrIc law of burning). the law cf the

rate of burning ( U-- , ) the average pressure behind

the projectilo, etc. are takea Into account in all



theoretical discussions of balli-tic design. Here is

presented a list of several authors and their work in

this field.

Prof. N. Droado (1910-1948) has paved the way for

ballisti* design and has laid the foundation for the

Russian 2chool principally in the direction of the

search for the optimum &n which produces the maximum

(~ at a given length of a SLn and a maximum pres-

mire. The French school defines the optimum gan as a

Sun with the maximum total work., at its maxi-

Prof. T. Grave (1934-1937) in his course on Pyro-

dynamics gave a very complete exposition of the theory

of ballistic design with his own original researches in

this fiold.

Prof. V. Sloukhotzky (1954-1942) has made for the

first tim an investigation of the problem of the life

of a gun bore. Under his supervision have ben published

the Tables of the Chief Artillery Board (CAB) Teoles,

with his own Tables of ballistic design.

Prof, B. Okounev (1939) has made an analysis of the

comparative effects of various parameters on the

Oprohct'vit-- of an artillery system, const:'iuned series
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of special tables and gave generl priiples for a ra-

tional selection of the best ballistic design.

Prof. D. Ventzel (1939-1946) gave the theory ct the

ballistic design of small arms with special tables.

Docent U. Gorokhov (1940-1945) has published several

special researches with tables and diagrams on the Sen-

oral theory of ballistic design,

Prof. 2. N, Bersbryakov in 1940 has proposed a &sn-

oral concept of wae economic loading conditionsO and

dave a theory of "the gun with its minimum vwlusev which

Mesr arked advantages in comparison with the French "gun

of maximum poez". A more gemral approach is given in

a special wDirective Diagra" whioh is used for the sol-

sotion of the required variant. (See Section X, Ohapter 3).

Oapter 1 - Initial data.

- . Balli3tic Garaoteristics of a Gun.

There are 3 grvuas of ballistic charaoteriatiu of

a gun;

1. Construction characteristics of the gun canal.

2, Characteristics of the loading conditions and

,i. Energetic characteristics of the firing.
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A. Conatzuctimal Oaracteris tics of the Canal.

1. Chamber voluL& per unit of weight of the projectile

(-W-) is a vcry important factor affecting Z4.The
range ct variation of (- )is from 0.1 to 2.0. Sometime

another ratio (a) varyirg from 1.6 tG 33.0 is also

used.

2. %engths of the barrel and of the canal expressed In

oalibers ( tJ and (j~2). 31r high nIzzle velocity

( ,,.- 160A.) these reltive lengths can be as high as

150 or still higber.

3, Th ne t of the expansion voluaes Al=
or thi rel*ive travel of a projeotilo in terms of tih

effective length of the chamber e • This oharateris-

tic is most important determining the very type of a Sun.

In oder uns *. varies from 3.0 to 10 in very pow-

erful gsn A i an o tic gns w th small *han-

4. The characteristic c( the depth of rifling 4$is
determined fra~ m a r&OL Ot ':O.Od, niz.:,

Aet 060.OV /t XO.23S

( is the depth of rifling)

5. The coefficient of the widening (or of the bottle-

nesa).of cham~ber i~s AJ ' Tbis coefficient in
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guns varies from 1.05 to 3.0; in small ars X may be

as high as 1.0.

B. Oharacteristios of the Loading Gondit.ons .

6. The density of loading (4) varies within a very

wide range. In small arms A = 0.80-0.95; in very pow-

erful guns = - 0.65-0.78, in ordinary guns A a 0.55-

-0.70; in howitzerm (full cbarge). = 0.45-0.60, in how.-
itzere (redced o1arges) =',,V o.5; tn miVWthr(owere

.0-0.12. As a rule A is itcreased with increaees

ta a nd 7.

7. The relative weight of a charge (W4 largely offect-

ing te velocity of a projectile as well as the workz

producing the movent of the charge gases, varies from

0.01 to 1.5.

8. The coefficient of the weight of a projectile C
primarily %:fects the velocity of a proje;Vile.

At a giiren velocity the values 1C (~,* )
and (2-are all proportional to CI ; tn smalltr %2

the smaller is Ihe web al a powder at tho same raximum

pressure 4 .

For- armor-piercing shells; Ct /6-It 14f

For high-explosive shells., 1~/~/
,.

For armor-piercing shells with cor; C /O ,



7or bulets (heavy *ith core); -*i-3O.

9. The relative impulse (in calibers) is charac-

teristic of the gnn power and of the conformity of the

web ct powder with the o eallbse # _. here teis aeb)

In mall arms at 'P % 70'f. S000 in the

anti-tank rifles Z 'o

'0. The loading paramter tZIgis a combiaticn of

%and dr? and is the basic characteristic affesting

the value of it and " - The normal range or variation

foz a in from 1.9-2.0. It is very convenient to write

S in such t way that will show the relative (not

absolute) values of the separate factors of loading con-

ditions, fcr examples 0'

here isa4 a function ctrcV

Here a2) ffects the value of /tand 4K without e,

marked c .ang o n .in.The ratios (V) an o4

largely .and thir influence on / can ba cnm&-

sated by t" correspondiug change in (*2)
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C. The 3nergetic Gharaeteristica

11. The coef fic ient of the gun poe: l

Normally qvaries between 100 to 1700(-$

12. The coefficient of the utilization of the unit of

the weight of charge :

?or guns of medium power: = 120-140

?orvery high 440 - DO- 80

Tor small arms; 4W = 100-110

For howitzers (full oharge): O = 140-160

13. The efficiency of the power co rger
varies from 0.20 to 0.30.

14. The oheracteristio of the looation of projectile

at the end of buming #:

For guns . = 0.50-0.70

For howitzers; 0.25-0.30 (full charges)

15. The obaraoteristic of the utilization cf the work-

ing volume (bore) of tbs dun can&l W.. :

here:~ W A;.

With the increased Aj. from 3 to 10, .normaily ia

decreased from 0.70 to O.40,o
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()f tha n e16. The enaracterlis~a If U-U6 4..

volume o the gun uanal We a

here Wc ZW(I # ) S ol + e
or: , .s

17. The safe number of firings, A', which a gan can

stand is given by Prof. V. Sloukhotzky (I941):

•~ ' .L. /. A t,.', - ,.4 -

Here; - factor depending on caliber; A' factor

depeiing on the pitch o' riflingi 4 -the coerficient

varying vdth the depth of rifling. 4 - ditueter

of the driving band; d -caliber; i -thickness of the

working layer cr the bore; L, -'emperature of the

buming O; -toughness of the metal of the bore;

h- an average velocity of the gases in the nozzle

of the chamber du3iig the travel of the projectile in

the bore; 4 -an average velocity of gases in the

nozzle of the chamber during the Oafter-effectm period.
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A- engraving preasurc. The values of A and O
are in " ; IbP C . Q)- R~.; /is given as a

function of the caliber d :

d ; 50; 100; 150; 200: 25G; 300; 14:1.0;N1.o

K,100: 15.80 7.10; 3.40; 2.00; 1.98; 1.3;

1/6 $ is 1.28 for gune; and 1.40 for small arms.

The ratio ( i3 too small in comparison withA ()

The ratio(' I is given in the followi~ table as a

function cX A) and and %
hoe.: e. C,+A.6 d

h'snoe ; -=- /

2. Collection and Ca;Lculatiwon A the Preliminary Data

Having as given caliber a , weight of projectile

and M. the preliminary data are collected from the

information related to the similar gns: c; w e "

characteristics cf powder( f, (:O9) its dimensions

and form aD Z . ~;~

In tables usually is given - the langt'U af the

rifled bore, thent 4= e'e(0.S" Z1)OI , 0.5 - for the

old projectiles, .0 for the new projectiles.
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Uing theso, data by calculations the following. character-

isti*A are found-A; CU ~ ;~ L.

M. 241 00. A.

3. Slection of the Ballistic Criteria for the Comara-

tive Evaluation of Variants.

From given data we know only Cr and C. the rest

of characteristics will be found in the calculation of

-variants. The most important characteristics are theWa. 0,pa; 4,r We
following: a .-

When selecting variants it is advisable to take these,

which have the largest possible ',/wi th and

4M within 0.60 - 0.70; such a choice leads to more

economical utilization of the charge with the smai.'er

_ and with the greater A?, (for inoreasirg N).

But larger and result i etn mle

There are several approaches for finding certain com-

promises, conciliating this contradiction. For example,

Prof. B. Okounev (1939) suggested taking the value of

//-. as the characteristic of an advantageous

variant.

I
A



r '" . this being.... 97TW "

not affected by has its maximum value at - =

w0.52. Prof. Okounev suggests for small arms > 0.52

(0.55-0.56) and for guns of high power; )<0.52(0.48-

0.50). Prof. I. Grave as a further development of

Prof. Okounvts idea ,

(without giving values of m and n)

Prof. M. Serebryakov found that gives

better results with varying from 0 to 1.5. The

exponent t or H" somehow depends on the type of a

gun and thus reflects to a certain extent the influence

of teohnioo-tactical requirements. Prof. Sloukhotzky

found that very good results are obtained using as the

criterion for the usefulness oi a selected variant the

value of., Z t. 4V

This criterion takes iato account not only the ballistic

requirements out constructional and economical ones as

well. The constiuctional factor is: = zi ( A-i

the length of the whole barrel of a gun). The economi-

cal factor is; N. But it should be admitted that this

question of the most reliable combined criterion still

is in th" phase of a preliminary accumulation of
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awniia~nt! Act._ an___ mmnwvti tasaearches. The very

selection of the initial variants is usually made by

using speoial graphs cr Tables. Ong of the most usable

graphs is given in the Fig. 157.

C,

/Ow ,400 20

Soo ./10
.8

6
4

2

a 20 0 0 OU1/

Fig. 157 -The principal ballistic characteristics.



The followding characteristics are given in Fig. 157 as

functions of the relative length of the whole barrel

7 ) . The c oaffic ient a; cp a , W. wr ;,W*-;
and * The coefficient & the utillzdtian of the

charge ap % . A marked advantage of this graph

is in its independence of gun calibars. The horizotal

(0 ) - axis is marked in accordance with the cor-

respondirg lengths of various types of guns:

4 /0" -mortars.

E>/O - howitzers.

- field guns.

- naval gum.

IiV0- long distance guns.

This graph was devised by the enginesr N. Oupornikov for

guns manufactured by the Shneider Creuzot C (1930)

Prof. Sloukhotzky (1931) gave the following Table

in which the charaot *,-.ii1%tics ,; ;;%p

arsepresoented as functions of 6's The Table pre-

sented here is a considerably improved and enlhged

variant, of the original Table of 1934.
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Prof. Sloukhotzkys Table

100 124 1700 0.50 1.02 14

200 120 1950 0.55 1.09 23

300 117 2200 0.59 1.18 31

400 114 2400 0.62 1.28 38

500 112 2600 0,64 1.39 44

600 110 2800 0,66 1.50 51

700 108 2950 0.67 1.61 57

800 107 3100 6e68 1.73 64

900 106 3250 0.69 1.85 71

1000 105 3350 0.69 1.98 78

1100 104 3450 0.70 2.11 85

1203 104 3550 0.71 2.25 91

1300 103 3650 0.71 2.40 98

1400. 103 3750 0.72 2.57 105

1500 102 3900 0.73 2.75 112

1600 102 4000 0.74 2.95 119



Chapter 2 - Theoretical Fundamentals of Ballistic

Desian (1941)

1. The most advantageous and economical densities of

loading at a given maximum iressure b

At a given A dP and ) the weight of charge G)

and the web (")can bo varied with preserving

its given value; then the muzzle velocity V. will also

vary and a systematical tracing of these variations of

V. reveals some important relationships between

an d A.The min Imum of A at

which we may obtain a given AM will be at the instan-

taneous burning of powder in the chamber before the be-

ginning of the projectile's travel, then:

I I or and

or: Cal WO OV

Now keeping A constant we will increase ) and the

parameter having~ /

where V, 60 (see formula 74

then we will have:

p'- U
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hereK K wpS&P
is increased when 40 is increased, home e,

must be increased. With these increases in QJ and e,

ths value (see (0)) e.

will be decreased ( A will be closer to the beginning

of motion) and the end of burning ( 4 ) will approach

the mu~zle, and at certain value of will be

equal to eo. (the end of burning will be exactly at

the muzzle). On further increases in 4 and Z we

will have incpmplete burning and V. will be de-

creased. The experiments and calculations show that at

this increase in 4 from A. to A the muzle vel-

ocity U2 will pass through its mximum (as is

shown in Fig. 158).

4 i t IViI I
I I I

4, 4. A

F'ig. 158 V.as a function of .A at the constantA#
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Thus at A <j and .4 i and &r.

is such density of loading at which for a given powder,

at given / the muzzle velocity will be at its maximum.

This density'of loading 4 is called V-A most advan-

tageous density of loadiog. The difference (2& X 24

is e11il enough (0.5-2%) and the Frswh School of ballis-

ticians for a lorg time considered 2 as the maximum

when the end ct burning was reached at tbo muzzle.

Theruf or* a Aare loco tod between ( A. , 4)

and a cartain pair (4,.&) vhich has ?t r and

A e,,dj can be determined. This density of loading

in called the economical density ct loading. The

en, ot' burning with 4 will be earlier than at A,,

or a . At is considerably (5% or 10%) smalle.

than . In the following Table 16 calculated for
f 6 an 46 2500 we find the characteristics

calculated for various 4 among which are taken A.

and 4



Table 16

Ax= 6.0 A = 2500

0.21 0.55 0.65 0.70 0.75

0 0.30 0.55 0.72 1.00

.= 425 613 644 648 644

& 178 130 121 114 ,105

be considered as the most advantageous density of load-

Ixig. The densities Aw. A. and 4j are functions

or A ,and /! for a given form of pow dr. The fo I-

lowirg Tables 17, 18, 19 show how At, 4" and
parameter 4 are all increased with A,.and A .

These Tables are calculated for the iollowlng character-

istics. .1"0; XtPA = -0.06 ; (  = 1.05;

7' = vo0,U00 .( ; -1..-- = 6;

0 o.2 ; 3 0 0oo
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konoioa1 Densitics of LoAxldn A

1-imstantansous buriAg; -the =st Qkdvantaqous donsity of loading (mini-
ma ot VO).

iWOU 2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000 3200 3400 3600

2 0.41. 0.144 10.48 0.52 0.55 0.58 0.62 0.65 0.68 0.71
S 0.46 0.52. 0.55 0.8 0.62 0.63 0.68 0.71 0.74 0.76
4 0.50 0.54 C.59 0.63 0.66 0.70 0.73 0.75 0.78 0.80
5 0.52 0.7 0.61 0.65 0-69 0.72 0.75 0.7 0.80 10,82
6 0.5. 0.5w 0.63 0.67 0.70 0.73 0.76 0.9 0.81 0.84
7 0.55 0.60 0.64 006 72 0.75 0.7 1 0.80 0.83 0.86

a o.56 0.61 0.66 0.70 o.73 0.76 0.79 0.82 0.84 0.87
9 0.58 0.63 0.68 0.72 0.75 0.79 0,61 0.84 0.86 0.88

MeO -~eIo6 I t"W I 2 .§U 1066 1o8 1071 10o 10,79 1

wetr B-at tbo ft "mCal leldim Conditions

2 1.45 1 1.47 IA8 1.49 1.50 1.51 1. 56 .. 6o 1.64 1.6a
3 1.74 1.76 1.78 1.80 1.83 1.84 1.85 1. 7 l.9 1.90
4 1.94 1.96 2400 2.03 2.05 2.06 2.07 2.08 2.10 2.10

5 2.07 2.10 2.12 2.14 2.'.5 217 12.19 2.21 2.24 2.27
6 2.10 2.22 2.24 2.24 2.24 2.2,5 2.26 2.30 2.32 2.41
7 2.28 2.30 2.30 2.31 2.33 2.35 2.7 2.39 2.48 2.56

8 2.34 2.36 2.W 2.42 2.44 2.46 2.48 2.52 .,55 2.61
9 2,47 '4,50 2.54 2,57 2.60 2.62 2.64 2,66 2,69 2 .7

10 i 2 . 6--- 12.68 12.70 2.72 2.74 2.80 12.82 12.8..)

I~~- i d - -. . -i -,
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2. The Principal Relationships and Graphs for the

Constructional Elements of the Gun Canal

The initial formula is the formula for velocity during

the second period because it was already shown that the

best utilization of the volume of canal ( W ) and of

the weight of the charge is obtained when the burning of

powder is ended within the bore ie. when ., 0.5

0.7.

Prom (24) (See Part II) we have:

I . /ArI-eL4

'L4 ? W A=I=W. (19

Here: aou "a'

Denoting: ::) (#4t A

and solving (119) with respect to We we will
'WO

have:;CZW 
4A

For ths volui-2 "k

or: +- (121

For the total
length of trave! nf
the projectile.
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From Prof. Droadov's Tables we have that and

are affected only by 4and p Dhsnceko(/,

Nowr- f. "a z 4(a--

is a function only ct ~ and K (constant

at gi.,ven4

At f = 950,000; 0 0.2; 7 98. 1 A

t Xj) 'lpI

Then (120) will be; W e T ff tive 7

4Tgia n )wl e w "c._or, oa .. .

e n thevolum() isal a

funcutionc only of two 7ariables and CIO Now

ins toad of and -)we can insert the relative
lengths of' the whole canal (-)and cf the length of

the chamber (W) in calibers. The effective length of

canal e4., andWOS /- O 4
Tben (122) will be., Cb + Cz.7 (13

4( $4 5 *j 1 T ~ *
is a function of 4 and ( 11).j The factual ).ngth of the cana:L e.. +~
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d~notig.- e- toe.4.o. <-- + e., ,.- e-e -X

Then (123) will be: 4C ~ & A o t 14

and L.,er IA(125)

Now a general conclusion is, that at given d, f, z?-
(as always is in the case of ballistic design) all the

constructional elements cf the gun canal, namely - the

whole volume W, its working part W.= S. ,ohamber

volume W and actual canal length /, (considering the

widening of a chamber) - all these elements are functions

only of 2 variables (loading conditions): A and .(CO

This result means, that if we will consider three co-

ordinates Z and then the coordirate

can be assigned as one of the following var-

and in each ease we will have an equatico of a certain

surface. The analyses cf all these cases shows that at

given . and /m all these surfaces, except in casegiven

of the surface &e /fA,!Jare asymmetric surfuce.

(ht.,iouk= hAving L, -ir convezities turned dawn.
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(see Pig. 159). Their lowest pointe correspond to the

minimum values of We I L. , A,.mentioning only the

me t important elements of the rational 4asirn of a gun.

The simplest surface is; ()

Ub ConIt Pi - Const
,IN bf

%1I I

,C1

w.

A AA

Figure 159

atb'c'd' - surface; -- F(A, ") ' hammock

surface:surace an asymmetric
hyperbo lic chata
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Coordilate A varies from A, (iratantaneous burning)

to Aj (the burning at the muzzle); coordinate (f)

is shown at 0.6; 0.8; 1.0; 1.2.

Parely geomtrical interpretations of the results of

intersections of the surfaces: N-'-q) and

V-xP.;4Af4) with the pls'ies parallel to the

planse' or parallel to tl-& piane Z,)- being

translated into terms ct volume We and We , density

of loading A , and relative weight (i will contain

important information concerning the relationships be-

tween these elements, especially when there are involved

particular cases of determining the minimums of W or

of W or cases requiring the preservation of the con-

stant values of We or We • Schematically these de-

tails are shown in Fig. 159 and Fig. 160 (case of =

,constant)
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Fig. 160 Relatirnnship between We akid W0 &f,

functions of and & at We v Const.
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3. Determini Loadirg oonditiono A and

for a Gun of Minimum Volume - (W
A. Determining 4,.at vhich WC. is minimum (at the

constant f or t ).

Pormala (120) being written in its complete form is;

To find thn minimum WC (we do not know the analytical

expressions of A. and 8 in terms of A ) we should

take a certain constant ) and a series of various,

(plans* paraltcl to the plane (ZO W)n hscnie

the obtained sections of the surface We." Then we

Vlke a onntant A and a series of various (planes

parallel to the plane (Z,A)) . Th. analytical solu-

tion is possible for the case =onst. and =0

(a powder wit4 constant surface of burning) then (126)

will be; r - .
We .. 4 7 - eo4. (127)

At theoconstant~ aim~ A

hoz: . Mt 9= 0.2At 0= .32
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Introdwing a now variable: OC and denoting

,o we will have-

Bir~e o p is independent of A and we Oan

now differentiate (i) with respect to and1 make

this derivative equal to zero$

here: O# oor''esponds to - the most advanta-

geous density of lcading.

and ~ ~ de*not ing: 60

ene:

at 0= .. 12

We have finally:

A(tbe mosat advantageous

W-'see that 4 a i eponden t & and is in-

creased when w4 take a higher t ; tnis A .corres-
ponds to the minimum f K at any value ot - we

call this A - the most advantagcous density of

loading.
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The following table shows how 4 .i affected by the

value o P

,A 4 2000; 2400; 2800; 3200; 3600; 4000 = 1.06

Am& a 0.53; 0.60; 0.66; 0.71; 0.76; 0.81

At Y = 1.00 the above values of A will be increased

at 0.02. There is also an empirical formula for 44 S

.= ' ~ 4,, in inserted into 13 ~/0 9

OConst. Therefare the minimum ca We at any given /

and corresponding value of Am. is always obtained at

the same oonstant value c a which at 0 - 0.2 and

3& 0owl be;13 ,

In Prof. Droedovfs Tables at = 3oo : .1.91-1.93

B. The Moa t Iffi ient Relative Charge (X) at which

the Canal Volume. Wc is Minimum ( A = Constant

If we take a series of constant values of A (planes

parallel to the planW !) we can find the condi-

tions and value of ( ) at vhich W . will be a riinimum.

Now in (126) we bave c = constant and

K= (A +I- c A) G~~~ ~
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Instead of (!) a new variable is taken:

-r. - (r : " " T -.

Hence: . . K.,

then (126) will be

We= .. K

Difftrentiating with respect to tand equating to

zero we have: / r-____ .

or for minimum of We

The left part is a functixi of C and velocityc 4

(given value). The right part "* is given (4-const.,

is given) thus the equation has a certain sclution

at which (%) will be at its minimum. Ixactly

in the same way we will find the following equations for

rl p-oduning the minimum of Z. and the minimum of

4 - Thus we will hav, the following two equations:

onto. 4K, 0<4-n 4

F, __ " -.0 ...... Cc& )
(19
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Values of r.'
at:

xL,.Adi

0.280 1.40
1.30

O.9 0.270 1.20
0240 1.1

0.280 1.00

0.250 OW
0.9 L220 4170

0.240 -O

020 0.210 0.230 Ls

0.200220 0.30
03g50- 09 0.210 0,420

0.190 _ 10

x0 w' -.*0.40
09 IL1 0.1 0.170.2

0.160 0.30
Ois -00.40

01900,120e -0,70

0"O00Z00

. 0 0 1 .0 0 0

Fig. 181 Nomogram. fnr an optimal value of r'
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A special nomogram (Fig. 161) gives solutions of e-

quations (127), (128) and (129) for tha known values of
oe A VA-1 oCA-/

" - -nd (read on the right ecale

and f X, (read on t e left scale)

and the sought for P (read on the middle curvelinear

scale at the intersection with the straJ line passing

through X ' and reading on the right scale). Scales

f r r 1 are given for the three values of 9 k - 0..165,

G 0.181 and C - 0.200. The reading of Jwill be

-ha highest on itj scale fay (127) next lower P"wll

be for (128) and the lowest r will be for (129) - which
meano that A and will

be increased with the decreases in

Thus the gun with the minimum I. will have a larger k

and larger ()than the gun id th the minimum WC, and

the gun with the minimum le will have still larger

values of W. and W than the gun with the minimum J/€"

The conclusion is that the &n with the minimum W

having a desired ! and given ,~*has a smaller W

and a analler than the gun with the minimum Land

minimum 4 . This is the reason for calling such gun

Otr optimum gun*, There are also given special Taie.o

f r(-0') with thentries A and and for

at 9= 0.2.
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As a general conclusion we may state that from general

considerations of the relationships given in Interior

Ballistics we obtain also general regularities showing

how the construotional elennts of the gun canal are

affected by the loading conditions at giveno, f , 4

a /%t . Furthermore., we have mthoCs for determiniag

those leading conditions for a gun with the minimum e.

or an optimum gun. It was also shown that a desired

at given AM P can be obtained at different combinations

;f the eonstructional elements or loading conditions;

we may have this P. at the longer or shorter gan canals

at the larger or smaller W , at the higher and lower

Aand W .

ChaAer 3. Applications of the Obtained Relationships

to tis Praot")al Design c Gun.

1. The "Directive Diagram" its construction and analysis.

A special graph Is shown in Fig. 163 which has been de-

vised as a reliable tool for making a rational anJ effec-

tive selection of the most appropriate variant among sev-

eral others, rhioh all satisfy the imperative require-

ments (ball.stic, technical, tactical, economic) of a

considered project of gun dssigr.
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This graph is called Othe Directive Diagram because

it provides a rational direction for making a difficult

decision. This graph should be constructzd for a given

not ct initial data; .and /) Tba general

idea ct this diagram is the practical use of projections

on the plane A', ) of various plans sections of

the surfaces ( ,A ) and ( ,4,'), which

were shown in Fig. 159 and Fig. 160. All these plane

sections are obtained by the planes parallel to the
j IA)

(jA I %plane. Thus it can be said that the surfaces

(a and WC(ja W, ) are analyzed as by means

of their topographical mops made on the plane fi, )

in fbrm of the concentrical contours for W (located

around certain middle point which is the projection on

the plane A A) of the lowest point of the surface

A; which is the point Af on Fig. 163. The

sections of the surface (A We J are projected

as straight lines all issued from the origin point 0

making various angles with A - axis.
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//4

0 A, AN, I A

71g. 163 - T directive diagram for e selection of

needeC variants.

1. The prinipal point is M representirg the 'in with

mininm W. ; the coordinates of N.are: &, (tb most

advantag,%ous 4 ) an d( tUs optimal cbkarge at given

2. The oval eo~mtrs around . are the lines of equal

tanal voluea ,,,~'(ischore lines of oauaJ)

obtained f-cm the plane sections of the Ohammock surface t

parallel to the pisx,



3. Thi atraIght lineas isuing from the origin 0 ' tb ;

plane (C &)hve their angle OC with the 4 -iix!
determined byI

wioh means that everyore of these straigbt lines repre-

sents the line of equal volume (-WO) These vc,umes

are increased with the angle (9. . The straight liY,

0t e rupresents the volun ( W) corresponding to the
sun With the amm .Two straight lines which

asw tangents so e name oval rup/ r uos gu. mL.. -

aum and minimum of WO corresponding to tm same We -

these extrem values of W.are determined by the coor-

dinates V and A - i.e. definite loading oonditions

for (O Vanid (wS.) -
4. As soon as we know far any point ct tih plane( .A)

corresponding values of jr and we immediately

,an find A ) w. - - 1. e. the number o. vol-

ufs o expansion which is ors 1 the most important

characteristics of a gun. Tim lines of equal A c can

be traced on the plane ( , ) as is shown in dotte

lines marked by numbers from 2.5 to 8 'on FI, 1853.

5. In ts sam y the curves of equal a s

funa tiomi of and (A) ars represented on the dia-

gr=and uiared by h n 3; 4 noA
(l __ -, f '
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The line 1 represents the case in which the bnrning

in rAted wlbou Wiu projectile is at tihe muzzle go, e..)
6. Parameter of loading 8 at civen in s an inoreas-

irg function of 4 and this curve (09, A) is also shown

on Pig. 163. This curve begins at ti point 4- A, and

B )3J at 4 L(marked 4, 3 COl.9l or 1.93.

7. The lime of equal N (number at firings not danger-

ous for a gn) are represented by lines marked N1 Na N.

almost parallel to the A - axis; the larger N is closer

to - axis (N > No> NI) - thus it is advisable to take

amallei f . larger A~ ar2 smaller We (smaler A,.jn r).

8. T1 i dot-dash litm named by the russian letter 3- a

represents the variation of the economic loriai oondi-

tiom and A, ; this line passes , little lower

than the point M, at the ordinate corresponding to A

- the most advantageous density of loading.

9. Tim characteristic cAn be rep-

resented by straight lines parallel to A - axis marked

by the various values of () W

10. Junctional vari ations of - can

be traced along the straight lines repr'isentirg equal

volumes ; in both points of intersects!one of thin

straight line with the counter correspod ig to a
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w9
constant )we will hava also .qua2 W

or equal . . If we draw a perpend Icular from the point

Meon the straight line ct equal O we will mark there

a point ( A on the Fig. 163) which will represent the

minimum WV with the minimum W. and the maximum of

It ca be admitted as a general rule that within the re-

gion to the right and down from the straight line OM10

any point which is moved closer to the point /M@ will

-. W - WO-- - 1 460

&mV Ua UillJW U AU.J5USWA CIAJ U .6aUJ.5W ra&U Vd.0

2. A General Outline of the Practical use f the Direo-

tive Dlaaram.

It is dbvious that at the very beginning of the applica-

tion of the directive diagram we should entirely elimit-

ate its zone to the right and above the line j a

because * - 0.80 means that the powder buming very

likely will not be ended inside the bore. Next, the

entire zone to the left of and above the straight line

O14. should be also rejected as impracticable bccause

this zone refers to very large W and very small A.

Thus the only practical zone for our exploration is a

sector with Its apex at the point 0 and enclosed betw*,.,n

the straight line OM0 afz tb line b" = 0.P. Even



within this sector it in more advisabis to stay within

t part to the right from the ordinate 4, 0.62 -

.,71 for pessures ,C% 2500-3200 W . For the

tubular powders A 0.75 is practically tba limit of

unable densities of loading. For 7 - perforation grain

powder and for small arms it it possible to use A'00.80-

0.90. At the higher 0 3500a the most advantageousA.

in still highor than 0.75 which is unattainable for the

tubular powders and ban it it riao;::17 to m from

the above outlined zone into the sector to tbe left from

the ordiate AM using lower ensities ct loading and

larger , saller and shorter tin of the burn-

ing of the powderl here may be as low as 0.40. This

zone can be used fc the design of howitzers, when the

full charge produces 4" 0.25-0.30 and even at the

small charges the complete Wrning within tbh bare will

be assa red.

The following thirteen pages (pp. 487-500) in the

book describe in detail several practical exampiss of

the use of the directive diagram and calculations of

several variants of the same gun design.
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ChApter XVT. Additional Informtion.

i. how the Variations of the Maximum P;essure

Affect the Oonstructional Data of the Gun a'nd the Load-

ig -Cond itions.,

From;

we may say that the same 2, (t- same area fa we
oan be obtaired at the h~gher 1 and shorter travel

i.e. in a shorterA gue.. Therefore if we ar. interested

In having a sh,.rter gun udh th sam muzzi veixuity A

we have to irease bp and with the inoreased b all

densities of loading 4, A, ,,A,)ill also be in-

creased. Fig. 164 shows how Wand W vary as funo-

q

tions of A at given 1'and with varying ,~

WNIV

NIZ!Z

Fig. 184 WCand Wo as functions of at various' /%?



At the Incoeased AM the ordinates of curves We and W.

are decreased. The following oonolualons can be

drawn from Fig. 164:

1. The increas Ct at the sam value A (point C'

moves into point will affect (de-sae) the volume

W (its length too) not am much as the imrease of

made wth the increased 4 (point C' moves into

po i lt )

2. The increase of A will decrease not only the length

£of te canal kint also the value of As i.e. the relative

volume ct chamber will be incroased.

3. The product J.We remains nearly a constant; there-

:ore we may write: !x2 &z*(7::
and aleso7,0'7 wihaerltosisvyhlp

with the minimum volume, the cbtairAd length is larger

than a given length - then the only means to secure
desired l]ngth will be the increase in

2. How the Characteristics of the Powder Affect the

LoadirgOoxdttic and the Constr~ctional Data .r a

Designed gun.

The nitroglycerine powders, being more powerful than the

pyroxylin powders, -ve a higher 4emperature of burniag

It



whioh fact largely affects "the life' uX a gun. Special

wcold powders (nitroguariwtl liave been designed which

have lower temperature of burning ani smaller All

the tables aar onoetructed for tbe pyroxyJ1iu powders and

it Is somtims h1ghly desirable to evaluate a possible

deviation from the tabulated data if cthar kinds of pow-

dorm are used. The following characteristics of powders

are taken into consideration.a C, . The rate of

burniag U, is included in the value of

Only four tines of powders are compared, and the pyrox-
F .in OW~ p i rs 6 are the rt-A-M VXYWII . .--a-=A ty..

9IO2at tve Table of Powders

i i r Jir iI Io w er _ _ _JJlt o a a n dln - 865 1~ .0 0.220 gi
2 Nrom lin 1 5_ _ 1.00 0.200

Nit1'oglerine 105 0.905. 0.181 110.5%

Nitroglycerine I 115 0.8251 0.165 11.0%II., 2oerful}



Table ot Oomparattve Values cA Ballistlo Character-

jllo. Obtainable with Four Tjpe, of Powders far the

2M of tI Minimum Volume.

0 1or tgristios 1 2 3

Foroo f 31 1100 110.5 21.0

2 Temperature ct Burning T W 100 1 2 146
P wtatter -,& IQ W_ M~ In I 0

4, The most advantageous d1nsity

of loading Am& 97 100 102.2 103.15 Optimum efticiency )111.2 100 89.3 80.

6 Optimum relative oharge'f ' 110.7 100 90.1 81.

7 Ohamber volum W 114. 100 88.2 78.1

8 Number of w 1 e ofb
expansion 772 91.0 100 108.3 117.

* jLngth of travel 104.7 .0 95.2 92.0

10 canal volume We 107 100 931a

1 Travel at t an d of I
burnintg 99.1 100 101.5 101.0

S- - ^^ .. i% ̂^,, A a .-.-

is 14pOoefiom of e 122.*WaWWon [
16 Cff -t . a 90.8 100 10.8 9.

17 Tompe."aturo of gases at
the mazzle 79 100 126 155

18 i0 102. 104.1

19 Safe number of firings N 209 LO0 37.8 12.8j



Since the ballistic design usually bert±s_ With the oal-

oulations of the gun with the minimum volumr (tbd initial

point A at the directive d 4-'ram), all the above shown

deviations were calculated for the gun of minimum volume.

But it is important to remember that the &n with mini-

mum volume can be reoommended only for oases of higu

NUMSml Veloc4ty (150OFV". 1, * n canes Otlower ri-z"1-

velocities we should consider guns with the smaller W

and smaller W i.e. to explore that sector of the dir-

Scve dagram which is to the right and down from the

central point A. (minimum volume gun). But uven in

these oases the above Table still can be used when m con-

sidersd powder is different from the powdur taken in CAB

Tables and when the analyzed variant ct a gun bas not

ainimum volume. (CAB means Chief Artillery Board)

.1. The Relationship Between the eight of the Barrel of
ft n its Constructional Details at a gien i~nR_
In some cases the weight of the barrel at may serve as

a criterion in selecting the proper variant. Haeo* it

is desirable to know how Q is affested by the varia-

times c the constructional slements of a &un cr by the

loading conditions. VIg. 165 shows 3 guns differ'ng by

their Aj. at the same q. and A. . Our problem is to
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find how Q will vary with A. Fig. 166 gives a

aolbmatic view ct a Sun barrel (axial section).

- -

Fig. 165 Three F 3 differing by their Aj. at tin

s~m p. an d

II
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I
71'. 166 Schematic view at a gunl barrel (axial itat-10ii)
ie-- . . -.. % i.^ A4.mm.taw mf tho AVyin ni jla

breech part.

d s, -Me outer diameter at the muzzle

- oliber of bare

4,- the average diameter at oha~ber
.tia leng~th cr' brooch part;

C-iffetive lenigth ct chamber)
,I Q q -travel or t~he projectile to -ib

moment of

,et a mrgin for a possible Ohi~t of

j2 twar bh muzle(e'r.. )

barrel - e"e ea.4) we. --t e.
d~nsity of steel 7.5
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The weight of the barrel wil be:

Devoting D'I the we Ight of the breech part;

Aard 4V ~and dividing by d we will have:
4. -J -o... _

dividing by C-_ ; we hCveS;

*,,( %*. . j

Here s Ara isaf ati Mcc /10"
d.' 2 is a function c 4 which in its turn is a

t~ ii1tl4 1 ! ' ._b A .

In the folloying three tables we bare ve.4)and

A an funti Ca a cA and Aj. We assume the oo-
... ... --PM.;.. -.i an t'w*elaatio itrza.s

26000 kg./omm.

and: A I



A- -

~A#

167 Ourves ( A) at various

Tbe'upper curve- A 2200; the middle curve A 2600

The lower curve - & 3000. All curves have the

in (127) the relatve woigt of barrel (f) is 41

II pressed in term of tiw o b 1, enamcter si.cs e

Ai. 4 A and, r wh°h are f u s ot U c,,o ,.,ad
i% The calculatod resilts from this forola for the

pressures Ab taken for 2200, 2,00 and 3000 kg/cms show

in Fig. 167 how ( vatris with with the pronounoed

mini m for all tbre* ourvsv at 8 - 6.

This meei that 5 - 6 should be selected for

the dtssign of the barrel with the minimum weight.
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Table forA

1800 2200 2600 3000 3800

A , 1.68 2.00 2.56 3.1 511D

Table f or krAx,)

!o o,. S A 8

2200 0.55 0. 445 0.305 0.237 o.g.98
2600 0.521 0.430 0.290 0.220 (1.185

3000 0.500 0.4051 0.271 o.90o7 o. "

,3600 0.465 L 0.373 o.25 0 .9 _154

Table for Ag T,,  1".?&, 1121

3 1 't 6 1 8 10 _ _

1800 0.774 0.7381 0.696 0.667 0.660

2200 0.690 0.650 0.600 0.570 0.560

9600 0.563 0.539 0.477 0.40 0.442

3000 0.396 0.368 0.328 0.312 0.301

3600 0.314 0.285 0.,249 0.236 0.228 1
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4, Re My 'Use ct VewSizs Mgalilic Tab is

We lzve five tyPes o C alliatio tabass which o an be

ned in the oalo]aatirS prooedure of the ballistiO dO-

lins

1) Tables of Prof. Drodov for the strip powders

L:l.o06) and "normalw constants (DRO)

2) Tab3sa of the ArtiLory 5cilntitic Research IZstttutO

with the sa constats (ASRI)

3) Tables at the Chief Artillevy Board (CAB) with

tj nbies of the 0Iiamr c i I YN 2l--1"i" (GIB) ior

the powders with constant surface of burning C = 1);

(401 forany f and 1 c

5) Tables of M. 0. Gorokov -or 1- 1.08 =nd

%= 1.Oo with AnwualO constants (GOR)
s at suitable tables for ballitict design are Tables

..... l *_Y (G;OLR). The Teaotioal as* of any kind of table

beginr idth tLb 84'4ottin Of the P~roper Aoefft"O~nt of

conoromity between the calculated results and experiden-

tal data. This can be dnn by the calculation of the

results or tlring saos made with the typos of gUn simi-

jar to the designed systsms and already used in field

I! |
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Such work has been dons with the teL different types

ct our &no firing with the small relative charges

( f 4 0.20) and the results show that a good ontormity

with the exparimtntal 4. and /m can be obtaimd with

the use of the (ABRI) Tables with F a 1.05. With the

us. cc Q = 1.0 + f. wi~h due corrections at

given 4 all the calculated VA are 3% lower than ox-

perlmntal.

Thus despite that fact that (ABMI) Tables are con-

structed for trm at.-iip ;nwdar ( % 1.06) and the

tested & stems all have used the tubular po'i'36ra or 7-

perforation grain powders, which are much more progress-

ive than the tubular powders - still our assumption for

0.?,. that the coefficient 1 = i.05 which i

smaller than the actual O , has compensated the degrees-

ivanveas ot the strip powders and the cbtairad calculated

results or IL turbod out to be close onouih to the e-

perimental valus (Only 3% less).

Note. If usir (ASRI) Tables at f 0.2 we take the

theoretical value P kOwhere 1.03 - 1.08, and

theon at 4~calculated and equal 'vo itsu *x-

peri aontal value we will have c aalculated about L%

higher t"an Its experinntal value. *ima for >0.

ii m• mmmm m
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when Ia 1.05 markedly deviates from * a
do we have to use corrections for ,and in this case

the differences in powders, calling for some compensa-

Ition by lowering the value ofQ0 , will make the reduc-

tion in the (oefficient 9 nressarj by taking it smaller

,than 1/3. In the constructional bureaus formula

*l.O, 1 + 4 is used which at larger -givesP ,

which in smallir than (1.03 + ). It should be

3 ~
remembered that the numerical value of P affects the

czpnstructional elements of the barrel-=its lnngth and

ength * of travel Of pr jecti1@ L and U.)

A general comparison of the four tables (DRO),

(ASRI), (CAB) and (GOR) shows that at given 4and

the calculated R and A.are all different:

B(DRO) < B(ASRI) <B(GOR) < B(CAB) and

Ak(DRO) < a GOR) < A(CAB)< AVASRI).

The practical result of this divergency is that,

at xiiin Mand at equal (P or b we will have different

values for 4. and Leand the higher is the gre-ter

are these differences. 'Ie will have the minimum values

,and 4 wih tables (DUS1); the maxintun vlule of'

e 4and 4cwith tables (ASRI), At 1000 m/s the

difference will be about 2% but at 4. 150) m/sec the

dIff rernce wil be 7-8%.

FIT



At equal A or equal B the (CAB) tables give larger

values 4 than the tables (DRO) and this difference is

inareased withA . For example; at 4 = 0.50 and at

equal B we Iave A (CAB) - A(DRO) a 2%; at 4 - 0.80

this difference is 2-1/2 - 3%; at 4 - 0.70 this dif-

ferenoe 4 - 5% and at A - 0.80, this difference is

5 - 6%. Ouch a divergency is markedly too large to be

explained by the differenos in assumed values ct 0(K -

in (CAB) tablee 0C= 1.0; in (DRO) tables = 0.98.

'- (ARI) tables give I very close to of (DRO)

table. and thi (GOR) tables have b about 1 - 2% lower

than: A in (CAB) tables.

From the (GOR) tables calculated for a 1.06 and

- 1.0 we may ob serve t hat wi th the ohange of X from

1.06 to 1.00 at given A and B, the pressure I s
decreased at about 4 - 8% and the larger are A and 8,
the larger is this difference in 9 .

At any rate it should be remembered that any tables

calculated even on the basis ct the mathematically rig-

orous method are always in sore disagreement with the

experimental -e3ults simply because a theoretical ap-

proach to ttt solution cannot take into account all th:

details of the process of firing. Ivory purely
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mathematical solution is nothing but an eppraimation

to reality which ct course is always more complex than

any assumd scheme as a description of the pacnomenon

under observation. Hence there is the necessity for a

proper selection of a certain conversion factor, % co-

efficient of conformityw between the theory and experi-

ment. This coefficient can be found by the comparirg

the calculated results of the firing tests made with

guns akin to the prospective designed gun with results

obtr-nable from tables or a table applied to guns which

are already in the field service. Then the calculated

deviations are likely to be observed in the case ct the

designed gun.

Yor pyroxylin powders the beat conformity with the

experimnts can be realized by the proper adjustment of

the coef ficient b in the formula; 90~ ~

We hu v *ii above that at equal Vand b ror a given

an = 1500 m/sec. the CASRI) Tables give

arger then found in (DRO) tables and this devya-

tion is about 7 - 8%.

But it is possible to tain zlh equal . from both

these tables by the adjustment of the coei'ficient (0 or

b, and this adjustment may be differert for different
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oases; i.e. if in one case for tables (DRO) b - 1/3 and

in another case b a 1/5, then in the (ASRI) tables for

th ffirst case b a 1/4 and for the eeood case b a 1/6.

Noew it v.ll be ahou how to find the coefficient b

from Table a.

5. Ta Calculation ct the Coeffioient b from the Tables.

The coaffio ient a in the formula (- I is

assumed to be 1.03 for the powerful gna, 1.04 - 1.05 for

the guns ct medium power, 1.06 - 1.05 for howitzers and

1.10 for small arms. The coefficient f should be eval-

uated from the experimental data.

From (CAB) Tables we have: (4 4),~~

From (ASi ) Tables we have;

(

Hemcoo From (CAB) Table&: 4PA)"

From (ASRI) Tables, 9) ~/OS

Because; (Zdr'd*= (aV) a44

X.owing we Vill have; 4
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M-tlm -Oalmilated. AA aA lir Affcedb

fto (110) we lave' (remembrisS that

/X

lre I = Constazt at given and And

DPfrlwYtiating thisa equaUou 'with respect W

we ha vo ~e 
' "

ri
_ _ _ _ _ _ (130)

Now from (130)t:V dAl -

Here: )-l ;A'

dA;. . /4de _



Thus the influence c I is inoreased with Z
All the abowe shown elationships only coXirm tie nec-

esaity ct a better adjustment of the coeffioient Cby

means ct f rizi tests from guns which are similar in

type, o'nmtiuctional details and in their service with

the designed gun. This requirement become partioalarly

important when hgher velocities are involved. Only

by following this method in the design of a new gun can

wc expeat results whi')h will be in good agreement with

the practice ct the artillery service.
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~ IIIa- l61Etlw paub tB

t hppem Tay Oftes n a atlllery Pimtloes mt a

"I*.., Shemge met be awees -s two itff~at sorts

(ApImlme1ve so VO -as eblmae1y) at pnder Malk

40140 so to t$=4 $a fifzla, piatl"e frm -wiltseam or

at as p'me w agnw *$a ask a fembiatlonatc and
is 469M lwei gh .init be neausea by malls or-

lb be4lltle ASelP Is aMCUY ims for the mains
a m tw ta ti shape (N'0am fez tm Uwat
ad. si ammnebu ^ . "his Now at YeloSitea

w nluveis e Oterafe Vy secia "'svaim 411 azqelY

or alel6 ehmtei. fbcm MAMtA ev tme
MCnOSehmt ~s 1.steas tie the 66he12e04 Sonl-
theme o a 4demaiabl aetloa at the "Onew Ot %in

Getemta's time-fuse. All tbaeasmitissi f 19441"

eye Uken witu mm vaftefnm AOa010- 0, at

A a 0.40 - 0.50, ZatezIW ballim ties pz'ovies the

relative w10ftt'O etaupowam iwwT evey ohezp.
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2,. 9Wraterlstiss ct tUe Oomosits Qhtirges.

Suppose we bave a chargo C of ObC. or a powder

with a smll web Jtlanda of a powder with a

larger web .,. Tbon we may writes. (CI'*+C =W

W., 1 i~r -.... 01"W * ' w: '"o + =

The Ouraoteristics t these alowders are as follows;

thin powders COO; Of *I ' ' ;' . ( I

As the first approximation for a composite charge

can be takens ,0' IC ' ,--&-

mcre acurate value will bet f.Iowf 4 r (1')

•l.mvb ovtio mouite of the burned paidwrs (varyizz com-

positon.at ases) is considered. For pyrcylin powders

aad are always very csoe each to ther and

MWinI4 (Ugu UndC. ICr OVir pr~ 1..Z r

compatible burnsirg we havot

and Sge is ti same for both powders.

Ehoes V M1 will be %#ken s an inde-

pendent variable.

During tbo burning ) a barned fraction of thIe whole

obarge W wilbe., W .6f,

II
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A Somm ral expression for %X #-Z- A oan be

rewritten if instead ct we use X

T h e n s = 2I " +

For t.W -.,sponent., ',, K'XZ + K'o4'X" -... (T)
Varhere 9 K"s V r:

For t becomponent W1

low (2) will be Y, K.4 ono cI#K, A o.N Y ti7)

km at mA "A Oki)
Tberore the values ct f , 0, R~ and K4 f or the

o-ep;.,itse oargse are oitaimd by applying an ordimry

ru-,_ of ova1mtion ct oharacteristica of any mlxure of

the two iuompozmnts.

From (2) by differentiating we have:

la •W -V•
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Hance

i ./= /' /,

and for OW composite charge finally we have:

S0C **F o (7)
7cr the beginning of bumi r -'u "n 6" s/

For the powder with the sam form of grains K

At X ' we will bave:

X04 .-. X ..1

which mans that the impulse in %hi _aoo is oval-

uated Act from an ordinary formula for t* mixture of

Ib re/

b aif te mixtr(i were mde of ) and

1calculated from (9) will give a bigher $)tLan
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oaleulated from (8), and formula (9) for a long time warn

used in practice.

3,j~j1'S i@. Interpetaion of the Cur!ei

Case ct Oomosite Oharges.

In tUs oordinates and .T , the funation r 18

a tangent of the angle of tia slope cc the ourve

(* 0 1) to the I-axis. For the powders with tbe con-

stant surface of burning this angle is constant:

Per the composite oharges:

we had$ z (1 0(D(4 + of (8)

and 4should be detsrjained from: 1; Ar

geometrioally (8) is represented by;

A',

Fig. 168 Shows th, burning of a composite charge (two
powders cf different thicxnesss.
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Line 00-burnijg of the mixture. Li 0.B-burning out of

the thioker powder. A straight line I (angle ') rep-

resents the burnive of 0.4W of the powder with a

smaller web and impulse X. Another straight line 2

(angle ) *presents the burning j'of 0.6W of the

powder with a larger web and impulse I,. The height

00Q of the dlsgram is subdivided at point 0' in the two

partas 00t a 0.4 (000) and 0'0" a 0.6 (00"). O91: 0.4;

C a 0.6; A -a 1. Then the straight line DA'

gives the first part of the sum t V'' ' OI C"C

n mely ato q' aid the straight line O8 (ordinates

measured from the straight line (/8) gives th tem

atof%4oThu th sum %P oc + 0+ is obtained

by the straight line OC representing the summary burning

of beWth part: of a .har r a (0-- O. i W . The

point C is the end of burningof of at?*"

ZZIP CW a(uit ;

Ire have-. AJC= OA'. AC at AV ~ . del
N , - -

After point C the burning proceeds along CB' for which

" O x At the point 8 we have:

o6 .r I ilil
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A'

,p. 189 Graphical representatioh of (1' Z) f W a

mixture ct 2 powders ta *.:d~/tQ(/,o~l

Here 178 is represented by the ordinates of 01A4 and

f~by the ordinates of 0 6"and .Ljir /s
iic. r. co , st, we have@& and"1 a

Anea O4LAI' 'T".Z (the intensity cC bux'ni~g for the

composite charge) in to In -- zfI

i n of an ordinary charge.

A6cording to the fo rmula (8);a P ~c P Cf
this is the straight line A4' on the Fig. 169. At the

point r% Zf the line aAis replaced by tue line 0 9

representing the intensity of gas formation ct the re-

maining part of the thicc powder.
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4. Ai tloal Nlutioa. (Prof. 0., .ODkov

The implest case of the two fiee i;s" - of

the sam ohemical composltion will be o aisdered. The

1 (as long as the whole charge of the powder

with tie smaller web is harned out) ii charaoterized b7

the equation; .1= 7

1. The chaAteristioe % air A are determined by:= t +^#u," . 64 1Jt 1'tt " A,

ZMC , 'L V=

OC# ' '

3. The val s af X* oknd .4 are replaced by 2,anaroe

here:

4. At the end of the first phase: .

The second phase (the barning out of the remaining

nart of the thick powder)

The same differential equation:

and are valid .. ()
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and the equation of the paa tobation 0 11 be;

we winl have; ~

Thus we ass that! tt* l ia of the pa :toz'aaton I~a anal.-
woer t tLsax law ue4 foz tho fi~at phaX) <ioh

&meas that for the. aecond phase instead of a we will

haves 11~ Vaa C"t instead at C

Then the tabular paremtera will bet xCaX

aMI
The aftrereal equationt IMP

avA4s for the beginning of the second phase em e,,
and Use intial is.,= C--

Thuas af ter integration we will haves

orm---.- p~
4W,IA
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HereS ; 2t'an

and 4x t aIP 4.
K, 0Zg ~ + X

The integral in tbs right part of (1S) will be:

Thus f ina.lly;

o,,t -e :,,) ,. .
or;9Zr ( . ) 'Z.*
wh.oh is a modification of (14) giv in Section VII

5. ADplication of (CAB) or (AMI) Tables for the

7roblem of the On-ozA6 Gbarges.

These tables are constructed for the ordinary powder

oharges of a certain sozt of powder ( - 1.06), web-A,

and U, 1. The above shown formula for the impulse

Kof a mixture can be epplied with a good approxima-

tion for calculation of I &id B =  asan

entry (and A ) into Tables. If the powders of a mix-

ture bha,* differnt forms of grains, for example. one

part is a degressive powder and ancher progressive
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(7 perforation grain) then for dereaaI,v) powder we take

, 1.06 and for a progressive u take its equivalonu

strip powder with

Thus having determined 4'ana we frind 4. and8.

Bat this prooedure still does not produce the aotual

location at a projectile e at the end of burnir.

TIm t val us of 4 # Fy

was determined under the assumption that the character-

t-io 7 of a mixture ie equal to 2P and X
Le. under condition of the burnirg of mixture of both

powder. (until point 0 cc the Fig. 168). such X.4 is

ealled *the conditioned . The aotal end of burn-

Ing must be determined cn the 1( ) ourve by the or-

dimte -- correspoin to tbo wd of burning of the

thiok powder (C o/s

Hares T ....

In the same way we d termiL e.4 tho a d of bu rn irg

of %he mixtl' e (when the thin pcw~er in burnew. out . t
I

0 xv
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Having . -- of the mixture and sad

as the characteristics of the components of this mixture

we can evaluate from (8) and '(" i 1.

the pvcentage; Cc (14) and c

6. Bpeciflo details o the Ballistic Design of Eowitzers

and Calculations of their Chrs

The ballistic design ot the howitzers is made for

the maximum VA corresponaing to the full charge (/IM )

and maximml pressure * The followinv data are de-

termineds W;$ : ,L 4:W ( #)

7rom we find the conditioned impulse " of the

mixture for the c1arge /t. The characteristic of

powder 5 is usually taken 00-Ma - * The character-

istic 8 i taken 0.30-0.25. Startiig from the point

A46 on the *directive diagrams r explore tria sector

to the left and down from X., Dere we hsve smaller 4 ,

smaller if and larger A,. The chiaracteristic

I-r- will be lower than for guns.

For the minimum charge / for Vav and we find
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A46.00 1) for the thin powder;

and fro Do wefndn

aind finallysf n

If A) 4thuIf WO ohaDSe until we bave a

desired IO Thus det~imined rv will be the char-

acteristic of Use thin powder used in composite charges.

Knowing %h and CI.we calculate D*for the charge

nowing rj and fronm. A~

XZ we f ins trOt/- Z

or:s+ ,

In the smeway f"~ insfound from: 7P5t.i*f

or: 0(9

Knowing tht ranges ( Z$-~)and (O-~S
we find any i~Atermediate acbarge: to. a ~ ~

Then: zt J 1.1 k B(
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Ohapter 2. Solution which takes Into Acoount thc

Gadual 3ngravng pf the Drivip& Band by Ziltngs of

the Bore,

The pr'ixminary period in .,bdivided into the two phases:

the initial phase and the onfcrci. phame. The initial

phase is described in terms of

are taken am 0o ; , * ; ,Z in the preliminary period.

In enfroring phase we have the basic equation;

nwhere 17 in the resistance of the

driving band to the ongraving related to the unit ct

The presre 6 is determined by the equation;

where A the total work of the gases

is taken as A= V. A'n where An  is the work. of

. The values of /7 and A, are detemined

from the experiments; gas fornation is determined by;

(geometric 2aw of burning)

We bave to proceed with the numerical integration of the

following equations ' VA ..

lb (16)

The following facilitating assumptions are introduced:

1. The variations in * are neglected:



then the first esquation C t (15) wil be;

d?= k . 0 (17)

2. The smallw terms in the numeratcr ct /6 (16) are

neglected and is taken as e :e.)J.e,,. , ., o ...-. (,
Here &- at

3. Te force /7 bas the following expression:

a 7 17, + /7"14. , I (19)
where is the travel at the end of the phase.

Then (16) will be:
Tene .o.,

or remotbering (17);.

den~oting10=e,

we .l have: ... (20)

,,,, /bp, £ ..... 21)

Then the second equation of (15), rewritten having in

view (19) enl (21), will be:
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and entegrnting (22) we will have:
. .~ ~ ~CO k+'-  K+I. i,,•

f2 24)

t is a:ured from the beginning of te phase.

Special. Tables for e " adfor y 7

are oaloulated wdth the two entries: e and K

Table 1 far p 42-p. 543

Table 2 fo 
. 4 - 5 4 5  in b ook

Chapter 3. Solution of the Problem of Interior

Ballistics for the Minethrowers.

1. Generai If orms tion.

The firing of minethrowers has a series of speoial fea-

tures makihg this firing distinct from the ordinary fir-

ing of gias. Some of these reculiar oharacteriatics are

the results of certain simplifications specifically

adopted for minethrowers; others on thle contrary, mate
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this type of firing more difficult for the scientific

treatment, because of the lack of definite and reliable

knowledge o all the details of this typo of firing.

The main charge of the minetArower (see Fig. 171 - p. 548

in book) is placed within a cardboard case (cartridge

case) In the tube of the stabilizer (1) of the mine.

This tube has 4 or 6 round orifices (2) for the discharge

of gases out of the cartridge case. The =no slides freely to

the bottom of the barrel expelling the air through the

el"rance (3)# and the primer at the end of the mine

strikes against the firing nin (4) producirg ignition of

the primer and powder charge in the cartridge case. At

the beginning the powder (at the high density of loading

0.50-0,6 is burning in he closed volume of the cartridge

case; finally the gases explode the cardboard walls of

the, cas* and through the crifieos (2) fill the chamberW0
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4"

IWig. 171- A schematic view (. the mlnethrower.

Under conditions of a very rapid burning of a *ine

powder within the tube of the stabilizer, the wAximum

pressure is very sensitive to every resistance or re-

tardation caused by such an uncertain envelope as the

cardboard walls or the thin metallic walls of the stabi-,

lizer. As a result of a very small casual difference in

the pressures which are high enough to puncture the

cardboard walls of a case a -very wide dispersion of the

maximum pressures within the stabilizer tube can occur.

Thus in the case of ainethbower thu constructin, impulse

and weirht of tae igniter, ard its rate of burniW are
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muoh more significant than they are iii the case of or-

divay guns. The larger the impulse of the igniter, the

more uniform the burnig of the charge dll be.

Ths next peouliarity con erns the abrupt expansion

and oooliq of gases whtoh begin bu ing within the stab-

iliter at the high A of 0.50-0.80 finally are mitted

into the large volume of she chamber behind the mine.

Bin*e the surfaces of the wings ct the stabilizer and of

the bottca part of the mine are large and the density of

loadixg within the volume W is only about 0.01, the

heat losses are great and besoms still greater on account

of the slow motion of the mine end the longer duration

cC @onotat between the games and the walls of the barrel.

If there are additional powder charges W , their

pwer Is ignited b the burnaig gases of the main

oharge; thus the anim is projoellod by the not action of

the main and additional charges. Simoso the clearance

(3) between the surface of tts mine and the walls of the

bore is large enough* a sizable portion of the gaiis is

lost at the very beginning of the motion of the mine.

Thi is the third specific feature C ainethrower firing

- the amount of gases lost through the clearance between

the mine and the walls of its cam is about 10-15.,

whereas the corremponding loss in &no is almost noglig-

ibleo
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The fourth characteristic point about a minethrower

is that there Is no forcirg pressure of the engraving,

and there is no problem at the evaluation of wort spent

on the rotational motion of the mine. Thus the absence

of the engraving ot the dtiving band and cf certain other

secondary resistances makms he problem somewhat easier;

on the other hand, the necessity of taking into account

large losses of gases and heat involves the application

of many complicated inferences and derivations of gas

dynamics. Since there is no recoil at all and the rela-

tive charge is small (0.01-0.02), the coefficient C

al.0.

In the following analytical o0-lutim % the problem

of firirg mirethowers all notations ct parameters and

functions are the same as were used previously.

2 Analytical Solution of the Principal Problem at the

Smooth Bore Ifinethrowers. (The Simplified Method ot

Professor M. Serebryakov) .

The following assumptions are made fbr the analytical

solution of this problem:

1) There is no forcing initial pressure. The mirs move4

freely with a clearance between its surface and the

smootb walla ac the bare.
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2) Burning ct the min o bahge -In the stabilizer tube

is not considered. All the gases of the main charge

emitted into the volume behind the minrea rduce there a

premmure # and are considered am the igniter for all

the additional oharrge.

5) The inition of all the additional churges is assumed

to be instantaneous for all grains and at all points of

the grain-surfaces.

4) The burnizg of the additional charges ocours in par-

algal layers in acordanoe with the geometric law as is

given'by the formulas s * +I%) A, 6' S/

5) The rate of burninig; off U,,
5) e is;n :tart s its motion at pressure A at thele

beginning cf the burning of the additional charges at

7) At the &an moment the emission of gases through the

olearar-ce begins.

8) The total iapulse of the pressure

i, not nffeMted by uhs density of loading A and byjg

9) The emission of gases through tie clearance S. is

proportional 16 the impulse; to

Hore; 4 part of the gases smitted through the clear-

an ce,
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The ooofficient

F'the coefficlent is a obaract-trlstio of the clear-

ane (shape, sizes dimension)

is the oros-sootional area of the c learance.

10) The heat losses are evaluated by the secial experi-

ment which produces bimig of the main harge under the

same oonaitions as in the minothrower. DhiM this ox-

zi-iment (within the coqtant volume) the maximum pros-

sure of the main charge is observed and the fcrce

of the powder of the main charge is determined, taking

Into considerations 1) the cooling of gases caused by

their expansion from the tube of the stabilizer into th

volume bohizd the mine; 2) the heating of the wall of

the stabilizer and 3; the heating of the wings of the

stabilizer.
Thusp, we aloula', (4

here : is density of loadig of the main charge re-

lated to the whole volume WO behind the mine (chamber).

This value f is considerably lower tban f - the force

of the additional cbargo3 of the some powder which is

to be determined by the regular siperimental procedure

in the mancmetric bomb. All th4 rest of the heat lose
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Is negliible and since there Is no work spent on the

rotational motion, on the recoil and on the friction,

and sino s the relatiU'o weight of the charge (f) is about

1%. we are justified in assuaiqg that the cooftic ent
a 1.0.

Me proosse of firlig Is comidered during the follow-

lg tbre pericies

3.) The burning of the nals. share until the orifices in

the walls of the cardboard case are punctured and gases

begin their flow into the ohamber (period analogous to

the preliminary period in guns).

3) The f Iret period of the bumrnin of the additional

obarges with the eission of gases through the clearance

E Is varied from to leg).
3) The second period - the expansion of accumulated

gases and tLeir emission tbrouh Sd..

The ;otion of the mine and the emissicn of gases through

the Cle1$'anoo ,. begin at the prosure ;, of the main

charge which is determined by the experiment.

The Ini Lal pressure can be oxperimntally verified

aznd caloulatd frois

ICA* W
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Denoting: $ - t]a eross-ootinal area of the bore of

thom iwtbowers $: a*#vi

.- oroom-seotiona.l ares of the mine at the

diameter ct its borrolet : . S-SI

Us volocity of the mine is detemined from the equation

ofmnotiow "do0,

Por the solution we have the following system of squo-

tionas

1) the base equation of Pyrodynemlee taking into account

the lose of gases and of eat:

so e ;,,. frfW -f'- , ,

Hercs - the force of the mixture of the main and

additi nal oharges, its value v,,ri s from

to -- hav" tht, intermed-

iate value of f
In order to compensate our omission of the heat

losses to tba walls of barrel during the first period

(assumption 10) we may take instead of the value f

the larger value of f (the force f the additional

charges). Then our equation will be rewrittoen
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is teking into acoount the losses ct gases hroug(S)-$.

) N. equation ror the motion of the mix:

s, te= m PDtsdp. (27)

3) Tho V cetr!io lAw of burni for tbo firm strip
powder*. • -~; '  .,

and for the flat diso gral: m :

4) or a .or the velocity: 1 a T' (29)

5) T * relative disoharge of gases:

~~;4 Jae

,/ - the oooft eont of the form of the orifices.

- the rela ive discharge of gases at the end

of burnig ot powder.

Lt usdnote:8 = M- ___

ywS~m -

whiah is the relative energy of the main

i oLa' ge.
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Now in the basic equation (26) the variables Or, Y

and 1 can beexpreassid in terms of X and thea (2)

will be:

7-:= (27) we ka ve: Jd~ j .. (3(33)

Dividing (33) on (32) we will have:
dt , )S z  f' d*z .Z) ,I

Here:ZA *resde *J,(lh. and -%A," / j..,

and finally; Aidd%) (4

The equation (34) can be solved rigorously using the

same m thod given by Prot. Dro sdov, but having in view

%bgLt A for minethrowere in atll ( A < 0.15) which

means that varies very slightly we can take

= comtant. Then the integration of (34)

will giv e:

Her*: 4Z is given in Prosdov'a tables by the two

entries (parameters): ,. 'r g' and

Thus, the solution for the first period for the mine-

thrower d lfesrs from the solution f,,. th, ordinary gun
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only by 1) the presence of the coeffic ent )(,' --
instead of K, = at the variable X 1 2) instead

we/ hav All these changes, as the

results of certain peculiarities of firing a minethrower

co. to be specific forms of the entries in Drosdov's

tables: W and

which means that X and are larger and the

Dresure 6 is smaller in comparison with thi case of

the ordinary guns, where there is no sich great dia-

charge of gases. Ths pressure j6 is determined from
(26);

For finding , corresponding to the maximum pressure
rwe differentiate (35) with respect to Zand a few

algebrai~al manipulations will give us: 9r

A, - .. /

Z= -f
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whe " a1 $ -n' we have te rinary fo'mia for

%s. If A*4/we will hve the re al m2imu pres-

sure; % ;p/ tys gaziwm is not a real one, the, f a-

t,1u1 ueazm i11 be at the end of burning - the proesure

be" e ; Aq A(4)fg(lv)

OtbeW $eLemet& of the end of the f irst periodwilfl bes

jar the solution of tbo Iroblm 4urirg the seoond period

we will have the following equations;

A i '* *~o A (3*7)

$'p d m vdv . (33)

beret Z.yRyi0

The alue of x is taking into aooount the continued

emissiontof gases through the olearancto. L5 dur.li the

first perod the total d.scharge of gases is proportion-

al to the impulse at the pressare, i.e. proportoVAl +o

tba velocityT of the mine.

Solution o' " ths eqvations (37) and (33) is as follows;
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(37) oan be rewrittoe

here S= ap IPw i 4r;~q ~

Navin& divided (33) by (38)s

yJ m

we fiat the rots of

]w, od#: ,4"

ViL In* .. ,atA44 (39) we have:

I?4 .- )
iie
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So Suor

1wmla for %be iwtspare;

Fig. 17

oar's e.. )-c 3.majish-or
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w1~S. 173.

Ourves (A am sn p f or various Oargse

twenNo. 1 to No.86 ini the 82 m/maiettlower.



lectiuQU II usWitha Uered WONe. (Oonio Gunis)

As far back as the 1870's oonic ins had been sug-

gouted and coztructed f or ezperimental purposes only.

Soon after the First Wor)d War Gernn ftIneor Gerlich

ezperaontod with t conic rifle and found that the max-

umm velooTtT a a bullet was markedly increased and the

a&rmo-plere$M effct was oonsiderably hliher than with

the £d4s57 riftO.

Darin t Soond Weld Wa emnic gume *r* used in

the German ii" as antitAnkgunss there-was the anti-

tank aun wlk tp calibers 35 m/*-20 */& and muzzle vel-

cotty 140* #sso. 'and another antitank gun with the call-

ber 45-2s 8/a an the orlindro-oonio gun 75-55 m/a.

The later model coonsisted of an ordinary 75 r/m cylin-,

drieal rifled bere, with tbe contiwed smooth tapered

bore fro "75 a/a 4o 55 a/ aid th smooth cylindrical

bor at 55 5/a to the muzzle of gun. The projectile

had two bands: immediately after ths bourrele; there

was a direwbti band having a light profile ("skirtw)

and the other driving band of a %s massive form was

at Its usual place close to the bottom of the protect-

Lie. (see Fi. 13.)
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Wes att*AMSXV.pesrOu rbe a

.54 ,

idth 1ts w*h 4j* Itsao piwi*efl o 4,it 147v5 th/

*oqui' to find am ar.9*lyze t psiItf bavz MLam

prgesr aWzl thelocrity 13f projctl. wit A (or eigh

of ch age~ art miuiabapessr.Ouprbe.
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Iern the omla fr the soond period we bav.

At the ooition at ooutanoy of pp and W we

have Bs ( and A also constant. Threfore the left

part o (45) s also oonstat. hences

So.'

If ca Is oonstat then$ a Oonst.

.,€.~ ~ ., ..

OM sines at te decrease at weight the value cC

i0 is inreas d,, therefore mot be do-

oread, i.e.. with a lightw projectile. the coefficient

af' the atilization of te charge wi ill be smaller

than with a heavier one.gove bve " .8 #", V, *0, f

and sinoe B is bozstant we have ors more oonditics

, = Co at. (47)
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and tbAhefetS %"",%s'_ cons t.

Ibis formula akes it possible to seleot the weight

of a now projeoile whioh will have the desired m.zle

velocity in a given su,,,

.sMAWw1 tUAt the uSMUm TeOocity of the rsooi-

B4 y&%** and iie Engzle velocityv or the

Poje4t;l azo in a Aetnite elatlon ship s

wse . is the coeffiient of the

Wihs e ehsv 064 1ASO pieservime the ae IW
thenaI RvV'~#~ . A'S~•~~O 4W AD "s. [

and

ymetwe lave O <

" iWkh az that by taking a lihter "rojeotile at the

oseh e O we ba" a iew' nuzzle velocity but

Wt11l "the. aximi velooity of the recoil to doreaed,

ie, the stress affectinD the mount of the Wu will be

suppose a projeotile -with the ooefticient ct weiht

1 1 .0 has It Mzzle Velocity 1000 a/mee.
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an' d 0.45; AA
3 I pr:,opjetilq with ' 7.5.= will ave,

Than$ 'O /3 ~ae

it nod then r ~ s ,.4 Z ~ s *

The weig esbe calculated from the equation

Ohapter- ,
~ 12.tio rteor a Gun

The projectile is exzpote4 o be as gheavy* to o pos-

sible in order to lose it* 'T*l1t' as *l.wly as possible

wh"z .ovirt in the air along its' trajectory - this prop-

trty is oharacterized by the OseOtional dmestr of theprojectil ort by its -ooofo on, .or ,, wegh* ,
both of he& qharacotristicsmt be as lrge as possi-

ble. On 'the other hand* tho pmjoctilo is expected to"

be as "lightw 4a powiblq in or4ar to acqufre its pro-

soribed volooity as soon as possible at lhe shortest
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tvTo, alors the borns whibh Meang "2* its CI

nIt be as moll U possible. The tapered Sun ith Its

conic bore Is desi.ned to reoonoali. these two oontra-

dietoar req roments.

Let w do*n 0. th0 Initial alibar a) the conic

bore and %be final oaliber at the muzzle andOo

bb mh a bov tbo projectile with its ooofficient of

VOWh ,* has the advantage if compared

with Ohe Vijestile having its * bat it acquires

a highrs velocity at the harte travel a'ola the conio

Wue than'tko vWelou cc %bth projectile travelling in

a el yMrioal bore a caliber Aft. nd at the muzzle

o'projescs11 will have its . Z: j which will be

m4o advetageou twiz its tr vel in the air thau with

Ito Iifts e l&valfs C 1 ' X.

go ao'blemf nlysis of the prinepal proputles

st the teopwde bor* s reductible to the oomprative

iMlylie of f Irifg s oylindribal Suns with varlics

oalibers using a Projetile of the se wOIM,*. We

know from the theory of the ballistic dei n that at

teunohangeable A '0 4 he lengths of the

eanal toaid of the chamber ( pnd webs ot powder*

.Ll Oezl"5sod in terms ~ oalib-or aie all ;roportional

U • J a • m e m m• •em mu e
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to the coeffiienuts CIF d- and their absoluite ValUMS

are p"'Prtionftl to (f7) (sctional density).

yor the cylindrical canals we hae.:

]for the total volume of canals T I

Aud ter the re1uee4 length of W ~ e. ~ ~t

BrsWu e . e, %w, (4.1

anti since ~ (A a)

andk c CI.
At givean Us~ '~ ! ~tevalue or (Aa#/) in con-

st4n1 is proportional to attE'fr

and are aloo proportional to and the

absolute val *te of 4o, ep. &1-4~, proportional

to ~ ~ I

S ino 9 7
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tMei oseliciezt is oonstart then iz n also

Proprtiona. to CI I Tbs larger ib the caliber at

given the siaU w i s and the saller is the

web ct the powder produoing the same 4 at the some (U.

Nw Trom: ato a t w e have;C (e ro

and from s and

JL practicabl,' ratio ~ '

Imo. A,, A. P6,-&7

Theo at O P-I sr)aitl suin el L are varied

in proportion to I we will conclude that the pro-

jectile cc a givea weight in the gun ith the Gal.Asr

404/414d. winl have the ames as 1be pro-

jectile of tim same weight has with Sun~with the caliber

but at the travel eOoS v-o e,' 1. .
only at on*thalt Ct travel in the gun with the cal-

ibe: 04 M A given We~ we will bave the same val~yoa
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of W and A4 sgvnA the curves (A
anda(10A)wli~be identipal. -Now If pr?.ec-Ving 4;,Me

and WIC an A, w as constarts we will ahanel

the olliber of aoylindriual gun from the larger to the

i5slla then we Aiil1 e'7e 4 and increasec.

at ina e 4 f pand ? ars unc hangeable we

will kave U4 sae. curves (V A) and (W) for all

these cylindrical guAs on the vhole range between the

etreme values of calibers and C . uh is a basic
ICoto

pr'operty of the ballistioally similar guns of vaxioCur

calibers, From this. particular property we can derive

a comprehensive picture of.the meaning and prectical

value of the whole'concept of the Otapered &neQ.

Tb* conic bore with he constant volumes W and We

(I.e. A ) can )e considered as the result of

the continue transition of the cylindrical bore with

the intial caliber 0and f*4 to the cyliudrical

bare with its caliber dj, and C, &; Since it

- ---- h, aboye qha all the cuwves of ve.ooitios

as functions of AU a are identical for the oylirdri-

ae. canals with the decreasing calibers we may be jus-

tified in the assumption that at a given I the 01n've

•A for the conic bore at the da
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w1U aso W Inftleul, with the sae curves of the oylin-

4:oa3,.boea ;t lo s eam. yv.um for various salibers.

eok it abali assumptlizc oon. ew:-ra , the ballistic prop-

elbles o the sonlo guni. At the sae voles of the

whole ecule bae and its worklz:t part its 1er4th is small-

er then the l3ngth Of the oylialrical bus with the sail-

ber des anA Is larg r than the ,qgMlt of he oylinrloal

buo with the oalber Oe This is seaematloely

shemn on 7g. 174.

Fig. 17# A comparison Or, oold* and oylind.,.oal

The curve of iuessrs in funotiol Oi A f (for

the conic canal) will be different from th curve of

presares for the cylird rioal bozis end after its maxi t,
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It is rumimg higher than these curves ( be A ) ana th

end of btirz ati the smin ,* A* for odO canal comes

earlier than for the .yl1ndrU.l bore, i.e. (AmL<(Ast)

'a o212tom and 5eomeotr oharaoterietios at the

Outlet caliber I di.
JUS5.4 of Mhe a OnsI

MWe lenth Ct projectile travel; Ia.

TM length of Us whole con: &4 v e.- eVA

.ota Volume of como. W -ZI-= .

Volum of the wckizgs part of canal W .

Volume cc the ohamber;0 wejF%=W

fte rslatiwve iiu of 4tRIe cowe .4, :

Fig. 175- Geomerio deat of the oonio bore.
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Ae.
We will coozIder a releative diametezif -Xie

Rn a0e. r hv o- ) ; e, -- Am (;L

A VS

Mw ind *pendent va*riable is, A= ;q~ I

.3

Th equa ,o s f r the conia bore are no different in

their appearance from the equations of the cylindrical

bore, but it should be noted that now the cross-section-

al area S is u variable and Lot a constant, this is

a serious complication for the analytical procedure, but

our asumption of the identity of t ie curves ( e A

for cylindrical and conic bores mak"e it possiblG to

consider a certain constant average value of

(provided that the conicity is not very pronounced).

7or the comparison, we will have in view the cylindrical

bere with its o haracteri 9tie8 a;42. ?; v 1';;(;wf* VD
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flo principal relationships are;

p/am - V'm dAt(1)
do m,1,, )b 4t,... (2)

j*(W#)V) /tW,.,b~v6A.. . (3)

Ios (3) we haves .so 

Here 4:1 A A# * It whicOh

Is the relationship between the relative oross-wational

*tra of ft bore and t oAtive volum of the bore

rm (1) and (2) we bave: d 4vr , Pm doart d,, A. .k - vr.. (50)

in (50) has not the iamdiate oaineoticn neither

with z nor with v bu from sa, Ourvo (2I) A

cylinrioal canal we way establish the relationship be-

tween a and v for the conic bore. Thus we wA11 find a

costant average 4 for the integration of (bO).

After integratico we will have:

For the oylindrioal bore with the same

No have: X .
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Since for a given A we b.ve; ZJ' '

then: XX

or; r. 1 (52)
This inequality shows tha at the same values of

( and Z' the relative value of the burned thickness

of Me grain of poder x in the conic bore is larger

than the oorresponding burned thickness of X with oy-

lindrical bore. Then writimg the expressions fo. the

pressures p (in the coic bore) and p' (in cylindrical

bore) we will hve4

Th conclusion is that ,jei~. the basic result

of the ouperiwon of the ballistic properties of the

con.c and- cylindrical bores ic that at the sami loading

burned part & of powdor ch Ja , presa -re 1C)

in the conic bore are 'irgor than the corrospondi ye1_-

Uee in the cylindrical t or, aMd tne more pronounced

the oniiwy is th larger are trese diffrencs.
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Pb'i

1 ,~l -

FU1.176 -ures ( /),W ) and ( A',W ) for the conic

Sun (in dotted !in*e) and for the cylindrical gun

(in solid linee)

Therefore the pressure curve in the conic bo;e (see

Pig. 176 - p and v for conic bore are shown as dotted

lires) ccnstruoted as the function of W has a shape of

a more progressive character than the same curve for the

cylindrical bore and also has its end of burning (points

with the subscript /? ) at the smaller W with the

smaller A. than is observed in the curves for the oy-

lindrical bore.
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1.2. On the Re]ationsl k -Between the Thicknesses of

Powders producing the same Maximum Pressures ( , )

in the Conic and Oylindrioal bores.

Since the comparison of the ballistic properties of

the cylindrical end conic bores it abvays made at *he

equal i we will show how this equality can be obq-

tained by the appropriate oharge in . (which after all

means a charge in the thickness of the powder).

Yor the oylindrical bores of diff rent calibers (deo

an d 41,) at , , ginand A we ha. o

thi m =ansa that s V' S;A,,

or: , r# .S I# .. 4 Y! I'
For the cylindrical bore we have; X '

For the conic bore we bave: > ".

and the difference (X- ') at the iwreased v an

decreased ot) Is contiually increased.
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9' x

L-

'FOI

: /
- I

Tig. 177 - Curves ( X1 , fr the cylindrical bore

and for the conic tore

Fig. 177 shows how x and x' (or )arevay4 with v:

x is represented by the straight line O'X'and x by the

ouve 000% tangent, to the straight line O . At the

giveon and equal A'we have X,jXMalso

and ( >P. If we would like to have

then by changing I we may bring down the curve 0Ax

in order to have the equal intensities of the gam forma-

tion along the interval of 0 for both canals. Sup-

pose we have the powder with the constant surface of

burning: t' )O*.d

we have; 2 4, but
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V-

here ~ *~~re

for the powder with the constant murface ct burnig;

t~# and 0x=V

For the oonio bore S is decreased and is in-

oreased. Suppose there is a speial requirement to make

an average value of (j) along the i-.serval of v from

oto M equal to .

Then: evil.

where (SM0e4 is an average vale of the oonical cross-

section between the beginning of the bore and its croes-

section where the velccity in 2. and the aresaure is

Si si A is known from the curve ( ,A
the cylindrical bore we may find z

Thus we havej A j S )(J

n ~Z $all•ll~l~mll~lll

94 14 - z .030
bor:6o.A O. . 7 (Oa~~ .
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Thus we as* that in order to bave the same /. in the

conic bare ((/4 )tethickness of powder must be

about 3% (Z t34)in excess over the thickness of

powder in the cylindrical bore with the caliber d.
And this thickness must be only 0.527 (4,20.7.%)

of the thickmess of powder in the cylindrical bore with

the caliber 01 . It is not amiss to note that not in-

frequently the error is nude when the cylindrical and

conic bores are oomparel at %h same thickness of powders;

The mximum pressure for the doaio bore will be obtained

in such case so much lower that the powder even will fail

to burn.

1.3. On the Ooaparative Lengths t the Barrels with

Conic and Crlindrioal Bores.

Since the projectile leaves the muzzle ct the -ionic

bore of caliber (, with its C nso' ssar f or produo-

iag its desired kinetic energf we must compare the ballis-

tic characteristics of the ootic'bore'oT , caliber d1  sith

the'bal4istlc,.cnaractiariA8s of the cylindrieal borq

h&i&tts- taliiaer II# Zi e a±W, A~ W th~se
two bpres will hve- the.same working volumes W.ie:

Cylindri4l ; ' Conical voluaie - 11

or.(4) fD. Z. . _-c
' l
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The relative decrease in the length of the conic bore

(in respect to length of the cylindrical bore Ct,.}

It we have; w~ .1

If we consider the relative decrease in respect to (),.
of the conic bore then we wUIl have:

for 4: 4 C
The conlusion.is: at the same I, ;t .) e.

the conic barrel with given the same muzzle

velocity 8. and the same 4 as the cylindrical

barrel with d,. at the decreased travel of the prcjec-

tii t / 4_)' O(/}and at the thickness of powder de-

croased in ratio } ' This is the main advan-

tage of the conic Sin - they provide the desired kinetic

energy of the projectile at a shorter length of the

barrel than do the cylindrical guns. Modern artillery

requiring higher muzzle velocities, came to the use of

gins as long as 150 calibers - which brings in many ser-

ious difficulties in txansrortation and ice (defific-

tion of the 1ong axas of g.ns and vibration cf t:-a w&I!

of the long barrels).
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1.4. Taking into Account the Secoary Works in the

Qonio Bore.

All the above given results have been obtained under

the assumption of the equality of the coefficient 1f in

both types of guns. But in reality the guns with conic

bores have not a few specific factors affecting the a-

mounts of losses of energy as well as the very forms of

the Irocesses creatiT these losses. For example: a)

The motions of gases and unburned particles of the charge

go on in the canal which has its cross-section continu-

ally docreased along the direction of this motion.

b) The meohanical doformation of the guiding and drivig

bands of the projectile generates an increased resistance

to the motion of the projectile within the bore along

the whole length of its travel to the muzzle.

We will essums the same form for the coefficient

The motion of gases will affect the coefficient I€

especially at te higher velocities and at the larger

whn the conic bores are particularly applicable

in practice. The component t€ is affected by the

forces of resistance and friction of the bands, which

are continually increasing ard obstruct th6 motion ef
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the projectile. This reaction in the conic bores is

muck greater than it is in the cylindrical bores and it

culd be noted also that In conic bores the entire sur-

face of bands sabjected to frIction is continually in-

crsed as a surface at Q contact between the bore and

the projectile.

In the ordinary guns a is O 1.03 in smal arms

a a 1.10 (almost the whole surface of a buil~t is en-

,graved in the riflingl, and in conic bores 4z>.lO.

For the oyltnfrical bore (omittirg the widening of

the chamber) e j; if the widering of chamber in .
A7

then 9- 3 where A is the curreat number

of the volume of expansion; at A a o

with the izmreased A lapproaahes * andife,4<'

for derivir# the analogous formula for b in cass of the

conic bore acountir for the widening of the chamber we

have to mke certain additional assumptions;

1. Gas velocity is in various sections of the bure var-

ied as a linear function from the breech t o the base of

projetile.

2. The gaseous mass is distributed uniformly but in

state of motion :s cnly that mass Y&'ih xia* tba sectioa z

equal to he . crrent section of the conic -
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3. The inner fric tion in games and the f ric ti on botween

gases and walls of oanal are considexed as negligible.

We have our ohamber in the nonic gun with its wLden-

in ; Y- e and the conic canal has
the muzzlu and at th, cur .n t yosition of tba projectile

e--1 at i.s travel e . Tbs relative weight ct the

moving gas is C ; the nosmary work z; thi: =ti:

is C, C-the tot~l weight of charge

....

A'-  A+.

7Av: W6I *- - 4f'j

Tne whole work for moving a cylindrical volum of gases

with cross-section $ and weight k ,is ~*J

Putting in here the above shown expression fox-

we will have: yo/

For the cylindrical bore we have: t ndbr, .

and since*: 'y4 bn J.- -

Thus we :iee that the work required for the movir

parts of the uharge in the con:c bore at the equal A,,
and % is maler than in the cylindrical bare and the

differenct b6tweiu thOse b.[!unts Of wurk iS increased
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duria th$ motion of the projeotile (bacause vith the

Inorease ct A y is deoreased) i.e., the value of 46
is decreased at - 1; 0=o; /-1; e = 1/3.

and with the inozeased A and decreasing the

value of is deoreased.

At %P -p1 tarts from I,=andwith the

inoreased A te Ine*a#.,o4, goa a through its maximum

and than falls down.

He-.e Is the Tab~s fcc ? and for the conic

bore a a d

A 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 2.0 3.0 14.0_
0.185 0.205 0.219 0.228 0.235 0.238 0.2i. 0.227 10.203

- O-185 - ,203 0 0.210 0.216 0.220 0.2311 0.232 C.230

.he curve. ( 'cA) and dv~A ) at various 6 are shown on Figure 178

for conic bore (in dotted lines) and e7UNiriu bore (in solid lines).

I\
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Ojn

s--o

t o 20 .O 0

various % are shown on Fig. 178 c b

• .- oicbr

(in dotted lines) and cyl)ndcical bora (in stlid

lin*s)
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Tha proosam cc guiding of the projootile with the

two bands in the conic bore differ* ooLsiderably fom

tb iidirg in the cylindrical bore of the projectile

with one driving copper band. In the latter case the

resistance is sharply increased at the very beginning of

th engraving of the band into rifling and as moon as

the band is engraved at the full depth of the rifling

the resistanme also very abruptly diminishes. At the

whole travel of the projetile cnly 1% ( ona 0.0)

rmf rb* enmrgy ir absorbed by the resistance of friction

In rifling. DuLring the ztion of tbo proJectile with

two bands in the oonic bore, the engraving and squeezing

of both bands and their more massive parts continue dur-

ing the ihole travel and require an e .'-

mount of wozk to overcom all these rosistanoes. Ve

will ahi how all these obstructing faotws can be taken

into aoeount.

ig. 179 shows a sohomatic view of tin axial croes-

section of the projectile for tho German conic Sunj

28/20 m/m with the two bai-da - the front leading band

and tho rear obturating band. The front band bas no no-

ticable oyli-_irical part, The rear band has a smil
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cylindrical part ab; oot&ic part ICe is gradually con-

verted inio the cylindrical surface of the body of the

projeotile.

Both bands in their axial cross-sections have the

shapes ct the bodies ct the equal resistance to the bend-

ing moment - they are wide at the base #/ (Fig. 180) and

have pointed ends a.

Diameter (Fig. 181) -- ? '-; diameter ct the body

of the projectile di d4.

(t^- make room for the compressed front band around the

body ct the projectile). At Vae beginning of the motion

the front band moves through 35 m/a of the smooth cylin-

drioal bore and then begins its engraving into the

rifled conic bore. Powder gases act on the inner cavity

of the rear band and press its cylindrical part ab to

the surface of the bore. The surface of this part ab

is;.,, sr*'C. (Pig. 179). A~t the gradual en-

graving into rifling both bands are compressed and

stretchd back. Fig. 180 shows the rear band after

passing the mazzle, the oter surface of band has the

engraved marks of the rifling.

In order to evaluate tho work required tu prcdcu,-

the deforiation of the surfau. of t* rear baxd w# wil"t
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asusM (se Pig. 181 and Fig. 182) that the length of

the generatrix (e ) of the rear band *eC will be pro-

served when the eneratrix after its deformtion will be

i... :.-ee,

The 6eformtion of the rubbirg cylindrical surface con-

gists of the tranmfomation of the initial cylindrical

surface of diameter into the oylinlrical surface

of diameter d. The area of this surface i,

but (% .,

or 48 - (See Fig. 181)

Remembering that andS:

we will have;

Thus; P4' 14

is the ratio of the surface o± the engraved rear

band to the cro8G-section of tr . conic bore. Since y is

m mmm •mm r mj[;Ofr• •••
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oontinually decreased this ratio is oontinually increased.

Fig. 179 Fig. 180
Gross-sectional view of the The rear band after its
armor-piercing shell of the passing through the
28/20 mm conic gun. conic bore.

Fig. 181 Fig. 182
Schematic view o.A. the Schematic view of the
pressing of the rear band deformation of th' rear
in the conic bore. band during the pressing

into the conic bore.
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The fcrae of friction R, betweep the band and the conic

surface or bore will be; t.,? 99,S
Here the factor j <I signifies %bat the pre~uurs

do" not act over tlm frictional surface at its full val-

ue and besides this as we can see Iu 71S. 182 the pros.

aire does not act on the part CI which means that

the whole surface S#7 is no involved in the value of

the force of friotic 4

The work against this fore, will be:

Hevi g, at. iti, cons tat average value out of the in-

t ,grationtwe will haves e

ard since P/

We finally will bave:

Thus the relative work spent against the resistazoe of

tim friction will be*. 144 r.o ( L0
Remembering that ', , we will have;

A"".
0
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After the integration (with the auxiliary variable

we will bkvss

We may 137. the following Table 5 for and K3

Table 5

0.0 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70

()as O 1.017 1.037 1.059 1,082 1.110 1 .143 1.183

KI 0.0400 0.0445 0.0563 0.0658 o.o762 o.0884 0.1020 0.1204
- -
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From the table we find that the coefficient which

for the cylindrical guns in constant and about 0.010 in

marludly arger for the conic guns -nd varies from 0.040

to 0. 120.

But it should be remembered that in our evaluation

of K, we did not take into aroount the work spent on

the deformtion of the bands and on overcoming the resis-

tances of the rifled walls of the conic bore in their

contacts with the baids.

Special experiments 1943-1945 have been made with

the projectiles for 28/20 m/m conic guns. These projeo-

tile'i have beer pulled through special conic dies

(matrices) havirg different angles 9 of their coniui-

ties. The tested projectiles were divided into 3 groups:

1) with both bands on; 2) with tUe front band alone and

3) with the roar band alone. The results - diagrams of

the pullig forces as functions of are shown on

Fig. 183 and Fig. 184.
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Fig. 183 Fig. 194
" - Rifling force for the A summary action nf I, and

Front band alone 17,; (14 2) curve represents
a sum of ordinates of curve

Pulling force for the 1 and curve 2. Distance
Rear band alone is measured between the

bands.

The valuw of angle IS (varied from 200-210 to 110-120)

does not affect much the pulling force /7 (not more than

11-12% of n ).

The projectiles were pulled through the dies (matrices)

by means of Amsler's press. The following regularities

were observed on the ( /7, e ) curves obtained.
A Since the rear band is more massive than tha

front band its curve fl (Fig. 183) is higher than the

curve /7 (front band). (/m)is almost twice as

large as (a).

. . . .. . .m ~s mm m M AX.• 'l, nannn~umuuu • m
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2. fton the projectile bas both bands (Fie. 184)

and the distance between bands is ,l , then th3 curve

for the rear band (curve 2) is displaced at the distance

at from the beginning of tP curve 1 (tront band).

3. The curve (1 + 2) (X' the total pulling fore* for

the projeotile with both bands starts tron the point on

tho curve 1 at the diskanme G, from the /7 -axis.

4. The total work of the pulling force e i.
largely affected by the total length of travel of the

projectile pulled through the naxtrix.

Thus obtained curves (i .) in matrices must be con-

verted into the curves (7,)of the force /7 acting

in the conic bore of a gun.

Table ct Ixperinntal Results with the
Projectiles Statically Pulled Through
the Matrioes.

Length /MOO,. /7,Aw. I7,.
of the for two for the for the

of conic bands rear front
Matrix part XG. band band

1 0.040 100 3500 2620 l:_50

2 0.025 160 3250 2350 1180

3 0.020 200 3100 2250 1100
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20LV
AM

7ig. 185 - Diagrams for 17 1 for tagjS = 0.040;
2- for tag : = 0.025;. 3- for tag 0 a 0.020.

1.5. A Pormula for Conversion of the ?aoo 1m (acting

in the Matrix) into th Forea 1 a t in the Conic

7ig. 186 shows the acting forces during tUs ravel

of the proJactile having two bands along the conic (anal

(a ng Is 3 )

The following forces are at work;

1. 7oroe /7 acting along the axis of the pzojec-

tile.

2. torce of reaction which is unifurmly d -

tribured ove the siurfacs of the front band and ie nor-

mal to this surface.
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3. Force ct reaction A,"' of the sam nature acting

on the rear band.

4. Foroe of friction N4M'
5. Force c friction I/

Pig. 186 - Sohematio view o.? forces acting on the

projectile in the conic gun.

Projecting all forces on the a:is ct the projectile

and on the perpedioular axis we will have:

Along the projectUle-axis: /7=-N($ISPcoI#

here

Radial foroes; over the front band; W 'V 'r-

over the rear band; 4

Radial forces produce the plastic jiformation of the

bands.

We assums that in tns cor '  bore of a gun and in -ne

conic zatriz at their equal croas-aections of equal
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diameters the radial forces are equal.

Let us denote forces related to the conic bore wioh

the wbacripts C and forces related to the mntrix by

the subscript M .

Then the equality of the radial forces is expressed

an

( So. . ;V& ,= ... (54)

~Axial force in mtrix: z .$

Axial force in conic gun: 1C ,(~v
(7c ,yr ________

Hence: I*= .
IZA &M SM4O*JPtXA

putting in her* (from (54) we wi. have:

or 7 orp .. 4#o r :w ' - . iA e( 5

C MAjj -VC /J040-l
Since nat. 4 (,., it% very close to 1.

We may write.

17- 17 r (56)

This fonula has been verifled by the experiment of

pulling two projsctliies thhrgh the matrices with difer-

%Lt angles f9 . From the valas of ths puzllig foore
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171 and .A , the value of the coefficient of frio-

tion hA haa been calculated and found to be 0.16,

which is exactly the practical value for this coefficient.

The coefficient ct friction is affected by the vel-

ocity of motion and its value is varied as it is given

by t foiula: 41 rhere at <44

From thm experimnts cr M. Shlaposhnikov we have:

Y 0.21; 9a = 0.0213; a4 - 0.163

Unhinmsn (Thermodynamioa ct Firearms, 1943) gives

* 0.05 at L 200 m/s. A thi average practical

value of Y we may take 0.10.

7ig. 187 show. the diagram of /7, f(e) for the

oonic gun 28/20 m/m at - 0.10

f20

Fig. 187 A diagram showing the rorce1,

!C 1

pulling the projectile taruuga the conic bore of a gan

28/20 m/nz A lower part shcws the axial cross-section
of tbs bors ietth its v-.yiig Oiameters from 28 m/m to 2C w.,
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The calculated work of the static pull!In through

the matrix for this gin is about 1320 which is

nearly 10% of the muzzle kinetic energy of the projectile.

The total work largely depends on the value of

but not on rao.

Thus the coefficient for tao conic gin has the

f n:4 , 0f..

ant ge 4' (N)

Rare a .D. tA 0elative work spent on the ro-

tation of the projectile:

eW60P. is the relative work spent on #-eroomirg

the friction of the two bands in the rifling;

,K rqj/ois the relative work spent on oveirooning

the resistance of the deformation and friction over the

surface of the bore
i, OOYa4is the relative work on overcoming the

additional friction of the rear band pressed againbt the

surface ct the bore by gases,,

Kpo is the relative work movirg the recoiling

sy tom

Thus the total

And finelly we have that a=d2O a .-
£
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For the cylindrical bore:

For t h conic bores at !

.or the conic bore: (. /.
For

For e oylindrioal bue"V 7 -'.p+ . -

?,n t'b onio bore: .46 o . / V"V'

7.r both coefficients (0 and Y are

equal.

At the higher ->/ for the muzzle veloci-

ties P4 >/ O4 0 decreaae(in &), and the
conic gun becomes a moro efficient gun than the cylin-

drical one. Thus at high muzzle velocities, the conic

gun has the advantage over the cylindrical gun not only

because its length can be shorter, but also because the

%iork required for the movement of gases within tho conic

bore is considerably Use.

We heve the following equations:

The equation of motion:

-- 7.

gli • e mno m m u n A um nm u n •
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here a- s pressure on the projeatile.

The equation ct work: ee

The equation of the rate of burning:

-U ,/ ...(c)

The equaticn for gas formation:

Z ... (d)

The relaticship between and /°  (average):

,.,_~ ~ go ',. . ./1+1-1 o

The coefficient 1, accounts for the work against

the resistance of the riflixg and for the rotational mo-

tion of the projectile ( JI -/.O . ). The ooefficient

1 aospunts for the various secondary work ezoopt the

twos 1h We a d f sNd which are accourted far

separately.

here; ., *0A .Y

It is advisabla to apply the above system of equa-

tions to a simple case with a small W and a fine

powder with a very fast rate of burning. Then the oqua-

tions (c) end (d) can be omitted, bscause we have a case

of izstantaneous burning; tba coefficient D is verv

ol c5 to the constant value and the obsTructing forces

I • • • a
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gbiVSnJOP and 17 can be easily evaluated as they

have in this simplified case a prevailing importanoo..

Thus wv will be able to s, how close all the above

shown calculations will be to the experinmntal results.

The equation (a) can be rewritten:

and we may select such a combinaticn of A &*4'P at

which the results in the left part will be even negative

IeO. the orojeotile will not be propelled out of the gun

and will stop within the bore.

Ohapter 2 - lolution of the Problem e .Interior Ballistics

for the Conic Bore.

The principal assumptions remain the same as for the

cylindrical bore instantaneous ignition, the geomtric

law of the burningI the law of te rate of bu rnin oi '

the instantaneous engraving of the band at the ini-

tial proeoaro 1 , an unchangeable chemical composition

of gaseso during their expanxion. Th. principal distinc-

tion io: the variable cross-section of the bar*.

The principal relationships:

(PM ; *Sp - the equation cc motion (57)

U,. = ,p - the law of the rate of (58)
bu rn ing.

du~tA(:P&IedW tbst equatina of V~A *eB-antary
Work. IJ,
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/a _#+w)zfor where:

_ - the equation ol the trans-
formation of the energy . .. (60)

* is %h4 free volume of the chamber at the

monm% when part * of the charge has been burned.

from 157) and (58) we have: S d4wLL O

Aers. A Zo, e._
V"A

:%-is tb& relative thiCknsi or "-h pao.4Z ",---&A

out from the beginning of the motion of the projectile:

E 4- the thickness of powder burned out at tL moment

of the beginning of motion.

20- the relative thickness of powder; J- part of

the charge burned at the moment of the beginning of mo-

tion of the projectile,

The principal diffioulty in .cving vhase equations

for the conic bore is that we have not yet foun=d the re-

lationship between the variable () nd or

which fact preciudes the pusibili. ct integration of

the equation (62). Prom the solution of our problem for

the cylindrical bore, however, we r.ay find hia relation-

ship betwein v am' wr r -W
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We have already seen that at the same loadin condi-

tions for the conic and cjlindrical bores we may assume

that the curves ( V, A ) for both of these bores are

identical; hence we ba,# mans to establish the rela-

tionship between (4) andW cx r . ?or doirg this

we takl A as our independsnt rariable.

Thus from (82) we have: .- -sofEV

The function i can be taken out of thu integral

at its average value (T) and then we have;

V (9) X (6a)
Elut sinJce0 ZLa -a Pae.
We will have; 4. Xi. - *Z XV

and~.-g S. i.e.

From (59) an! (80) we bIao*:

dW -W ;A , A fld& (65)

Her**e; 2f.AL2J6 .t 1 6NLaI

Taking dv from (64) and v from (eZ) and dinotirgav-4 2 L.v

We will bave (85) in the following form

_d -7 . 6,

T-ierfs;
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An analogous equation for the cylindrical bore of

c a l i b e r < i s d" ( x de. Y

here: (

and ft O

From (66) and (67) we can see that the parameters

and 5, are constant for the cylindrical bore,,, and

the analogous parameters for the conic bore become var-

iables depending on the value of the cross-section of the

b re.

In the numerator of (66) the product "..'

in a function ct A and should be transferred into the

left part of the equation, for integration and I S'

oaa be taken either at itr average value or as a constant

alon, the whole range of X according to the value of

range for .

Hert we will take y ,'S,.,y; 2' Swy;/..

Then (66) will be rewritte-n

(dAl .. . , _., .-. _ xa'zx -..
4,*A)(0 ) "0- -, , " Y.'.."
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Here the right part of the equation 12 the sam as

in the equation for the cylindrical bore and represents

the differential of D.,oadov's function (for integ.ation

should be taken ut its average value alorg the

range of the integration from 0 to x.)

Thus the right part ct (68) is:

e

and can I)e ewaluated from Tables by entries:J- --MI

and X ; ti left part of (68) also can be in-

terated, and here Ap can be taken as an average

( A being coa tent for all values of or we can

take a value 4 for each 0= ~ Z~ (in

the same way as shown for the integ ation with the value

The left part of (68) can be .ewritten:

and AhdA /n A A
4*)(.V(A%?A)(4-AY 4.,*AI pg A

and then:
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After tin integration (from 0 to x and from 0 to/

AC..
Denot ing; I(. "&"=A,

A -Am

We have; -3 Z (70)

Solvirg (69) with respect rU WA i ;

AA .0 lzx A / .

A /A•(71)
7or the oT1lndrioal bore we

nere9

The numorrA~cr of (71) is of the same structure as

(72) but instead of the constant expoaent - we have

in (71); AW, .( . .w ,..

In (71) we have deaominatcr which is > 1 end is con-

etantly incrasing durig the burning of powder mnd mo-

tion or projectile alorg th. conic bore.

Thus we may say that (70) expresses clearly r

specific snif lcane of the variability ct ihs i -isB-
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section of the bar* and its effect on the clements of

the firing from the conic bore,

Yor ths gas pressure we will have:

Ap'A (73)
Since for the SivenX and and> 4. and A .

O. > 4. t1 pressure in t conic bore will be

higher than in the cylindrical bore.

Formula (73) can be rewritten;

Aa

- .(74)
Having differentiated (74) vIth respoot to X and

making 0 we will fiad .,Cat ihi, a the pro*-

sure will be the maximum pressure ,. Wo give here the

value of XM without the algebraical details of its

derivation:

.X~

If S is constant this formula bacomes cr previos

fomula for X,, in the cylindrical bore.

The Fig. 188 shc o the curve A) and i' /or A)

for the cylindrical bore: 1 -foxr and 1' lorl 2*
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and for the conic bore; 2- fcr a A for

7ig. 18 Oures(AA~nd (M A~forcylin raan

c oni boes.(/ ,at t,,, end of bur ing , , ha,( 0(

2hApter 3 - Te Ba ,llistic Design t the Conic Gun

81noe the very purpose of the conic gun is to hcr-

ton the lengh of a very high muzzle velocity gun, tbo

design of thts gun is directed to finding a conic bore

correap,nding to thes cylindrioal one with a minimum bore

vo lume.I

Suppose we cre given the folloving initial d&ta,. a

muzzle caibr eight of projectile -t and its muz-

zle velocity .;it in required to design a conic bore

for these conditions.

We find tba additional data:eZC i Ca t;
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the ratiopu 4t/~/T /

NJ, from practice (armor piercing projectiles) we

know that C;, (at-the muzzle) varies from 16 to 18,

and the limits for the minimum L(at- the initial cali-

ber 4/ ) are from 6 to 7, then we find that the range

of possible variation for R will be: -

ze. from 1.32 to 1.44

i r. ns.m,*a""v o on m/m PI n/ "- _/m-- is "..-

peetivplj 1,4 and l.'A63. We will t-e -A I - A

For - 6 we will ave de. 1.85 d.and we find

the characteristios of the cylindrical gun with this

as caliber and with and h having the minimum vol-

ti3e. i.,.

Next we find from Table . A. B. .4

from this data we fina;

Volume of chamber W .here SS. e0

The worktng volume ct boreb or M , h whic is

equal to the volu~ of the conic bore. Thusw f rcm the
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volume W and from tho ratio and from the formula

WIuS Womo-(.)~ we calculate Wcov.whioh is the volume

of the whole con: ,W CO

For the truncated cona: Wa e,
heno e; a and~ 4-IA

Tak ij -e a ) ai1nfi d / and/. e
and the fulU length of the barrelt 4- -

( (. for the broeoh part)

Takinig A. -0. end K a 0.86Wo we caloulaste

Sl- a- a &

7 . Is.4 SU 4A. u -

pu L s giving the desired F . rom the thoory we know

that the end of burmniu will be oloter to the beginning

of motion than it is in t]t oyllndrical bore and

Sismaller tbnan OW. -- (YAAW" "a rr 2-.1&.Or':

) tor the caloulation of the curves of pressures and

velocities for the conic bore we first calculate the

curves (t',b W) and (V.,A) for sho oylindrical bore

(Using Tables O.A.B., 1942). Having the values of V.

we will find Xw. - V , e g so -s

velocity at the end of burn~ng of powder, when shere is

no initial prefasr6 of engraving.
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Taking W oorresponding to v from t1he Purve (,A)iwe

calculate tevleof y. W-- :n 7..

Dividing by we will Miod XTCOh
the value Xq 4.- ̂V) will determine (W),, ndth

vo100 (..,v at the end of bunirg.

Usirg the values of :C we will oluato

and the pressure F- fop sk (G(

here W, a we )iCV(st- 00: A / -~ '
and vand V the aeme a for Ihe cylindrioal baor.

Far the end of the first period and; .fd i/Am mmt

f --v. 

-found f ron the f'onmlas_ _

'INA .AX

,-_

K
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Us ocefficient at the utilizatica of the unit weight

of charges 
49

imw Rt obtained is vary close to ts at

the same valass of W-A an . Mo at the same. loading'oon-

ditiona exoGe$ tin v-'ae~

Usiz the results obtain*6 we may, if racessary, in-

troduee oerain oorrotons in order to have with a bet-

ter accuracy both required .and

I

I
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